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Statement of Proposal

Introduction 
This statement is required to be made by the Local Government Act 2002.  It is to be read in 
conjunction with the proposal for the Council’s 2006 to 2016 Long Term Council Community Plan, 
which is set out in the following pages.  This includes amendments made to the 2004 to 2014 
plan since July 2004.

The purpose of the proposed Long Term Council Community Plan (“LTCCP”) is to:

•  describe the activities of the Christchurch City Council;

•  describe the community outcomes that the Council seeks;

•  provide integrated decision-making between the Council and its community;

•  provide co-ordination of the Council’s resources;

•  provide a long term focus for the Council’s decisions and activities;

•  provide a basis for the accountability of the Council to its community; and

•  provide an opportunity for the community to participate in decision-making processes 
on the activities to be undertaken by the Council.

The activities of the Council and the community outcomes sought for the next 10 years are 
contained in the draft LTCCP.  These are the Council’s preferred options for taking Christchurch 
City forward.

Submissions
The draft LTCCP will be available for inspection during ordinary office hours at the following 
places:

•  Civic Offices, 163 Tuam Street, Christchurch.

•  Christchurch City Council libraries and service centres.

 

A copy of the draft may also be viewed on the Council’s website www.ccc.govt.nz/haveyoursay.  
A summary of the information contained in the draft LTCCP will be distributed as a basis for 
general consultation.

Submissions on the draft may be made in writing to the Council between Tuesday, 28 March 
and Friday, 5 May 2006.  These may be made electronically at www.ccc.govt.nz/haveyoursay, 
by using the submission form contained in the draft LTCCP and in the summary, or in any other 
written form.  

Any person who makes a submission will have the opportunity to be heard by the Council if 
requested.  Hearings will be held from Thursday, 25 May to Wednesday, 7 June 2006. 

Cautionary Note
The forecast financial statements in this draft plan are prepared on the basis of best estimates 
available at the time of preparing the accounts.  Actual results are likely to vary from the information 
presented and the variations may be material.

The purpose of this draft plan is to consult with the community on the spending priorities outlined 
within the plan, and may not be appropriate for any other purpose.  Following the consultation period 
there may be changes made to the plan.  The final plan will be adopted on 30 June 2006.

Comparative Information
The 2005/06 comparative information is based on the 2005/06 Annual Plan.  The comparative 
numbers for the Balance Sheet have been adjusted to reflect Council’s position at 30 June 2005 
under New Zealand Equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards.

Authorisation for Issue
This document was authorised by Council on, and is dated, 9 March 2006.
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Will our grandchildren thank us?

I would like to take this opportunity to welcome the people of Banks Peninsula whose community 
is now part of the wider Christchurch City Council. This merger gives formal recognition of 
Christchurch’s important connections with the harbour and peninsula. The Long Term Council 
Community Plan (LTCCP) for Banks Peninsula has now been merged with the Christchurch City 
Council LTCCP and Banks Peninsula residents are assured that all the levels of service currently 
enjoyed will be retained.

We all know Christchurch and its surroundings are a great place to live. What we need is for  
you to tell us about the areas that need to be improved. My vision is that our city is a safe city,  
with tree-lined streets, superb urban design and sustainable energy and waste management  
plans; a city that cherishes its heritage and enjoys its events and festivals; a city of cultural  
diversity, that offers our children a great education system which leads to a choice of job 
opportunities. 

Christchurch is the economic engine room for Canterbury and the South Island. It is a trading  
city that must connect with the world. We must invest wisely in our city’s infrastructure so that  
our businesses can link up easily to the port and to the airport and to a first-class  
telecommunications network. The LTCCP is a 10-year plan which sets out the road ahead. To 
remain a flourishing city we must plan for how we are going to invest in our streets, drains, 
waterways, water and sewerage. 

Like all budgets, the financial information in this plan is full of facts and figures, but the end of  
the process is all about human activity. What I urge ratepayers to do when you consider this  
budget is to think not just of yourself, but think of your community. Think about your children’s 
children. How will they view us as a city when they have their families? What will make this  
city continue to be well laid out and safe? What will make this city easy to cross on foot, by  
bicycle, or by vehicle? Where will the kids swim, and where will our neighbourhood library be 
located? How can we sustain our waterways and our wonderful tap water? All the local parks 
are important to us, as are the regional parks. How do we support this being a thriving economy 
without increasing the amount of waste we are sending to the Kate Valley landfill? How do we 
address the huge area of supporting our community groups alongside other funding agencies, 
and what are we trying to achieve? If you have ideas on how all this can be done please make 
a submission.
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The LTCCP identifies a set of Community Outcomes that Christchurch people told us they  
wanted for their city. The people said they wanted the city to be prosperous, liveable, safe and 
well-governed, with healthy and active people. It is up to the Council to make decisions that 
reflect these wishes.

We put money aside for roads and footpaths. We put funds aside for more cycleways. We are 
providing for collecting our waste in a different way and have set up a working party to plan 
for this. We are establishing a fund for purchasing key pieces of land so that we can meet the 
expectations of the people of Christchurch which were stated so clearly to us when we consulted 
on the way this city is spreading across the plains. The people of Christchurch said urban sprawl 
isn’t what they want and the Council has listened. We have asked staff to report back to us on 
a special rating to rebuild the Cashel Mall. We will be building some of the proposed swimming 
pools earlier and this will mean that some of the small suburban pools may have to close. We 
have continued with the funding for the regeneration of the Botanic Gardens so that when the 
centenary occurs in 2013, they will be world class again. 

This city is a series of villages. We have budgeted for funds to work on these villages so that we  
promote world-class urban planning right through the city. When we turn on the tap the water  
must flow. All these and many other items are in the budget.

The Long Term Council Community Plan is tightly prescribed by the Local Government Act 2002.  
I think the Act is an inspired piece of legislation which makes those around the Council table 
think very carefully about our priorities for the future. If a councillor promises rate reductions 
then he or she has to convince the majority of his or her colleagues that what is being promoted 
makes sense. Conversely if some councillors want to increase items on the budget, for example 
development of a new leisure centre, they have to convince their colleagues likewise. 

Over the past few months we have grappled with costs and services and done this within the 
framework of the Act. Nobody has dominated this process, and the councillors have worked  
closely together struggling to meet the expectations of ratepayers at an affordable price.  
Keeping rates down has been on all of our agendas. We all struggled but we also know that this 
city must not go backward. 

These and many other issues were considered within the LTCCP and I am confident that we got 
the bulk of it right. I want to encourage the fullest participation of communities around the city 
so please have a look at the plan and tell us what you think.

He aha te mea nui i te ao

Maku e ki atu

He tangata he tangata he tangata

What is the most important thing in the world

I say to you

It is people, it is people, it is people

Garry Moore

Mayor of Christchurch
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A vision for our future Christchurch

This vision describes how Christchurch City Council sees the long-term future of Christchurch 
and its community.

It provides an over-arching set of future themes which will guide the Council’s direction and 
contribution towards achieving the Community Outcomes. 

The themes of this vision are reflected in, and implemented through, the Strategic Directions and 
Activities detailed in this Community Plan.

Together, these future themes provide a clear focus for the Council to work with the community 
and with its city partners towards a vital and sustainable future Christchurch. 

Our future Christchurch is a world-class boutique city, with a first-world lifestyle,  
first-class environment, diversity of landscapes and  unique economic base Christchurch 
will be – 

... a place where people enjoy living

... a place with great work opportunities

... the most attractive city in New Zealand

... a must-see for visitors

... a global investment destination

... a place where people enjoy living
We’re making the most of our place in the world, while keeping our distinct local character.  We’re 
a place of diverse living environments, thriving urban villages and a vibrant central city. Sound 
infrastructure and innovative urban design give us a strong sense of community – people feel 
safe and supported, with leisure and lifestyle options to balance work and play.

... a place with great work opportunities
Our city offers choice and flexibility in employment and career options. We’re building on our 
traditional industries while opening up opportunities in new economic activity on international 
markets.  We offer world-class education and training to provide our children with future-proof 
skills, and we’re attracting the world’s sharpest thinkers and innovators. 

... the most attractive city in New Zealand
We’re leaders in protecting our natural and built heritage, and also at the forefront of new urban 
design – with appealing streetscapes and community spaces that complement our iconic parks 
and waterways.  The arts, cultural activities and celebration are a constant part of the fabric of 
our communities, alongside the recreational opportunities of the natural landscape. 

... a ‘must-see’ for visitors to New Zealand
Our Garden City reputation is second to none, and visitors are drawn to the kaleidoscope of 
festivals, events, sport and recreation which make the most of this environment.  We’re the world’s 
gateway to the South Island and Antarctica, with world-class accommodation choices and an 
array of attractions that provide unforgettable experiences for our visitors. 

... a global investment destination
Our city has found its niche in the global economy, becoming a magnet for investment in leading-
edge technology and knowledge-based industries.  We’ve invested in global connections and 
infrastructure to support emerging industry clusters, and while we’re business-friendly, we  balance 
our economic success with a healthy environment and social equity.
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We have come a long way

This community plan for the next 10 years to 2016, is Christchurch City Council’s second.  
Following the release of our first in 2004, we have listened to feedback from the community 
and our government stakeholders to improve the clarity, relevance and reality of information  
we are providing.  

This time we include fewer performance measures, but they are more meaningful. They will  
better determine how our organisation is meeting the service levels that the Council has signed 
off on to deliver the Community Outcomes that we can contribute towards.

For the first time, the LTCCP will be audited, both the draft document which goes out for public 
consultation at the end of March and the final document published at the end of June.

In the coming years, the Council faces huge challenges. Meeting these challenges will require 
the combined effort of councillors and the staff organisation that supports them, along with  
input from the community.

The Council is constantly being asked for more, such as enhanced facilities at the Botanic  
Gardens and an improved roading infrastructure.  All of these demands place considerable  
pressure on our budget, which is exacerbated further by unprecedented cost increases in certain  
key sectors of the economy.  

We are currently experiencing tremendous pressure on costs, particularly in areas of our  
business that relate to the construction industry, or that require the consumption of non- 
renewable resources. These escalating costs are far beyond cost increases reflected in the 
Consumer Price Index and affect about 40% of our operating expenditure. 

Everyone in the Council, including staff and councillors, now understands the reality of  
meeting the Local Government Act 2002.  This Act has fundamentally shifted the basis for local  
government in New Zealand and changed the way we operate.

Given the positive results already achieved it is important that we continue our direction, always 
reassessing and improving how we deliver best service to our ratepayers by the most efficient 
and effective means possible.

We can no longer set the agenda for our community and dictate how we deliver it. The onus is  
now on us to consult with our community and be far more responsive to your needs. Our 
residents’ requirements, in addition to our regulatory role, then drive our plans, projects,  
services and budgets which are all reflected in the rates paid by the community.

We need to look after the overall needs of the community, which means that not every individual’s 
wish list can be met.  Part of this is about affordability, but Council must also take a city-wide  
view when it makes its decisions.

Taking this into account this document is the Council’s response to what the community has told 
us it wants in terms of outcomes.

Of course there will be many other agencies and bodies which contribute to these outcomes and 
it is important that the Council works alongside and in partnership with them and understands 
their plans and strategies too. We have worked closely with the Banks Peninsula District  
Council and welcome its inclusion with the Christchurch City Council.

A key challenge is where we are going as a city – what is it we aspire to for Christchurch, what 
sort of city we see it becoming in the future – 10, 20, 30 years on. 

Will it be the sort of place our grandchildren want to live in?

In making decisions, we need to look at what we can afford to do today to shape the direction  
that future takes.  We want your input to Our Community Plan.  Let us know your expectations.

Dr. Lesley McTurk

Chief Executive
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Report to the readers of christchurch city council long-term council community plan 
statement of proposal for public consultation for the ten years commencing 1 july 2006  

The Auditor-General is the auditor of Christchurch City Council (the City Council).  The Auditor-
General has appointed me, Devan Menon, using the staff and resources of Audit New Zealand, 
to report on the Statement of Proposal for adoption of a Long Term Council Community Plan 
(LTCCP), on his behalf. 

The purpose of an LTCCP, as set out in section 93(6) of the Local Government Act 2002 (the Act), 
is to: 

•  describe the activities of the local authority; 

•  describe the community outcomes of the local authority’s district or region;  

•  provide integrated decision making and co-ordination of the resources of the local 
authority; 

•  provide a long term focus for the decisions and activities of the local authority; 

•  provide a basis for accountability of the local authority to the community; and 

•  provide an opportunity for participation by the public in decision making processes on 
activities to be undertaken by the local authority. 

 

Opinion   

Overall Opinion 

In our opinion the Statement of Proposal for adoption of the LTCCP of the City Council dated 9 
March 2006 provides a reasonable basis for long term integrated decision-making by the City 
Council and for participation in decision-making by the public and subsequent accountability to 
the community about the activities of the City Council.

It is not our responsibility to express an opinion on the merits of any policy content within the 
Statement of Proposal for adoption of an LTCCP. 

In forming our overall opinion, we considered our opinion on specific matters required by the Act, 
which is set out below.  

Opinion on Specific Matters Required by the Act 

The Auditor-General is required by section 84(4) of the Act to report on: 

•  the extent to which the Statement of Proposal complies with the requirements of the Act; 

•  the quality of information and assumptions underlying the forecast information provided 
in the Statement of Proposal; and 

•  the extent to which the forecast information and proposed performance measures will 
provide an appropriate framework for the meaningful assessment of the actual levels of 
service provision.  

 

In terms of our obligation to report on the matters outlined in section 84(4) of the Act, in our 
opinion: 

•  the City Council has complied with the requirements of the Act in all material respects 
demonstrating good practice for a council of its size and scale within the context of its 
environment; 

•  the underlying information used to prepare the Statement of Proposal provides a 
reasonable basis for the preparation of the forecast information;  

•  the assumptions set out within the Statement of Proposal are based on best information 
currently available to the City Council and provide a reasonable and supportable  basis for 
the preparation of the forecast information; 

•  the forecast information has been properly prepared on the basis of the underlying 
information and the assumptions adopted and the financial information is presented in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand;  
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•  the extent to which the forecast information and proposed performance measures 
provide an appropriate framework for the meaningful assessment of the actual levels 
of service provision reflects good practice for a Council of its size and scale within the 
context of its environment.

 
Actual results are likely to be different from the forecast information since anticipated events 
frequently do not occur as expected and the variation may be material.  Accordingly, we express 
no opinion as to whether the forecasts will be achieved. 

Our report was completed on 9 March 2006, and is the date at which our opinion is expressed.  

The basis of the opinion is explained below.  In addition, we outline the responsibilities of the City 
Council and the Auditor, and explain our independence.  

Basis of Opinion 

We carried out the audit in accordance with the International Standard on Assurance Engagements 
3000 (revised): Assurance Engagements Other Than Audits or Reviews of Historical Financial 
Information and the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, which incorporate the New Zealand 
Auditing Standards.  We have examined the forecast financial information in accordance with 
the International Standard on Assurance Engagements 3400: The Examination of Prospective 
Financial Information.  

We planned and performed our audit to obtain all the information and explanations we considered 
necessary to obtain reasonable assurance that the Statement of Proposal for adoption of the LTCCP 
does not contain material misstatements, and provides a reasonable basis for long term integrated 
decision-making by the public and the City Council about the activities of the City Council, and for 
subsequent accountability to the community about the activities of the City Council.   

Our procedures included examining on a test basis, evidence supporting assumptions, amounts 
and other disclosures in the LTCCP, determining compliance with the requirements of the Act, and 
evaluating the overall adequacy of the presentation of information. 

We obtained all the information and explanations we required to support the opinion above.

Responsibilities of the Council and the Auditor 

The City Council is responsible for preparing a LTCCP under the Act, by applying the City Council’s 
assumptions and presenting the financial information in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting practice in New Zealand.  The City Council’s responsibilities arise from Section 93 
of the Act. 

We are responsible for expressing an independent opinion on the Statement of Proposal for 
adoption of the LTCCP and reporting that opinion to you.  This responsibility arises from section 
15 of the Public Audit Act 2001 and section 84(4) of the Act. 

Independence 

When reporting on the Statement of Proposal for adoption of the LTCCP we followed the independence 
requirements of the Auditor-General, which incorporate the independence requirements of the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants of New Zealand.   

Other than this report and in conducting the annual audit, we have no relationship with or interests 
in the City Council.  

 

 

 

D Menon 
Audit New Zealand 
On behalf of the Auditor-General 
Christchurch, New Zealand
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How to use this document and make a submission

This document is a draft of the Christchurch City Council’s Long-Term Council Community 
Plan (LTCCP).  Under the new Local Government Act 2002, all local authorities are required to  
produce a community plan every three years in consultation with their community.

Our Community Plan gives a picture of all the things a council does (its activities and services)  
and how they fit together. This draft plan shows what the Council proposes to do over the 10-year  
period of the plan, why the Council is proposing to do these things, and what the costs will be. You will  
find that this document refers to both the LTCCP and Our Community Plan – they are the same. 

The LTCCP is the main way that the community can influence what their council does. This  
draft plan is now open for public consultation until Friday 5 May 2006.  Now is the time to have your 
say about what the Council should be involved in, whether the priorities of the capital expenditure 
programme are appropriate and whether the level of services set out in the Council’s activities 
meet your expectations.

What’s in this draft
•  Our Community Today: an overview of Christchurch as we know it today.  This 

presents key facts about our people, our environment and our economy. 

•  Christchurch’s Community Outcomes: these describe what sort of city we want to 
live in.  Christchurch City Council must ensure that all its activities contribute towards 
achieving these Community Outcomes.

•  Strategic directions: these set out Council’s priorities when working towards 
Community Outcomes.

•  Financial overview: a snapshot of the Council’s proposed budget for the next 10 
years.  This summarises where the Council’s income comes from and where it 
proposes to spend money.  The implications for rates, as a result of proposed Council 
activities, are provided.   

•  Capital works programme: this details the projects on the Council’s 10-year capital 
programme, both the base and the discretionary capital items. In addition we 
have detailed projects which have been on the council’s wish list, but which were 
not short-listed and are not included in current LTCCP budgets (and hence rating 
projections).

•  Proposed cost savings: this outlines Council’s proposals to save costs on activities 
and services and to increase fees for some services.

•  Council activities and services.

 
We want the public’s views on both our capital programme and savings proposals, as well as 
existing levels of service. All of the work that the Council proposes to do over the next 10 years is 
divided into 12 groups of activities, and for each of these groups, an activity plan describing the 
services and activities is provided. The group of activity plans provide a description of what the 
Council proposes to do over the next 10 years, how these activities contribute towards achieving 
the Community Outcomes, and the financial details of how much each activity will cost.

It is important that for all activities that the Council undertakes, there is a way to measure their 
success, and that the costs are included in the budgets.  For ease of reading, we have abbreviated 
each of the nine Community Outcomes with an icon and a single word description. The following 
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is the key to the icons and description which will appear in the groups of activities, both in the  
main document and summary document.

They are as follows:

   
 Safety Health
 A Safe City A Healthy City 

 

 Community Recreation
 A City of Inclusive and  A City for Recreation, 
 Diverse Communities Fun and Creativity

 

 Environment Knowledge
 A City of People who Value and  A City of Lifelong Learning 
 Protect the Natural Environment

 

 Governance City Development
 A Well-Governed City An Attractive and Well-Designed City

 

 Prosperity
 A Prosperous City

 

As required by the Local Government Act, this document includes an assessment of the Council’s 
services, including water supply, public conveniences, waste-water collection and treatment, 
stormwater, cemeteries and crematoria, as well as our waste-management strategy.

Also included in section on Recreation Facilities is a summary of the Aquatic Facilities Plan which 
is presented for public consultation. See page 134.

LTCCP documents
The full LTCCP contains the following documents:

•  A summary of the plan;

•  Volume 1, the main document; and

•  Volume 2, details the development contributions policy.

Copies of all documents are available from service centres and libraries. The document is available 
online at www.ccc.govt.nz

How to make a submission:
Council has adopted the Draft Community Plan for public consultation. Submissions on the plan 
including levels of service, rates and other revenues may be made until the close of business on 
Wednesday 5 May 2006. 

The City Council’s business year runs from 1 July to 30 June, so plans must be drafted, made 
available for public input, reconsidered and finalised by the end of June. The Community Plan will 
run from 1 July 2006, and between now and then the following steps will take place:

•   April – The Community Plan will be available for consideration by the public, other 
organisations and community groups. You can make a submission on the form 
provided in this document, which is also included in the summary document, or 
online at www.ccc.govt.nz. Forms can be posted Freepost to the Council or left in the 
collection boxes at Council offices, service centres and libraries;

•   From May 25 2006 to June 7 2006 – The councillors will consider all the public input 
to their draft plan and discuss any changes that could be made;

•   June – Further discussion by city councillors and staff, firming up the final  
Community Plan. It will be formally adopted towards the end of this month.

Detailed instructions for making a submission may be found on the suggested submission form, 
page 17.

For more information about the LTCCP and submission process call 03-941-8999 or, for Banks 
Peninsula residents outside the free calling zone, 0800-800-169. Your call will be directed to one 
of our staff with specialist knowledge of Our Community Plan. Information will also be available 
on the council’s website, www.ccc.govt.nz.
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Our Community Plan - Overview

Rates are the main source of funds for the Christchurch City Council to carry out its activities 
(other funds come from fees and charges, government subsidies, interest and dividends).  These 
activities maintain the day-to-day operations of essential infrastructure and community services in 
the city, as well as planning and constructing the major capital projects needed to accommodate 
the continuing growth of the city.

As Christchurch continues to grow, the Council must plan to ensure that adequate infrastructure 
is provided to support the quality of life that residents expect.

Many of the major infrastructure costs incurred by the Council are essential “business as usual” 
projects which ensure the city keeps up with basic needs – like maintaining and renewing our roads, 
parks, water and sewerage networks, or developing the infrastructure for new subdivisions.

Business as usual also means absorbing increasing responsibilities resulting from the city growing.  
For example, since 2001 our roading network has increased by 51 km (averaging about 14 km per 
year) and our areas of parks and open space are increasing by 80 hectares per year for regional 
parks, and 8 hectares per year for urban parks.

Additionally, over time, the community has called for investments in new projects, such as 
improvements and enhancements to city assets, environmental improvements or the development 
of new community facilities such as libraries or leisure centres.

Comparing cities’ rating levels is complicated because different cities organise their income in 
different ways.  For example, some cities finance their rubbish collection and disposal through the 
sale of rubbish bags while others, like Christchurch, use a mixture of bag sales and rates funding.  
Other cities have privatised their water supplies and people get separate bills for water.

Early last year the independent Consumer magazine undertook a major survey involving about 
8,000 readers, examining 48 councils around New Zealand, including Christchurch City Council.  
The results showed that Christchurch City Council scored above average in all five categories 
surveyed: household services, community services, community facilities and staff and public 
relations.  Of all the country’s large cities, only Christchurch scored above average in every category.  
Consumer also made a rates comparison, based on comparing the same “basket” of services for 
each council.  Christchurch rates were lower than those in all other major urban centres.

Rate levels for the next few years will be challenging. The average increases in rates for the 
next three years are projected to be:

2006/07 2007/08 2008/09

8.55% 7.03% 10.75%

As with many other local authorities we are not able to achieve rates at the Consumer Price 
Index (CPI) without a significant drop in service levels.  While 8.55% is the largest for many years 
for the “average” ratepayer, it represents an additional $2.11 a week.  The recently-announced 
Government Rate Rebate Scheme, which sees the maximum rebate increased from $200 to $500 
and income thresholds also increased, will significantly assist many ratepayers.
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The following graphs show how the proposed rates revenue for 2006/07 will be allocated to fund 
the range of Council activities.

 
The Proposed 2006/07 Rates Contribution 

for each Group of Activities

Where Your Rate Dollars Go

How your rates will be spent 2006/07

Net Cost Rates Ave Resdn
GROUP OF ACTIVITY (million) Percentage per Dollar Rates/week

1 Cultural and Learning Services $38.287 16.7% 16.65c $3.78 

2 Streets and Transport $33.403 14.5% 14.53c $3.30 

3 Parks, Open Spaces and Waterways $32.977 14.3% 14.34c $3.26 

4 Wastewater Collection and Treatment $23.084 10.0% 10.04c $2.28 

5 Community Support $19.612 8.5% 8.53c $1.94 

6 Recreation and Leisure $15.632 6.8% 6.80c $1.55 

7 Water Supply $13.243 5.8% 5.76c $1.31 

8 City Development $12.991 5.7% 5.65c $1.28 

9 Democracy and Governance $12.074 5.3% 5.25c $1.19 

10 Refuse Minimisation and Disposal $10.934 4.8% 4.76c $1.08 

11 Economic Development $10.205 4.4% 4.44c $1.01 

12 Regulatory Services $7.444 3.2% 3.24c $0.74 

$229.886 100.00% 100.00c $22.73

16.7%

10.0%

5.7%

5.3%

4.8%

4.4%
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By the end of June this year, Christchurch City Council must produce a Long-Term Council  
Community Plan setting out its proposed work programme for the next 10 years, 2006 to 2016. 

Underpinning this LTCCP is a comprehensive set of activity management plans, which describe  
the levels of all services that ratepayers and residents of Christchurch receive from the Council.  
The activity management plans are summarised in the “Groups of Activities” section of this 
document.  All business-as-usual activities undertaken by the Council must be clearly stated, with 
targets for the next 10 years, and measures to assess our performance against those targets.  
Examples of activities include the provision of clean water, a sewerage system and the collection 
and transfer of solid waste to landfill.  For each activity in the activity management plans, the 
Council must also provide detailed financial information for the next three years, and longer term 
financial forecasts for the following seven years.  

Business as usual also includes retaining three service centres – at Akaroa, Little River and 
Lyttelton – for a minimum of five years. They will provide the same over-the-counter services as 
those available from the District Council at the time of reorganisation. 

For services apart from those delivered from service centres, the City Council has agreed to the 
levels of service being ring-fenced for five years from the date of reorganisation. In the interests 
of consistency and efficiency, the City Council’s intention is, over time, to align services with those 
it provides for city residents. The City Council appreciates that situations will arise where exact 
mirroring of existing city services may be impractical or inefficient and in such cases it intends to 
work with Peninsula communities to develop mutually acceptable and practical outcomes. 

The levels of service described in our activity management plans determine the Council’s cost  
structure.  There is currently tremendous pressure on costs, particularly in those areas of Council 
business that relate to the construction industry, or that require the consumption of non-renewable 
resources.  These escalating costs are far beyond cost increases reflected in the Consumer Price 
Index (CPI) and affect about 40% of the Council’s operating expenditure.  For example, street 
cleaning costs have increased by nearly $2 million per year, which alone equates to a 1% increase 
in rates. 

In this Community Plan, the Council is treating inflation in our financial forecasting differently 
from previous years.  The standard allowance of 2% for capital inflation and less for operating 

expenditure, has clearly proved insufficient in recent years when compared to what has actually 
happened in the market place.  For example, Council has experienced increases of up to 50% 
for water and sewerage pipes alone.  The Local Government Act 2002 and generally accepted 
accounting practice require financial forecasts that reflect forecast price increases.  Business and 
Economic Research Limited (BERL) has developed a range of inflation factors for New Zealand 
councils to use as guidelines/benchmarks, and Council is using the BERL figures (for a long-run 
trend in the average) to shape the  decision on where to set the rate of inflation for our forecasts.  
The actual inflation figures used are set out on page 199.

Perhaps the biggest factor in any rates increase is the Council’s capital programme, which is the 
construction and development of major infrastructure projects  In developing Our Community 
Plan, the Council has reviewed and prioritised a range of community and infrastructure projects.  
The result totals $1.90 billion worth of projects over the next 10 years (please see page 71 for 
more detail).

It is important to note that the impact on rates from these projects is on top of any other rates 
increases arising from normal pressures such as inflation, city growth and increased day-to-day 
operating costs.  Because of this the Council has redefined how it views capital expenditure.

Our proposed capital projects can be divided into two major categories.  The first category “Base” 
projects, are those which focus on maintaining public assets at the agreed standard; they are 
reviewed by the Council each year.  These are primarily renewal and replacement programmes, and 
are described in the “Groups of activities” section of this document.  The second, “Discretionary”, 
category includes projects which improve existing or create additional assets.  Please see the 
“Capital works programme” section. 

The combination of “Base” and ”Discretionary” projects supports our Community Outcomes.  With 
the city continuing to grow, demand for our base capital programme likewise increases.  The 
impact of this is that for any level of capital expenditure set by the Council, the amount available 
for any “discretionary” projects is somewhat limited.

The Council has also provided a list of capital projects that, while they were considered by the 
Council to be important, have not been included in the 2006 to 2016 capital works programme. 
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As part of formulating this LTCCP, the Council reviewed all Activity Management Plans and the 
service levels provided, searching for areas where 5 to 10% cost savings could be made and 
rates increases moderated.  Following this specific review, $14.6 million worth of savings were 
considered by Council.  

Of these, Council determined that a number of proposals to reduce spending and increase revenue 
would be presented in this LTCCP.  For further details, please see the section “Proposed Cost 
Savings and Revenue Increases”, in this document (page 86).

The Council has requested a review of a number of key strategies to determine where it can 
deliver more, or differently for the same cost, in the future.  Some of the strategy areas for review 
include Parks, Open Spaces and Waterways, major festivals and events, community grants and 
water conservation.

It is important to signal in this LTCCP that other reviews may take place to consider how best 

to deliver housing, water and waste.  Any proposals for change relating to how the Council will 
deliver these services will be presented to the public as an amendment to this LTCCP or in the 
2009 to 2019 LTCCP to be prepared in 3 year’s time.

While water and waste services are critical for all ratepayers, the capital requirement for them 
is $499 million over the next 10 years.  It is worthwhile investigating these services to identify 
if any improvements can be made. For example other major cities have separated their water 
supply activity into a Council Controlled Trading Organisation - CCTO.

This LTCCP sees us make changes to 4 major policies:

Policy on determining significance
The guidance level for budget decisions for allocating expenditure has been increased from $0.5 
to $1 million, to better reflect an operation of our size with a turnover in excess of $380 million.

The Council has also reviewed its list of strategic assets, removing City Care and the Red Bus 
company from the list. While they are still important companies and activities, as the market has 
matured, the need to consider them strategic is no longer appropriate.

Development contributions policy
This has undergone a complete review.  The changes are significant, and the Council’s proposed 
revised policy is published as Volume 2 of this plan.  The policy adopts the principle that “growth 
should fund growth”, The Council believes that where growth is a contributing factor, developers 
must pay their share towards financing the capital costs incurred through this growth (for example 
new roads, water and sewerage infrastructure), rather than the general ratepayer meeting all 
the costs.
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Revenue and financing policy
The inclusion of Banks Peninsula into the city has seen us make a slight change to our rating 
policy relating to Maori land (where the Banks Peninsula District Council had numerous Maori 
land units, the city only had one).

Council has also established that when determining its capital-expenditure financing, it will move 
away from its 20-year average capital expenditure approach.  Fully rating for depreciation has 
been reinforced.  The average approach worked well with a one year focus, but is restrictive (and 
tended to underestimate the size of the capital programme) when used for the 10-year approach 
required under the Local Government Act 2002. 

A new concept being considered in this LTCCP is the establishment of a targeted rate to fund 
the Central City Mall redevelopment.  This particular project did not make the approved capital 
programme that will be funded as normal because of the potential impact on general rates.

Council does, however, believe that it is important that our city has a vibrant heart.  The redevelopment 
of the Central City Mall is seen as an important part of achieving many of Council’s strategies in 
support of a strong central city.

To enable this to happen, a targeted rate has been identified as the most suitable funding  
mechanism.  The targeted rate would primarily be met by the ratepayers in the central business 
district.  In determining how the rate is structured, it was necessary to determine who the 
beneficiaries would be and therefore who should meet the costs.

Council has assessed the mix of direct and general benefit at 70% direct, 30% general.  This 
means that 70% of the recoverable cost ($10 million by way of a table mortgage,) would be met 
by the businesses within the central business district.  The 30% would be met by all ratepayers 
as part of the normal rate process.

The charge on ratepayers will be phased in as the project progresses; the first full year of the 
new targeted rate will be 2008/09.

For a central city business having a capital value of $500,000, the rate increase percentage  
for this targeted rate only is 6.83% in addition to the normal rate increase of that year.  

By comparison, all other business and residential rates would consequently reduce by a small 
amount of 0.3%.

By way of comparison, if the mix was say 60% direct benefit to ratepayers, or 50% be 
selected, the percentage increase is 5.85% and 4.88% respectively.  The decrease remains at  
approximately 0.3%.

See the chart of rate impacts on page 241 for full details.

Liability management policy 
We have also reviewed our liability management section and determined that it is more prudent 
to have the ability to repay loans on assets that have a long life such as streets, water and sewer 
pipes, and leisure facilities, over a longer term of up to 30 years (previously 20 years).  This spreads 
the cost of an asset over the several generations of people who will benefit from it. 

Conclusion
The Council is confident that in putting this plan together staff and elected members have worked 
hard to find efficiencies and, where possible, offset the effects of increased costs. 

However, many of the factors mentioned already in this section, plus lower than average rate 
increase since the early 2000s, have culminated in a significant rate increase for 2006/07  
projections for increases for the next few years above those experienced in the past.  Rates 
increases from 2010 to 2016 are forecast to return to more usual levels.

This LTCCP shows the Council adopting a very much back-to-basics approach to ensure that it  
can deliver the challenging capital programme that is proposed.  Despite cost pressures, the 
Council will continue to provide an agreed level of service to the community.  It is well placed to 
deliver an ambitious program for the future while remaining in a strong financial position. 
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The Council and Community Boards

Thirteen city councillors and the Mayor represent the people of Christchurch. These 14 elected 
members govern the Council’s activities, and oversee and consider plans and strategies for the 
Council’s staff (officers) to deliver. Representation at a more local level is provided by 40 elected 
members in eight community boards. 

In local body elections every three years, voters across the city and Banks Peninsula elect the 
Mayor, and the city is divided into seven wards for the election of the 13 councillors. The seven 
wards are:

•  Burwood/Pegasus;

•  Fendalton/Waimairi;

•  Hagley/Ferrymead;

•  Spreydon/Heathcote;

•  Shirley/Papanui;

•  Riccarton/Wigram; and

•  Banks Peninsula.

Ward boundaries reflect communities of interest (please see the following two maps:  
Christchurch City Council – Ward Boundaries and Service Centres, and Banks Peninsula Ward). 

There are eight Community Boards, comprising five elected board members each. Six of the 
boards also have two councillors appointed by the Council. The Banks Peninsula Ward’s councillor 
is appointed to the two Peninsula Boards.

The City Council meets weekly, while Community Boards meet either fortnightly or monthly.  
The City Council’s meeting timetable is available on the Council website at www.ccc.govt.nz/
Council/Members/Meetings/ScheduleOfMeetings.pdf 

Community Board meeting dates and venues are available at www.ccc.govt.nz/Council/
CommunityBoards/Meetings/  on the Council website.

Each of the 13 city councillors are members of one or more of four Portfolio Groups. The 
responsibilities of these groups correspond with and seek to further the Council’s Strategic 
Directions. The portfolio groups are: 

•  Creating Strong Communities;

•  Environmental Diversity;

•  Liveable City; and

•   Economic Prosperity.

The portfolio groups initiate reviews and updates of strategies and monitor the progress of work 
as it is being prepared for presentation at full Council meetings. 

The Council and Community Board meetings are generally open to the public.

The Council also regularly holds seminars for elected members. At seminars, staff and others 
present material to inform the elected members. These are not decision-making meetings and 
are generally open to the public.

The Community Boards represent and advocate on behalf of the interests of their communities, 
watch over Council services provided in their areas, deal with issues sent to them by the  
Council, and other matters of interest, and are responsible for some funding and projects  
within their areas.
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The Council’s planning cycle

The Local Government Act 2002 made changes to the way councils have to work with their 
communities.  The Act sets out a clear purpose for local government – to promote their community’s 
social, economic, cultural and environmental wellbeing. This means that the Council will be 
considering how everyone can work together to do the things that local communities think are 
important for their future.

The Community Outcomes process provides a way for the community to have its say about 
what it wants its city to be like in the future. The outcomes identified by the community will  
be used to guide the planning done by the Council and will inform central government and  
others about community needs. Once the outcomes are identified, which happens at least  
every six years, councils will show which outcomes they can contribute to and how they will  
do that. 

Relationship of Community Outcomes to other Planning Documents  
and Processes

 
Over time, Community Outcomes will form the basis of Council planning and, it is expect, the 
planning of other agencies as well.

A simplified model is:

 •  Community identifies its desired outcomes;

  Council decides what its role will be in furthering community outcomes, including 
aligning its policies and processes to achieve community outcomes.

 •  Council prepares business plans for the activities it intends to undertake, and 
publishes these for community consultation.

 •  Council carries out its planned activities and services.
 

 •  Council collaborates with other agencies to deliver community outcomes.

 •  Other agencies consider the community’s desired outcomes, and consider how they 
can influence their own planning.

There is already a degree of alignment between the community outcomes and other Council 
planning documents and processes.  The Council’s significant policies, including its City Plan, are 
themselves the outcome of processes in which the community was involved.  Submissions on 
these policies were included in the background research done when identifying the community 
outcomes.  The outcomes may therefore be regarded as a high-level re-statement of principles 
included in other policies.
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The Long Term Council Community Plan gives a picture of all the things that a council does and 
how they fit together. The plan will show why the council is doing things, what the cost will be 
and what will be done over the 10-year period of the plan. The LTCCP is the main way people can 
influence what your council does. Every three years the community has a chance to share your  
views on this plan. The Annual Plan process continues but focuses on year-to-year budgets.

The Council’s Significance Policy indicates when an issue is very important to the Council or 
community, and makes sure that the Council thinks very carefully about how it will consult you.

The Annual Report shows whether the Council has done what it said it was going to do in the 
LTCCP and what it has spent, as well as showing progress on achieving Community Outcomes.

Economic strength
The Council holds controlling stakes in a number of trading companies which form part of the 
city’s key infrastructure – electricity delivery, the port and airport, public transport and general city 
facilities such as the Convention Centre, Jade Stadium and Westpac Centre. These  are managed 
for the long-term benefit of the community and aim to help ensure a healthy regional economy. 
Together, these companies pay about $30 million a year to the Council in dividends and so help 
reduce the Council’s reliance on rates to fund its activities. Over the last 10 years, the companies 
have also paid to the Council more than $600 million in special dividends and capital returns.

Christchurch City Holdings Ltd, the Council’s investment arm, has been working with business 
and community leaders to consider the region’s long-term infrastructural needs. The aim is to 
use this to test the effectiveness of current investments, spot possible gaps over the next 10-20 
years, and as a tool for weighing up future investments.

The trading companies are run commercially, at arm’s length from the Council.Details may be found 
on page 229. For more information, look online at www.ccc.govt.nz/ChristchurchCityHoldings

Through the Canterbury Development Corporation (CDC), the Council seeks to promote economic 
growth by attracting business to the city and offering a wide range of free services and advice 
to commercial and community organisations. It is working to ensure all the city’s school leavers 
are going into work or on to further their education.

With its support of the regional tourism organization, Christchurch and Canterbury Marketing, the 
Council seeks to ensure tourism continues to play a positive, sustainable role in the local economy 
by boosting the numbers of visitors, their length of stay and how much they spend while here. 
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Christchurch City Council - Ward Boundaries and Service Centres

Source: Christchurch City Map
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Christchurch City Council - Banks Peninsula Ward

Source: Christchurch City Map
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Our Community Today

Introduction
There is archaeological evidence that Maori were in the Christchurch area 1,000 years ago. These 
first inhabitants were moa-hunting tribes. They were followed by the Waitaha, who migrated from 
the east coast of the North Island in the 16th century, 500 years ago. This migration was joined 
by the Ngati Mamoe and Ngai Tahu people and continued until about 1830. 

The first Europeans landed in Canterbury in 1815, 45 years after Captain James Cook sighted 
what is now known as Banks Peninsula from his ship, the Endeavour. He incorrectly named it 
“Banks Island” after the expedition’s famous botanist, Joseph Banks.

In the late 1840s the City of Christchurch was planned, from England, to be a model Anglican 
(church) settlement. The city’s English links are still evident in the design of our older buildings 
and gardens. Christchurch became a city by Royal Charter on 31 July 1856, making it officially 
the oldest established city in New Zealand. The original municipal district was bounded by the 
“four avenues”; Bealey Avenue, Moorhouse Avenue, Fitzgerald Avenue and Rolleston Avenue.  It 
was laid out in a north/south, east/west grid patterni.

Our Community Today
•   Christchurch is the largest city in the South Island, with a population of 344,100 

peopleii. It is the second largest city in New Zealand. 

•   Christchurch’s population increased by nearly 12% between 1991 and 2001, and is  
projected to grow by another 16% by 2026 (to 388,800, medium projection).   
Population growth is projected to occur at 2.3% per annum between 2001 and 2016, 
and then at a slower annual rate of 0.8% between 2016 and 2026iii. The main reason 
for the city’s population growth is external migration. 

Please note that, unless otherwise stated, “Christchurch” and “the city” refer to Christchurch City Council’s entire area, 
including Banks Peninsula.

  Christchurch Historical and Projected Population (2001 Base)

•  Christchurch’s population is less ethnically diverse than the New Zealand population. 
It is dominated by Europeans, with this group making up 90% of the city’s population.  
Maori make up 7% of the population, Asians 6%, Pacific people 2.5%, and other 
ethnicities 3%. In comparison, 70% of the New Zealand population identify as 
Europeans, 8% Maori, 5% Pacific people and 6% Asian. (Note percentages can add to 
more than 100% as people can identify with more than one ethnicity)iii.

•  The city has an ageing population, which is consistent with national trends. 
Christchurch’s median age was 35.5 years in 2001, compared with 34.8 for all of 
New Zealandii. By 2026, Christchurch’s median age is projected to be 42.5 yearsiii. 

•  Christchurch has a larger proportion of older people and a smaller proportion of 
younger people than the national average. By 2016 the elderly (65 years and over) 
will outnumber children (under 15 years) in Christchurchiii. 
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Age and Gender, 2001 

•  In 2001, 29% of Christchurch residents aged 15 years and over had some form of  
tertiary qualification, compared with 28% nationally. The proportion without a 
qualification was slightly lower than the national average (23% compared with 24%)ii.

•  Christchurch has less poverty than New Zealand as a whole. Thirteen percent of 
Christchurch residents live in areas of high deprivation (deciles 9 and 10), compared 
with 20% nationallyiv.  Twenty-one percent of people live in the least deprived areas 
of Christchurch (deciles 1 and 2).

New Zealand Social Deprivation Index 2001

Source: Health Services Research Centre, Victoria University
(See next page for more details)
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•  Ninety-seven percent of the city’s population is concentrated within the urban area, 
which covers about one third of the land area of Christchurch (excluding Banks 
Peninsula).

•  The city’s population density increased from 20.3 to 20.9 people per hectare between  
1996 and 2001 (figures exclude Banks Peninsula). Areas close to the central city or  
around some of the suburban commercial centres (such as Riccarton) tend to have  
higher population densities. Banks Peninsula has a comparatively low population 
density of 2.5 people per hectare.

•  The average number of people living in each household is getting progressively 
smaller. In 1981, there was an average of 2.9 people per household, decreasing to 
2.6 in 2001. It is projected to drop to 2.4 people by 2021v. This reflects a nationwide 
decrease in household size. 

•  One-person households make up an increasing share of total households. In the 10 
years to 2001, the proportion of one-person households grew from 23% to 26% of all  
households. During this time there was a national increase from 20% to 23%.

•  High-density housing (30 to 48 households per hectare), surrounds the central city,  
becoming less dense towards the outskirts. Banks Peninsula has a sparse household  
density. Lyttelton and Akaroa areas have the least sparse household density on the  
peninsula with one to 15 households per hectare.

i  http://www.christchurch.org.nz/About/

ii  Statistics New Zealand, Census of Population and Dwellings, 2001

iii  Statistics New Zealand, Sub-National Population Projections, 2001 base, February 2005

iv  The New Zealand Index of Deprivation was developed by the Health Services Research Centre, Victoria University. The Deprivation Index is  

 split into 10 deciles with decile 1 being the least deprived and decile 10 being the most deprived. Each decile contains 10% of the national,  

 usually resident, population.

 v  Statistics New Zealand, Sub-National Household Projections (2001 base).

Housing Density 2001

Source: Statistics New Zealand, 2001 Census of Population and Dwellings.
(See next page for more details)
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Our Environment Today vi 

Christchurch was an extensive wetland area and a good source of mahinga kai (food and 
other resources) for Maori. The early Europeans’ impression of the original settlement 
site was of “heavy wet land” and “rank swamp grasses” vii 

Introduction
Much of the city’s natural habitat was modified by the European settlers. They drained the wetlands 
and cleared bush, scrub and tussock. Riccarton Bush (Putaringamotu) is all that remains of the 
wetland podacarp forest in Christchurch. The changes made by the settlers reduced the number 
of natural sites available for indigenous fish, bird and invertebrates. This caused a significant 
decline (and, in some cases, extinction) of some plant and animal species.

Our Environment Today
•  Christchurch City Council covers an area of 152,837 hectares. Of this, 44,223 

hectares (29%) are in urban use and 108,614 hectares (71%) in non-urban use. The 
majority of the land in non-urban use is located on Banks Peninsula.  

•   The city’s boundaries are the Waimakariri River to the north, the Pacific Ocean to the  
east and Banks Peninsula to the south. To the west, the city’s boundary includes  
McLeans Island, Templeton, Islington, Halswell West and Kennedy’s Bush area units. It  
does not include Prebbleton. 

•  Christchurch is within the Canterbury region. The region extends from the Clarence  
River in the north to the Waitaki River in the south. The Main Divide (Southern Alps)  
forms the western boundary and the region extends 12 nautical miles into the Pacific  
Ocean to the east.

•  Significant geographical features of the city include the Avon-Heathcote estuary, the  
characteristic volcanic peaks of the Port Hills and Banks Peninsula and the coastline  
and dry plains to the north-west.

•  The city has an average annual rainfall of 650mm and an average of 2,100 sunshine  
hours a year. The average daily temperature during summer is 21ºC and during 
winter it is 10ºC. 

•  Within Christchurch (the area excluding Banks Peninsula), 70% of the land is zoned 
for housing, 13% for industrial and commercial activity, and the remainder for a 
variety of uses such as schools and open spaces. Within the Banks Peninsula area, 
1% is zoned residential with 88% of the land zoned rural. About 3% of the land on 
Banks Peninsula is zoned conservation.

•  The number of residential building consents has remained around 2,000 a year  
between 1992 and 2004, except for the period between 2000 and 2001 where the  
number of residential building consents dropped to below 1,500 per year (excludes  
consents issued in Banks Peninsula). 

•  Since 2000, building consent trends have reversed, with consents for dwellings out-  
numbering consents for unitsviii.  This may reflect a trend away from infill housing  
(because there are fewer sub-divisible properties) and the increased supply of 
residential land on the outskirts of the city’s urban fringe, due to amendments to the 
City Plan in 1999.

New Residential Development
(Excludes fiqures for Banks Peninsula)

•  There were 1,462 hectares of vacant residential land ready to be either built on or  
developed in June 2004.
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Vacant Residential Land 2004

 
Source: Christchurch City Council, Vacant Land Register 2004
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•  The City deserves its reputation as “The Garden City”.  There are over 3,000 hectares  
of parkland in Christchurch (not including Banks Peninsula), with 13 major 
metropolitan parks (including the Botanic Gardens and Hagley Park), 89 major district 
parks and about 300 local and neighbourhood reserves.  Banks Peninsula also has 
a significant number of parks and conservation reserves, equating to about 3,000 
hectares also. 

•  Almost 800 buildings, places or objects have been identified as having heritage value  
worth protecting in the city.

•  Christchurch is a centre for wading birds and sea birds. Both the Avon-Heathcote 
Estuary and Te Waihora (Lake Ellesmere) are of international importance as they 
support a large and varied wildlife population.  The estuary and oxidation ponds 
regularly support over 1% of the world’s population of at least 17 species or sub-
species of wetland birds. 

•  There are 395 native plant species growing in the city.  Of these, 31 have been 
identified as threatened.

•  Christchurch has over one-third of New Zealand’s 35 indigenous freshwater fish 
species.

•  During winter, the Christchurch metropolitan area experiences poor air quality. On an  
average of 28 days each winter, the level of pollution (smog) exceeds the guideline 
set by the Ministry for the Environment.

•  The growth and changing lifestyles of Christchurch’s population is creating pressures  
on the city’s infrastructure and natural environment.  A growing population, 
increasing urban development, the growth of private motor car use and sustainability 
issues, such as energy and resource consumption and waste generation, provide 
many challenges for the protection and enhancement of the environment.

vi  Information in this section is from the Christchurch City Council, Christchurch City Draft Environmental Trends Report, 2003: http://www.ccc. 

 govt.nz/reports/2003/environmentalTrendsReport/

vii  Christchurch City Council, Draft Citywide Planting Strategy.

viii Unit development falls into three major categories: two or more units built on a new site, two or more units built on a site where a house may  

 have been demolished (i.e. redevelopment), and units added to a section with an existing house (i.e. infill).
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Our Economy Today

Introduction
Sealers and then flax traders were the first Europeans to exploit the resources of Christchurch,  
on Banks Peninsula in 1815. The first significant trading links were established between  
Europeans and Maori from 1836 when American, French, English and Australian whaling ships 
began to use the bays and harbours for bay whaling and for shore whaling stations. However, 
Canterbury’s regional economy was built on the production of primary goods and it was recognised 
for a long time as living “off the sheep’s back”. Although its economic beginnings were in 
refrigerated sheep and dairy products, Canterbury now has a diversified regional economy, 
with growth across a range of “new economy” sectors such as tourism, software development, 
electronics and education.

Our Economy Today
•  The strength of Christchurch’s economy is built on a long association with the large  

rural economy of the Canterbury Region, and the city’s export-oriented 
manufacturing. 

•  The Canterbury Region’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was estimated to be almost 
$16 billion in 2005. This equates to just under 13% of national GDPix.

 

Economic Growth June 1990 - June 2005 
Average annual growth by quarter

•  In the five years to March 2005, total employment in Canterbury increased by almost  
24% to 233,350 workers. Construction, property and business, agriculture, and 
forestry and fishing, all had significant increases in employment during this periodx. 

•  In September 2005, the unemployment rate in Canterbury was 2.7%. For 
Christchurch (excluding Banks Peninsula), the unemployment rate was 3.5%, slightly 
higher than the national average of 3.2%xi.  

•  For the March 2005 quarter, the average annual income of wage and salary earners  
in Christchurch (excluding Banks Peninsula) was $38,200, compared with $40,000 
for all of New Zealand, $44,600 for Auckland and $50,800 for Wellingtonxii.
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•  Canterbury’s average annual household income was $59,600 in 2003, compared 
with $60,900 for the whole countryxiii. 

•  During the year ended June 2001, each household in Christchurch (excluding Banks  
Peninsula) spent an average of $779 per week, 7.3% lower than the national average  
of $840 per weekxiv.

•  Manufacturing and retail trade are the two industry sectors that employ the most 
workers in Christchurch and Canterburyx. 

Employment by Industry Chart

•  Christchurch’s central city continues to have the greatest concentration of workers in  
the city, with 29% of the city’s employees working within the four avenuesx. 

•  Banks Peninsula had an employee count of 4,029 people in 2001ii with Lyttelton’s  
employee count making up a large proportion of this figure (1,680 people in 2004x). 

•  The central city is the largest retail centre in Christchurch, employing 25% of people  
who work in retail. This is almost four times the size of the city’s largest suburban  
centre at Northlands. However, retailing in suburban centres is growing at a  
much higher rate than in the central city.

•  Christchurch is the main distribution centre for the South Island, with its international  
airport, main roads, rail links and nearby sea port at Lyttelton, which exports $2,034   
million of goods per year. 

•  Tourism continues to be a significant component of the city’s economy. The number 
of nights spent in the city’s accommodation in March 2005 was almost 1.2 million,  
60% higher than in March 1997xv. Christchurch’s position as the “Gateway to the 
Antarctic” has contributed significantly to the city’s reputation and tourism earnings.
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•  Christchurch International Airport has seen a continual increase in the number of  
domestic and international passenger movements from 1968 to 2005. Since 2000,  
passenger movements have increased by 28% at Christchurch International Airport.

Airport Passenger Movements, Christchurch International Airport

•  Ngai Tahu is the Maori tribe of the southern islands of New Zealand. Te Runanga 
o Ngai Tahu is the governing body of the Ngai Tahu tribe, within which Ngai Tahu 
Holdings Corporation holds significant land and sea-based assets, and operates 
businesses in tourism, property, equities and seafood sectors. 

ix  Infometrics New Zealand, Christchurch City GDP Estimates, February 2006.

x  Statistics New Zealand, Annual Business Frame Update, February 2004 by 1-digit ANZSIC Industry Code, 1997 Survey Coverage (excludes  

 ANZSIC 01 Agriculture). 

xi  Statistics New Zealand, Household Labour Force Survey, June 2004

xii  Statistics New Zealand, Quarterly Economic Survey, March 2005. Figures are calculated by multiplying the average weekly earnings for each  

 city by 52 to produce an average annual income. These figures are indicative only due to a limited sample size. 

xiii Statistics New Zealand, New Zealand Income Survey, 2003. This data is based on the three months prior to June 2003. It is calculated by  

 multiplying the average weekly household income by 52 weeks. 

xiv Statistics New Zealand, Household Economic Survey, 2001.

xv Statistics New Zealand, Accommodation Survey, March 2005.
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Community Outcomes for Christchurch to 2012 

Community Outcomes describe the kind of society, community, environment and economy that 
the people of our community want to live in.  They are the things which the community thinks 
are important for its wellbeing. 

The Council has led a process to find out what we, as a community, wish for Christchurch now 
and in the future. These Community Outcomes belong to the people of Christchurch - they were  
identified by, and belong to, the community.  The whole community will need to work together 
to achieve these outcomes - individuals, as well as many groups and organisations, including 
the Council. 

A list of indicators, or outcome measures, has been developed to track progress towards  
the outcomes we all want to achieve. Achieving the outcomes means working with other 
agencies such as the Department of Conservation, Ministry of Social Development and Ministry 
of Housing.

Identifying Community Outcomes
For the LTCCP 2006 to 2016, work was undertaken to bring together what people of Christchurch 
have been telling us for the past few years about the community they want to live in.  We reviewed 
information gained through consultation on proposed Community Outcomes for 2006 to 2012 in 
mid-2005, from prior council consultations on plans and strategies and research, including:

•  Results from monitoring trends and other information (more than 500 measures);

•  Reviews of prior consultations (5000 submissions, 54 reports);

•  Reviews of reports and literature (300 reports);

•  Reviews of government strategies (187 strategies);

•  Review of existing Council strategies and Community Board statements;

•  Stock-take of existing services and funding from the Council and government 
agencies;

•  Interviews with key stakeholders;

•  Interviews and workshops with elected members;

•  Research with key groups such as people with disabilities, Maori and Pacific people;

•  A review of the Banks Peninsula Community Outcomes 2006 to 2012;

•  Discussion papers developed with external stakeholders and reference groups;

•  Feedback on the 2004 to 2014 LTCCP and the Community Outcomes developed in 2004;

•  Feedback from a specially designed section on the Council’s website.

 
There is already a degree of alignment between the Community Outcomes and other Council 
planning documents and processes.  The Council’s significant policies and its City Plan, are 
themselves the products of processes which involved the community. Submissions on these 
policies and plans were considered along with background research done when identifying the 
Community Outcomes.  The outcomes may, therefore, be regarded as a high-level affirmation of 
principles included in other policies.

A draft set of Community Outcomes was developed from the information gathered and following 
discussions with elected members. The final Community Outcomes were released to the  
Christchurch community in July 2005. They will be reviewed in 2012.

All Community Outcomes need to have indicators which measure progress towards achieving  
the outcomes. The Council has already gathered together some information against which we  
will measure our progress in contributing towards achieving the Community Outcomes. The 
Council will produce an initial Community Outcomes Report in February 2007 (which will include 
2006 Census data) with information about monitoring our progress and noting the situation in 
2006. It is a requirement that this report be redone in 2009 so that progress on attaining the 
outcomes is reported on. 

More information about community Outcomes is on the Council website at  
www.ccc.govt.nz/communityoutcomes. 
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Community Outcome We will know we are 
succeeding when

Progress will be  
measured using these 
headline indicators

A Safe City

We live free from crime, violence, 
abuse and injury. We are safe at 
home and in the community. Risks 
from hazards are managed and 
mitigated.

Rates of crime and injury decline.
People feel safe at all times in 
Christchurch.
We have excellent safety 
networks, support people and 
services.

• Hospital treatment for accidents

• Total offences

• Notifications to Child Protection 

Agencies

• Perceptions of safety

• Road casualty statistics

A City of Inclusive and Diverse Communities

Our diversity is seen, heard, valued 
and celebrated. All people feel a 
sense of belonging and participate 
in the community.

Our city is built on strong 
communities. 
A diverse range of people feel at 
home in Christchurch.
Everybody is able to participate, 
particularly those who are most 
vulnerable.

• New Zealand Deprivation Index

• Income gap between low and 

high income earners

• Perceptions of ethnic diversity

• Maori language speakers

• Perceptions of quality of life

• Perceptions of community 

support

A City of People who Value and Protect the Natural Environment

Our lifestyles reflect our 
commitment to guardianship of 
the natural environment in and 
around Christchurch. We actively 
work to protect, enhance and 
restore our environment for future 
generations.

Everybody takes responsibility 
for their impact on the natural 
environment.
Biodiversity is restored, protected 
and enhanced.
We manage our city to minimise 
damage to the environment.

• Tonnes of waste to landfill

• Liquid waste

• Total ground water use

• Renewable versus non- 

renewable energy consumption

• Waste recycling

• Recreational water quality

• Number and area of ecological 

heritage sites
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Community Outcome We will know we are 
succeeding when

Progress will be  
measured using these 
headline indicators

A Well-Governed City

Our values and ideas are reflected 
in the actions of our decision-
makers.
Our decision-makers manage 
public funds responsibly, respond 
to current needs and plan for the 
future.  

Everybody actively participates in 
public decision-making. 
Everybody feels represented by 
their decision-makers. 
Our decision-makers plan for a 
sustainable Christchurch.  

Confidence in council decision-
making. 
Representation on school boards 
of trustees. 
Census response rates. 
Voter turnout at council elections. 
Voter turnout at general elections.

A Prosperous City

We have a strong economy that 
is based on a range of successful 
and innovative businesses. 
We value sustainable wealth 
creation, invest in ourselves and in 
our future.

Christchurch has a strong, healthy 
economy. 
Standards of living improve 
for everyone. Our economic 
development prioritises future 
wellbeing.  

• Economic Activity Index

• Full and part-time employment 

rates

• Unemployment rate

• Personal, family and household 

income

• Volume of commercial waste 

recycling

A Healthy City

We live long, healthy and happy 
lives. 

We all have access to affordable 
health services that meet our 
needs. 
More people in Christchurch live 
healthy lifestyles. 
Our city environment supports the 
health of the community.   

• Self reported health status 

• Life expectancy 

• Frequency of physical activity 

• Type 2 diabetes rates 

• Barriers to accessing medical 

services

• Number of days exceeding air 

quality guidelines   
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Community Outcome We will know we are 
succeeding when

Progress will be  
measured using these 
headline indicators

A City for Recreation, Fun and Creativity

We value leisure time and 
recognise that the arts, sports 
and other recreational activities 
contribute to our economy, identity, 
health and wellbeing.

More people participate in leisure 
activities. 
More people participate in physical 
and sporting activities. 
Everybody is included in the 
creation and enjoyment of the arts.

• Main leisure pursuits in free time

• Satisfaction with free time

• Numbers of people taking part 

in the arts

• Culturally rich and diverse arts 

scene

A City of Lifelong Learning

Our learning opportunities help us 
to participate in the community 
and the economy.
Quality education is available for 
people of all ages.  

Everybody receives a good basic 
education. 
Christchurch people are skilled 
people. 
A broad range of learning 
opportunities is available in 
Christchurch.

• Highest qualification gained 

• Numbers of children who 

have attended early childhood 

education 

• School leavers with no 

qualifications 

• Literacy and numeracy 

performance

An Attractive and Well-designed City

Christchurch has a vibrant centre, 
attractive neighbourhoods and 
well-designed transport networks. 
Our lifestyles and heritage 
are enhanced by our urban 
environment.  

Christchurch is attractive and well-
maintained. 
Our heritage is protected for future 
generations. We design our city 
to meet current needs and future 
challenges. 

• Perceptions of look and feel of 
the city 

• Bus patronage figures 
• Modes of transport to work 
• Residual income after housing 

costs 
• Hectares of public open space 
• Perceptions of problems in 

Christchurch 
• Number of heritage buildings, 

sites and objects
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Strategic Directions

Christchurch City Council must ensure that everything it does - all its activities - contribute 
towards achieving the Community Outcomes.  Four strategic directions are used by the 
Council to use when defining its role in achieving the outcomes. Under each strategic 
direction, there is a broad set of goals and objectives.

The strategic directions are:

• Strong Communities

• Healthy Environment

•  Liveable City

•  Prosperous Economy

The strategic directions will be finalised as part of the Long Term Council Community Plan process. 
Once final, they will guide the Council’s planning and its delivery of services.

Strategic Direction - Strong Communities
Strong communities give people a sense of belonging and encourage them to take part in social, 
cultural, economic and political life.  This participation and the support that such communities 
can offer in times of stress promote the wellbeing of individuals and families/whanau.  Because 
strong communities make good use of their members’ skills, they are also more able to attract 
and generate the resources they need, to adapt to change, and to manage their social, cultural, 
economic and natural assets for the long-term benefit of everyone.  The stronger our many 
communities become, the more dynamic and fun Christchurch will be as a place to live.

Goals and Objectives

1. Increase involvement in lifelong learning, by:

•   Providing resources and information, through libraries and websites;

•   Providing learning facilities, programmes and activities;

•   Advocating for high quality education and training;

•   Encouraging people of all ages to take advantage of learning opportunities.

2.  Work to improve people’s standard of living without endangering the quality 

of life of future generations, by:

•   Supporting economic development that meets the needs of the city’s people and   
environment;

•   Providing affordable housing for those on low incomes and with limited means.

3. Promote participation in democratic processes, by:

•  advocating for the rights of all citizens;

•   making it easy for people to understand and take part in Council decision-making 
processes;

•  providing readily available and easily understood information about Council services  
and structures.
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4. Help communities to meet their needs, by:

•  Targeting those who are most disadvantaged;

•   Providing accessible and welcoming public buildings, spaces and facilities;

•  Funding and supporting community organisations, initiatives and festivals that help to 
achieve the city’s Community Outcomes;

•   Initiating and supporting community development projects;

•  Helping public, private and community agencies work together to address key areas 
of social need;

•   Advocating for social support to meet people’s needs;

•   Encouraging people to take part in community groups and voluntary activities;

•   Encouraging people to take responsibility for themselves and their families.

5. Encourage healthy and active lifestyles, by:

•   Providing parks, public buildings, and other facilities that are accessible, safe,   
welcoming and enjoyable to use;

•   Providing and supporting sport, recreation and leisure activities;

•   Providing water supply, waste, and waste-water services; 

•   Maintaining and improving environmental health. 

6. Reduce injury and crime, and help people feel safer, by:

•  Working with partners to prepare the city for hazards and emergencies;

•   Working with partners to reduce crime, help people avoid injury and help people feel 
safer; 

•  Using and regulating urban design to maintain and improve public safety.

7. Celebrate and promote Christchurch’s identity, cultures and diversity, by:

•   Providing and supporting a range of arts, festivals and events;

•  Supporting cultural groups and organisations;

•   Setting an example in equal opportunities through the Council’s own activities; 

•  Protecting and promoting the heritage character and history of the city.

8.  Encourage residents to enjoy living in the city and to have fun, by:

•   Providing and supporting a range of arts, festivals and events;

•   Providing and supporting sport, recreation and leisure activities;

•   Providing a variety of safe, accessible and welcoming local parks, open spaces and 
waterways.

Key challenges

•  An ageing population.
 Like the rest of New Zealand, Christchurch’s population is ageing.  Demand for   

housing, health, and other services for older people will increase.  Council needs to   
make sure not only that these services are available but also that older people can  
participate in and contribute to society.

• Increasing cultural and ethnic diversity.
 As Christchurch becomes more diverse, it is important that all cultural and ethnic  

groups feel part of the city and want to participate in its social, cultural, economic and 
political life, and that different groups are able to live together successfully.

• Differing levels of disadvantage between population groups.
 Maori and Pacific Island people in particular are more disadvantaged in social and   

economic terms, but other groups also face barriers to participation in the life of the city.

•  The complexity of factors which contribute to social exclusion.
 “Social exclusion” means a lack of access to opportunities that enable an individual to 

have, or aspire to, a decent standard of living. The underlying causes of social exclusion 
are many, including poverty, poor health, mobility problems, lack of education and 
employment opportunities, and discrimination.  These factors can work independently or 
together resulting in a continuing cycle of social exclusion.

 • The capacity of voluntary and community groups.
 Community groups do not always have the skills and resources they need to be effective. 

Changing work patterns and lifestyles may affect people’s willingness or ability to get 
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involved in community and voluntary groups. 

• Decreasing civic engagement.
 As with elsewhere in the development world, people are becoming less involved in local 

democratic processes in Christchurch.

Who we need to work with

A wide range of government agencies contribute to the creation of strong communities.  These 
include the Ministry of Social Development, the Department of Internal Affairs, the Ministry of 
Health, the District Health Board, the Police, Creative New Zealand and Sport and Recreation New 
Zealand (SPARC).  The Council will work closely with these agencies to ensure that our programmes 
are complementary and effective.

Voluntary and community organisations are also crucial to the success of Council’s Strong 
Communities’ strategy. One of the strategy’s key aims is enabling communities, whether they 
are based on common location, shared interests, culture or beliefs, to identify and meet their own 
needs.  The Council therefore needs to understand the capabilities and limitations of voluntary and 
community groups and to help them, where appropriate, to improve their capabilities.

The Council needs to work with iwi and other Maori groups, as well as with other organisations 
representing the many cultures in Christchurch.

Strategic Direction - Healthy Environment
The natural environment sustains all human activity, and therefore a healthy environment is 
essential to achieving Council’s social, cultural and economic goals.  Christchurch people are 
proud of the beauty of the natural environment.  But if Council is to protect that environment for 
our children and grandchildren to enjoy, we face some major challenges. These include limiting 
or reducing the amount of natural resources we use (such as water and fossil fuels), reducing 
pollution and waste, and protecting and restoring our city’s ecosystems.

In 1999, the Council adopted the Natural Step, which defines a sustainable society as one in 
which nature is not subject to:

•  Increasing concentrations of substances extracted from the earth’s crust, for example 
oil, coal, and metals such as lead;

•  Increasing concentrations of substances produced by society, for example dioxins, 
DDT and PCBs; 

•  Physical degradation, for example through using resources such as water faster than 
it can be replenished, or through soil erosion; 

•  And in which human needs are met world-wide. 

The Natural Step helps us to assess the sustainability of activities in the city. It also provides a 
framework to help align efforts in Council operations and in the business and community sectors, 
to improve the sustainability of Christchurch.
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Goals and Objectives

1.  Provide reliable and efficient water supply, waste, and wastewater services 

that support the health of the community and protect the environment, by:

•  Supplying water at an appropriate quality and quantity;

•  Encouraging water conservation;

•  Providing safe and environmentally sound collection, treatment and disposal of waste;

•  Encouraging waste reduction, reuse and recycling.

2. Contribute actively to improved air quality and energy efficiency, by:

•  Clearly identifying and agreeing the Council’s roles;  

•  Planning land use and transport in a way that minimises pollution;

•  Encouraging energy efficiency;

•  Encouraging the use of sustainable energy sources.

3. Manage water and land drainage systems efficiently, and contribute towards 

landscape, ecology, recreation, heritage and cultural values, by:

•  Reducing the risk of flooding; 

•  Protecting and enhancing natural waterways; 

•  Managing land use to minimise its impact on surface and groundwater;

•  Providing ways for the community to learn about and care for streams.  

4. Play an active role in preparing the city for hazards and emergencies, by:

•  Identifying and assessing present and future hazards;

•  Reducing the likelihood and impact of hazards and emergencies;

•  Encouraging our communities and emergency response agencies to be prepared for  
hazards and emergencies;

•   Responding effectively to emergencies;

•   Enabling communities to rebuild after emergencies.

5. Strengthen the Garden City image, by:

•   Providing a variety of safe, accessible and welcoming local Parks, open spaces and 
waterways; 

•   Maintaining the levels of open space that we currently have;

•   Reducing litter;

•   Providing street landscapes and open spaces that enhance the character of the city;

•   Protecting and enhancing significant areas of open space within the metropolitan area;

•   Designing and maintaining open spaces in ways that reduce the use of natural 
resources.

6. Identify, protect and enhance the city’s native and exotic ecosystems, by:

•   Working with partners to protect existing habitats for native species and establish 
new ones; 

•   Encouraging the community to learn about and care for biodiversity and ecosystems;

•  Supporting biodiversity research and monitoring.

Key challenges

•  Protection of natural resources from over-use and pollution.
 Water resources in aquifers, open space, the air that we breathe and other natural 

resources, need to be protected from over-use and pollution.

•  Erosion /destruction of ecosystems and loss of biodiversity.
 Individual species cannot survive without the habitats that support them.  To protect 

existing species and reintroduce other species to the city, we need to ensure that there 
is a range of habitats of the right type, size, and location. We need to work towards these 
ecosystems becoming self-sustaining.

•  Increasing pressure on the environment from projected population growth.
 The ongoing development of Christchurch needs to be planned and managed so that it is 

sustainable.  
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•  Climate change.
 To lessen the effects of global warming, we need to reduce our reliance on fossil fuels 

and switch to renewable energy sources such as solar and wind energy.

•  Biosecurity.
 Introduced pests threaten both native and exotic species and habitats.

•  Understanding the impact of our actions on the environment.
 Ongoing research is needed to improve our grasp of how our actions affect the 

environment, and to find solutions to environmental problems.

•  Taking responsibility for environmental protection.
 Everyone has a part to play in protecting the environment.  We need to encourage 

individuals and businesses to take responsibility for their own effects on the environment.

Who we need to work with

The Council will work with government departments, such as the Ministry for the Environment 
and the Department of Conservation, to understand and contribute to national and international 
initiatives to tackle climate change, pollution, the physical degradation of natural resources, and 
the protection of ecosystems and biodiversity.  It will also work with Environment Canterbury and 
neighbouring local authorities to address environmental issues at the city and regional level.

The following partnerships will also be important in achieving our environmental goals:

•  Working with Maori to understand and give consideration to their culture, traditions, and 
other taonga;

•  Working with research centres such as Landcare, National Institute of Water and  
Atmospheric Research (NIWA) and Canterbury and Lincoln Universities, to improve our 
understanding of the environmental issues we face, and find ways of dealing with them;

•  Working with conservation and recreation organisations on projects to protect and restore 
the environment;

•  Working with education institutions to increase people’s knowledge about the impacts of 
development on the environment.

Ultimately, the health of the environment is everyone’s responsibility.  The Council will therefore 
encourage and assist households and businesses to understand and reduce their impact on the 
environment.
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Strategic Direction - Liveable City
A good built environment improves people’s quality of life in a number of ways:  

•  It ensures that people have the mix of houses and other buildings and spaces   
they need;

• It makes it easier and safer for them to get around and provides them with a range of 
leisure activities;

• It sustains and enhances their sense of cultural identity, through the protection of heritage 
buildings and through the integration of the arts into their urban surroundings.  

A good built environment also has economic benefits, by facilitating the more efficient movement 
of people and goods; reducing management, energy and maintenance costs for buildings; creating 
safer and more productive workplaces; and attracting skilled workers and dynamic entrepreneurs 
and companies.

The quality of the city’s utilities (water supply, waste and wastewater), its transport system and 
other infrastructure, and its buildings, streets and public spaces has a major effect on our quality 
of life.  

The Council contributes to Christchurch being a liveable city by practising and promoting good 
urban design, by planning and regulating, and by providing utilities and other services.

Goals and Objectives

1. Lead the urban development of Christchurch to ensure that it balances the 

needs of people and the environment, by:

•   Working with other agencies to manage growth and address environmental 
challenges;

•  Providing for the sustainable operation and development of key infrastructure;

•  Managing land use to support and encourage sustainable transport systems.

2. Provide reliable and efficient water-supply, waste, and waste-water services 

that support the health and wellbeing of the community and protect the 

environment, by:

•  Supplying water at an appropriate quality and quantity;

•   Encouraging water conservation;

•   Providing safe and environmentally-sound collection, treatment and disposal of waste;

•   Facilitating waste reduction, re-use and recycling services.

3. Provide safe, efficient and affordable transport systems, that:

•   Ensure access to goods and services, work and leisure opportunities;

•   Complement other land uses; 

•   Address environmental challenges including climate change, resource consumption, 
and air quality;

•   Encourage efficient business practices and active lifestyles;

•   Ensure good links to regional, national and international markets and destinations.

4. Maintain and enhance the quality of development, and renewal of the city’s 

built environment, by:

•   Championing high quality urban design;

•   Improving people’s sense of community identity and their feelings of safety;

•   Encouraging better accessibility in public and commercial buildings;

•   Protecting Christchurch’s heritage buildings and neighbourhood character;

•   Improving the way in which public and private spaces work together;

•   Working with other organisations to ensure that Christchurch people live in homes 
that meet their social, health and economic needs.

5. Play an active role in preparing the city for hazards and emergencies, by:

•   Identifying and assessing present and future hazards;

•   Reducing the likelihood and impact of hazards and emergencies;
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•   Encouraging our communities and emergency response agencies to be prepared for 
hazards and emergencies;

•  Responding effectively to emergencies;

•   Enabling communities to rebuild after emergencies.

Key challenges

•  Managing the city’s projected growth.
 The metropolitan area and greater Christchurch are projected to grow significantly in the 

next two decades.  This development needs to be sustainable, and its benefits—greater 
opportunities and an improved quality of life—need to be shared among all residents.

•  Integrating land use planning with the planning of transport, utilities and social   
infrastructure.

 For example new subdivisions need water-supply, stormwater and sewerage systems, 
roads and footpaths. They also need to provide access to work, leisure and social 
services, potentially placing more stress on already-congested roads.  Decisions about 
land use therefore need to take into account these wider planning issues.

•  Ensuring that the city and region’s transport infrastructure meets current and  
future needs.

 Increasing congestion threatens key transport routes in and out of Christchurch.  Building 
more roads will not, by itself, solve congestion problems.  A mix of transport options for 
people and freight will therefore be needed.

•  Energy and materials efficiency in construction.
 When constructing buildings and infrastructure, we need to make use of technology that 

will reduce energy costs, waste and pollution.

•  Integrating new development with the existing built environment.
 New development needs to be integrated in a sensitive way with the heritage buildings 

and older houses and neighbourhoods that are an important part of Christchurch’s 
identity.  It is also important not to leave older neighbourhoods and commercial areas 

(such as the central city) to deteriorate as new areas develop.

•  Ensuring that all residents have appropriate, healthy, affordable housing, in well- 
planned neighbourhoods.

 Poor housing affects people’s health and can contribute towards poor educational 
attainment.  Living in poorly-planned neighbourhoods can also make it difficult for people 
to get to work, social services, and leisure facilities. It can leave them feeling isolated.

Who we need to work with

In planning for the future development of Christchurch, the Council needs to work closely with 
neighbouring local authorities and Environment Canterbury, as well as government organisations, 
such as the Ministry of Transport, Land Transport New Zealand, Housing New Zealand and the 
Department of Building and Housing.  It also needs to ensure that the city’s needs and interests 
are addressed in local and national policies in areas such as housing, urban design and regional 
development.

Professional bodies (e.g. NZ Planning Institute, NZ Institute of Architects and NZ Institute of 
Landscape Architects), sector organisations (e.g. NZ Historic Places Trust), and educational and 
research institutions are important partners in good urban design and planning at a national and 
local level.

Private developers, and the wider business community, who plan and build much of the urban 
environment, are crucial to the quality of Christchurch’s development. The Council therefore  
needs to work effectively with them, through a mixture of regulation, co-ordination, partnerships 
and incentives, to ensure that development enhances the qualities that make Christchurch a 
special place to live, work and play.  

The Council will work with Maori and other groups to understand and give consideration to their 
culture and traditions in the planning and development of the city.
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Strategic Direction - Prosperous Economy
Our social, cultural and environmental goals cannot be achieved without a prosperous economy.  
Our city’s attractiveness as a place to live, work and play is vital to our ongoing economic  
development.  The Council acts as a facilitator/catalyst of economic development.  It also  
has a responsibility to ensure that economic development is sustainable, that it provides all  
people with the opportunity for improved standards of living, and that all citizens share in the 
city’s prosperity.

Goals and Objectives

1. Develop business and other links to promote economic development that is 

consistent with the needs of Christchurch’s people and environment, by:

•   Strengthening international civic relationships to provide positive business links; 

•   Taking part in national economic initiatives;

•   Helping businesses in key industries work together to become more internationally  
competitive.

2. Encourage businesses that provide high value jobs, by:

•   Promoting higher levels of investment in innovation, research and development;

•   Adopting purchasing practices that reflect economic, social and environmental needs.

3. Enhance business activity in the city by investing in, managing and 

encouraging provision of infrastructure, by:

•   Working to provide safe, efficient and affordable transport systems;

•   Working to ensure safe and efficient port facilities are available through Lyttelton 
Port;

•   Ensuring Christchurch International Airport provides for increasing domestic and  
international air services;

•   Encouraging energy efficiency and supporting the availability of a secure and reliable  
supply of energy;

•   Facilitating the provision of a ‘next generation’ communications infrastructure.

4. Work in partnership with business and education sectors to attract and 

train people with diverse skills that meet businesses’ needs, by:

•   Promoting the city as an attractive place to live, learn and work;

•   Supporting the development of trade and professional skills to meet current and 
future needs; 

•   Encouraging people with desired skills to immigrate to the region; 

•   Encouraging people to take part in lifelong learning to make the workforce more 
skilled and adaptable;

•   Promoting and teaching entrepreneurship and the values of business to the 
community;

•   Supporting the work of tertiary education providers. 

5. Use Christchurch’s special qualities to enhance economic activity and attract 

skilled workers, by:

•   Promoting the city’s quality of life;

•   Promoting the city as a visitor destination and as a place to learn and do business.

6. Promote environmentally-sustainable business practices, by:

•   Using sustainable development approaches in the Council’s own activities;

•   Encouraging businesses to adopt and report on sustainable development approaches.
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Key challenges

•  Globalisation.
 The Christchurch economy is increasingly part of the global economy.  Globalisation 

creates opportunities for businesses to expand beyond the relatively small local and/or 
national market, but it also poses challenges.  

•  The need for co-operation.
 Christchurch has an economy of small to medium-sized businesses.  Collaboration and 

clustering could help them to compete globally.

•  Investing in innovation.
 An improved standard of living for all New Zealanders depends on a shift from an 

economy based on primary production to one based on knowledge and innovation.  We 
therefore need to invest more in research and development and to get better at taking 
good ideas to the market.

•  Ensuring that we have skilled people.
 Businesses need skilled, knowledgeable people, and Christchurch must compete 

with other parts of New Zealand and the world for them.  We need to ensure that skill 
shortages do not hamper the city’s economic development.

•  Ensuring that development is environmentally sustainable.
 We cannot keep pursuing economic development at the expense of the environment, 

because this will mean a lower quality of life for future generations.  Protecting the 
environment must be a high priority in our development strategy.

Who we need to work with

Much of the Council’s economic development work is carried out through ‘arm’s length’  
organisations such as Canterbury Development Corporation, Christchurch and Canterbury 
Marketing, and Christchurch City Holdings Ltd.  These organisations, and the Council itself, 
need to work with others to achieve the community’s economic goals. They will work with the 
Crown Research Institutes, Tertiary Education Commission, New Zealand Trade and Enterprise, 
Foundation for Research, Science and Technology, Ministry of Research, Science and Technology, 
Ministry of Economic Development, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, and the Ministry 
of Social Development, to ensure that regional economic development strategies, international  
trade delegations and employment programmes are beneficial to Christchurch.

The Council will also work with individual businesses, and business groups such as the Canterbury 
Employers’ Chamber of Commerce and the Canterbury Manufacturers’ Association, to identify 
and address issues of concern to them, to facilitate collaboration, and to assist them in becoming 
more environmentally sustainable.  Sustainable business networks will also be important partners 
in helping to promote environmentally responsible business practices.

As a significant shareholder in a number of key Christchurch or Canterbury infrastructure  
companies, the Council helps to provide a platform for the operations of many other businesses.  
In most cases the Council’s activities are only part of a larger infrastructure network.   
It therefore needs to maintain good relationships with other public and private sector providers  
of infrastructure such as electricity and telecommunications.
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Financial Management Overview

Financial Analysis
The financial overview has been developed within the parameters set out in the Revenue and 
Financing policy and is supported by detailed budgets for each of the Council’s activities.  There 
is an underlying assumption of continuing business.  

The paragraphs which follow give an overview of the factors influencing the financial reports as 
shown in the following tables.

Inflation has been provided on operating revenue, operating expenditure and capital expenditure 
with the resulting flow through to the balance sheet.  Weighted average calculations have been 
made based on inflation forecasts provided by Business and Economic Research Limited, (BERL).  
The adjustors used for each year are set out on page 199:

Operational Revenue
The primary operating revenue is and will be property based rates.  Rates revenue is projected 
to grow from a base of $202.9 million in 2006/07 to $328.7 million in 2015/16.  Other operating 
revenues include user charges, Land Transport New Zealand subsidies, development contributions, 
interest, and dividends from Christchurch City Holdings Limited (CCHL).  Land Transport New 
Zealand capital subsidies and development contributions are used to fund the capital projects 
to which they relate.

Dividends from the Council’s subsidiaries are projected to rise gradually from $33 million in 
2006/07 to $44 million in 2015/16.

Operational Expenditure
Operational expenditure includes all the day-to-day costs necessary to run a large multi-function 
organisation.

Operational expenditure is made up of:

•   Direct Operating Costs.  These costs include staff costs, insurance, energy, computing 
and maintenance work on the city’s infrastructural assets.

•  Significant new operating items included within this Community Plan include:

 •  New Bio-solids plant - $1.96 million per annum from 2008/09

 •  Bus exchange expansion - $1.1 million per annum from 2010/11

 •  New Botanic Gardens facility - $450 thousand per annum from 2010/11

 •  Waste minimisation initiative - $1.5 million per annum from 2010/11

 •  Metropolitan Christchurch Transport Strategy - $22.8 million over 10 years

•   Debt Servicing Costs.  These costs are the interest costs incurred as a result of the 
Council’s borrowing programme.  These are projected to increase from $5.5 million 
in 2006/07 to $18.5 million in 2011/12, reducing back to $17.5 million in 2015/16.  
This increase reflects the Council’s borrowing programme which will be initiated 
once Debt Repayment Reserve Funds have been fully utilized.

•   Depreciation.  This has also been included within the operating costs and is explained 
in more detail in the next section.
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Depreciation
This is charged on both operational and infrastructural assets.  Depreciation is on a straight  
line basis. 

The total for all depreciation for 2006/07 is $83.02 million growing to $131.85 million by 2015/16.  
The growth in the depreciation provision can be directly linked to the significant increases in the 
value of our assets since the 2004/14 LTCCP.  The resulting depreciation charge, together with 
our growing capital programme will add $10 million extra to our cost structure for the 2006/07 
year.  The capital programme averages $189.9 million over the 10 year period

Revenue raised to fund depreciation is used to fund the renewal of assets.

Surpluses
The financial forecasts show (ordinary) operating surpluses, ranging from $26.42 million to $76.83 
million over the ten year period.  

Included within the surplus are capital revenues, such as funding from LTNZ and Development 
Contributions, which are applied against capital expenditure either in the current year or  
transferred to a reserve to be used for future capital projects.  Because they are “capital” they 
are not available to subsidise general rates.  

The surplus also includes any annual contribution towards the repayment of debt.  This figure 
steadily increases over the 10 year period as debt levels increase.   

The Council has confirmed the need to fully account (and rate) for depreciation.  

Finally, the surplus also includes the net proceeds of the Council’s Housing and Dogs activities 
which are not funded from rates.

In the past Council has used funds generated from a combination of depreciation (less funds 
appropriated back to reserves and separate accounts) plus the balance of the operating surplus 
(in excess of debt repayment provision) to fund a percentage of the average annual forecast 
capital expenditure calculated from the next 20 year capital programme.  This has resulted in 
some inconsistencies, one, because of the effect of the averaging on large capital projects, and 
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two, because it is difficult to accurately forecast and cost capital projects 20 years in advance

This year the Council has replaced the average figure with the current year’s capital programme.  
It is funded in the first instance with the funds generated by rating for depreciation, (as above), 
along with capital revenues and specific capital reserves which relate to the projects.  The balance 
is borrowed.  

The generation of an operational surplus also ensures that the Council complies with Section 100 
of the Local Government Act 2002.  This section of the Act, which is sometimes referred to as the 
‘Balanced Budget Requirement’, ensures that the Council has adequate funding for the ongoing 
maintenance of service levels.

Capital Expenditure
The capital expenditure programme includes a number of large projects which are detailed on 
page xx of this plan.  Details of the first three years only are to be found in the capital works 
programme on page 71.

Borrowing and Consolidated Debt
Provision for the repayment of Council debt is made by annual contributions to sinking fund and 
loan repayment reserves.  These contributions are calculated to ensure parcels of debt are repaid 
no later than 30 years after they are initially borrowed. 

Our capital programme peaks over the 07/08 – 09/10 period.  This sees us having to raise around 
$200 million over these three years and hence our term debt increases.  For the remaining period 
through to 2016 debt levels drop slightly as a result of increasing depreciation and lower levels 
of capital expenditure.  Contributing towards our funding of capital expenditure are increasing 
funds from Development Contributions and LTNZ capital revenues. 

By 2015/16 our gross debt is $251 million, offset by $403 million in cash and cash equivalents, 
$104 million of which is the Capital Endowment Fund, (refer page XX).

The reserve funds which are set aside along with borrowing which is available under our existing 

limits means that the Council is well placed to carry out projects which may arise in the future 
and which will benefit the community.

The financial model assumes sinking funds and loan repayment reserves are accumulated in 
perpetuity whereas in practice opportunity will be taken to repay portions of the debt from these 
accumulated funds as shorter term maturities are refinanced, typically each 3 to 5 years.

Intergenerational Equity
This means that ratepayers pay their share of the use of assets plus pay for the acquisition of 
assets over a reasonable period.  The effect of this policy is that current ratepayers will leave a 
legacy for the future.

The Council has put in place the following mechanisms to ensure intergenerational equity:

•  All assets are depreciated at a rate assessed to reflect the life of particular assets.

•  Loans raised to fund capital works are repaid over a 20 to 30 year period. For this 
plan we have assumed all loans will be repaid over 20 years.  

•  Revenue of the Council is required to be sufficient to meet the operational expenses 
in each year including:

 - depreciation on capital assets employed

 - interest on outstanding debt

 - debt repayment contributions sufficient to fund the repayment of outstanding debt 
over a maximum 30 year cycle.

 - Asset Management Plans have been developed for all major assets types to ensure 
that an appropriate rate of renewal of existing assets is planned for and carried 
out.  This renewal work is generally funded by a first call on depreciation funds 
generated by revenue.
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Credit Rating
In 1993 the Council received an AA+ international credit rating from Standard and Poor’s.  This 
rating was last reviewed and confirmed by Standard and Poor’s in 2005.

This high rating reflects the strong overall financial position of the Council and the commitment 
to achieve an annual operating surplus and control the level of debt through a clearly defined 
debt management policy.

Financial Ratios
A key part of the Council’s risk management strategy is its four key financial ratios.  These ratios 
relate to the Christchurch City Council and CCHL combined and define the limits within which the 
Council must maintain its balance sheet and borrowing ratios.  

The four key ratios and the maximum limits are:

Policy Limit

Total external debt as a percentage of the total Council/CCHL assets Maximum 12

Total external debt of the Council/CCHL as a percentage of realisable assets, 
(all assets excluding infrastructure and restricted)

Maximum 33%

Net interest paid on the total Council/CCHL term debt as a percentage of 
consolidated gross revenue

Maximum 8%

Net Debt of the Council/CCHL in relation to funds flow from operations Maximum 5 times

 
Note 1: ‘term debt’ is defined as total external debt less dedicated debt repayment reserves, and ‘net debt’ is total 
external debt less all cash reserve funds.
 

Note 2: when calculating financial management ratios, the debt levels and liquid investments of Christchurch City 
Holdings Limited, parent only, are added to the Council figures.  Similarly, any reference to consolidated figures means 
the sum of the Council and CCHL parent only, numbers.

The 10 year projections are well within the ratio limits (see ratio graphs following).

External Debt to Total Assets 
Ratio Policy Limit 12%

This graph compares the total external debt of the Council with the total assets of the Council/
CCHL and sets a maximum of 12%.  It is equivalent to measuring your mortgage against all of 
your assets.

The ratio is currently 1.4%, reaches a peak of 4.1% in 2010/11 and then falls to 3.2% in 
2015/16.
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External Debt to Realisable Assets 
Ratio Policy Limit 33%

 

This graph compares total external debt of the Council/CCHL with a significantly reduced category 
of assets.  The assets excluded from the calculation are those which are basic to the needs of the 
city, such as roads, sewers, parks and water supply; the assets included are property, vehicles 
and trading investments.

The ratio is currently 7.5% and reaching a peak of 13.7% in 2013/14 before dropping back to 
11.0%.

Net Interest to Operating Revenue 
Ratio Policy Limit 8%

This graph measures how much of the Council’s income is spent on interest.

It is like comparing how much of your income goes towards servicing your mortgage.

The ratio maximum is 8%.

The ratio is currently –3.9%, peaking at 0.6% in 2010/11 before dropping back to -0.7% in 
2015/16.
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Net Debt to Funds Flow 
Policy Limit 5 Times

Net is total external debt less all cash reserve funds which the Council holds.  The graph compares 
this with the annual cash flow of the Council.

It is like checking how many year’s total income it would take to repay your mortgage.

The ratio is currently 0.2 times and reaches a peak of 1.1 times in 2008/09.  By 2015/16 it has 
fallen back to -0.6 times.

Financial Statement Projections
The detailed long term projections are to be found in the financial statements beginning on page 
169.  They should be read in conjunction with the Statement of Accounting Policies which follow  
the financial statements. 

The financial projections have been prepared in accordance with FRS 41 and FRS 42. 
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Financial Overview
2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast
Operating Summary $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

 Operating expenditure 271,565 279,638 289,006 300,045 315,042 321,729 329,087 336,687 342,522 348,673
 Depreciation 83,023 89,552 98,358 106,621 109,105 117,901 123,849 129,485 132,404 131,852
 Interest expense 5,534 7,513 13,353 16,764 18,097 18,534 18,506 18,168 17,822 17,531
 Total operating expenditure 360,122 376,703 400,717 423,430 442,244 458,164 471,442 484,340 492,748 498,056

 funded by: 
 Fees, charges and rates penalties 102,502 109,825 115,483 121,873 128,007 130,519 133,324 136,402 138,374 140,687
 Grants and subsidies 24,205 32,879 38,666 45,620 39,515 41,360 38,024 36,664 35,795 37,254
 Dividends and interest received 56,972 53,861 52,681 55,221 56,560 59,377 60,755 63,548 65,861 68,245
 Total operating revenue 183,679 196,565 206,830 222,714 224,082 231,256 232,103 236,614 240,030 246,186

 Required operating surplus (before vested assets) 26,422 40,283 53,644 72,260 72,262 75,483 73,368 73,221 73,583 76,830

 Rates required 202,865 220,421 247,531 272,976 290,424 302,391 312,707 320,947 326,301 328,700

Net annual impact of activities undertaken:
Percentage (%) rate increase including growth and inflation 8.55% 7.03% 10.75% 8.93% 5.21% 3.03% 2.37% 1.64% 0.70% -0.21%

Percentage (%) rate increase including growth only 8.55% 3.11% 7.14% 5.82% 2.42% 0.28% -0.15% -0.64% -1.35% -2.26%

 Required operating surplus consists of: 
 Revenues to fund capital expenditure 32,253 43,454 51,910 61,610 58,293 60,264 57,139 55,942 55,177 56,832
 Funding for Debt repayment provision 5,482 4,241 7,459 10,048 11,389 12,508 13,372 14,274 15,255 16,303
 Funding for landfill aftercare expenditure 165 165 165 165 512 512 512 512 512 512
 Removal of separately funded activities results -1,422 -106 -960 -2,103 -2,422 -2,435 -2,442 -2,448 -2,460 -2,125
 Operational transfers to/from special funds -10,056 -7,471 -4,930 2,540 4,490 4,634 4,787 4,941 5,099 5,308
 Operating Surplus (before vested assets) 26,422 40,283 53,644 72,260 72,262 75,483 73,368 73,221 73,583 76,830

 Capital Funding Summary 

 Capital expenditure 192,435 246,556 220,132 196,399 179,562 182,695 181,631 174,372 159,473 166,067
 funded by: 
 Depreciation rated for 78,521 84,949 93,701 102,026 104,507 113,292 119,249 124,877 127,786 127,525
 Sale of assets 2,310 7,239 1,404 5,871 1,491 1,531 1,569 1,604 1,635 1,667
 Landfill aftercare funded from rates and reserves 1,985 694 512 512 512 512 512 512 512 512
 Funding from debt repayment reserve 71,562 8,456 718 766 817 871 313 -11,426 -28,497 -23,560
 Funding for capital from other reserves 5,054 2,361 2,314 2,142 2,140 2,064 2,098 2,113 2,111 2,341
 Revenues for Capital Projects 32,253 43,454 51,910 61,609 58,293 60,264 57,140 55,942 55,176 56,832
 Total funding available 191,685 147,153 150,559 172,926 167,760 178,534 180,881 173,622 158,723 165,317

 Borrowing required 750 99,403 69,573 23,473 11,802 4,161 750 750 750 750
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2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

Revenue $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

City Development 1,194 1,232 1,269 1,298 1,331 1,362 1,391 1,418 1,442 1,466
Community Support 14,144 14,596 15,034 15,448 15,845 16,218 16,563 16,881 17,162 17,449
Cultural and Learning Services 3,543 3,675 3,806 3,911 4,011 4,106 4,193 4,273 4,345 4,417
Democracy and Governance 330 358 382
Economic Development 173 179 184 189 194 198 203 207 210 213
Parks, Open Spaces and Waterways 9,012 9,659 10,319 10,983 11,654 12,485 12,863 13,225 13,564 13,910
Recreation and Leisure 8,251 8,619 8,986 9,344 9,697 9,974 10,196 10,401 10,585 10,773
Refuse Minimisation and Disposal 7,311 8,211 8,563 8,799 9,024 9,237 9,433 9,614 9,775 9,938
Regulatory Services 19,072 19,605 20,114 20,669 21,198 21,698 22,158 22,584 22,961 23,344
Streets and Transport 38,657 48,696 55,509 63,509 58,421 60,849 57,956 57,008 56,510 58,346
Wastewater Collection, Treatment and Disposal 8,947 10,165 11,549 12,963 14,417 14,081 14,242 14,374 14,471 14,567
Water Supply 5,569 6,100 6,651 7,228 7,817 7,763 7,876 7,980 8,061 8,145
Total 115,873 131,067 141,984 154,341 153,967 157,971 157,074 158,347 159,086 162,568

Other revenue
Rates 202,865 220,421 247,531 272,976 290,424 302,391 312,707 320,947 326,301 328,700
Dividends 33,020 34,179 33,865 36,111 36,611 38,611 39,111 41,111 42,611 43,998
Interest 23,952 19,682 18,816 19,110 19,949 20,766 21,644 22,437 23,250 24,247
Other income 10,834 11,637 12,165 13,152 13,555 13,908 14,274 14,718 15,083 15,373

270,671 285,919 312,377 341,349 360,539 375,676 387,736 399,213 407,245 412,318

Total operating revenue 386,544 416,986 454,361 495,690 514,506 533,647 544,810 557,560 566,331 574,886

Operating Budget Summary
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2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

Expenditure $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

City Development 14,185 15,869 15,203 15,645 15,046 15,213 15,282 15,401 15,711 15,803
Community Support 33,755 33,864 34,710 35,486 36,915 37,804 38,641 39,410 40,100 40,291
Cultural and Learning Services 41,831 43,497 46,132 47,637 50,089 51,332 52,617 54,151 55,408 56,521
Democracy and Governance 12,074 13,390 12,875 13,042 14,438 13,750 14,028 15,308 14,492 14,698
Economic Development 10,377 10,120 10,622 11,224 11,912 12,279 12,647 13,002 13,342 13,665
Parks, Open Spaces and Waterways 41,989 43,421 45,041 46,252 48,048 49,243 50,336 51,258 52,134 51,603
Recreation and Leisure 23,883 24,727 26,997 28,245 29,707 30,634 31,429 32,141 32,796 33,258
Refuse Minimisation and Disposal 18,246 19,332 21,405 24,603 25,635 26,129 26,694 27,223 27,700 27,971
Regulatory Services 26,517 27,400 28,078 28,891 29,993 30,650 31,258 31,723 32,158 32,590
Streets and Transport 72,060 77,010 84,072 89,557 94,861 102,218 106,581 110,709 112,974 114,913
Wastewater Collection, Treatment and Disposal 32,031 34,672 38,392 40,856 43,685 45,932 47,995 49,949 51,556 52,368
Water Supply 18,812 19,651 20,903 21,982 22,926 23,752 24,248 24,412 24,990 25,462

345,760 362,953 384,430 403,420 423,255 438,936 451,756 464,687 473,361 479,143
Other expenditure
Corporate 14,362 13,750 16,287 20,010 18,989 19,228 19,686 19,653 19,387 18,913

Total expenditure 360,122 376,703 400,717 423,430 442,244 458,164 471,442 484,340 492,748 498,056

Operating surplus 26,422 40,283 53,644 72,260 72,262 75,483 73,368 73,221 73,583 76,830

Operating Budget Summary
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Capital Expenditure Summary 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

City Development  10,517  6,236  5,915  573  590  605  620  634  646  659 
Community Support  5,177  7,023  2,935  2,510  3,102  2,561  2,717  2,789  2,798  3,152 
Cultural and Learning Services  6,274  6,589  6,377  6,712  7,268  7,441  8,429  8,296  7,504  7,434 
Democracy and Governance  16  17  17  18  18  19  19  20  20  20 
Economic Development  110  90  80  136  147  83  139  142  95  147 
Parks, Open Spaces and Waterways  24,495  35,199  33,887  31,540  27,369  23,212  24,117  24,783  25,733  26,331 
Recreation and Leisure  5,610  14,324  5,214  4,339  3,400  2,691  2,617  2,678  2,726  4,686 
Refuse Minimisation and Disposal  3,157  973  22,433  856  883  906  913  1,343  1,125  1,007 
Regulatory Services  199  389  415  36  117  404  40  40  41  42 
Streets and Transport  55,526  75,722  78,324  89,187  78,131  84,338  74,396  71,582  69,533  72,336 
Wastewater Collection, Treatment and Disposal  54,935  73,124  39,590  30,750  28,292  28,831  39,645  33,577  20,616  21,243 
Water Supply  9,293  11,029  11,926  14,576  17,131  13,315  11,490  13,571  13,522  12,696 
Corporate  17,126  15,841  13,019  15,166  13,114  18,289  16,489  14,917  15,114  16,314

Total capital programme  192,435  246,556  220,132  196,399  179,562  182,695  181,631  174,372  159,473  166,067

Capital Budget Summary
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2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

Gross debt 73,591 170,577 238,272 259,143 268,776 270,149 264,716 259,701 255,487 251,075
less sinking funds, debt and loan repayment reserves 17,108 12,976 20,476 29,971 41,400 53,530 67,559 94,292 138,449 178,353
Term debt 56,483 157,601 217,796 229,172 227,376 216,619 197,157 165,409 117,038 72,722

Gross debt (CCC and CCHL) 165,253 262,239 329,934 350,805 360,438 361,811 356,378 351,363 347,149 332,737
Total assets (CCC and CCHL) 5,266,951 5,671,327 6,025,348 6,320,757 6,585,259 6,843,576 7,089,773 7,320,560 7,543,011 7,761,732
Realisable assets (CCC and CCHL) 2,214,741 2,350,829 2,478,992 2,560,845 2,628,055 2,705,079 2,774,012 2,845,233 2,933,795 3,012,785

Key Assets / Liabilites of Christchurch City Council and Christchurch City Holdings Ltd 
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Major Capital Projects

The Council has provided $1.9 billion over the next 10 years for its proposed capital 
projects programme. 

Of this $1.9 billion, $132.5 million has been allocated to various projects in Banks Peninsula. 
This reflects the Council’s adoption of the capital projects as agreed in the memorandum of 
understanding relating to the merger with Banks Peninsula District Council.

Included in the capital projects programme are “base” projects, which relate to the Council’s 
renewal and replacement programme. The large number of renewals and replacements to be 
done include the ocean outfall, the Blenheim Road deviation, buying Hendersons Basin land for 
stormwater management, new digesters at the Christchurch Waste Treatment Plant and various 
upgrades to the sewage treatment, water, roading and stormwater systems.

The Council considered a long list of proposed capital projects which are classified as discretionary. 
Some of these projects were considered “essential”, some were described as “discretionary” to be 
further discussed, and others were deemed unworthy of further consideration. The “discretionary” 
projects were discussed and debated at length, until a short list of priority items was agreed upon, 
which are included in this LTCCP capital programme. The discretionary projects which failed to 
make the priority list are listed in this section, but they are not proposed as part of this plan’s 
capital programme.   

Base   $1.42 billion 

Discretionary •  100 projects on the list

    •  Essential (Projects worth $142 million)

    •  Discretionary: priority (Projects worth $293 million)

    •  Discretionary: non-priority (Projects worth $65 million)

    •  Projects deemed unworthy of further consideration for the LTCCP

(Please note: projects included in the plan have been adjusted for inflation).

As a rough guide, every extra $12.5 million of capital expenditure will add approximately 1% to 
rates. Any operating implications due to new capital projects (excluding depreciation and debt 
servicing), will also add to rates.

All projects marked with an * will help implement the Council contribution to the proposed Greater 
Christchurch Urban Development Strategy, which plans for long-term growth and change. This 
strategy is in partnership with Selwyn and Waimakariri district councils, Environment Canterbury 
(the Regional Council), and Transit NZ. 

Essential Capital Projects
(Please note that funding amounts are adjusted for inflation).

Expansion of Christchurch Waste Treatment Plant.  Additional capacity is required at the plant 
to meet city growth and waste treatment loads. Failure to carry out this project would put the 
council at risk of breaching consent conditions relating to the quality of the plant’s discharge. 
Funding of $18.1 million has been provided over 2013/14. 

Biosolids drying facility. The Council proposes a new biosolids drying facility, as it will not be 
able to dispose of sludge into the Burwood Landfill for capping beyond 2006/07. To transport and 
dispose of material into Kate Valley after 2006/07 would cost $2 million a year. The new facility 
will require $23.2 million from 2007 to 2009.

New Bus Exchange. The present exchange in Lichfield Street is already inadequate to meet the 
growth in public transport use. Expansion is necessary in the next three to five years to meet the 
existing and projected needs at current levels of service. The new facility is scheduled to open in 
late 2010 at a capital cost of $59.5 million. Capital contributions from Central Government will 
be received to contribute to this project.

Replacing stormwater pipes. Large sections of the Christchurch sewer network needs replacing. 
The main concern is 55km of aged timber and concrete-lined drains which are near the end of 
their useful life. Over the next 10 years this city-wide project requires $11.5 million.
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Christchurch Art Gallery air-conditioning plant upgrade. This involves spending on a second 
boiler, and a chiller. An upgrade is required for climate control in the Art Gallery. The current 
boiler is running at capacity, and a second boiler is needed to meet demand but also to allow for 
planned maintenance to the existing boiler. This project is timed for completion in 2012/13 with 
funding of $189,000 provided.

Fitout for new Civic Offices. This involves the normal cost for tenants for fitout of offices, for 
example office fixtures.  It does not include funding/building new Civic Offices, as alternative 
avenues are being considered for this. There is no provision in the budget for capital expenditure 
on the present Tuam Street offices should the Council decide not to move. Funding for the fitout 
of $4.3 million has been provided over 2007 to 2010.

Tree renewal. Many of the city’s trees are old and need replacing. The aim is to replace 1.5% of 
the city’s trees each year. Funding of $17.2 million has been provided over the next 10 years.

Replace old waste-water pipelines. Some of the old brick barrel pipelines need renewal.  Funding 
of $3.4 million has been provided in 2015/16.

Civil Defence building.  A review of Civil Defence operations in Canterbury carried out with 
Environment Canterbury identified potential issues. This project includes providing a separate 
Civil Defence building, and is a cost-share with Environment Canterbury. $3.6 million in funding 
has been allocated in 2007/08.

Discretionary projects: priority
(Please note that funding amounts are adjusted for inflation).

Strategic land purchases*. The council plans to buy land over time to meet strategic objectives set 
for city development of open space, conservation, stormwater management and urban regeneration. 
This will include the recommendations from the Greater Christchurch Urban Development Strategy 
when agreed to and adopted. A specific loan ($60 million) will be raised to create a revolving 
reserve fund for land purchases. The funds will be invested until needed. Funding of $37.6 million 
has been provided for the period 2007 to 2016.

Central City Transport Strategy projects*. The recently-adopted Central City Transport Concept 
provides a framework for improving our travel to, from and around the central city.  A range of 
improvements to the central city transport system are proposed.  These include the development 
of a core zone focusing on a high-quality pedestrian-friendly environment, improving the Lichfield-
Tuam corridor, supporting a new  Bus Exchange and introducing themed street designs. Some 
changes in the way central city parking is managed and developed are also included in the 
improvements. Overall, these improvements would reduce the impact of traffic on the central 
city, making it a more enjoyable place to live, work and play.  Funding of $7.8 million has been 
provided over the next 10 years.

Snellings No.2 Drain.  Improvements are required to the city’s stormwater network and management 
of the waterways into which it discharges. This particular group of improvements would enhance 
capacity of the old No 2 Drain that serves the Marshland area. It involves replacing the existing 
drain through Christchurch Golf Course, which is a top priority for replacement under the Asset 
Management Plan (due to its age). It is proposed that additional drainage capacity could be 
provided to meet future growth in the Marshland/Burwood area by using ponds on Christchurch 
Golf Club land and recently purchased rural land north of Queen Elizabeth 11 Drive. This scheme 
could also divert surface water away from Snellings Drain, which in high rainfall events takes the 
overflow from the old No.2 drain. This would reduce the pressure on the Snellings Drain system 
serving new subdivisions in the Waitikiri area. The diversion would also lessen the impact on the 
timber-lined drain through the Westhaven subdivision. Funding of $2.6 million has been provided 
in 2007/08.

School safety zone infrastructure*.  A 40 km/h school zone is a designated area around a school, 
where motorists are legally required to slow down to 40 kilometres an hour when electronic  
40 km/h signs are operating. The signs operate at times when children are either arriving or 
leaving school. In 2000, when the first Christchurch zones were introduced, it was thought that 
only a small number of schools would require them. Instead, the signs’ success at slowing traffic 
outside schools and raising motorists’ awareness of schools and school crossings has meant 
that after introducing zones for 15 schools, Christchurch City Council has a long-waiting list of 
schools wanting them.  It costs at least $30,000 to introduce a 40 km/h school zone including 
static signs on intersecting roads in the zone and flashing 40 km/h electronic signs on either side 
of school road crossings. Funding of $1.05 million is provided in 2007/08.
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Avon River - Central City Strategy. How should we look after the Avon River and its central city 
surroundings so that they remain a showpiece of our Garden City? Christchurch City Council 
has developed a master plan for the river corridor, within the four avenues, that will help us to 
do this. In February/March 2006, it will gather community feedback on its proposals. The Avon 
River/Otakaro (Central City) Master plan sets out a course of action for the use and management 
of the Avon River corridor through the central city so that it remains very much the same as it 
is today but with a few enhancements. It features improvements to water quality, possible road 
closures, upgrading of walkways and cycleways including a new promenade, conservation plans 
for heritage features and places for more artworks along the river banks. The improvements are 
designed to meet goals for preserving and enhancing natural heritage, cultural heritage, the Garden 
City image, urban landscape and enjoyment of the river. Implementing all of the work could take 
25 years. Funding of $1.7 million is provided over the next 10 years.

A programme of streets and transport improvements*. This is a package of improvements that 
is driven by and supports the Metropolitan Christchurch Transport Strategy (MCTS) and other 
related strategies.  It covers all improvements to (as opposed to replacements of) main roads, 
cycleways and public transport infrastructure, as well as safety improvement projects. These 
works are needed to cater for our growing city and increasing travel needs. They also aim to 
address increasing traffic congestion and improve safety on our roads.  Funding of  $187.3 million 
is provided over the next 10 years.

New leisure centres. The proposed Aquatics Facilities Plan (refer page 134) was the first city-wide 
report to identify current and future needs for aquatic facilities in Christchurch.  It looked at the 
city’s needs for the next 30 years. The plan identifies the need to build 3 new aquatic facilities. 
In the period covered by the LTCCP – 2006 to 2016 – it is proposed to construct a new indoor 
leisure centre at Papanui, which would be the sixth for the city. This facility would replace existing 
outdoor swimming pools at Belfast, Papanui and Edgeware, all of which are nearing the end of 
their operational life. The new centre is considered important to serve the current and future 
population growth in this part of the city. Another facility is needed in the west of the city – at a 
location yet to be determined, and depending on priorities. These priorities will be reviewed at 
5-year intervals. It is proposed that construction of this facility would not begin until 2015.  A third 
new facility required is the new learn-to-swim pool at Pioneer Leisure Centre. Funding of $12.5 
million has been provided from 2007/08 to 2016.

Waste minimisation. The management and reduction of waste is a major issue facing Christchurch. 
The Council has been revising its Waste Management Plan and considering possible options for 
the kerbside collection of household waste including recycling and organics collections.  In 2005 
a new regional landfill was opened at Kate Valley. The equivalent of 50 busloads of Christchurch 
rubbish is sent to the landfill every day. The draft Waste Management Plan 2005 considered goals 
and targets to reduce various types of waste going to landfill.

Three options for future kerbside services were put out for public consultation in late 2005. 
However in February 2006, the Council decided to explore other solutions to achieve its goals of 
waste reduction, and formed a working party consisting of Councillors, staff and interested parties.  
While no specific option has yet been decided, it is important to make funding provisions for an 
important waste-minimisation initiative. The council has budgeted $21.4 million in 2008/09.

Botanic Gardens project*. During the development of a master plan for the Botanic Gardens 
and Hagley Park, it has been estimated that $10 million would be needed to replace the Botanic 
Gardens visitors’ centre and upgrade staff facilities. Money for these two projects was included in 
the 2004-14 LTCCP.  The Hagley Park-Botanic Gardens master plan is expected to be available for 
public consultation and sign-off from the Council later in 2006.  Preparatory planning is underway 
to celebrate the 15Oth anniversary of the Botanic Gardens in 2013. Funding of $11.1 million has 
been provided from 2007 to 2010.

City Mall renovation. City Mall is one of the downtown’s more important streets for both shopping 
and community life.  Despite the important civic and iconic role that the City Mall has within the 
life of the city, it faces severe competition from suburban development. The City Mall renovation 
seeks to reverse this tide by re-establishing City Mall as a premier retailing and public destination. 
Renovation efforts will focus on improving the physical features of the mall and enhancing retail 
management and co-ordination. This is in the current LTCCP, but councillors have determined the 
$10.3 million will  be paid for by means of a targeted rate. 
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Discretionary projects: non-priority
(These are projects considered, but not included. Please note that funding amounts are not 
adjusted for inflation).

Central City Revitalisation Project*. The success of the central city is integral to the success of 
Christchurch as a whole. The Central City Revitalisation Project seeks to strengthen the central 
city by promoting residential development, retaining and expanding commerce and enhancing 
cultural and leisure activities.  Key initiatives within the revitalisation project are the coordination 
of public and private investments, the development of central city precincts, the preservation of 
heritage buildings and the marketing of central city businesses.  Through this integrated approach, 
the revitalisation project is advancing the central city as a place to live, work and recreate. The 
project would require funding of $2 million from 2006 to 2008  

Water re-use*. Water is a valuable resource in Canterbury. This project would investigate the 
possibility of re-using water such as grey water (from off the road and gutters) and waste water 
for irrigation, industrial cooling and other uses. On hot days the demand for water is up to four 
times the yearly average.  If the city has three hot days in a row, the water supply is placed under 
severe pressure largely due to residents watering their gardens and lawns. The Council has a 
legal and moral responsibility to maintain the water supply at a level able to cope with fire-fighting 
requirements.  Grey water and waste water that has been suitably treated could be used for local 
irrigation and/or industrial uses, reducing the demand on drinkable water from the aquifers. The 
re-use of water would be a step in the conservation of the city’s water supply. The capital spend 
beyond 2009 is not scoped, but $200,000 is required for feasibility studies.

Avon-Heathcote Estuary Ihutai Trust Development.  Projects have been identified to restore 
and enhance the estuary from the Management Plan and Memorandum of Understanding. These 
projects would require funding of $2 million over 2008 to 2011.

Taylors Mistake Road upgrade. Efforts have been made to improve the narrow twisting Taylors 
Mistake Road during the past few years.  It was thought that improving the road and creating 
footpaths alongside it could be done through a 6 to 7 stage process, with a new stage to be tackled 
every second year.  The first two stages of the project have been completed and the third and most 
difficult stretch of road was to be upgraded in 2006. Tenders were called for the work but all were 

more costly than expected. Costs are being reviewed and the decision to proceed with stage 3 will 
be made shortly. Funding would be required of $617,000 over the period 2007 to 2009.

Main road planting. Planting trees to improve the ambience of main roads and enhance 
Christchurch’s Garden City image has been part of an ongoing council programme for the last 
four years.  Finding new locations for the trees has however become increasingly difficult due to 
a variety of considerations including underground wiring and retaining sight lines for motorists. 
Planting programmes are underway for Colombo and Worcester Streets but generally tree planting 
occurs only on main roads when the roads are being upgraded. Funding would be required of 
$318,000 over the period 2006 to 2009. 

Walkways development*. Walking is one of the most popular recreational activities for people of 
all ages in Christchurch.  As a result, thousands of people each year take advantage of the city’s 
walking tracks. The Council is working to meet this demand by building new tracks to enable 
people to enjoy different ways of exploring the expanding network of Christchurch parks. These 
parks include some of Canterbury’s most spectacular coastal, hill, plain and wetland settings. 
Walking groups, supported by the Council, help people to meet others in their community, while 
improving their physical and mental health. The ongoing programme to build new tracks is 
budgeted at $2.1 million over the next 10 years. 

Halswell Library*. With the recent and projected population growth in Halswell and the surrounding 
area, there is increased demand for a larger library to meet the new community’s needs. Halswell 
has undergone significant growth in the last 5 years, and despite the existing library having only 
undergone an extension in 1995, it no longer meets the needs of the new community. At only 
320sqm, it is a small facility. It now sits on the edge of the new community with little street 
presence or community identity, having been overshadowed by the recent development. Planning 
for new community facilities in the Halswell area is well underway, including the purchase of 
additional green space for recreational use and a strategic parcel of land that will centralise the 
library. This would allow for the development of a 2,000sqm facility to be the focal point for the 
local community, much in the same way as has occurred with South Christchurch Library. The 
project requires funding of $8.15 million over the period 2014 to 2016.
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Undergounding policy. Operational costs are to achieve total city undergrounding of wiring in the 
next 25 years. The capital cost is for conversion of street lighting at the same time. The project 
requires funding of $18 million over the next 25 years. 

Aranui Learning Centre*.  It is planned to establish a learning centre for the Aranui community in 
an available council-owned building in Wainoni Park. The centre would deliver programmed and 
individual learning opportunities, provided by a team of employees and volunteers. While the focus 
of the facility would be on learning – with a strong emphasis on technology – it is also proposed the 
centre provide a library service focusing on popular materials and learning resources. This facility 
is important to provide a tailored service for this community that is seeking improved access to 
enhanced learning opportunities. It requires funding of $150,000 in 2006/07.

New entranceway at QEII. Repositioning of the main public entrance to QEII is essential if the 
privately-funded ice arena development proceeds. The work would provide a single, custom-designed 
visitors’ entrance for the swimming pool, gym, and ice arena, providing improved public access to 
the complex and better pedestrian flows. This project would realign the entrance, improving vehicle 
access to the complex, making the facility more user-friendly and giving it a stronger identity. 
Additional changing facilities have been identified as important to meet increased and future 
demand (existing facilities are stretched to capacity during peak times). The new entranceway 
requires funding of $800,000 over 2007 to 2009.

Implementation of Biodiversity Strategy. The strategy will provide a framework for the Council to 
work with local communities to protect, restore and celebrate the plants, animals and ecosystems 
that occur naturally in Christchurch. Costs have been identified to provide for programmes and 
initiatives to implement the strategy. About 75% of these costs are already provided for in existing 
Council budgets, however, an additional investment is proposed for ecological restoration of 
significant sites. The project requires $25 million over the next 10 years. 

Upgrade of seating at Cowles Stadium. Replace and upgrade the seating and other facilities at 
Cowles Stadium to provide the city with a facility that has 1,800-seating capacity. Existing seating 
at Cowles Stadium is old. While the maintenance is part of the Council’s asset management plan, 
the proposal is to upgrade at the stadium to 1,800-capacity, in line with the Sport and Recreation 
Strategy requirement for a medium-sized indoor facility in Christchurch. This would provide 
Christchurch with a facility that would help the city attract key events. Upgrading the facility is 

a logical step that looks to the future and creates a stadium that bridges an existing gap in the 
market.  The project requires funding of $3.8 million in 2006/07.

Electronic voting system This system would allow for decisions to be made in a democratic manner, 
all members vote simultaneously. Included in this number is the ability for the Chair to see the 
waiting list of questions. Introducing this innovation requires funding of $80,000 in 2006/07. 

Cashmere Stream Living Streams development with Environment Canterbury and residents 
development programme. Linked to the Aidenfield discharge. Funding of $1 million is required 
in 2010/11.

Projects outside the criteria for inclusion in the LTCCP
The following projects were considered but did not meet the criteria for inclusion, rankings were 
applied with 5 being the highest ranking and 1 the lowest. Other factors, including financial 
priorities also came into consideration.
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Project Comments
Strategic fit/ 

assessed priority
Level of service gap

Ten-year total 
capex  

($ million)

Urban regeneration Funding required for acquisition, consolidation and redevelopment of key sites within the City. 5 5 $30

Shirley Library fitout Totally dependent on The Palms and Community/Council discussions. 5 5 $5

Cycleways projects Cycleways form part of the Council’s key strategies. 5 5 $19

Safety improvement works Levels of service for Safety Strategy are on target. 5 5 $35

Central City revitalisation 
funding

There is insufficient funding to provide incentives for partnerships for revitalising the Central City. 5 5  

Passenger transport 
infrastructure

Passenger transport is a key strategy. Current level of service is target 7.5% usage, actual is 3.5%. 5 5 $45

Sanitary services - 
cemeteries

Linked to strategic land purchases, this should be part of normal asset management planning. 5 3  

Sanitary services - 
stormwater

Linked to strategic land purchases, this should be part of normal asset management planning. 5 3  

Policy on earthquake, 
prone, dangerous and 
unsanitary buildings

The Building Act requires the development of a policy on earthquake prone, dangerous and unsanitary buildings.  This is a 
legislative requirement.  Operating costs are not quantifiable.

4 4  

Latimer Square 
redevelopment

Redevelop inner city square. 4 4 $0.5
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Heritage building seismic 
strengthening incentives 
programme.

As part of the recent changes to the Building Act, the Council is developing a policy to enable compliance. Likely policy 
directions will include regulatory and non-regulatory approaches.

4 4  

Sports bid resourcing To increase ability to bid for sporting events to come to the city. 4 4  

National dog database
The Department of Internal Affairs is developing a National Dog Database in accordance with the Dog Control Amendment 
Act. Council needs to fund maintenance of the database.

4 4  

Refugee and migrant 
centre

Rental and operational cost of the new centre for a period of three years. 4 4  

Multi sensory unit Extension of service by the Multi-sensory room to wider audience. 4 4  

Inner City street cleaning Up to an additional $1.5 million required. 4 3  

Legal compliance project
Legal Audit of Council processes and practices to identify risk and non-compliance so as to manage legal risk in a 
proactive manner.  

3 4  

Increase in art works 
acquisitions budget

3 4 $0.9

Parks irrigation and 
drainage

Programme for new irrigation and drainage projects. 3 3 $2.6

Riverbank landscape/
Estuary conservation 
projects

Programme of relatively small upgrade and planting projects. 3 3 $1.6

Biodiversity strategy 
- implementation of  
plants and animal pests 
management strategy

Additional funding above current budget to implement the level one strategy which is to manage pest plants and pest 
animals.

3 3  

New footpaths Gaps in Footpath network. 3 3 $2

Strategic land purchases 
and development of same

Respond to requests for high-priority conservation land purchases. High rate of development of Port Hills and rural land, 
including stormwater retention land and esplanade reserves

3 2 $10
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Linwood Library fit-out A mixture of basic refurbishment plus choice of improved levels of service i.e. add in a learning centre. 3 2 $0.3

Relocating of netball from 
Hagley Park

3 2 $2

e-Democracy
e-Democracy is proposed to change the way in which councils engage and work with their citizens.  E-democracy uses 
technology to support democratic processes.  Delivery through  interactive information kiosks at shopping malls/libraries.

3 2  

Rugby league Shift Rugby League grounds from Addington to AMP Grounds. 3 2  

Cricket To assist cricket to move from Jade Stadium to own home (AMP). 3 2  

Neighbourhood 
improvement works

Programme of works to support Metropolitan Christchurch Transport Strategy of ‘rooms and corridors’ and to slow speeds 
in local streets.

2 4 $11.4

Camping grounds Upgrading of 3 camping grounds and adding new facilities not already there. 2 4 $0.53

Living streets strategy
This funding is to accelerate the Living Streets programme through the enhancement to Kerb and Channel Renewal 
Programme

2 4 $15

Neighbourhood planning Funding to provide amenities, such as art works, streetscape enhancements and waterway improvements. 2 4 $3

Major amenity 
improvements

Improvement programme for pedestrian malls, etc. 2 4 $16

Art in public places
Council approved funding three years ago for art in Public places. This funding has ended and provision be made for an 
annual amount.

2 3 $2.5

Veladrome indoor and 
outdoor

Denton Park needs upgrading. 2 2 $3.7

Greenspace link / 
contribution to Jellie Park 
redevelopment

Review of park design and functionality plus upgrade assets. Incorporated with Jellie Park Pool upgrade. 2 2 $0.63

City entrance way upgrade To upgrade city signage. 2 2 $1
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Grading of food premises 
and food safety training

Council may be required by statute/regulation to introduce grading of food premises.  2 2  

Awaroa/Godley Head 
development

Joint venture with DOC and Trust to develop park and tourism destination. 2 2 $15

Parks interpretation, 
artworks, furniture

Programme for a range of signs, art works and new furniture. 2 2 $21

MacFarlane Park Funding covers both the upgrade of the park and linked urban renewal projects. 2 2 $1.4

Whitewater facility Manmade recreation and leisure facility for white water rafting for events and leisure pursuits 2 2 $15

Styx planning development 
and acquisition

Meet Styx vision, strategic acquisition and development. 2 1 $7

Horners Drain 
naturalisation 

Renewal of utility waterway and identify alternative route to Styx River. 2 1 $3.5

Gymnastics west side Help gymnastics provide own facility with increased demand. 1 3 $1.5

Scarborough to Moncks 
Bay Walkway / coastal 
plan

Deals with safety and level of service issues plus foreshore park renewal and development. 1 2 $4

Library RFID system
Automated self service and material security systems. Main advantage is the speed and ease at which customers can 
self-issue books.

1 1 $2.43

Total off-street cycle 
network

Redirect cycling from main roads to off-road corridors. 1 1 $60

Mid-Heathcote vision Address assets condition and prepare renewal and development plan for Hunter Tce and South Christchurch Library. 1 1 $3

Art Gallery water feature Painting of water feature to original specifications. 1 1 $0.26

Flatwater facility Lake Isaac. 1 1 $11.5
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RFID project completion Security tagging of artworks. 1 1 $0.20

Lowering of New Brighton 
sand dunes

Review existing resource consent to provide a higher degree of foreshore landscape and views. 0 0 $1.40

Westminster Street (ex-
yard) redevelopment

Provide sports park facilities and community play structures on old yard site. 0 0         $0.75

Seal extension Sealing of last remaining unsealed roads (2kms). 0 0 $0.50

New Brighton beach 
- artificial reef

Development of off-shore reef - part of New Brighton revitalisation plan. 0 0 $1.50

Ruapuna track resurfacing To overlay a new surface at Ruapuna Racetrack. 0 0 $1.00
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Where the money will go over the next 10 years

The council has proposed other funding means, separate from the rates take, for some of these 
projects.

Introducing a Development Contributions scheme is expected to cover the some of the cost of 
these projects. 

To fund strategic land purchases, the council is proposing to raise a specific loan to establish 
a fund to buy required land parcels. Until the money is spent, borrowing costs will be balanced 
by interest earned on the fund money. The item will still appear in the LTCCP planned capital 
programme but will not impact rates until land parcels are actually acquired.

At present the proposed programme of redevelopment of the city mall is not included in the 
current LTCCP figures. Councillors have  determined that  a targeted rate can be used to pay for 
the $10.3 million renovation of the City Mall.

Many of the projects listed were included in our previous LTCCP for 2004-14. However, the 
proposed flat water recreation facility and the new Civic building are no longer on the Council’s 
essential or priority capital project lists. Airport safety was a factor  contributing to the flat water 
recreation facility’s reassessment on the capital project list but more significantly was its low 
strategic priority assessment and a scarce capital capacity. The Civic Building is now being built 
by a Council-controlled trading organisation. The council will be the tenant.

Projects 

Essential projects
Discretionary projects: 
priority

Discretionary projects: 
non-priority

Waste treatment plant expansion 

$18.1 million

Create rolling fund for strategic 

land purchases $37.6 million

Central City revitalisation project 

$2 million

Biosolids drying facility  

$23.2 million

Central city transport projects 

$7.8 million

Re-use water $200,000 for 

feasibility study

Bus Exchange expansion  

$59.5 million

New drainage plan near 

Christchurch Golf Club  

$2.6 million

Avon-Heathcote Estuary Ihutai 

Trust development $2 million

Replacing ageing stormwater 

pipes $11.5 million

School safety zone infrastructure 

$1.05 million 

Taylor’s Mistake road upgrade 

$617,000

Upgrading air conditioning system 

for Christchurch Art Gallery 

$189,000

Implementing Avon River strategy 

$1.7 million

Main Road planting $318,000

Fit-out for Civic Offices  

$4.3 million

Transport projects $187.3 million Walkways development  

$2.1 million

Tree renewal $17.2 million New leisure centres $12.5 million Halswell Library $8.15 million

Waste water improvements  

$3.4 million

Implementing whichever rubbish 

collection system the council 

adopts $21.4 million

Undergrounding policy $18 million

Civil Defence building $3.6 million Botanic Gardens project  

$11.1 million

Aranui Learning Centre $150,000

City mall redevelopment 

$10.3 million

QE11 Entranceway $800,000

Biodiversity Strategy $25 million

Cowles Stadium $3.8 million

Electronic Voting System $80,000

Cashmere Stream $1 million

Total: $141.0 million Total: $293.4 million Total: $64.2 million

 
In the table which follows, technical projects are for the city’s infrastructure, local projects are for 
individual neighbourhoods and communities and metropolitan projects are for the whole city.
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Capital Works Programme
 2006/07  2007/08  2008/09 

 $000’s  $000’s  $000’s 

City Development

Technical Projects  17  18  19 

Local Projects  10,500  6,218  5,895 

 10,517  6,236  5,914

Community Support

Technical Projects  371  3,813  630 

Local Projects  4,806  2,277  2,305 

Metropolitan Projects
Porritt Park Upgrade  -  933  - 

 5,177  7,023  2,935

Cultural and Learning Services

Technical Projects  5,021  6,304  6,078 

Local Projects  990  -  - 

Metropolitan Projects
Artwork Acquisitions  263  285  299 

 6,274  6,589  6,377

Democracy and Governance

Technical Projects  16  17  17 

 16  17  17 

Economic Development

Technical Projects  110  90  80 

 110  90  80 

Parks, Open Spaces and Waterways

Technical Projects  16,259  27,065  20,127

Local Projects
Bridges and Buildings  350  321  236 
Carparks, Driveways, Pathways  235  104  21 
Cemeteries  145  98  102 
Landscape and Tree Planting  1,376  1,448  1,551 
Park Lighting  103  112  123 
Playgrounds and Recreational Facilties  688  738  730 
Reserves Development  808  713  823 
Revegetation Projects  92  101  93 
Walkways and Track Development  58  60  105 
Waterways and Wetlands Restoration  2,396  2,311  2,412 

Metropolitan Projects
Inner City Park Developments  100  104  107 
Inner City Riverbanks  30  31  32 
Strategic Reserve Purchases  800  829  858 
Neighbourhood Reserve Purchases  480  497  515 
Mona Vale  10  10  11 
Remembrance Park  150  155  161 
District Sports Park Purchases  -  269  279 
Botanic Gardens Entry Pavilion  100  -  5,360 
Hagley Park Amenity Landscaping  15  16  16 
Coast Care Development  160  176  182 
Botanic Gardens  140  41  43 

 24,495  35,199  33,887

Recreation and Leisure

Technical Projects  1,400  1,750  1,998 

Metropolitan Projects
Jellie Park Aqualand Redevelopment  2,710  8,428  - 
QEII Pools Plant and Equipment  1,500  4,146  3,216 

 5,610  14,324  5,214

Refuse Minimisation and Disposal

Technical Projects  1,090  166  21,610 

Metropolitan Projects
Closed Landfills Aftercare  1,984  719  549 
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SW Kerbside Recycling Bins  82  86  91 
Transfer Stations - Renewal Programme  1  2  183 

 3,157  973  22,433

Regulatory Services

Technical Projects  199  389  415 

 199  389  415 

Streets and Transport

Technical Projects  18,529  20,606  25,174 

Local Projects
Street Renewals  22,135  18,840  20,712 
Cycleways  410  1,460  1,622 
Street Light Upgrading  217  225  232 
Neighbourhood Improvements  730  552  965 

Metropolitan Projects
Blenheim Road Deviation  3,299  3,548  - 
Kerb Cutdowns  14  15  15 
Blenheim Rd Overbridge  -  296  - 
Bus Stop Seating  20  21  21 
Riccarton Rd Traffic Management  177  -  - 
Moorhouse Ave Safety Improvements  405  -  - 
Ferry Rd / Humphreys Dr Roundabout  757  1,039  - 
Bealey Ave Traffic Management  300  -  - 
Ferrymead Bridge  3,097  3,024  - 
Keighleys / McGregor  66  -  - 
Keighleys / Korora  80  -  - 
Memorial / Roydvale  130  -  - 
Safety Improvements Contingency  27  751  949 
Major Amenity Contingency  3,076  9,035  1,658 
Avonside / Fitzgerald  649  829  - 
Safe Routes To School  57  59  61 
Road Safety At Schools  107  111  115 
Pedestrian Safety Initiatives  143  148  153 
Minor Safety Projects  88  91  94 
Blackspot Remedial Works  114  119  123 

Traffic Management Improvements - Wairakei Rd  42  45  47 
Latimer Square Stage 2 (Worcester-Hereford)  200  -  - 
Project Planning MCTS Funding  470  12,490  22,553 
Projects To Be Identified  187  258  522 
Lyttelton Marina Roading  -  2,160  3,308 

 55,526  75,722  78,324

Wastewater Collection, Treatment and Disposal

Technical Projects  4,477  4,631  2,161 
 -  -  - 

Local Projects  2,245  2,880  7,287 

Metropolitan Projects
Ocean Outfall Pipeline  25,100  38,086  12,863 
CWTP Digesters  8,190  7,147  - 
CWTP Upgrade Projects  5,125  17,183  14,830 
Western Interceptor Pipeline  5,390  516  - 
WW Pump Stn 11 Tie In  1,145  -  - 
WW Pumping Main 11 Investigations  1,200  -  - 
Reticulation Network  2,063  2,681  2,449 

 54,935  73,124  39,590 

Water Supply

Technical Projects  4,438  4,486  5,852 

Local Projects  2,175  2,975  2,567 

Metropolitan Projects
Reticulation Network  2,515  2,779  2,975 
Headworks  165  789  532 

 9,293  11,029  11,926 

Corporate

Technical Projects  17,125  15,841  13,020 

 17,125  15,841  13,020 

Total Capital Programme  192,435  246,556  220,132
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Capital Works Programme - By Category
 2006/07  2007/08  2008/09 

 $000’s  $000’s  $000’s 
Base Capital Programme  

Infrastructurural

City Water and Waste 63,724 71,380 36,580 
Greenspace 10,639 22,489 17,071 
Transport and City Streets 40,312 40,994 40,351 

Operational 54,750 56,153 41,574 

Total Base Capital Programme 169,425 191,016 135,576

Essential Capital Items

Infrastructural
City Water and Waste
CWTP BioSolids Drying Facility 400 10,365 12,435 

Greenspace
Ageing Stormwater Pipe Infrastructure 1,000 1,035 1,070 
Tree Renewal - 1.5% annual replacement target 875 907 938 

Transport and City Streets
Bus Exchange Expansion 0 10,365 21,439 
Street Tree Renewal 625 648 670 

Operational
Civic Building Fit-out 1,000 0 1,072 
Civil Defence Building 0 3,628 0 
Art Gallery Replacement Chiller with HVAC 0 0 0 

Total Essential Capital Items 3,900 26,948 37,624 

Priority Capital Items

Infrastructural
City Water and Waste 0 0 21,439 
Waste Minimisation Initiative

Greenspace 1,250 3,368 1,072 
Strategic Land Purchases 150 155 161 
Avon River - Central City Strategy 0 0 5,360 

Botanic Gardens Facility

Transport and City Streets 75 767 793 
Central City Transport Strategy Projects 0 104 107 
40kph School Zones 3,000 7,256 0 
City Mall Upgrade 3,135 7,095 9,424 
Metropolitan Christchurch Transport Strategy

Operational 10,000 5,701 5,360 
Urban Regeneration Purchases 1,500 4,146 3,216 
New North-West Pool 1,500 4,146 3,216

19,110 28,592 46,932 

Total Capital Programme 192,435 246,556 220,132
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Proposals to reduce spending and increase revenue in 
the Council budget

The Council has identified a number of proposals to help minimise rates increases over the 
next 10 years. These proposals would achieve almost $2 million per annum of potential savings 
through service reductions, and generate additional revenue of $1.6 million per annum through 
raising Council fees. 

The proposals, which were adopted for consultation by the Council during its deliberations of the 
draft LTCCP in February, include the closing of some suburban outdoor swimming pools, sub-
agencies, suburban libraries and community halls. They also include increasing parking fees and 
cemetery charges, and the sale of Papanui pool land. 

Some of these proposals, if adopted, may lead to changes in the levels of service provided. Any 
decisions on changing levels of service will be made only after the feedback received from public 
consultation has been considered by the Council. 

Services and activities considered for reduction

•   20% fewer community halls – Saving $397,000.
  Some of the city’s 42 community halls are run-down and require considerable 

maintenance. Others are not well used. The Council proposes that the number of 
community halls could be rationalised.

•   Rationalise community libraries (e.g. closing Redwood, Bishopdale and Spreydon)  
– Saving up to $450,000.

  As part of the early thinking about the 2025 Libraries Plan, rationalisation of some 
libraries is being considered.  A number of new libraries have been built which 
provides the opportunity to assess whether all of the current libraries are required to 
meet community needs. 

•   Exit mobile library – Saving $80,000.
  The number of mobile library stops made, and the number of items issued has been 

decreasing, especially with the opening of new libraries at Parklands and Upper 

Riccarton. This service is therefore to be reviewed.

•   Use New Zealand Post for all Council payments – Saving $300,000.
  The Council will investigate the feasibility of outsourcing its payment transactions, 

such as rates, dog registrations. New Zealand Post has an extensive network of 
outlets, which would give residents more options for where to pay their accounts.

•   Close Riccarton and Hornby sub-agencies – Saving $77,000.
  If payment options are outsourced, there needs to be a rationalisation of sub-

agencies at Riccarton and Hornby.

•   Close Sockburn pool – Saving $130,000.
  This ageing asset has high operational costs. In 2004/05, the pool had only 23,000 

users. Many of the services are now offered by other providers and will also be 
provided at the redeveloped Jellie Park.

•   Close or lease Sockburn Recreation Centre – Saving $70,000.
  This facility no longer provides an acceptable level of service. It has low user 

numbers, and is in need of $150,000 of essential repairs. Also, services offered by 
the centre are replicated by other providers in the locality.

•   Close four suburban pools (Edgeware, Belfast, Templeton and Woolston)  
– Saving $130,000.

  These small outdoor suburban pools attract between 2,000 and 6,000 users each 
year, with a cost per swim of between $25 and $35. Current and planned indoor 
facilities will meet user needs.

•   Reduce the number of City Scene – the Council’s regular newsletter to residents 
– issues per year from 10 to 9 – Saving $22,000. 
The Council proposes that reducing the number of issues by one per year would not 
affect the readership of this publication.
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Areas considered for raising fees

•   Increase off-street parking charges by 10% to $2.20 per hour – Increased revenue 
$800,000.

  It will be two years since the Council increased the fees for its parking buildings. 
These are considerably lower than in most main cities.

•   Raise on-street parking charges to $2.50 per hour – Increased revenue $750,000.

  It will be two years since the Council increased its fees for on-street parking. These 
are considerably lower than in most main cities.

•   Increase cemetery charges by 10% – Increased revenue $63,000.

  With increases in maintenance, contract and administration costs during the past two 
years, the Council considers it timely to increase charges. These have remained the 
same since August 2004.

Sale of assets 
•   Sell Papanui pool land – $400,000.
  Papanui pool was decommissioned in 2005. This land is now surplus to 

requirements.
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Growth goes both ways. It’s good 
because it brings different things, new 
cultural aspects and means the city can  
develop new parts and things like 
museums. On the other side it means 
less room. We’re losing our green edges 
and it’s making things like schools 
more crowded.

The city centre’s speciality shops are 
an attraction but I’ve got three little kids 
and it’s hard getting around in there and 
parking’s a pain so we don’t go very 
often. Almost wherever you live in the 
city there’s a mall pretty close by with 
free parking and oodles of shops, all 
close together. 

Rebecca Cross
Mother/business operator
North New Brighton
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Why is the Council involved in city development?

The Council aims to help improve Christchurch’s urban environment and revitalise the central 
city. The Council also provides urban development activities to ensure sustainable planning for 
development and management of the city’s natural and physical resources, while meeting the 
needs of current residents and the anticipated needs of future generations.

What activities are included in city development?

Urban renewal
The Council undertakes projects and initiatives to improve Christchurch’s urban environment. 

Central city revitalisation
The Council promotes, markets and is involved in projects that aim to revitalise the central city. 

Heritage protection
The Council provides leadership, advocacy, resources, grants and conservation covenants to 
conserve and rehabilitate heritage items.

How does the Council’s work contribute towards our 
Community Outcomes?

Community Outcome How the Council contributes
How 
much?

Safety
By developing the urban environment in a way that 

reduces the opportunities for criminal activity and 

promotes safety.
333

Community
By developing the urban environment in a way that 

meets people’s needs and reflects their cultures, and 

by helping people relate to and feel part of the city.
3

Environment
By planning for the sustainable use and protection of 

the city’s natural and physical resources.
333

Prosperity

By promoting the city centre as a vibrant and 

prosperous place to do business.  By planning an 

urban environment that promotes excellent lifestyles 

and facilitates the carrying out of business.

333

Health
By developing the urban environment in a manner 

that enables people to live healthy lifestyles.
33

Recreation
By incorporating elements of arts and culture into 

the urban environment while including the necessary 

space and facilities for people to recreate. 
3

City Development

By ensuring our heritage is protected for future 

generations, maintaining the attractiveness of the 

city, and designing our city to meet current and 

future challenges.

333
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What does the Council plan to do in the future?

What is the Council’s 
objective?

What policies, strategies or drivers support these 
objectives?

What is the Council 
already doing?

What will we do in 
years 1 to 3?

What will we do in 
years 4 to 10?

How will we know if we achieve our 
objective?

To promote and achieve good 

urban design.

Strategies:
• Central City Revitalisation Strategy

• Greater Christchurch Transport Strategy

Policies:
• Heritage Conservation Policy

Drivers:
• City Plan

• Urban Design Protocol

• Crime Prevention Through Urban Design (CPTUD)

• Resource Management Act 1991

• Growth, demography and diversity of the city

• Protection of heritage items

• Community expectations / aspirations

• Environmental sustainability

• Developers’ intentions

• Government legislation

• Economic climate

• Climate change

Providing information 

and advice, and working 

in partnership with other 

parties. 

Continue to do the 

same. 

Continue to do the 

same. 

Increased perception of the attractiveness of the 

city.

Increase in residents’ satisfaction with overall city 

and environmental planning.

To strengthen the city centre 

as a vibrant place to live, work 

and do business.

Marketing the central 

city.

Implement a 

business retention 

and development 

programme to increase 

commercial activity.

Continue to do the 

same. 

Reduced crime rates in neighbourhoods 

implementing CPTUD principles in the central city. 

Increased rate of growth in the central city 

compared to city-wide.

Creating and improving 

public spaces and 

streetscapes in the 

central city.

Continue to do the 

same. 

Continue to do the 

same. 

To retain heritage items. Providing information, 

advice and funding 

for city heritage and 

heritage conservation.

Continue to do the 

same. 

Continue to do the 

same. 

Increase in heritage awareness.
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Measuring our achievements

Measures and targets 
Current 
performance

06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16

Residents’ survey results:

Satisfaction with “look and feel of 

the city”.

 

% who agree that building or land 

development has not made their 

area worse*.

 

Satisfaction with overall city and 

environmental planning.

% increase in awareness of 

heritage issues.

94%

79%

64%

70%

95%

80%

65%

72%

95%

80%

65%

74%

95%

80%

65%

74%

Ongoing target – 95%

Ongoing target - 80%

Ongoing target - 65%

Target 75%

Rate of growth in the number 

of businesses in the central city 

compared to city-wide (per year).

Central city growth is 

25% of city-wide.

Central city 

growth is 40% 

of city-wide.

Central city 

growth is 45% 

of city-wide.

Central city 

growth is 50% 

of city-wide.

Rate of growth in the number of businesses in the central city exceeds the city-wide growth rate, by 2016.

% change in the number of 

pedestrians in the central city 

compared to base in 1993.

6% decrease 1% decrease 2% increase 6% increase 15% increase in pedestrian numbers in Central City compared to 1993 by 2016.

* Survey question to be redesigned by September 2006
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What negative effects can occur in relation to city development?

Negative effects Mitigation options

Forward planning for the city may curtail individual aspirations. Ongoing consultation with stakeholders.

The Council’s key assets relating to city development

Changes Planned for Assets

Driver What will be done? 
Year 1 cost  

($ 000)
Year 2 cost  

($ 000)
Year 3 cost  

($ 000)
Years 4 to 10 cost  

($ 000)

Renewals and replacements Office equipment

Central city project (sale)

17 18 19 150

Increased levels of service Purchases of strategic land

Urban renewal

Non-conforming uses

10,000

250

250

5,700

259

259

5,360

268

268

2,089

2,088

Increased demand

City Development capital expenditure is primarily involved in strategic land purchases for urban regeneration and urban renewal projects.  As such there is no on-going maintenance.
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City Development

Cost of Proposed Services CCC BPDC Total Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast
2006/07 2006/07 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s
Activity Operational Cost - 
  Central City Revitalisation 2,527  -   2,527 4,161 3,778 3,544 3,199 3,279 3,344 3,400 3,447 3,496
  City and Community Forward Planning and Urban Renewal 6,522  -   6,522 6,490 6,418 6,929 6,580 6,579 6,477 6,442 6,621 6,587
  Heritage Protection 5,136  -   5,136 5,218 5,007 5,172 5,267 5,355 5,461 5,559 5,643 5,720

Total Expenditure 14,185  -   14,185 15,869 15,203 15,645 15,046 15,213 15,282 15,401 15,711 15,803

Activity Operational Revenue -
  Central City Revitalisation 273  -   273 282 290 298 306 313 320 326 331 337
  Heritage Protection 912 9 921 950 979 1,000 1,025 1,049 1,071 1,092 1,111 1,129

Total Operational Revenue 1,185 9 1,194 1,232 1,269 1,298 1,331 1,362 1,391 1,418 1,442 1,466

Fees and charges 985 9 994 1,026 1,057 1,080 1,107 1,133 1,157 1,179 1,199 1,219
Grants and subsidies 200 200 206 212 218 224 229 234 239 243 247
Total Operational Revenue (by source) 1,185 9 1,194 1,232 1,269 1,298 1,331 1,362 1,391 1,418 1,442 1,466

Net Operational Cost 13,000 -9 12,991 14,637 13,934 14,347 13,715 13,851 13,891 13,983 14,269 14,337

Vested Assets  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Net Cost of Services 13,000 -9 12,991 14,637 13,934 14,347 13,715 13,851 13,891 13,983 14,269 14,337

Capital Expenditure
Renewals and Replacements 17  -   17 18 19 20 20 21 22 22 22 23
Improved Service Levels 10,500  -   10,500 6,218 5,896 553 570 584 598 612 624 636
Increased Demand  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Total Capital Expenditure 10,517  -   10,517 6,236 5,915 573 590 605 620 634 646 659

Rationale for activity funding (see also the Revenue and Financing Policy, page 258)

Revenue is sought from sponsorship and subsidies where possible.  The balance of the net operating cost is funded by General rates, as the whole community benefits from these activities.
Capital expenditure is funded corporately in accordance with the Revenue and Financing Policy.  Refer to page 259 for a summary of the corporate funding approach for capital expenditure.     
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I’m a long-time paraplegic and you 
can see there’s a definite drift to 
Christchurch because of the social 
scene and the transportation. The buses 
are just superb. If you’ve got good 
housing, good transportation and good 
public facilities, it’s a win for the whole 
community because it gives people a 
chance to contribute and give something 
back. That’s what I’m on about.

The Council’s reference groups are 
a great idea. They give communities 
like ours a way to influence things and 
allows us to get things right the first 
time. There’s a willingness to listen 
and when we have struck problems 
we talk about it and nine times out of 
10 they can sort it.

Graham Tapper
Rehabilitation programme 
coordinator, Papanui
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Why is the Council involved in community support?

The Council provides community support activities to enhance opportunities for meeting and 
socialising, and to develop strong and inclusive communities in Christchurch.

What activities are included in community support?

Halls and conveniences
The Council provides a range of community facilities to meet community needs. It also provides 
social, recreational, cultural and vocational programmes in local communities.

Early Learning Centres
The Council provides and operates three early-learning centres where children aged under five  
are safe, well cared for and nurtured. It also provides an additional 13 facilities that are operated 
by the community. The Council is looking at this service over the next year and the Council’s role 
in how it is to be delivered.

Community support
The Council works with community organisations to strengthen them so that communities can  
take responsibility for themselves. It provides or facilitates programmes and activities which 
recognise the needs of ‘target’ groups (children, youth, older adults, people with disabilities, 
ethnic communities and low income communities) and the key social issues in the city. Through 
communication and consultation with the community, people are encouraged to be actively involved 
with Council activities.

Community grants
The Council provides a number of contestable funding schemes which help community groups 
contribute towards achieving Christchurch’s Community Outcomes and the Council’s ‘Strong 
Communities’ Strategic Direction.

Housing
The Council provides and maintains a portfolio of housing complexes, and it provides tenancy 
management and welfare services. The Council will be reviewing Housing in the next year to 
decide how this can be expanded with new partners (e.g. Housing New Zealand) to continue 
meeting the needs of the Christchurch housing market.

Civil Defence and Rural Fire Fighting
The Council participates in the Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency Management Group, as  
well as providing a response to rural fires in its area of jurisdiction.

How does the Council’s work contribute towards our 
Community Outcomes?

Community Outcomes How the Council contributes
How 
much?

Safety
By coordinating the Safer Christchurch inter-agency 

group, and implementing the Safer Christchurch 

Strategy.
33

Community

By working with community organisations to help 

them support their communities.  

By providing funding and staff advice to community 

organisations.

333

Governance
By helping community organisations and individuals 

be involved in Council decision-making processes 

through appropriate consultation and participation.
333

Prosperity
By helping communities stand on their own feet, so 

that they are better able to prosper. 
333

Health
By providing assistance which enables more people 

to participate in leisure, physical and sporting 

activities.
33
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Community Outcomes How the Council contributes
How 
much?

Recreation
By enabling more people to participate in leisure, 

physical and sporting activities.Everybody is 

included in the creation and enjoyment of the arts.
33

Knowledge
By supporting community networks and 

organisations helps share information and leads to a 

more connected society.
33

City Development By providing housing and community grants. 33

What does the Council plan to do in the future?

What is the Council’s 
objective?

What policies, strategies or drivers support this 
objective?

What is the Council 
already doing?

What will we do in 
years 1 to 3?

What will we do in 
years 4 to 10?

How will we know if we achieve our 
objective?

To provide early-learning 

centres with a safe cultural 

and emotional environment.

• Ministry of Education regulations and legislation 

• Early Childhood Education Strategy

Providing 16 early 

learning centres, and 

operating 3 of these.

Subject to review. Subject to review. Subject to review. 

Average occupancy rate across the three owned 

and operated centres.

Satisfaction with level of care provided.

To provide advice, training 

and support for community 

organisations.  

• Strong communities target-group policies 

• Social well-being and community policies

Working with 

community groups, 

giving advice and 

support.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Satisfaction with quality of support. 

Providing social housing, 

and a tenancy management 

service.

• Council’s Housing Policy 

• Residential Tenancies Act 1986

2,620 housing units 

provided. 

96.5% occupancy of 

units.

90-97% occupancy of 

units.

Continue to do the 

same. 

Continue to do the 

same.

Number of housing units provided by the Council. 

Rental unit occupancy rates.

 

 

Satisfaction with housing service.
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Measuring our achievements

Measures and targets 
Current 
performance

06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16

Occupancy rates of owned and operated 

early learning centres. 

75-85%  occupancy rate 

across three centres.

Subject to 

review.

Subject to 

review.

Subject to 

review.

Subject to review. 

Satisfaction with child education and  environment 

provided by the Council. 

90% Subject to 

review.

Subject to 

review.

Subject to 

review.

Subject to review.

% satisfaction with quality of support  

provided to target community groups.

Not currently measured. 80 - 85% 

range

Maintain Maintain Maintain

Christchurch housing rental stock  

provided by Council. 

2,620 units provided. 21 
additional 
units

Maintain Maintain Maintain

Occupancy rates of housing units. 96.5% of rental units 

occupied.

90 - 97% 

range

Maintain Maintain Maintain

Tenant satisfaction with management service. Tenant satisfaction  

survey to be undertaken 

this year.

75 - 80% Maintain Maintain Increase satisfaction to 80 – 85%

What negative effects or risks can occur in relation to community support?

Negative effects Mitigation options

Not meeting public expectations 

Expectations of ongoing support

Perception of inequality in support provided.

• Clarify and communicate levels of service. 

• Train and resource voluntary facility management committees. 

• Clarify and communicate grant applications and decision-making processes.
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The Council’s key assets relating to community support

Housing complexes – 110, comprising 2,620 units

Community halls – 42

Public conveniences – 171

Early Learning Centres – 16 (including three operated by the Council)

Maintaining our assets
Renewal of the housing complexes, community halls and conveniences, and early learning centres 
is based on the overall condition of these assets and their usefulness in meeting the needs of 
the community. These are maintained based on an Asset Management Plan which has been  
developed to ensure assets are maintained to a high standard.

Changes Planned for Assets

Reason for change What will be done? 
Year 1 cost  

($ 000)
Year 2 cost  

($ 000)
Year 3 cost  

($ 000)
Years 4 to 10 cost  

($ 000)

Renewals and Replacements Housing

Civil Defence building

Porritt Park Stadium

Other

2,310

367 

2,281

3,628

933

181 

2,309

103

523 

17,660

1,969

Increased Levels of Service 

Increased Demand Gowerton Place Development

Partnership Initiatives

2,000

500
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Community Support
Cost of Proposed Services CCC BPDC Total Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

2006/07 2006/07 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

Activity Operational Cost - 
  Civil Defence and Rural Fire 1,510 152 1,662 1,530 1,379 1,440 1,496 1,528 1,558 1,586 1,612 1,633
  Community Grants 4,245 153 4,398 4,657 5,143 5,388 5,695 5,854 6,012 6,156 6,289 6,412
  Community Support 8,335  -   8,335 7,992 8,220 8,384 8,659 8,870 9,073 9,256 9,417 9,523
  Early Learning Centres 1,707 51 1,758 1,814 1,864 1,907 1,979 2,023 2,066 2,103 2,137 2,166
  Halls and Conveniences 2,242 455 2,697 2,413 2,200 2,239 2,332 2,389 2,442 2,491 2,532 2,562
  Housing 14,326 579 14,905 15,458 15,904 16,128 16,754 17,140 17,490 17,818 18,113 17,995

Total Expenditure 32,365 1,390 33,755 33,864 34,710 35,486 36,915 37,804 38,641 39,410 40,100 40,291

Activity Operational Revenue -
  Civil Defence and Rural Fire 180 7 187 193 199 204 209 214 219 223 227 231
  Community Grants 10  -   10 10 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12
  Community Support 188 10 198 204 210 216 222 227 232 236 240 244
  Early Learning Centres 1,322  -   1,322 1,364 1,405 1,444 1,481 1,516 1,548 1,578 1,604 1,631
  Halls and Conveniences 115 50 165 170 175 180 185 189 193 197 200 204
  Housing 11,973 289 12,262 12,655 13,034 13,393 13,737 14,061 14,359 14,635 14,879 15,127

Total Operational Revenue 13,788 356 14,144 14,596 15,034 15,448 15,845 16,218 16,563 16,881 17,162 17,449

Fees and charges 12,818 356 13,174 13,595 14,003 14,388 14,758 15,106 15,427 15,723 15,985 16,252
Grants and subsidies 970  -   970 1,001 1,031 1,060 1,087 1,112 1,136 1,158 1,177 1,197
Total Operational Revenue (by source) 13,788 356 14,144 14,596 15,034 15,448 15,845 16,218 16,563 16,881 17,162 17,449

Net Operational Cost 18,577 1,034 19,611 19,268 19,676 20,038 21,070 21,586 22,078 22,529 22,938 22,842

Vested Assets  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Net Cost of Services 18,577 1,034 19,611 19,268 19,676 20,038 21,070 21,586 22,078 22,529 22,938 22,842

Capital Expenditure

Renewals and Replacements 2,477 200 2,677 7,023 2,935 2,510 3,102 2,561 2,717 2,789 2,798 3,152
Improved Service Levels  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   
Increased Demand 2,500  -   2,500  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Total Capital Expenditure 4,977 200 5,177 7,023 2,935 2,510 3,102 2,561 2,717 2,789 2,798 3,152

Rationale for activity funding (see also the Revenue and Financing Policy, page 258)
User charges and rents for services and accommodation provided are collected at a level considered reasonable by the Council. For some services, making a user charge would counter Council’s policy of open access  
to services.  The level of revenue sought from these activities by the Council for the 10 years covered by the LTCCP is illustrated above.  The balance of the net operating cost is funded by General rates, as the 
whole community benefits from these activities.
Capital expenditure is funded corporately in accordance with the Revenue and Financing Policy.  Refer to page 259 for a summary of the corporate funding approach for capital expenditure.  
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We’re starting to become a multicultural 
society. For 18-year-olds like me we’ve 
grown up in it and it’s cool; you’re mixing 
in it all the time and everyone has 
friends with all kinds of backgrounds 
and you learn about other cultures 
naturally. I think it’s a really important 
thing for us – learning more tolerance 
and acceptance.

Sustainability’s another goal we need to 
keep working at and learning about. The 
school resources the Council provides 
are great and it definitely has a role 
there, making sustainability a part of 
everything it does and setting a good 
example. 

Rohan Negi
Student
Cashmere
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Why is the Council involved in cultural and learning 
services?

The Council provides these activities so that residents of Christchurch have access to cultural 
activities and information throughout the city.

What activities are included in cultural and learning 
services?

Art gallery
The Council provides and cares for a collection of art works for current and future generations, and 
hosts a variety of exhibitions, programmes and events which contribute to the learning, identity 
and enjoyment of our residents and visitors to the city.

Libraries
The Council provides access to information through its network of libraries offering a collection 
of books, music, videos and on-line services.

Museums
As required by the Canterbury Museum Trust Board Act 1993, the Council provides funding to 
the Canterbury Museum to enable proper care of its heritage collection items, to provide lifelong 
learning and research, and to welcome residents and visitors to explore our cultural heritage and 
the diversity of the natural world.

Our City O-Tautahi
The Council provides this venue for exhibitions, and hires it to the public as a vehicle to inform 
and educate the city about particular issues. This activity also includes the management of the 
Canterbury Provincial Council Buildings.

How does the Council’s work contribute towards our 
Community Outcomes?

Community Outcome How the Council contributes
How 
much?

Community

By providing accessible and welcoming public 

buildings, spaces and facilities. 

By providing and supporting a range of arts, festivals 

and events.

333

Recreation
By providing and supporting a range of arts, festivals 

and events.
333

Knowledge

By providing resources and information through 

libraries, websites and other means. 

By providing facilities, programmes and activities for 

learning, and encouraging people of all ages to take 

advantage of learning opportunities. By providing 

books, art works and many other products.

333

City Development

By protecting and promoting the history and heritage 

character of the city.

By providing attractive and leading-edge 

contemporary public buildings.

33
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What does the Council plan to do in the future?

What is the Council’s 
objective?

What policies, strategies or drivers 
support these objectives?

What is the Council 
already doing?

What will we do in  
years 1 to 3?

What will we do in  
years 4 to 10?

How will we know if we 
achieve our objective?

To present a variety of 

exhibitions, programmes and 

events at the Christchurch 

Art Gallery, that reach a wide 

range of audiences.  

• Lifelong Learning Strategy 

• Customer expectations 

• Paradigm Shift Plan  

for the Art Gallery 

• Collection Development Policy 

for the library  

• Christchurch Libraries’ Reference Service Policy 

• Standards for New Zealand Public Libraries 

• Canterbury Museum Trust Board Act 1993 

• Our City O-Tautahi business plan and memorandum 

of understanding 

• Building conservation plans for historic buildings

Providing the Christchurch 

Art Gallery, with a range of 

exhibitions, programmes and 

events.  Maintaining the gallery’s 

collection of art works.

Continue to do the same. Continue to do the same. Number of visits to the art gallery 

and net cost of providing this 

service.

Customer survey of visitor 

satisfaction with the quantity and 

quality of programmes.

Providing 14 libraries with books 

and other stock for reference 

and/or or borrowing. 

Providing an information service 

through the libraries.

Continue to do the same. Continue to do the same. Achievement of national average 

for collection items per capita.

Satisfaction with library service.

To provide a library network 

that meets information, 

learning and recreational 

needs. 

To provide funding to the 

Canterbury Museum.

Providing the required funding to 

the Canterbury Museum.

Continue to do the same. Continue to do the same. Funding applied as per the 

Canterbury Museum Annual Plan.

To enable the community to 

use Our City O-Tautahi as a 

resource.

Providing opportunities and 

support for the community to use 

Our City as a venue.

Number of visits, exhibitions and 

special events per year.
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Measuring our achievements

Measures and targets 
Current 
performance

06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16

Number of visits to the art gallery and net cost of 

providing the service.

289,097 visits at $23  

per visit

350,000 

at < $23 

375,000 

at < $23 

390,000 at 

$19 

400,000 visits costing $16 each, by year 5, and in following years.

Visitor satisfaction with the quantity and quality of art 

gallery programmes.

85% 80 - 85% Maintain Maintain Maintain at 80 - 85%

Size of general library collection (items per capita of 

City population). 

3 items 3 - 3.5 items Maintain Maintain Maintain at 3 - 3.5 items

Number of library items issued, per capita of city 

population, per year.

16.4 items, national 

average 14.2 

Achieve national 

average or better

Maintain Maintain Maintain national average or better 

Customer satisfaction with the library service. 88% 85 - 90% Maintain Maintain Maintain at 85 - 90%

Number of visitors to Our City O-Tautahi Not measured 14,000 visitors Maintain Maintain Growth in visitor numbers.

What negative effects or risks can occur in relation to cultural and learning services?

Negative effects Mitigation options

Inability to meet customer demand and changing expectations. • Community consultation  

• Select and train staff to an appropriate level.

Lack of experienced specialist personnel. • Develop current personnel.

Facility failure. • Develop and implement the Asset Management Plan to minimise failures.

Art gallery does not meet visitor numbers or cost per visit targets. • Continually critique programmes and make changes as required.

Reliance on vulnerable international visitor market. • Develop programmes that attract more Christchurch residents and domestic visitors.
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The Council’s key assets relating to cultural and learning 
services

The Christchurch Art Gallery,  with artworks worth $65 million.

Fourteen libraries, with library books and other stock worth $20 million.

Our City O-Tautahi.

Maintaining our assets 
The cost of maintaining the city’s cultural and learning services is expected to keep increasing 
over the next 10 to 15 years. The current assets are continually assessed to ensure that they 
meet the demands of the community.

Maintenance of cultural and learning services’ assets is primarily carried out under a facilities 
maintenance management contract. 

Conservation of the city’s art works is carried out by specialist conservators within the  
Christchurch Art Gallery.

Assets such as libraries are renewed based on their condition and changing expectations of the 
community.  Renewal projects are tendered.  Asset renewal may also result in improvements, 
for example, joint venture initiatives and sustainability features have been incorporated in library 
renewals.

Our City O-Tautahi is in a heritage building which requires specific conservation for maintaining 
the fabric of the building. 

Typical renewal/replacement periods (approximate) for key assets include:

•   Library books and other stock - yearly, based on condition and demand;

•   Library buildings – every 50 years;

•   Our City / Canterbury Provincial Council Buildings heritage buildings - maintained 
annually.

Changes Planned for Assets

Reason for change What change will be made? 
Year 1 cost  

($ 000)
Year 2 cost  

($ 000)
Year 3 cost  

($ 000)
Years 4 to 10 cost  

($ 000)

Renewals and replacements required. • Library Stock 

• Building Maintenance

4,640

1,371

4,865

1,439

4,690

1,388

39,132

11,573

To increase levels of service. Art acquisitions 263 285 299 2,379

Increased customer demand. Current assets will meet requirements of increasing 

demand.
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Cultural and Learning Services
Cost of Proposed Services CCC BPDC Total Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

2006/07 2006/07 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

Activity Operational Cost - 
  Art Gallery 7,866  -   7,866 8,205 8,617 8,770 8,862 9,101 9,303 9,564 9,808 9,935
  Libraries 26,835 359 27,194 28,096 29,412 30,049 31,619 32,019 32,463 33,105 33,474 33,792
  Museums 5,973 290 6,263 6,673 7,567 8,272 9,042 9,634 10,260 10,881 11,516 12,175
  Our City O-Tautahi 508  -   508 523 536 546 566 578 591 601 610 619

Total Expenditure 41,182 649 41,831 43,497 46,132 47,637 50,089 51,332 52,617 54,151 55,408 56,521

Activity Operational Revenue -
  Art Gallery 1,175  -   1,175 1,231 1,288 1,324 1,359 1,391 1,420 1,446 1,472 1,495
  Libraries 2,252 9 2,261 2,334 2,404 2,470 2,533 2,593 2,648 2,699 2,744 2,790
  Canterbury Museum  -   78 78 80 83 85 87 89 91 93 94 96
  Our City O-Tautahi 29  -   29 30 31 32 32 33 34 35 35 36

Total Operational Revenue 3,456 87 3,543 3,675 3,806 3,911 4,011 4,106 4,193 4,273 4,345 4,417

Fees and charges 3,167 87 3,254 3,377 3,499 3,595 3,687 3,775 3,855 3,928 3,994 4,060
Grants and subsidies 289 289 298 307 316 324 331 338 345 351 357
Total Operational Revenue (by source) 3,456 87 3,543 3,675 3,806 3,911 4,011 4,106 4,193 4,273 4,345 4,417

Net Operational Cost 37,726 562 38,288 39,822 42,326 43,726 46,078 47,226 48,424 49,878 51,063 52,104

Vested Assets  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Net Cost of Services 37,726 562 38,288 39,822 42,326 43,726 46,078 47,226 48,424 49,878 51,063 52,104

Capital Expenditure

Renewals and Replacements 5,980 31 6,011 6,304 6,078 6,397 6,944 7,108 8,088 7,947 7,149 7,072
Improved Service Levels 263  -   263 285 299 315 324 333 341 349 355 362
Increased Demand  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Total Capital Expenditure 6,243 31 6,274 6,589 6,377 6,712 7,268 7,441 8,429 8,296 7,504 7,434

Rationale for activity funding (see also the Revenue and Financing Policy, page 258)

Due to the customer focus of this activity, user charges are collected for services at a level considered reasonable by the Council, in line with Council’s policy of open access to services.        
Revenue is also sought from grants and subsidies where possible. The level of revenue sought from these activities by the Council for the 10 years covered by the LTCCP is illustrated above.       
The balance of the net operating cost is funded by General rates, as the whole community benefits from these activities.         
Capital expenditure is funded corporately in accordance with the Revenue and Financing Policy.  Refer to page 259 for a summary of the corporate funding approach for capital expenditure.
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In the main I think we’re well served, but 
I wish there was a way for Frieda and 
Fred Bloggs to get to know Councillors 
better so that when the elections come 
around we have a better idea who we’re 
voting for. Councillors need to get out 
of their cars and ride the buses, ride 
bikes and walk around this city and 
talk to people and find out what makes 
them tick.

At the school where I teach we’ve 
become an Enviroschool and are 
working to create a sustainable 
environment. The aims are very good 
and  the programme’s a good example 
of the Council working together with 
the regional council and government. I 
think helping young children to become 
aware about long-term issues like 
sustainability is very important.

Shirley Langrope
Primary teacher
New Brighton
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W h a t  i s  t h e  C o u n c i l ’s  r o l e  i n  d e m o c ra cy  a n d 
governance? 

The Council develops strategies and policies which set the direction for the future of Christchurch. 
Aspects of this work are subject to legislative and consultation requirements. The Council generally 
exceeds these requirements in finding the most appropriate and effective means of informing the 
public, generating feedback and involving people in the decision-making process.

What  ac t i v i t i es  a re  inc luded  in  democracy  and 
governance?

Democracy and governance
The Council provides opportunities for public participation in decision-making, and it receives and 
processes the community’s input to ensure effective decision-making.

Elected member representation
The Council provides comprehensive logistic support so that the Mayor, Councillors and Community 
Board members can carry out their functions, duties and powers.

How does the Council’s work contribute towards our 
Community Outcomes?

Community Outcome How the Council contributes
How 
much?

Community
By ensuring everyone’s views are heard before 

decisions are made.

By facilitating deputations and consultation.
333

Governance

By making decisions that respond to or plan for 

current and future community needs.

By leading the development of a vision for the city.

By having the role of “caretaker” of the city’s 

resources for today’s and future generations.

By forming partnerships with other city/regional 

agencies.

By holding elections which allow communities to 

choose their representatives.

By facilitating deputations and consultation.

333
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What does the Council plan to do in the future?

What is the Council’s 
objective?

What policies, strategies or drivers 
support these objectives?

What is the Council already 
doing?

What will we do in years 
1 to 3?

What will we do in 
years 4 to 10?

How will we know if we 
achieve our objective?

To develop strategies and 

policies which set the 

direction and work for the 

future of Christchurch.  

• Local Government Act 2002

• Local Government Official Information and Meetings 

Act 1987

• Local Electoral Act 2001

• Standing orders

• Code of Conduct

• Council’s decision-making process                                            

• Community requests that views be heard/taken into 

consideration

• Public expectations

• Elected members’ expectations

• Confidence in representation

• Recognition of governance role

• Remuneration Authority decisions

Supporting elected members:

• With policy guidance and 

background information needed to 

support sound decision-making.

• By arranging and providing support 

for meetings (e.g. agendas, minutes, 

advice) and panel hearings. 

• Collating and processing submissions.

Comply with statutory 

requirements in terms of:

• Providing agendas on time, 

and

• Panel hearings.

Continue to do the same.

Continue to do the same.

Continue to do the same.

Agendas and minutes are produced 

within statutory timeframes.

 

Council meetings publicly notified on 

time.

Resident satisfaction that Council 

makes decisions in the best interests 

of Christchurch.

Co-ordinating deputations and 

petitions.

Continue to increase awareness 

of Council processes through 

deputations and petitions.

Continue to do the same. Increase in number and diversity of 

deputations.

Facilitating opportunities for Maori to 

participate.

Review Iwi management plans 

in relationship to the Council 

decision-making processes.

Implement the process 

outlined to engage Maori in 

decision-making.

Residents’ satisfaction with the way 

the Council involves the public in 

decision-making.

Develop a memorandum of 

understanding with the Maori 

community.

Look at a variety of mechanisms 

to meet the different needs of 

the community.

Establish processes for effective 

ethnic minority participation in 

decision-making.

Implement processes 

for ethnic minority 

involvement in decision-

making
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Measuring our achievements

Measures and targets 
Current 
performance

06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16

% of residents satisfied with the way the Council 

involves the public in decision-making.

Target 75%

Actual 47%

75% 75% 75% Ongoing target 65%

% of residents satisfied that the Council makes 

decisions in the best interests of Christchurch.

Target 75%

Actual 57%

75% 75% 75% Ongoing target 75%

% of Council meetings that are publicly notified at 

least 10 working days prior to meeting.

100% 100% 100% 100% Ongoing target 100%

% of agendas and reports available from Council 2 

clear working days prior to each meeting.

100% 100% 100% 100% Ongoing target 100%

Conducting triennial elections and any 

intervening by-elections and polls.

Conduct 2007 elections 

including 1 councillor and 2 

Community Boards for Banks 

Peninsula. 

Conduct 2010 triennial 

elections and any 

intervening by-elections 

and polls.

All elections, polls and decisions are 

held or made in full compliance with 

relevant legislation.

Ensuring that Community Board 

decision-making is carried out within 

delegations.

Compliance with statutory 

requirements.

Continue to do the same.

Remunerating members for governing 

the city.

Continue to do the same. Continue to do the same.

Providing funding to support 

community initiatives via Community 

Board discretionary and project funds 

and Mayoral projects.

Continue to do the same. Targeting funding to our 

community outcomes.
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What negative effects or risks can occur in relation to democracy and governance?

Negative effects Mitigation options

Interest groups may dominate a decision-making process.

Poor voter turnout.

Wider consultation with options of support for those who do not speak English.

Make information on voting available through various channels.

The Council’s key assets relating to democracy and 
governance 

The Council does not hold assets to provide democracy and governance activities and services.

The minor capital purchases detailed on the next page are for office furniture and equipment.
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Democracy and Governance
Cost of Proposed Services CCC BPDC Total Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

2006/07 2006/07 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

Activity Operational Cost - 
  Democracy and Governance Support 5,673  -   5,673 6,793 6,099 6,065 7,203 6,362 6,488 7,635 6,703 6,802
  Elected Member Representation 5,784 617 6,401 6,597 6,776 6,977 7,235 7,388 7,540 7,673 7,789 7,896

Total Expenditure 11,457 617 12,074 13,390 12,875 13,042 14,438 13,750 14,028 15,308 14,492 14,698

Activity Operational Revenue -  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   
  Democracy and Governance Support  -    -    -   330  -    -   358  -    -   382  -    -   

Total Operational Revenue  -    -    -   330  -    -   358  -    -   382  -    -   

Fees and charges  -    -    -   330  -    -   358  -    -   382  -    -   
Grants and subsidies  -    -    -   -  -    -   -  -    -   -  -    -   
Total Operational Revenue (by source)  -    -    -   330  -    -   358  -    -   382  -    -   

Net Operational Cost 11,457 617 12,074 13,060 12,875 13,042 14,080 13,750 14,028 14,926 14,492 14,698
(before capital revenues)

Vested Assets  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Net Cost of Services 11,457 617 12,074 13,060 12,875 13,042 14,080 13,750 14,028 14,926 14,492 14,698

Capital Expenditure

Renewals and Replacements 16  -   16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 20
Improved Service Levels  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   
Increased Demand  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Total Capital Expenditure 16  -   16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 20

Rationale for activity funding (see also the Revenue and Financing Policy, page 258)

There are few opportunities for direct revenue from these activities.  The balance of the net operating cost is funded by General rates, as the whole community benefits from these activities.      
Capital expenditure is funded corporately in accordance with the Revenue and Financing Policy.  Refer to page 259 for a summary of the corporate funding approach for capital expenditure.      
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I certainly think there’s a role for local 
government in economic development. 
Regions have to compete for business, 
but the difficulty is how you go about 
it. Is it worth spending on? You have 
to look at each business case and ask 
honestly what do you hope to achieve 
from it.

I think working out what it takes to make 
sure companies don’t want to leave is 
as important as attracting new ones. 
Here, there’s a strong tie between the 
university’s engineering school and the 
electronics firms and infrastructure has 
a lot to do with why companies decide 
to remain in a place.

Roger Brough
Engineer
Avonhead
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Why is the Council involved in economic development? 

In order to achieve our social, cultural and environmental goals, a sound, even-growing economy 
is essential. A degree of economic prosperity, shared fairly among all Christchurch residents, 
enables adequate access to health care, education and other services and events that make up 
the city’s social and cultural life. An economy based increasingly on technology and adding value 
places fewer demands on the natural environment.

What activities are included in economic development?

City promotions
The Council produces and distributes promotional material.

International relations
The Council develops international relations programmes for Christchurch.

Business support
The Council develops business capability to aid economic development.

Regional economic development
The Council promotes and manages economic development in the region.

Employment support
The Council promotes and manages employment development in the region.

Visitor marketing
The Council markets Christchurch and the Canterbury region as a destination of choice to 
international and domestic visitors.

How does the Council’s work contribute towards our 
community outcomes?

Community Outcome How the Council contributes
How 
much?

Community
By developing international relations to provide 

greater cultural understanding.
3

Prosperity

By promoting Christchurch to local and international 

people as a good place to live, work, visit and do 

business.

By helping to ensure that Christchurch and 

Canterbury have a healthy economy.

By promoting sustainable employment.

333
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What does the Council plan to do in the future?

What is the Council’s 
objective?

What policies, strategies or drivers 
support these objectives?

What is the Council already 
doing?

What will we do in 
years 1 to 3?

What will we do in 
years 4 to 10?

How will we know if we achieve our 
objective?

To increase the capability of 

business in the region.

Strategies 
• Canterbury Regional Economic Development 

Strategy

• Central City Revitalisation

• Greater Christchurch Visitor Strategy

• NZ Tourism Strategy 2010

• Sister Cities Strategy

• Prosperous Christchurch

• Statement of Intent with Christchurch City 

Holdings Limited

Drivers
• Skills and education required to fully 

participate in sustainable employment 

• Inability of businesses to market the city/

region

• Social and economic conditions

Assisting in business start-ups through:

• Mentoring,

• Coaching,

• Assessments,

• Assistance in raising capital, and

• Globalisation services.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Business mentoring and coaching takes place

Business start-ups.

To promote and manage 

regional economic 

development.

Acting on key points from Canterbury 

Regional Economic Development Strategy 

and Prosperous Christchurch.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Overseas students studying in Christchurch. 

Number of skilled migrants re-located per annum.

To promote sustainable 

employment.

Develop and deliver initiatives that address 

employment issues including:

• Youth employment,

• Youth entrepreneurship,

• Community group employment support, and

• Apprenticeship promotion.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Participation in sustainable education, training 

and work.

Attract international 

and domestic visitors to 

Christchurch.

Coordinate and host media and trade shows 

to increase awareness of Christchurch as a 

destination.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Visitor numbers.

Engaging in joint venture promotional 

initiatives with industry operators.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Visitors’ length of stay and spend.
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Measuring our achievements

Measures and targets Current performance 06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16

Number of business start-ups  

per year.

500 500 500 500 Target 500 per year

Business mentoring and coaching. 1,000 hours of coaching.

400 mentor matches.

1,000 hours of coaching.

400 mentor matches.

1,000 hours of coaching.

400 mentor matches.

1,000 hours of coaching.

400 mentor matches.

Target  - 1,000 hours of coaching

Target  - 400 mentor matches

Growth in international visitor numbers. Visitor numbers to 

Christchurch 10.7% above 

national average for the 

year. 

Achieve national growth 

rate at all times. 

Exceed year end number by 

at least 10%.

Achieve national growth 

rate at all times. 

Exceed year-end number 

by at least 10%.

Achieve national growth 

rate at all times. 

Exceed year-end number 

by at least 10%.

Achieve national growth rate at all times. 

Exceed year end number by at least 10%.

Increase in international visitors’ length 

of stay, and their spend.

Length of stay is 0.8% 

above national average.

Length of stay achieves 

national average at least.

Regional spend per visitor 

achieves national average 

at least. 

Length of stay achieves 

national average at least. 

Regional spend per visitor 

achieves national average 

at least. 

Length of stay achieves 

national average at least. 

Regional spend per visitor 

achieves national average 

at least. 

Length of stay achieves national average at least. 

Regional spend per visitor achieves national average at least.

Increase in domestic visitor numbers. Development and 

successful implementation 

of research, action plans 

and results.

Will be determined as 

an outcome of Greater 

Christchurch Visitor 

Strategy by September 

2006.

Number of skilled migrants relocated 

per year.

40 40 40 40 Target 40

**Please note: due to national and international economic variables, economic development targets are liable to change.
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Negative effects Mitigation options

Pressure on Christchurch’s infrastructure. Planning and implementation of national and local government strategies.

Pressures on our social framework and the environment. Planning and implementation of national and local government strategies, and education.

The  Counc i l ’s  key  asse ts  re la t ing  to  economic 
development

The Council holds minimal assets for these activities.  The capital purchases set out on the next 
page are for material to promote the city.

What negative effects or risks can occur in relation to economic development activities?
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Economic development
Cost of Proposed Services CCC BPDC Total Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

2006/07 2006/07 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

Activity Operational Cost - 
  City Promotion and International Relations  1,087  -    1,087  1,157  1,167  1,208  1,273  1,301  1,326  1,359  1,380  1,391 
  Economic Development  5,430  -    5,430  5,266  5,624  6,093  6,557  6,776  6,994  7,198  7,391  7,578 
  Employment Development  2,001  -    2,001  2,067  2,124  2,155  2,244  2,292  2,340  2,382  2,419  2,452 
  Visitor Promotions  1,823  36  1,859  1,630  1,707  1,768  1,838  1,910  1,987  2,063  2,152  2,244 

Total Expenditure  10,341  36  10,377  10,120  10,622  11,224  11,912  12,279  12,647  13,002  13,342  13,665

Activity Operational Revenue -
  City Promotion and International Relations  17  -    17  18  18  18  19  19  20  20  20  21 
  Economic Development  120  -    120  124  128  131  134  138  141  143  146  147 
  Visitor Promotions  36  -    36  37  38  40  41  41  42  44  44  45 

Total Operational Revenue  173  -    173  179  184  189  194  198  203  207  210  213

Fees and charges 153  -   153 158 163 167 172 175 180 183 186 188
Grants and subsidies 20  -   20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25
Total Operational Revenue (by source) 173  -   173 179 184 189 194 198 203 207 210 213

Net Operational Cost  10,168  36  10,204  9,941  10,438  11,035  11,718  12,081  12,444  12,795  13,132  13,452 

Vested Assets  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Net Cost of Service  10,168  36  10,204  9,941  10,438  11,035  11,718  12,081  12,444  12,795  13,132  13,452

Capital Expenditure

Renewals and Replacements 110  -   110 90 80 136 147 83 139 142 95 147
Improved Service Levels  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   
Increased Demand  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Total Capital Expenditure 110  -   110 90 80 136 147 83 139 142 95 147

Rationale for activity funding (see also the Revenue and Financing Policy, page 258)  

There are few opportunities for direct revenue from these activities. Revenue is sought from grants and subsidies where possible.   The balance of the net operating cost is funded by General rates,     
as the whole community benefits from these activities.
Capital expenditure is funded corporately in accordance with the Revenue and Financing Policy.  Refer to page 259 for a summary of the corporate funding approach for capital expenditure.
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The city’s gardens and parks are 
beautiful. Before I came to Christchurch 
they told me about the Garden City 
and I really like this aspect of the city; 
I wouldn’t live anywhere else in New 
Zealand. 

In Beijing, where I grew up, most of the 
parks are beaten earth and you normally 
have to pay to get into gardens, so the 
greenery and space of Christchurch is 
wonderful. They’re such restful places, 
too. If you have a busy life, being able 
to go to a park or the gardens means 
you can relax and get rid of the stress. 
Even if you’re having a bad day, having 
beautiful plants and flowers around 
will cheer you up and make everything 
seem OK.

Yvonne Zhang
Engineer
St Albans
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Why does the Council provide parks, open spaces and 
waterways?

The Council provides parks, open spaces and waterways to meet community and environmental 
needs. These include access to open space, protection of natural resources and scenic values, 
contribution to the city’s landscape and its Garden City image, management of the land  
drainage network and providing places for burial and remembrance.  

What is the Council doing regarding parks, open spaces 
and waterways?

Urban Parks
The Council provides and manages 709 parks within the city’s urban area. These parks  
provide areas for recreation and organised sport, garden environments and green corridors, and 
contribute to the city’s natural form, character and amenity values.

Regional Parks
The Council provides and manages 71 regional parks, including those within coastal areas, the 
Port Hills and the plains. These parks are used for informal recreation, conservation of natural 
resources and scenic values, and cultural and heritage preservation. 

The Botanic Gardens
The Council provides and manages the Christchurch Botanic Gardens (21 hectares in size) so that 
residents and visitors to Christchurch can enjoy its garden environments and plant collections. 

Cemeteries
The Council provides and manages nine operational cemeteries to meet the burial and  
remembrance needs of the community.

Waterways and Land Drainage
The Council provides and operates the city’s stormwater system, manages the waterways into 
which it discharges, and it protects and enhances the life-supporting capacity of the city’s 
waterways and wetlands.

How does the Council’s work contribute towards our 
Community Outcomes?

Community outcome How the Council contributes
How 
much?

Safety
By ensuring our Parks, open spaces and waterways 

are healthy and safe places, and by controlling and 

minimising flood and fire hazards. 
33

Community
By providing welcoming areas for communities 

to gather and interact, and by meeting a range of 

community burial needs.
33

Environment
By offering opportunities for people to contribute to 

projects that improve our city’s environment. 333

Governance
By involving people in decision-making about Parks, 

open spaces and waterways. 33

Prosperity
By contributing to Christchurch’s Garden City image 

and attracting business, skills and tourism. 3

Health
By providing areas for people to engage in healthy 

activities.   

By managing surface water.
333

Recreation
By offering a range of active and passive recreation 

and leisure opportunities in Parks, open spaces and 

waterways.  
333

Knowledge
By providing the opportunity to learn through social 

interaction and recreation.  3

City Development
By providing inviting, pleasant and well cared-for 

environments, and by ensuring the drainage network 

allows the city to function during rainfall.
333
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What does the Council plan to do in the future?

What is Council’s 
objective?

What policies, strategies or drivers 
support this objective?

What is the Council 
already doing?

What will we do in 
years 1 to 3?

What will we do in 
years 4 to 10?

How will we know if we achieve our objective?

To provide a network of parks, 

open spaces, waterways 

and wetlands that meet 

community and environmental 

needs.

Policies and Strategies: 
• Recreation and Sports Strategy  

• Natural Asset Management Strategy

• Environmental Policy

• Heritage Conservation Policy

• Waterways, Wetlands and Drainage Guide

• Parks and Waterways Access Policy

Drivers:
• The Garden City image

• Environmental conservation

• Management and conservation plans

• Code of Urban Development

• City Plan/Resource Management Act 1991

• Reserves Act 1977

• Burial and Cremation Act 1964

Providing parks. Continue at the same 

level.

Continue at the same 

level.

The level of parks provided is, at least, maintained.

Maintaining parks, 

waterways and 

wetlands in a clean and 

tidy condition.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

The level of customer satisfaction with appearance of parks, 

waterways and wetland areas is, at least, maintained.  

Providing a variety of 

recreation opportunities 

and facilities in parks.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

The level of customer satisfaction with the variety of opportunities 

is, at least, maintained. 

The range of recreation facilities is at least maintained.

Providing the 

Christchurch Botanic 

Gardens.  

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

The gardens remain a top attraction for residents and visitors.

Providing cemeteries 

which can meet the 

city’s burial needs.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Council cemeteries continue to meet current and future burial 

demands.

Providing and 

maintaining land 

drainage infrastructure.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Proportion of properties with no nuisance flooding during a normal 

rain event.

Satisfaction with appearance of waterways and wetlands.
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Measuring our achevements

Measures and Targets Current performance 06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16

Area of urban park per 1,000 population

(ha = hectares).
4.7 ha (total 1,616 ha)

4.7 ha  

(total 1,623 ha)

4.7 ha  

(total 1,631 ha)

4.7 ha  

(total 1,638 ha)
4.7 ha per 1,000 population (total 1,685 ha).

% of urban residences within 400 metres of a park. 90% 90% 90% 90% 90%

Area of regional park per 1,000 population.
13 ha

(total 4,460 ha)

13.1 ha  

(total 4,460 ha)

13.2 ha  

(total 4,620 ha)

13.4 ha  

(total 4,700 ha)
14 ha per 1,000 population (total 5,020 ha).

Customer Satisfaction with appearance of parks 

and with range of recreation opportunities available 

in parks.

91%

85%

>90%

85%

>90%

85%

>90%

85%

>90%

85%    

Provision of Recreation Facilities:

Playgrounds per 1,000 children,

Youth facilities per 1,000 youth, 

 

Playing fields per 1,000

sports participants.

>4 >4 >4 >4 5 playgrounds per 1,000 children.

>1 >1 >1 >1 >1 youth recreation facility per 1,000 youth.

14 winter 

7 summer 

14 winter 

7 summer 

14 winter 

7 summer 

14 winter 

7 summer 

15 winter fields per 1,000 sports participants,

8 summer fields per 1,000 sports participants.

Number of people visiting the Botanic Gardens per 

year (m = million).
1.2 m 1.2 m 1.2 m 1.2 m 1.2 m

Capacity of Council cemeteries.

13,500 full plots (20+year 

capacity). 3,500 ash plots 

(20+ year capacity).

14,000 full plots 

(20+year capacity).  

3,500 ash plots 

(20+ year capacity).

13,500 full plots 

(20+year capacity).  

3,500 ash plots 

(20+ year capacity).

16,000 full plots 

(25+year capacity).  

3,400 ash plots 

(20+ year capacity).

15,900 full plots (20+year capacity). 2,500 ash plots (20+ year capacity).

% of non-flooding properties. 99% 99% 99% 99% 99%

Residents’ satisfaction with the appearance of 

waterways and wetlands.
73% 75% 75% 75% 75%
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What negative effects or risks can occur in relation to our Parks, open spaces and waterways?

Negative effects Mitigation options

Trees damage paving, disturb underground and overhead 

services, and block drains. They may shade neighbouring 

properties.

Root cutting, tree pruning, tree removal, appropriate tree location and species selection.

Remove leaf litter from drainage grates.

Vandalism and graffiti to park assets. Fix vandalism damage, remove graffiti, and work to prevent these activities.

Anti-social behaviour in parks. Meet appropriate safety guidelines and carry out audits.

Provide lighting and appropriate surveillance.

Noise disturbance to neighbours. Comply with City Plan boundary set-back requirements for structures or facilities.

Contamination of soil or water from use of agrichemicals. Limit the use of agrichemicals where possible and/or substitute with organic or mechanical measures.

Ensure agrichemicals are applied in accordance with product requirements and to industry standards.

Fire hazard to adjoining properties. Use land management practices that reduce fire hazard, seasonal fire controls, and ready response available for rural fires.

Contaminants from many sources travel in the stormwater 

system.

Monitor and investigate stormwater quality and sources of contaminants.

Maintaining and altering streams and rivers banks can affect 

habitats.

Review grass cutting on river banks.

Use stream restoration projects to provide some additional habitat.
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The Council’s key assets relating to Parks, open spaces and waterways  

Parks (including the Botanic Gardens)  781, land area 6,097 ha Stormwater pipes  729 km

Paths and walkways/tracks  391 km Stormwater pumping stations  32

Park specimen trees  48,213 Rivers 124 km

Planted areas (shrubs and tree groups)  138 ha Wetlands approximately 1,000 ha

Park furniture  6,132 items Drains and tributaries 290 km

Play and sport facilities   407 Cemeteries   nine operational (74 ha)

Maintaining our assets 
The cost of maintaining the city’s parks, open spaces and waterways is expected to keep 
increasing over the next 10 to 15 years. More assets will be required to meet the city’s growth, 
and to respond to local needs. The current assets will need to be renewed when they reach the 
end of their functional lives. 

Maintenance on parks and open space assets is primarily carried out by a service provider under 
a long-term contract. Some asset areas have shorter term maintenance contracts.  

Maintenance on the utility and natural waterways is carried out under a number of specialist 
contracts of medium duration.  The cost of maintaining waterways will increase as additional 
assets are acquired and as a result of external factors such as fuel and dumping costs.  

Assets such as playgrounds, structures and carparks are renewed based on their condition and 
service utility.  Renewal projects are usually competitively tendered.  Asset renewal may also 
result in improvements, for example where natural stream values are restored as part of a drain 
renewal. 

Typical renewal/replacement periods (approximate) for key assets include:

•  Play equipment - every 20-25 years 

•   Paths (surfaces) - every 20 years

•   Park trees - every 100 years 

•   Shrub beds - every 10-15 years

•   Seating - every 35 years

•   Timber-lined drains - every 40 years

•   Stormwater pipes - every 100 years
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Changes planned for assets

Driver What will be done? 
Year 1 cost  

($ 000)
Year 2 cost  

($ 000)
Year 3 cost  

($ 000)
Years 4 to 10 cost  

($ 000)

Renewals and replacements Assets are maintained in accordance with the parks, 

open spaces and waterways asset management 

plan, including stormwater management systems, 

tree replacement, playgrounds, park structures, car 

- parks and bridges.

8,229 12,612 12,964 74,423

Increased levels of service Service improvements are planned in the areas 

of foreshore development, riverbank works, 

cemeteries and re-vegetation projects.

650 659 671 6,289

Increased demand Assets will be added in accordance with the parks, 

open spaces and waterways asset management 

plan including fencing, lighting, walkways, paths, 

landscaping, a new facility in the Botanic Gardens 

and major strategic land purchases for stormwater 

management and the purchase and development 

of new reserves associated with growth.

15,616 21,928 20,252 102,373
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Parks, open spaces and waterways
Cost of Proposed Services CCC BPDC Total Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

2006/07 2006/07 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

Activity Operational Cost - 
  Cemeteries 1,285 61 1,346 1,385 1,418 1,445 1,469 1,505 1,540 1,569 1,598 1,599
  Regional Parks 6,181 590 6,771 6,975 7,106 7,401 7,501 7,674 7,836 7,979 8,107 8,025
  The Botanic Gardens 4,848  -   4,848 4,752 4,979 5,051 5,616 5,746 5,867 5,968 6,063 6,061
  Urban Parks 16,064 811 16,875 17,587 18,214 18,710 19,218 19,717 20,175 20,526 20,910 20,264
  Waterways and Land Drainage 11,771 378 12,149 12,722 13,324 13,645 14,244 14,601 14,918 15,216 15,456 15,654

Total Expenditure 40,149 1,840 41,989 43,421 45,041 46,252 48,048 49,243 50,336 51,258 52,134 51,603

Activity Operational Revenue -
  Cemeteries 710 18 728 752 774 796 816 835 853 870 885 899
  Regional Parks 538 70 608 627 646 664 681 697 712 725 737 750
  The Botanic Gardens 164  -   164 169 174 179 184 188 192 196 199 202
  Urban Parks 493 203 696 718 740 760 779 798 815 830 844 858
  Waterways and Land Drainage 38 20 58 60 62 63 65 67 68 69 70 72
  Capital Revenues 6,239 519 6,758 7,333 7,923 8,521 9,129 9,900 10,223 10,535 10,829 11,129

Total Operational Revenue 8,182 830 9,012 9,659 10,319 10,983 11,654 12,485 12,863 13,225 13,564 13,910

Fees and charges 8,167 830 8,997 9,644 10,303 10,967 11,637 12,468 12,846 13,207 13,546 13,892
Grants and subsidies 15 15 15 16 16 17 17 17 18 18 18
Total Operational Revenue (by source) 8,182 830 9,012 9,659 10,319 10,983 11,654 12,485 12,863 13,225 13,564 13,910

Net Operational Cost 31,967 1,010 32,977 33,762 34,722 35,269 36,394 36,758 37,473 38,033 38,570 37,693

Vested Assets 9,461  -   9,461 6,066 6,979 8,654 10,405 10,565 13,086 13,399 13,709 14,026

Net Cost of Services 22,506 1,010 23,516 27,696 27,743 26,615 25,989 26,193 24,387 24,634 24,861 23,667

Capital Expenditure

Renewals and Replacements 7,530 699 8,229 12,612 12,964 9,188 9,738 10,371 10,654 11,061 11,558 11,853
Improved Service Levels 650  -   650 659 671 744 847 899 921 941 959 978
Increased Demand 15,616  -   15,616 21,928 20,252 21,608 16,784 11,942 12,542 12,781 13,216 13,500

Total Capital Expenditure 23,796 699 24,495 35,199 33,887 31,540 27,369 23,212 24,117 24,783 25,733 26,331
Rationale for activity funding (see also the Revenue and Financing Policy, page 258)  

User charges for certain services, such as cemeteries and ground hire, are collected at levels considered reasonable by the Council. In many areas, such as providing access to open spaces, charging is not feasible.     
The level of revenue sought from these activities by the Council for the 10 years covered by the LTCCP is illustrated above.  The balance of the net operating cost is funded by General rates, as the 
whole community benefits from these activities.  Development contributions are applied towards appropriate capital expenditure.  The balance is funded corporately in accordance with the Revenue and Financing Policy.  
Refer to page 259 for a summary of the corporate funding approach for capital expenditure.
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I chat on the net with my friends and 
hang around the mall and stuff or in 
town. It’s pretty safe, but we need 
more places to go. Lots of places cost 
heaps and so do the buses. They’ve 
just gone up. 

Some of the places you can go at night 
aren’t very safe because there’s people 
doing drugs and stuff. Now, there’s 
only pretty much the malls. Maybe if 
they’re making new malls the Council 
could get them to build in some decent 
space where it’s OK to hang out and 
you’re not always getting hassled to 
keep moving.

Carmen Wilkinson
High school student
Burwood
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Why is the Council involved in recreation and leisure? 

The Council is involved in recreation and leisure activities in order to promote healthy and  
active lifestyles for everyone.

What activities are included in recreation and leisure?

Pools, leisure centres, stadia and sporting facilities
We provide accessible pools and leisure centres, stadia and sporting facilities so that people  
can participate in sport and physical activity at whatever level they choose, including local,  
national and international sport.

Recreation programmes
The Council provides a range of accessible recreational, arts and sporting programmes for the 
community to participate in at all levels.

Sports support and promotion
We assist clubs, associations and event organisers to promote Christchurch as a national and 
international sports destination.

Events and festivals
The Council delivers a year-round calendar of free or accessible events for all in Christchurch  
to attend. For festivals and events that are delivered by other organisations, the Council  
provides process and regulation support, and makes funding available for events held in the 
Christchurch area. 

How does the Council’s work contribute towards our 
Community Outcomes?

Community Outcome How the Council contributes
How 
much?

Safety
By providing opportunities to learn personal and 

community safety skills.
33

Community
By giving everybody the opportunity to participate in 

sport and physical activity, particularly those who are 

most vulnerable.
333

Environment
By managing recreation and leisure activities to 

minimise damage to the environment. 
3

Prosperity
By providing economic benefits to the city through 

its involvement in events and festivals, and hosting 

of sporting events.
333

Health
By encouraging people in Christchurch to live 

healthy and active lifestyles.
333

Recreation

By encouraging more people to participate in leisure, 

physical and sporting activities. 

By providing effective process support for events 

and festivals to enable quality implementation. 

By positioning Christchurch as an event-friendly city.

333
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What does the Council plan to do in the future?

What is the Council’s 
objective?

What policies, strategies or drivers support this 
objective?

What is the Council 
doing now?

What will we do in 
years 1 to 3?

What will we do in 
years 4 to 10?

How will we know if we achieve our 
objective?

To provide accessible 

aquatic and dry sporting and 

recreational experiences at 

all levels.

• Recreation and Sport Policy

• Physical Recreation and Sport Strategy

• Sports Facilities Strategy

• Aquatic Facilities Plan

• Occupational Health and Safety

• Industry standards and legal requirements

• Recognised industry best practice

• Size and demographic makeup of the community

Providing a range of pools, 

leisure centres, stadia and 

sporting facilities.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Attendance at leisure centres, aquatic facilities, 

stadia and sporting facilities is, at least, 

maintained. 

WSNZ “PoolSafe” accreditation for indoor and 

summer pools.

• Changing customer preferences and expectations

• Changing target groups within the community

Providing a range of 

accessible recreational 

programmes.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Customers are satisfied with the range and 

quality of aquatic facilities, stadia and sporting 

facilities.

Maintaining, at least, attendance numbers, and 

satisfaction with programmes. 

To ensure that events and 

festivals contribute to 

the enjoyment of living in 

Christchurch. 

• Events Strategy

• Public Affairs Group business plans

Delivering and supporting 

events and festivals.

Evaluating delivery options for 

events.

Develop an up-to-date 

events strategy.

Implement the events 

strategy.

Resident satisfaction with the quality of events 

provided.

To deliver economic benefits 

to the city by hosting sporting 

events.

• Canterbury Regional Economic Development Strategy

• Prosperous Christchurch

Hosting sporting events. Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Value of economic benefits provided to the city by 

hosting sporting event each year.

To provide a high level of 

expertise and support to 

ensure successful sports 

bidding and hosting.

• Physical Recreation and Sport Strategy

• Expectations from sports organisations 

• Professional / established practice

• Bid requirements

Supporting sports bidding and 

hosting.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Number of successfully-hosted national/

international sporting events.
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Measuring our achievements

Measures and targets 
Current 
performance

06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16

Number of customer visits to leisure centres per year. 2.5 million 2.6 million Over  

2.6 million 

Maintain Increase to at least 2.7 million visits per year. 

Provision of 1 multi-use leisure centre per 50,000 

population.
5 centres Maintain 6 centres Maintain Maintain.

Area of pool provided per capita  

(m2 = square metres).
1m2 per 105 persons Maintain Maintain Maintain Maintain 1m2 pool area per 105 persons.

Facilities meet legislative requirements measured by 

WSNZ “PoolSafe” accreditation.
All indoor pools are 

PoolSafe accredited.

All indoor 

and summer 

pools are 

PoolSafe 

accredited.

Maintain Maintain Maintain

Attendance numbers at Council recreation, arts and 

sporting programmes per year. 
570,000 attendees. Maintain Maintain Maintain 570,000 attendees at programmes per year.

% of customers satisfied with range and quality of 

recreation, arts and sporting programmes.
90% Maintain Maintain Maintain Maintain at 90%.

Number of customer visits per year to Council -

operated stadia and sporting facilities. 
400,000 visits 410,000 

visits

Maintain Maintain Maintain at 410,000 visits per year.

% satisfaction with the quality of major festivals and 

events provided.
96.5% At least 

90%

Maintain Maintain Maintain at least 90% satisfaction.

Number of national or international events hosted in 

Christchurch per year.
6 international events

12 national events 

Maintain Maintain Maintain Maintain 6 international and 12 national events per year.

$ value of economic benefits delivered to the city per 

year, through hosting of sporting events.
$17 million At least  

$18 million

At least  

$20 million

At least 

$22 million

Maintain at least $22 million benefit per year.
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What negative effects or risks can occur in relation to our recreation and leisure activities?

Negative effects Mitigation options

Higher costs of meeting health and safety standards, and legal 

obligations.

• Proactive management and anticipating future requirements to meet future health and safety standards, and legal obligations.

Increasing costs of energy and other raw materials. • Sustainable energy initiatives.

Asset failure and/or retaining aged facilities. • On-going programme of asset maintenance and renewal, and exploring ways to deliver more efficiently.

Activities fail to meet the changing needs of the community. • Design and adapt programmes to meet changing customer needs. Improve accessibility of programmes and facilities.

Loss of economic benefits due to inability to retain international 

reputation as a host city.

• Maintain the reputation for providing high levels of service.

• Continue to promote special strengths of Christchurch.

• Keeping up-to-date with requirements and trends to remain competitive.
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The Council’s key assets relating to recreation and 
leisure

Pools - 13  (four indoor, nine outdoor)

Leisure centres - five (QEII, Pioneer, Centennial, Wharenui and Jellie Park)

Stadia - three (QEII, Cowles and Pioneer)

Maintaining our assets 
The cost of maintaining the city’s recreation and leisure services is expected to keep increasing 
over the next 10 to 15 years. The current assets are continually assessed to meet the demands 
of the community.

Maintenance on recreation and leisure assets is primarily carried out by a service provider under 

a long-term contract. Some maintenance is provided under short-term contracts as required.

Assets are renewed based on their condition and changing expectations of the community. Renewal 
projects are tendered. Asset renewal may also result in improvements, for example: QEII’s last 
renewal included development of the Atlantis theme pool.

Typical renewal / replacement periods (approximate) for key assets include:

•    Leisure pool refurbishment – every 6 to 12 years

•    Building refurbishment – every 15 to 20 years;  building replacement - every  
 30 to 50 years

•    Plant refurbishment at pools and recreational facilities – every 10 to 20 years

Some assets are owned and maintained by external parties for example, the hydroslides  
at QEII.

Changes Planned for Assets

Driver What will be done? 
Year 1 cost  

($ 000)
Year 2 cost  

($ 000)
Year 3 cost  

($ 000)
Years 4 to 10 cost  

($ 000)
Renewals and replacements • Refurbishment of Jellie Park.

• Pools and leisure centres, replacement of swimming pools and plant. 

• Stadia and sporting facilities.

2,710

1,073

327

8,428

1,358

392

1,446

552

17,594

3,860

Increased levels of service • New northern area pool. 

• New childs’ pool at Pioneer as per the Aquatic Facilities Plan.

                   1,500 4,146 3,216

1,683   

Increased demand • Above changes to assets will meet the requirements of increasing demand.
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Proposed Changes for Aquatic Facilities
Council has been developing a plan for the provision of aquatic facilities over the forthcoming 
30 years.  As a result there are changes proposed to the levels of service in regards to aquatic 
facilities.  Changes are summarised in the table below.

Changes planned for assets

Proposal to Change Levels of Service for Aquatic Facilities in the  
Draft Aquatic Facilities Plan

City 
Area

Major Actions
Major Action 
Timing

Suggested 
Closures

Closure

Northwest Complete the Jellie Park redevelopment 2005/6 to 2007/8 Sockburn 2006 

onward

North Negotiate a land and support Papanui 

partnership with Papanui High School and 

Northlands Mall for an aquatic facility and 

school gym at Papanui High. 

2006/7 to 2008/9 Papanui

Belfast

Edgeware

2006 

onward

South Add a children’s shallow pool to existing 

Pioneer facility.

2008/9 to 2009/10

West Develop new area facility in the Hornby or 

Halswell area.

2015/16 to 

2017/18

Templeton 2006 

onward

East Develop new area facility in Linwood or 

Woolston area, or retention of aquagym.

2017/18 to 

2019/2020

Woolston 2006 

onward

Reasons for the proposal to change levels of service are:

•   To offer a long term planning framework for the provision of aquatic facilities that 
caters to current need and anticipated growth.

•   To plan the provision from a city wide perspective and, over time, provide an indoor 
facility in every broad geographical area of the city.

•   To provide a comprehensive network of facilities throughout the city, one multi use 
aquatic facility per 50,000 population.

•   To provide the opportunity to participate in all major swimming pool sports.

•   To support existing provision and to increase participation rather than switch 
participation from one facility to another.

•   To close facilities that will no longer meet community need.

A comprehensive analysis of the options for change that have lead to this proposal is contained 
within the draft Aquatic Facilities Plan.  Options relate to the location, timing and features of new 
aquatic facilities and the timing of the closure of facilities that no longer meet community need.

Copies of the draft Aquatic Facilities Plan may be obtained from the Council offices.
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Recreation and Leisure
Cost of Proposed Services CCC BPDC Total Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

2006/07 2006/07 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

Activity Operational Cost - 
  Pools and Leisure Centres, Stadia and Sporting Facilities 16,583 303 16,886 17,453 19,511 20,523 21,667 22,397 23,007 23,552 24,060 24,419
  Recreation and Leisure 2,871  -   2,871 2,964 3,046 3,167 3,290 3,364 3,436 3,500 3,556 3,601
  Recreation Programmes 2,782  -   2,782 2,895 2,958 3,044 3,179 3,267 3,346 3,418 3,483 3,516
  Sports Support and Promotion 1,344  -   1,344 1,415 1,482 1,511 1,571 1,606 1,640 1,671 1,697 1,722

Total Expenditure 23,580 303 23,883 24,727 26,997 28,245 29,707 30,634 31,429 32,141 32,796 33,258

Activity Operational Revenue -
  Pools and Leisure Centres, Stadia and Sporting Facilities 6,866 33 6,899 7,120 7,334 7,535 7,728 7,910 8,078 8,233 8,371 8,511
  Recreation and Leisure 216  -   216 222 229 235 241 247 252 257 261 266
  Recreation Programmes 627  -   627 647 667 685 703 719 735 749 761 774
  Sports Support and Promotion 2  -   2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
  Capital Revenues 507  -   507 628 754 886 1,022 1,095 1,128 1,159 1,189 1,219

Total Operational Revenue 8,218 33 8,251 8,619 8,986 9,344 9,697 9,974 10,196 10,401 10,585 10,773

Fees and charges 7,860 33 7,893 8,250 8,606 8,954 9,297 9,564 9,777 9,974 10,151 10,332
Grants and subsidies 358 358 369 380 390 400 410 419 427 434 441
Total Operational Revenue (by source) 8,218 33 8,251 8,619 8,986 9,344 9,697 9,974 10,196 10,401 10,585 10,773

Net Operational Cost 15,361 270 15,632 16,108 18,011 18,901 20,010 20,660 21,233 21,740 22,211 22,485

Vested Assets  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Net Cost of Services 15,361 270 15,632 16,108 18,011 18,901 20,010 20,660 21,233 21,740 22,211 22,485

Capital Expenditure

Renewals and Replacements 4,104 5 4,109 10,184 1,999 3,508 2,546 2,691 2,617 2,678 2,726 2,779
Improved Service Levels 1,486 15 1,501 4,140 3,215 831 854  -    -    -    -   1,907
Increased Demand  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Total Capital Expenditure 5,590 20 5,610 14,324 5,214 4,339 3,400 2,691 2,617 2,678 2,726 4,686

Rationale for activity funding (see also the Revenue and Financing Policy, page 258)  
User charges for certain services, such as entry fees and hire, are collected at levels considered reasonable by the Council, in line with Council’s policy of providing open access to services.      
The level of revenue sought from these activities by the Council for the 10 years covered by the LTCCP is illustrated above.  The balance of the net operating cost is funded by General rates,       
as the whole community benefits from these activities.         
Development contributions are applied towards appropriate capital expenditure.  The balance is funded corporately in accordance with the Revenue and Financing Policy.  
Refer to page 259 for a summary of the corporate funding approach for capital expenditure.
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The idea of getting everything out of 
the waste stream that can be reused 
is right, but a lot more legwork’s 
needed. At home we have all the bins 
for separating stuff out, at school all 
the kids are learning about it and I 
think the community’s ready to take 
the next step.

It’s important for our environment that 
the Council and community really need 
to work harder and push it along. Our 
old landfill’s chokka and we’ve paid a 
fortune for this new one at Kate Valley. I 
don’t mind paying a bit more if we really 
can make sure it’s the last dump we’re 
going to need.

Lisa Rakatau
Computer operator
Bromley
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Why does the Council provide refuse minimisation and 
disposal?

The Council encourages waste reduction, reuse and recycling, to support the health of the 
community and the environment, and to encourage the sustainable use of our natural resources.  
The Council also provides solid waste collection, treatment and disposal services in order to 

protect the community and the environment. 

 
What activities are included in refuse minimisation and 
disposal?

Waste minimisation
The Council provides programmes to encourage reusing and recycling, and to motivate  
behaviour change.  The Council provides kerbside recycling, green-waste composting and  
recycling drop-off facilities at refuse stations.  This activity also includes business resource 
efficiency programmes.

Refuse transfer and disposal
The Council provides for the safe, convenient and environmentally-sound disposal of  
solid waste. 

Black bag collection and disposal
The Council provides a reliable collection and disposal service for official Council black  
rubbish bags. 

How does the Council’s work contribute towards our 
Community Outcomes? 

Community Outcome How the Council contributes
How 
much?

Safety
By collecting and disposing of refuse. 

33

Community
By providing equal access to refuse disposal 

services. 3

Environment
By providing safe collection and disposal of refuse.

By encouraging waste minimisation. 333

Governance
By providing the opportunity for the community to 

participate in decision-making through consultation 

on waste management plans.
3

Prosperity
By meeting commercial needs for dealing with 

waste.  33

Health
By the collection and disposal of refuse.

333

Knowledge
By providing waste minimisation education.

33

City Development
By removing litter and refuse from our city.

33
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What does the Council plan to do in the future?

What is the Council’s 
objective?

What policies, strategies or drivers support this 
objective?

What is the Council 
already doing?

What will we do in 
years 1 to 3?

What will we do in 
years 4 to 10?

How will we know if we achieve our 
objective?

To encourage waste reduction, 

reuse and recycling, to support 

the health of the community 

and the environment and to 

encourage the sustainable use 

of our natural resources. 

To provide a safe and 

environmentally sound solid 

waste collection, treatment 

and disposal service.

Strategies:
• Solid Waste Management Plan

Drivers:
• Population demographics

• Number of properties

• Economic activity

• Recycling and waste disposal behaviour

Providing programmes 

that avoid waste 

generation, encourage 

reusing and recycling, 

and motivate behaviour 

change.  Programmes

include business 

resource efficiency 

programmes. 

Providing kerbside 

recycling, green-

waste composting 

and recycling drop-off 

facilities.  

Providing for the 

safe, convenient and 

environmentally sound 

disposal of solid waste. 

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

A Zero Waste Working 

Party will report back 

to Council later in 2006 

on how best to advance 

on the Council’s waste 

minimisation targets.

Continue to do the 

same.

Pending findings of the 

Zero Waste Working 

Party.

Refuse stations are open at convenient times. 

Rubbish bags and recycling crates are collected 

each week.

 

 

 

 

 

Zero breaches of resource consents occur for the 

operation of waste facilities.

Programmes are provided that reduce waste in 

line with the Solid Waste Management Plan 2005.
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Measuring our achievements

Measures and targets 
Current 
performance

06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16

Zero breaches of resource consents by the Council’s 

solid waste facilities.

Achieved Continue to achieve zero breaches.

Opening hours of refuse stations - 8.5 hours per day,  

7 days per week (excluding public holidays).

Achieved Continue to open 8.5 hours per day, 7 days per week.

Percentage of black rubbish bags and recycling crates  

collected weekly.  

99% Maintain collection of  ≥ 99% of recycling crates.

Kilogrammes of waste sent to landfill per capita,  
per year. 

Domestic: 
(target maximum of 170 kg per capita by 2020).

Commercial: 
(target maximum of 235 kg per capita by 2020).

 

320 kg 

443 kg

 

310 kg 

430 kg

 

300 kg

415 kg

 

290 kg

400 kg

 

280 kg 

385 kg

 

270 kg 

370 kg

 

260 kg 

355 kg

 

250 kg 

340 kg

 

240 kg 

325 kg

 

230 kg 

310 kg

 

220 kg 

295 kg

Total amount of waste (tonnes) sent to landfill per year. 264,000 tonnes 260,000 tonnes ± 5%  230,000 tonnes ± 8% 210,000 tonnes ± 10%

What negative effects or risks can occur in relation to refuse minimisation and disposal?

Negative effects Mitigation options

Pollution and noise generated by refuse collection, and transportation. Waste minimisation programmes.

Alternative methods of collection and transportation.

Too much waste is sent to landfill, and the amount is increasing. Increased recycling, composting, education and support for businesses to reduce waste.

The current green recycling crate is at capacity for many households, 

which can lead to litter and collection difficulties.

Provide a 140 litre wheeliebin kerbside collection of recyclables.

Effects of landfilling including the occupation of land, methane and 

leachate generation.

Waste minimisation programmes.

Alternative treatment and disposal of waste.

Moving to direct charging for refuse disposal may reduce the affordability 

of the service.

Waste minimisation programmes.

Encourage the separation of material for reuse or recycling as a way to avoid refuse disposal charges.
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The Council’s key assets relating to refuse minimisation 
and disposal

Refuse stations (land and buildings) – three

Compost manufacturing plant – one

Part share in regional landfill – one

Kerbside recycling crates – 160,000

Closed landfills (liability) – 51

Maintaining our assets 
Maintenance of assets is provided by service providers under long-term contracts.    
The development of new infrastructure is competitively tendered.

Changes planned for assets

Reason for change What will be done?
Year 1 cost  

($ 000)
Year 2 cost  

($ 000)
Year 3 cost  

($ 000)
Years 4 to 10 cost  

($ 000)
Renewals and replacements Assets are maintained in accordance with the 

Solid Waste asset management plan including 

landfill rehabilitation and refuse station capital 

replacements.

2,004 783 796 5,450

Increased levels of service Service improvements are planned to the three 

refuse stations and a waste minimisation initiative 

in 2008/09.

1,139 169 21,616 1,416

Increased demand Assets will be added in accordance with the Solid 

Waste asset management plan.

14 21 21 166
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Refuse Minimisation and Disposal
Cost of Proposed Services CCC BPDC Total Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

2006/07 2006/07 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

Activity Operational Cost - 
  Black Bag Collection and Disposal 6,508 179 6,687 6,989 7,288 7,415 7,704 7,872 8,039 8,186 8,314 8,431
  Refuse Transfer and Disposal 3,281 534 3,815 4,056 5,342 6,576 6,907 6,991 7,151 7,324 7,489 7,476
  Waste Minimisation 7,599 145 7,744 8,287 8,775 10,612 11,024 11,266 11,504 11,713 11,897 12,064

Total Expenditure 17,388 858 18,246 19,332 21,405 24,603 25,635 26,129 26,694 27,223 27,700 27,971

Activity Operational Revenue -
  Black Bag Collection and Disposal 2,046 15 2,061 2,225 2,397 2,463 2,526 2,586 2,641 2,691 2,736 2,782
  Refuse Transfer and Disposal 1,896  -   1,896 2,009 2,069 2,126 2,180 2,232 2,279 2,323 2,362 2,401
  Waste Minimisation 3,354  -   3,354 3,977 4,097 4,210 4,318 4,419 4,513 4,600 4,677 4,755

Total Operational Revenue 7,296 15 7,311 8,211 8,563 8,799 9,024 9,237 9,433 9,614 9,775 9,938

Fees and charges 7,296 15 7,311 8,211 8,563 8,799 9,024 9,237 9,433 9,614 9,775 9,938
Grants and subsidies  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
Total Operational Revenue (by source) 7,296 15 7,311 8,211 8,563 8,799 9,024 9,237 9,433 9,614 9,775 9,938

Net Operational Cost 10,092 843 10,935 11,121 12,842 15,804 16,611 16,892 17,261 17,609 17,925 18,033

Vested Assets  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    - 

Net Cost of Services 10,092 843 10,935 11,121 12,842 15,804 16,611 16,892 17,261 17,609 17,925 18,033

Capital Expenditure

Renewals and Replacements 2,004  -   2,004 783 796 649 668 684 685 1,110 888 766
Improved Service Levels 1,139  -   1,139 169 21,616 185 192 199 204 209 212 216
Increased Demand 14  -   14 21 21 22 23 23 24 24 25 25

Total Capital Expenditure 3,157  -   3,157 973 22,433 856 883 906 913 1,343 1,125 1,007

Rationale for activity funding (see also the Revenue and Financing Policy, page 258)  

User charges are collected for services considered reasonable by the Council to fulfil the objectives of the service and within the constraints of the market, e.g., sale of bags and disposal fees.  
The level of revenue sought from these activities by the Council for the 10 years covered by the LTCCP is illustrated above. The balance of the net operating cost is funded by General rates, as the       
whole community benefits from these activities.   Development contributions are applied towards appropriate capital expenditure.  The balance is funded corporately in accordance with the Revenue and Financing Policy.      
Refer to page 259 for a summary of the corporate funding approach for capital expenditure.           
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I like living in the “People’s Republic 
of Christchurch.” It’s a positive city 
and we enjoy showing people around 
when they come to visit. I think the 
Council’s helping make sure it stays 
a good place to live. The Garden City 
concept carries through and that’s  
great, but I sometimes think we could 
do with fewer slogans.

We had a change at an intersection 
near here and I was worried it would 
increase speeds. I was listened to and 
answered and that’s good. I didn’t 
get what I wanted but I was allowed 
to have my say and I’m sure it was 
considered. 

Allan Campbell
Retired
Burwood
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Why is the Council involved in regulatory services?

The Council administers and enforces the statutory regulations for building and development work, 
the heath and safety of licensed activities and the keeping of dogs, with minimal compliance costs. 
In addition, complaints about nuisances and non-compliance are investigated and the potential 
effects of various activities are assessed.

What activities are included in regulatory services?

Enforcement and inspection activities
The Council minimises potential hazards and nuisances from dogs and wandering stock, 
investigates complaints about nuisances and non-compliance, assesses the potential effects of 
various activities, registers food premises and issues sale of liquor licences.

Regulatory approvals
The Council processes applications for project information memoranda (PIMs), land information 
memoranda (LIMs), land use resource consents, subdivision consents, building consents, code 
compliance certificates and building warrants of fitness in accordance with relevant statutes.

Maintaining and reviewing the City Plan
The Council plans and provides for the sustainable management, development and protection of 
natural and physical resources of the city, as required by Section 5 of the Resource Management 
Act 1991.

How does the Council’s work contribute towards our 
Community Outcomes?

Community Outcome How the Council contributes
How 
much?

Safety

Legislative requirements are enforced to ensure 

the safety and health of people.  Nuisances and 

adverse effects on people and the environment 

are minimised or eliminated.  Consent processes 

ensure safe buildings.  Hazards from aggressive or 

wandering dogs or livestock are minimised.

333

Environment

The City Plan identifies and protects the key 

elements of the natural environment from the 

adverse effects of use and development.  Consent 

processes ensure an attractive built environment 

and minimise adverse effects on the environment. 

333

Health

Legislative requirements are enforced to ensure 

the health and safety of people.  Nuisances and 

adverse effects on people and the environment are 

minimised or eliminated.

333

City Development

The City Plan provides the planning framework 

for Christchurch that it continues to be attractive, 

and that new development enhances it.  Consent 

processes ensure an attractive built environment 

with safe buildings and minimise adverse effects on 

the environment.

333
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What does the Council plan to do in the future?

What is the Council’s objective?
What policies, strategies or 
drivers support these objectives?

What is the Council already doing?
What will we do 
in years 1 to 3?

What will we do 
in years 4 to 10?

How will we know if we 
achieve our objective?

To administer and enforce the statutory 

regulations for building and development 

work, the heath and safety of licensed 

activities, and the keeping of dogs, with 

minimal compliance costs.  

Strategies:
• Liveable City Strategy

• Healthy Environment Strategy

• Safer Communities Strategy

• Strong Communities Strategy

• Urban Development Strategy

• Urban Design Protocol

• Central City Strategy

Drivers:
• Legislative requirements (Acts, 

regulations and by-laws)

• National environmental standards

• Public expectations

• Public health and safety

• Freedom from excessive nuisance

• Elimination of harmful situations

• Evaluation of adverse effects

Processing applications for PIMs, LIMs, land use 

resource consents, subdivision consents, building 

consents, code compliance certificates and sale of liquor 

licences, in accordance with relevant statutes.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

All applications processed within 

statutory time limits.

Carrying out inspections to ensure building work meets 

approved building consents.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Building work is inspected.

Providing professional advice on regulatory activities. Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Customer satisfaction with service 

received.

Administering the occupancy provisions of the Building 

Act (Building Warrants of Fitness).

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Investigating and monitoring activities and projects 

to ensure compliance with the Building Act, Council 

by-laws and the City Plan, and mitigating any adverse 

effects on the environment and people.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

To investigate  complaints about nuisances 

and non-compliance, and assess the 

potential effects of various activities.

Investigating and responding to any situations likely to 

affect human health or safety, to be objectionable, or to 

cause a nuisance.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Complaints about nuisances are 

promptly investigated.

Investigating and resolving complaints about nuisances 

caused by dogs and wandering stock.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Complaints about dogs and 

wandering livestock are promptly 

responded to and investigated.

Inspecting food premises to promote and conserve  

public health and monitoring compliance with all 

statutory requirements.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Sale of liquor and food premises are 

inspected.

Carrying out an ongoing programme of improvements to 

enhance the City Plan, including plan changes.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Increase in residents’ satisfaction 

with overall city and environmental 

planning.
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Measuring our achievements

Measures and targets 
Current 
performance

06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16

% of walk-in customers satisfied with service 

received.

Not currently 

measured

80% 80% 80% Ongoing target 80%

% of all regulatory applications processed within 

statutory time-frames.

Target 100%

Actual 69%

100% 100% 100% Ongoing target 100%

% of responses to complaints or requests for 

investigations completed; 

• within 10 working days (simple request),

• 60 working days (complex request).

Simple - 37%

(target 80%)

 

Complex - 64%

(target 80%)

Simple 100%

Complex 80%

Simple 100%

Complex 80%

Simple 100%

Complex 80%

Ongoing targets:

Simple 100%

 

Complex 80%

% of responses to complaints of excessive noise 

within an average of 30 minutes.

100% 100% 100% 100% Ongoing target 100%

% of Priority 1 complaints (wandering stock and 

aggressive behaviour by dogs) responded to within 2 

hours.

100% 100% 100% 100% Ongoing target 100%

% of Priority 2 complaints (other complaints about 

dogs) commenced within 24 hours.

100% 100% 100% 100% Ongoing target 100%

% of potentially higher risk food premises inspected at 

least once a year.

69%

(target 100%)

100% 100% 100% Ongoing target 100% 
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What negative effects or risks can occur in relation to regulatory services?

Negative effects Mitigation options

Costs are borne by registered dog owners - unregistered dog owners do 

not pay.

• House-to-house surveys to detect unregistered dogs.

Costs imposed on licensed operators, property owners and applicants. • A cost-effective service is provided to customers.

Costs and land use constraints imposed on landowners. • Costs and benefits of regulatory intervention are assessed.

The Council’s key assets relating to regulatory services 

The Council holds a minimum of assets in providing regulatory services activities and services.

The capital purchases detailed on the next page are for parking enforcement, noise monitoring  
and office furniture.
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Regulatory Services  
Cost of Proposed Services CCC BPDC Total Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

2006/07 2006/07 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

Activity Operational Cost - 
  Enforcement and Inspection Activities 9,346 221 9,567 9,913 10,216 10,501 10,923 11,178 11,392 11,514 11,648 11,797
  Maintaining and Reviewing the City Plan 1,699 423 2,122 2,189 2,140 2,195 2,272 2,320 2,367 2,408 2,444 2,478
  Regulatory Approvals 13,978 850 14,828 15,298 15,722 16,195 16,798 17,152 17,499 17,801 18,066 18,315

Total Expenditure 25,023 1,494 26,517 27,400 28,078 28,891 29,993 30,650 31,258 31,723 32,158 32,590

Activity Operational Revenue -
  Enforcement and Inspection Activities 8,184 112 8,296 8,562 8,819 9,062 9,294 9,513 9,715 9,902 10,067 10,235
  Maintaining and Reviewing the City Plan 30 30 31 32 33 34 35 35 36 37 37
  Regulatory Approvals 10,266 480 10,746 11,012 11,263 11,574 11,870 12,150 12,408 12,646 12,857 13,072

Total Operational Revenue 18,480 592 19,072 19,605 20,114 20,669 21,198 21,698 22,158 22,584 22,961 23,344

Fees and charges 18,480 592 19,072 19,605 20,114 20,669 21,198 21,698 22,158 22,584 22,961 23,344
Grants and subsidies  -   
Total Operational Revenue (by source) 18,480 592 19,072 19,605 20,114 20,669 21,198 21,698 22,158 22,584 22,961 23,344

Net Operational Cost 6,543 902 7,445 7,795 7,964 8,222 8,795 8,952 9,100 9,139 9,197 9,246

Vested Assets  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Net Cost of Services 6,543 902 7,445 7,795 7,964 8,222 8,795 8,952 9,100 9,139 9,197 9,246

Capital Expenditure

Renewals and Replacements 199  -   199 389 415 36 117 404 40 40 41 42
Improved Service Levels  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   
Increased Demand  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Total Capital Expenditure 199  -   199 389 415 36 117 404 40 40 41 42

Rationale for activity funding (see also the Revenue and Financing Policy, page 258)  

User charges are collected for services considered reasonable by the Council.  The level of revenue sought from these activities by the Council for the 10 years covered by the LTCCP is illustrated above.      
Costs are generally recovered in full.   The balance of the net operating cost is funded by General rates, as the whole community benefits from these activities.        
Capital expenditure is funded corporately in accordance with the Revenue and Financing Policy.  Refer to page 259 for a summary of the corporate funding approach for capital expenditure.      
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It’s definitely getting busier on the 
streets, especially in the mornings and 
late afternoons, and the city’s only going 
to get bigger. I reckon we need to look 
at other options, like trains. 

I’ve just converted to a bike for 
commuting and it’s a bit scary at times. I 
was driving for a few years and in a car 
you never really notice until you get on 
a bike how much drivers don’t look out 
for you. It would definitely be better if 
we could get more people onto bikes; 
better for the environment and safer 
for riders too because drivers would 
be more aware of them.

Tahu Brown
Retail assistant
Linwood
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Why does the Council provide streets and transport?

The Council provides streets and transport so that people can have safe, easy and comfortable 
access to homes, shops, businesses and many recreational and leisure destinations. Street corridors 
also provide access for power, telecommunications, water supply and waste disposal activities.  

What activities are included in streets and transport?

Streets - road corridors
The Council provides carriageways, road drainage facilities (for example, kerbs and channels), 
footpaths, on-street marked cycleways, street lighting, landscaping and traffic management.

Cycle and pedestrian linkages
The Council provides off-street linkages throughout the city for cyclists and pedestrians.

Public pedestrian malls
The Council provides attractive outdoor spaces for pedestrians, particularly in the central city.

Off-street parking
The Council provides parking buildings at strategic locations in and near the central city, and other 
off-street parking at some suburban commercial locations.

Public transport
The Council supports the bus system by providing bus stops, the bus exchange and bus shelters, 
and it provides the inner-city shuttle service.

How does the Council’s work contribute towards our 
Community Outcomes?

Community Outcome How the Council contributes
How 
much?

Safety By providing a safe transport system. 333

Community By providing easy access to facilities. 33

Environment
By helping to reduce energy consumption in our 

community. 
33

Governance
By providing the opportunity for the community to 

participate in decision-making through consultation 

on plans and projects.  
33

Prosperity
By providing everyone with access to an efficient 

and affordable transport system. 
33

Health

By contributing to improved air quality, through 

the promotion of alternative transport modes, 

the provision of assets for these modes, and the 

consequent reduction in vehicle numbers.

33

Recreation
By providing access to recreational facilities 

throughout the city.
333

Knowledge
By providing education programmes, for example 

cycle safety.
3

City Development
By providing a well-designed, efficient transport 

system and attractive street landscapes.
333
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What does the Council plan to do in the future?

What is the Council’s objective?
What policies, strategies or 
drivers support these objectives?

What is the Council already 
doing?

What will we do 
in years 1 to 3?

What will we do 
in years 4 to 10?

How will we know if we achieve our 
objective?

To provide public street frontages to 

properties. 

Residential streets (urban) 
To provide a sustainable network of streets 

connecting the main traffic routes with 

properties, while contributing to the liveable 

environment. 

Collector / arterial streets (urban) 
To provide a sustainable network of 

streets, which distribute traffic between 

neighbourhoods, and connect to major 

localities within and beyond the city. 
 
Country streets (rural) 
To provide a sustainable network of streets 

which enable higher vehicle speeds. 

To provide off-street cycle and pedestrian 

linkages.

To provide outdoor pedestrian malls.

To provide off-street parking facilities.

To provide public transport infrastructure and 

the Shuttle Bus.

Policies and strategies: 
• NZ Transport Strategy

• Regional Land Transport Strategy

• Metropolitan Christchurch Transport 

Statement

• Christchurch Road Safety Strategy

• Christchurch Public Passenger Transport 

Strategy

• Cycling Strategy

• Pedestrian Strategy for Christchurch City

• Parking Strategy

• Safer Christchurch Strategy

Drivers: 
• City Plan

• Living Streets charter

• Changes in population /urban form 

/location of businesses

• Safety

• Access /connectivity

• Legislative requirements

• Modal change

• Environmental and economic 

sustainability

Providing street frontages

for property/land. 

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Congestion, comfort and quality measures.

Services/utilities access requirements.

Number of crashes per 10,000 people; cyclist 

and pedestrian casualties.
 

‘Journey to work by mode’ targets.

Residents’ satisfaction with congestion 

levels, ease of navigation, facilities and street 

appearance.

Response rates, cleanliness and renewal target 

rates.

Shuttle bus measures.

Providing and maintaining a street 

system for land-based transport and 

services/utilities.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Providing and maintaining infrastructure 

such as roads and bridges, footpaths 

and shared paths, on and off-street 

cycleways, on- and off-street parking 

facilities, outdoor pedestrian malls, and 

public transport infrastructure such as 

bus stops and shelters. 

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Providing systems and devices to 

support user safety, for example traffic 

signals.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Providing drainage facilities to meet 

site-specific requirements.

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Providing street landscaping and trees, 

on-street open spaces. 

Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.

Providing the Shuttle Bus. Continue to do the 

same.

Continue to do the 

same.
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Measuring our achievements

Measures and targets 
Current 
performance

06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16

% resident satisfaction with the safety of streets. Not currently measured. --- --- Results will be reported as they become available, and future targets will be 

based on these results.  Baseline measures will be established 2008/09.

Accident statistics provided by Land Transport NZ. Aim for ongoing downward trend, within specific targets: 

Number of vehicle crashes per 10,000 people - 5-year rolling average.

Number of cyclist casualties - 5-year rolling average. 

Number of pedestrian casualties - 5-year rolling average.

22  

112

95

<22

<112

<95

<22

<112

<95

<22

<112

<95

Targets to be reassessed from 09/10 onwards.

Average travel time for a 10km trip (minutes:seconds), based on average speeds for monitored portion of network.
See graph below.

2004
AM Peak 15:20
PM Peak 14:40
Interpeak 13:20

2005
AM Peak 16:40
PM Peak 15:20
Interpeak 13:20

2016
AM Peak 18:30
PM Peak 18:30
Interpeak 13:30

Average travel time for 10 km
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Measures and targets 
Current 
performance

06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16

% resident dissatisfaction with general road congestion. Not currently measured. --- --- New measure - Baseline measures will be established in 08/09.

Land Transport NZ Smooth Travel Exposure measure.

% vehicle travel on smooth roads. 87% >87% >87%

 

Initial target is 87%,
Target to be reassessed from 09/10 onwards.

Kerb and dished channel renewal (remove dished channels by 2023). Renew 21 km of dished 

channel.

Renew 

21 km of 

dished 

channel.

Renew 

22 km of 

dished 

channel.

Renew 20-22 km of dished channel per annum.

% resident satisfaction with quality of cycleways. 68% >65% >65% Ongoing target >65%

% resident satisfaction with quality of pedestrian malls. 63% >65% >65% Ongoing target >65%

% user satisfaction that cars are safer in off-street parking facilities than 

parked on street.

69% >66% >66% Ongoing target >66%

% user satisfaction with the Council’s off-street parking facilities. Not currently measured. New measure - Baseline measures will be established in 08/09.

Number of shuttle bus passenger trips per year. 857,312 >850,000 Maintain Maintain

% resident satisfaction with the quality of bus signs, shelters and seats. 65% >65% >65% Ongoing target >65%

What negative effects or risks can occur in relation to our streets and transport?

Negative effects Mitigation options

User safety issues. • Manage/implement safety strategies/standards. 

• Designs to allow separation between user groups; clarity of user function through the provision of traffic signals, signage, and road markings; skid-resistant surfaces. 

• Promotion and education programmes. 

Implications of land acquisitions (land not available for other uses; 

affects demand /property market).

• Aim for land purchases to complement other land uses; and for management of land use to support and encourage sustainable transport systems.
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The Council’s key assets relating to streets and transport

Streets  1,608 km

Footpaths  2,314 km

Cycleways 73 km off-street, 58km on-street

Kerbs and channels 
Structures – bridges, culverts and retaining walls

 2,725 km
    911

Amenity Areas/outdoor pedestrian malls
Traffic signals
Street lights

 57,000m2

 202 sets
 31,500

Parking Buildings (9)
On-street metered parking spaces 
Bus Shelters

3299 spaces
 2,444
 333

Negative effects Mitigation options

Pollution - motor vehicle emissions, noise, vibration, sediment, light,
air, water, chemicals (including trade-waste and wash-down water, and water-borne 
sediments).

• Manage air, water and soil pollutants:
• Management of congestion which generates air pollutants
• Landscaping treatments as pollutant ‘sinks’
• Manage stormwater run-off quality from street surfaces with on-street stormwater treatment systems
• Manage soil quality/disposal

• Manage on-street activity and adjacent construction to minimise pollution.
• Management of stormwater run-off quality from adjacent properties, trade wastes and public and private off-street pre-treatment systems. 

Provision and management of on-street management systems.
• Limit the use of agrochemicals. Manage hazardous spills.

Effects during construction – energy use, noise, vibration, nuisance, sediments, 
pollutants, disruptions, the use of non-renewable resources, public and site staff safety 
issues and production of waste.

• Design projects around economies of scale, control of construction site issues, safe traffic management, use of recycled resource materials, and 
responsible waste disposal.

Impact on adjacent property owners/residents – post-construction. • Consultation/implementation processes to ensure awareness of impacts. 
• Design and construction solutions that minimise impacts such as severance and loss of amenity.

Consumption of energy by streetlights and traffic signals – increasing use and costs. • Energy use reductions by operational and design management to ensure efficiency and efficacy gains over time.

Use of non-renewable resources. • Minimise congestion and travel times.
• Meet standards for upward waste light and light spill for streetlights.
• Recycling of road construction materials.

Unclean or unhealthy elements such as litter and stagnant water. • Manage street cleanliness and potential health issues.
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Changes planned for assets  

Reason for change What will be done? 
Year 1 cost  

($ 000)
Year 2 cost  

($ 000)
Year 3 cost  

($ 000)
Years 4 to 10 cost  

($ 000)

Renewals and replacements Assets are maintained in accordance with the Streets and Transport asset 

management plan including replacement of kerb and channel (21 km per 

year), carriageway sealing, footpaths, bridges, parking building equipment, 

berms, signs and traffic signals, depending on the age and condition of the 

asset.

40,071 40,034 40,913 325,529

Increased levels of service Service improvements are planned in the areas of major amenities (including 

City Mall), traffic signals, signage, street lighting and implementing the 

Metropolitan Christchurch Transport Strategy initiatives.

11,357 18,910 11,585 117,421

Increased demand Assets will be added in accordance with the Streets and Transport asset 

management plan including major road network improvements (including 

Blenheim Rd deviation and Ferrymead bridge), implementation of the 

Metropolitan Christchurch Transport Strategy passenger transport initiatives 

and expansion of the Bus Exchange.

4,098 16,778 25,826 96,552

Maintaining our assets 
Renewal of the roads, footpaths, and other streets assets, is based on a mix of factors including 
the overall condition and the useful life of the asset. Renewals occur at fairly regular intervals. 

Typical renewal/replacement periods (approximate) for key assets include:

•   Road surfaces – every 10-20 years 

•   Concrete kerbs and channels – every 80 years

•   Footpath surfaces – every 20 years

•   Paint markings – every nine months

•   Street light fittings and poles – every 20-40 years (bulbs every three to four years)

•   Bridges – approximately 100 years

•   Street trees – approximately 100 years

 
Annual renewals include eight to ten km of carriageway (road), 70 to 90 km of road surfacing, 
113 to 115 km of footpath surfacing, 21 to 22 km of kerb and channel. One bridge is renewed 
every four years.

An entire street, including the underlying base materials, is renewed about every 80 years. When 
this happens, the opportunity is taken to address all aspects from boundary to boundary across 
the street. This may allow for street landscaping, traffic safety initiatives and addressing cycling 
and pedestrian needs. 
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Streets and Transport   
Cost of Proposed Services CCC BPDC Total Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

2006/07 2006/07 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000

Activity Operational Cost - 
  Cycle and Pedestrian Linkages - Off-Street 744  -   744 818 857 925 1,005 1,091 1,140 1,192 1,278 1,358
  Off-street parking 5,384  -   5,384 5,828 6,179 6,457 6,820 7,066 7,248 7,360 7,517 7,677
  Pedestrian Malls - Off-Street 2,567  -   2,567 2,766 3,378 3,593 3,883 4,106 4,344 4,570 4,746 4,979
  Public Passenger Transport 3,924  -   3,924 4,631 5,926 7,513 7,794 10,898 11,678 12,435 13,184 13,825
  Streets 54,915 4,526 59,441 62,967 67,732 71,069 75,359 79,057 82,171 85,152 86,249 87,074

Total Expenditure 67,534 4,526 72,060 77,010 84,072 89,557 94,861 102,218 106,581 110,709 112,974 114,913

Activity Operational Revenue -
  Cycle and Pedestrian Linkages - Off-Street 75  -   75 81 87 93 98 104 112 119 125 130
  Off-street parking 6,377  -   6,377 6,942 7,153 7,351 7,539 7,717 7,880 8,032 8,166 8,302
  Public Passenger Transport 496  -   496 549 599 715 859 935 1,020 1,115 1,223 1,261
  Streets 13,592 1,155 14,747 15,298 15,831 16,344 16,842 17,322 17,774 18,203 18,598 18,980
  Capital Revenues 15,646 1,316 16,962 25,826 31,839 39,006 33,083 34,771 31,170 29,539 28,398 29,673

Total Operational Revenue 36,186 2,471 38,657 48,696 55,509 63,509 58,421 60,849 57,956 57,008 56,510 58,346

Fees and charges 16,303 16,303 17,728 18,811 19,893 20,980 21,612 22,100 22,554 22,961 23,376
Grants and subsidies 19,883 2,471 22,354 30,968 36,698 43,616 37,441 39,237 35,856 34,454 33,549 34,970
Total Operational Revenue (by source) 36,186 2,471 38,657 48,696 55,509 63,509 58,421 60,849 57,956 57,008 56,510 58,346

Net Operational Cost 31,348 2,055 33,403 28,314 28,563 26,048 36,440 41,369 48,625 53,701 56,464 56,567

Vested Assets 9,631  -   9,631 9,978 7,092 7,315 7,527 5,585 5,720 5,846 5,960 6,075

Net Cost of Services 21,717 2,055 23,772 18,336 21,471 18,733 28,913 35,784 42,905 47,855 50,504 50,492

Capital Expenditure

Renewals and Replacements 36,901 3,170 40,071 40,034 40,913 41,751 45,808 48,136 46,546 46,510 47,439 49,340
Improved Service Levels 10,645 712 11,357 18,910 11,585 12,387 20,292 22,493 17,421 15,848 14,331 14,649
Increased Demand 4,076 22 4,098 16,778 25,826 35,049 12,031 13,709 10,429 9,224 7,763 8,347

Total Capital Expenditure 51,622 3,904 55,526 75,722 78,324 89,187 78,131 84,338 74,396 71,582 69,533 72,336

Rationale for activity funding (see also the Revenue and Financing Policy, page 258)  
User charges for certain services, such as parking fees, are collected at levels considered reasonable by the Council.  Subsidies will be claimed from Land Transport New Zealand for both operational and  
capital expenditure to the maximum allowed. The level of revenue sought from these activities by the Council for the 10 years covered by the LTCCP is illustrated above.  The balance of the net operating  
cost is funded by General rates, with a loading on the Business sector.

Development contributions are applied towards appropriate capital expenditure.  The balance is funded corporately in accordance with the Revenue and Financing Policy.  
Refer to page 259 for a summary of the corporate funding approach for capital expenditure. 
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I’m very selective about what I put 
down the kitchen waste disposal. It all 
has to be treated doesn’t it? I’ve got a 
worm farm; they’re my silent workers, 
wonderful. I feed them scraps and use 
the “worm wine” they produce, diluted, 
on the garden. It’s terrific.

I worry a bit about putting the treated 
wastewater out to sea, but I suppose the 
other options would be too expensive. 
We had a place on Marshland Road and 
got a treatment system where the final 
water was used to feed trees. I wonder 
if we couldn’t have something like that 
on a larger scale for the city. 

Marcia Topp
Nurse
Burwood
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Why does the Council provide wastewater collection, 
treatment and disposal?

The Council provides these activities to support the health and wellbeing of the community and 
the environment.

What activities are included in wastewater collection, 
treatment and disposal?

Wastewater collection
The Council provides for the continuous collection and transportation of the city’s wastewater 
from properties, via an underground piped sewerage network, to treatment facilities.

Wastewater treatment and disposal
The Council provides for the treatment and disposal of the city’s sewage, in compliance with 
resource consent conditions.

How does the Council’s work contribute towards our 
Community Outcomes?

Community Outcome How the Council contributes
How 
much?

Safety
By providing a sanitary wastewater collection and 

treatment service.
333

Community By providing equal access to wastewater services. 3

Environment
By protecting the environment through wastewater 

treatment.
333

Governance
By providing the opportunity for the community to 

participate in decision-making through consultation 

on wastewater plans and projects.  
3

Prosperity By meeting commercial wastewater needs. 33

Health
By providing a sanitary wastewater collection and 

treatment service.
333

Knowledge By providing water conservation programmes. 33

City Development
By the beautification and enhancement of the 

wastewater ponds and management of sewer 

overflows.
3
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What does the Council plan to do in the future?

What is the Council’s 
objective?

What policies, strategies or drivers support these 
objectives?

What is the Council 
already doing?

What will we do in 
years 1 to 3?

What will we do in 
years 4 to 10?

How will we know if we achieve our 
objective?

To collect, treat and dispose 

of the city’s wastewater, so 

that residues comply with 

resource consent conditions 

and do not endanger the 

health of the community or 

the environment. 

Strategies:
• Wastewater Asset Management Plan

 
Drivers:
• Protection of public and environmental health

• Commercial wastewater disposal needs

• Urban form and extent

• Population growth

• Climate and season

Collecting, treating and 

disposing of the city’s 

wastewater.  

Continue to do the same.

Major sewer upgrade project to increase capacity 

and reduce the risk of overflows.  Ocean outfall 

pipeline to release treated effluent directly into 

the ocean to minimise risks to the community and 

environment.  To be completed by year 3.

Non-occurrence of public health issues 

attributable to the wastewater system or ocean 

outfall.

Number of major or persistent breaches of the 

resource consent by the wastewater treatment 

plant.

The Ocean Outfall Development proceeds within 

the Council approved budget and timeframe.

Mains blockages and non-consented overflows.

Number of ongoing incidents of objectionable 

odour from the treatment plant.

Number of wet weather sewer overflows into 

rivers and waterways, per year.
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Measuring our achievements

Measures and targets Current performance 06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16

Number of public health issues attributable to the 

wastewater system.

Zero reported by the Ministry of 

Health.

Maintain zero reported by the Ministry of Health.

Number of major or persistent breaches of the resource 

consent by the wastewater treatment plant (e.g. for 

pathogen control, nutrients and odour).

One breach (due to  ammonia). Ongoing

Each year the Ocean Outfall Development proceeds 

within the Council approved budget and timeframe.

Budget revised and on time. On budget and on time. Project 

completed

% of mains blockages and non-consented overflows 

responded to within one hour of Council notification.

90% responded to within one 

hour.

Maintain 90% responded to within one hour.

Number of widespread and/or ongoing incidents 

reported, per year, of objectionable odour from the 

treatment plant.

5 Maintain Maintain Maintain    Maximum of 1 incident, per year, of objectionable odour.

Number of wet weather sewer overflows into rivers and 

waterways, per year (10-year rolling average).

3 4 or fewer Maintain Maintain Maintain Maximum of 1 overflow event every 2 years, based on a 10 year rolling average.

What negative effects or risks can occur in relation to wastewater collection, treatment and disposal?

Negative effects Mitigation options

Sewage overflows during wet weather. • Increase wastewater collection and transportation capacity (e.g. major sewer upgrade project). 

• Improved monitoring and control of the collection system.

Greater quantities of wastewater due to increasing population and 

business activity.

• Improvements to the treatment facilities to increase the capacity and the level of treatment applied to the wastewater and the release of wastewater into  

the sea.  

• A new pipeline from the Belfast facility to the Bromley treatment plant.

Environmental impact of discharging wastewater into the estuary. • Improvements to the treatment facilities to increase the level of treatment applied to wastewater. 

• The ocean outfall development will release treated wastewater directly into the sea.
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Changes planned for assets  

Reason for change What will be done? 
Year 1 cost  

($ 000)
Year 2 cost  

($ 000)
Year 3 cost  

($ 000)
Years 4 to 10 cost  

($ 000)

Renewals and replacements Assets are maintained in accordance with the Wastewater Asset 

Management Plan including replacement of pipes (3.2 km per year), 

pump stations and treatment facilities, depending on the age and 

condition of the asset.

17,087 11,967 11,351 156,903

Increased levels of service Assets will be added in accordance with the Wastewater asset 

management plan including new pipes, pump stations and treatment 

facilities.

22,781 37,745 17,190 30,226

Increased demand Sewer improvements are planned in the areas of pumping systems, 

treatment plant automation and aeration, treatment enhancements 

and the ocean outfall project.

15,067 23,412 11,049 15,824

The Council’s key assets relating to wastewater treatment, 
collection and disposal 

Wastewater collection system - 1,600 km

Wastewater treatment plant - 1 (Bromley)

Maintaining our assets 
Maintenance of the assets is provided by service providers under long-term contracts.  
The development of new infrastructure is competitively tendered.

Typical renewal/replacement periods for key assets include:

•   Wastewater mains - every 50 to 150 years 

•   Wastewater laterals - every 50 to 150 years    

•   Pump station equipment - every 25 to 50 years

•   Wastewater treatment plant - buildings every 30 years

                         - treatment equipment every 20 years

} Depending on the size  
and type of material
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Wastewater Collection, Treatment and Disposal   
Cost of Proposed Services CCC BPDC Total Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

2006/07 2006/07 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

Activity Operational Cost - 
  Wastewater Collection 18,323  -   18,323 19,512 20,717 21,792 23,344 24,445 25,412 26,318 27,084 27,678
  Wastewater Treatment and Disposal 12,135 1,573 13,708 15,160 17,675 19,064 20,341 21,487 22,583 23,631 24,472 24,690

Total Expenditure 30,458 1,573 32,031 34,672 38,392 40,856 43,685 45,932 47,995 49,949 51,556 52,368

Activity Operational Revenue -
  Wastewater Collection -14  -   -14 -14 -4 -4 -4 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5
  Wastewater Treatment and Disposal 3,876  -   3,876 3,897 4,017 4,128 4,233 4,334 4,426 4,510 4,585 4,662
  Capital Revenues 5,012 73 5,085 6,282 7,536 8,839 10,188 9,752 9,821 9,869 9,891 9,910

Total Operational Revenue 8,874 73 8,947 10,165 11,549 12,963 14,417 14,081 14,242 14,374 14,471 14,567

Fees and charges 8,874 73 8,947 10,165 11,549 12,963 14,417 14,081 14,242 14,374 14,471 14,567
Grants and subsidies
Total Operational Revenue (by source) 8,874 73 8,947 10,165 11,549 12,963 14,417 14,081 14,242 14,374 14,471 14,567

Net Operational Cost 21,584 1,500 23,084 24,507 26,843 27,893 29,268 31,851 33,753 35,575 37,085 37,801

Vested Assets 1,799  -   1,799 1,864 1,928 1,989 2,047 2,102 2,153 2,201 2,243 2,287

Net Cost of Services 19,785 1,500 21,285 22,643 24,915 25,904 27,221 29,749 31,600 33,374 34,842 35,514

Capital Expenditure

Renewals and Replacements 16,571 516 17,087 11,967 11,351 26,275 23,723 23,414 26,675 21,743 17,066 18,008
Improved Service Levels 22,776 5 22,781 37,745 17,190 2,116 2,675 3,305 9,307 8,695 2,212 1,916
Increased Demand 12,289 2,778 15,067 23,412 11,049 2,359 1,894 2,112 3,663 3,139 1,338 1,319

Total Capital Expenditure 51,636 3,299 54,935 73,124 39,590 30,750 28,292 28,831 39,645 33,577 20,616 21,243

Rationale for activity funding (see also the Revenue and Financing Policy, page 258)      
User charges for certain services, such as trade waste, are collected at levels considered reasonable by the Council.  The level of revenue sought from these activities by the Council for the    
10 years covered by the LTCCP is illustrated above.  The balance of the net operating cost is funded by a targeted rate on serviced properties based on capital value.   

Development contributions are applied towards appropriate capital expenditure.  The balance is funded corporately in accordance with the Revenue and Financing Policy.     
Refer to page 259 for a summary of the corporate funding approach for capital expenditure.   
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Compared to other places the water 
here’s fantastic. We have to take more 
care of it and think how lucky we are; 
we get mineral water quality from the 
tap here. There’s almost no other city in 
the world where that happens.  

In the summer people are using this 
wonderful water on gardens and I think 
we should be doing more to conserve 
it. When I’m washing rice, I collect the 
water in a bucket and use that on the 
plants. I have another friend who has 
rearranged their spouting system and 
they collect some of the rain water to 
use for watering the garden. That’s a 
good idea too. 

Yuko Natsuhara
Artist
Fendalton
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Why does the Council provide water supply activities?

The Council provides the water supply to support the health and well being of the community, the 
needs of commercial users and fire-fighting requirements. Water conservation programmes are 
used to ensure the long-term availability and quality of the city’s water supply. 

What activities are included in water supply?

Water supply
The Council provides a continuous supply of fresh and wholesome water to properties by sourcing 
it from aquifers, and managing a network of wells, reservoirs, pumps and pipelines. It maintains 
sufficient water supply for fire-fighting purposes.

Water conservation
The Council provides education programmes to domestic and commercial users, which aim to 
reduce water consumption. 

How does the Council’s work contribute towards our 
Community Outcomes?

Community Outcome How the Council contributes
How 
much?

Safety
By maintaining sufficient water for fire-fighting 

purposes. 
333

Community By providing equal access to water. 3

Environment
By conserving water and encouraging others to do 

so too.
333

Governance
By providing the opportunity for the community to 

participate in decision-making through consultation 

on plans and projects.  
3

Prosperity By meeting commercial water needs. 333

Health By providing drinking water to the community. 333

Recreation  By providing water for swimming pools and gardens. 33

Knowledge By providing water conservation education. 3

City Development By providing water for gardens and landscaping. 333
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What does the Council plan to do in the future?

What is the Council’s 
objective?

What policies, strategies or drivers support these 
objectives?

What is the Council 
already doing?

What will we do in 
years 1 to 3?

What will we do in 
years 4 to 10?

How will we know if we achieve our 
objective?

To provide a reliable supply 

of quality water to properties 

through a network of 

underground pipes.

Strategies:  
• Water Supply Asset Management Plan 

Drivers: 
• Public health, commercial and fire-fighting needs 

• Amenity and recreational needs 

• Urban form and extent 

• Population growth 

• Climate and season

Supplying quality water 

to households and 

businesses.

Continue to do the same. Number of unplanned shutdowns.

Time to repair leaks.

Ministry of Health water supply grade. 

Customer satisfaction with water quality and 

taste.

Water pressure and flow

To conserve and protect the 

long-term availability and 

quality of the city’s water.

A strategy for the sustainable management of the 

city’s water supply will be developed and presented 

to the Council in year 2.

Residents’ satisfaction with water appearance, 

taste, pressure and flow.

Quality water is available for the future needs of 

the city.
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Measuring our achievements

Measures and targets 
Current 
performance

06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16

Number of unplanned shutdowns (over 4 hours) with 

loss of water, due to reticulation, pumps or reservoirs.

1 unplanned shutdown on 

average per week. Maintain ≤ 1 unplanned shutdown on average per week.

95% of leaks reported to be in the Council’s 

reticulation system are repaired within the following 

schedule:

a)  Major/urgent leaks contractor on site within one 

hour of the leak being reported;

b)  Medium magnitude leak repaired within one 

working day;

c)  Minor leaks and faults repaired within three 

working days.

95% ≤ 95% of the time

Achievement of the highest Ministry of Health water 

supply grade possible without treatment of the water.

Due for regrading by 

Ministry of Health in 

2006/07.

Maintain the highest grade possible without treatment.

% customer satisfaction with water quality and taste. 90% satisfaction. >90% satisfaction.

% of properties where an ordinary water connection at 

the boundary can supply 25 litres per minute (based 

on complaints received and corrective action taken).

98%. Maintain at ≥ 98%.

Domestic consumption of water per capita (litres per day).  

To ensure the long term availability of water, domestic 

consumption should remain below 300 litres per person 

per day by 2020, on a 5 year-rolling average).

321 litres ≤ 319 litres ≤ 318 litres ≤ 316 litres ≤ 315 litres ≤ 313 litres ≤ 312 litres ≤ 310 litres ≤ 309 litres ≤ 307 litres ≤ 306 litres 

Commercial consumption of water per capita (litres per day).

(To ensure the long term availability of water, commercial 

consumption should remain below 94 litres per person per 

day by 2020, on a 5 year rolling average).

101 litres 101 litres 100 litres 100 litres 99 litres 99 litres 98 litres 98 litres 97 litres 97 litres 96 litres

Total water used by the city per year (million cubic 

metres M cu, on a 5-year rolling average).

53 M cu 53 M cu 

+/- 6

Maintain Maintain Maintain Maintain Maintain Maintain Maintain Maintain Maintain
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What negative effects or risks can occur in relation to water supply?

Negative effects Mitigation options

Over abstraction of water from underground aquifers can result in lower river levels and the 

contamination of the aquifer with sea water and other less pure water in the ground.

• Management of water use and abstraction, through water conservation and monitoring of the aquifer.

Water pipes can burst causing damage to land and property, and wasting water. • Maintenance and renewal of water pipelines and a quick response to reported leaks.

The Council’s key assets relating to water supply

Water reticulation system (water pipes, connections and meters) - 3,000 km

Wells and reservoirs - 240.

Maintaining our assets 
Maintenance of the assets is provided by service providers under long-term contracts. 

The development of new infrastructure is competitively tendered.

Typical renewal/replacement periods for key assets include:

•  Water mains - every 60 to 120 years

•  Water sub-mains - every 80 to 100 years 

•  Water connections - every 80 years

•  Water meters - every 20 years

•  Pump station equipment - every 25 to 50 years

•  Reservoirs - every 100 years

•  Wells and well heads - every 60 years

Changes planned for assets 
 

Reason for change What will be done? 
Year 1 cost  

($ 000)
Year 2 cost  

($ 000)
Year 3 cost  

($ 000)
Years 4 to 10 cost  

($ 000)

Renewals and replacements Assets are maintained in accordance with the Water Supply 

Asset Management Plan, including replacement of pipes (10 km 

per year), headworks and 1 well per year, depending on the age 

and condition of the asset.

5,621 6,333 6,358 48,959

Increased levels of service Service improvements are planned in the areas of energy 

efficiency, noise mitigation, security, lifelines, pump stations and 

reservoirs.

1,554 2,524 2,995 23,037

Increased demand Assets will be added in accordance with the Water Supply Asset 

Management Plan including new pipes, headworks and 1 new 

well every 2 years.

2,118 2,172 2,573 24,304

} Depending on the size  
and type of material
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Cost of Proposed Services CCC BPDC Total Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast
2006/07 2006/07 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s
Activity Operational Cost - 
  Water Supply 17,507 1,305 18,812 19,651 20,903 21,982 22,926 23,752 24,248 24,412 24,990 25,462

Total Expenditure 17,507 1,305 18,812 19,651 20,903 21,982 22,926 23,752 24,248 24,412 24,990 25,462

Activity Operational Revenue -
  Water Supply 2,309 321 2,630 2,713 2,795 2,872 2,947 3,017 3,078 3,139 3,191 3,245
  Capital Revenues 2,867 72 2,939 3,387 3,856 4,356 4,870 4,746 4,798 4,841 4,870 4,900

Total Operational Revenue 5,176 393 5,569 6,100 6,651 7,228 7,817 7,763 7,876 7,980 8,061 8,145

Fees and charges 5,176 393 5,569 6,100 6,651 7,228 7,817 7,763 7,876 7,980 8,061 8,145
Grants and subsidies
Total Operational Revenue (by source) 5,176 393 5,569 6,100 6,651 7,228 7,817 7,763 7,876 7,980 8,061 8,145

Net Operational Cost 12,331 912 13,243 13,551 14,252 14,754 15,109 15,989 16,372 16,432 16,929 17,317

Vested Assets 1,462  -   1,462 1,516 1,568 1,617 1,664 1,709 1,751 1,789 1,824 1,859

Net Cost of Services 10,869 912 11,781 12,035 12,684 13,137 13,445 14,280 14,621 14,643 15,105 15,458

Capital Expenditure

Renewals and Replacements 5,261 360 5,621 6,333 6,358 6,868 7,107 6,061 6,119 8,067 7,323 7,415
Improved Service Levels 545 1,009 1,554 2,524 2,995 4,410 6,498 4,155 1,772 2,240 2,374 1,588
Increased Demand 2,073 45 2,118 2,172 2,573 3,298 3,526 3,099 3,599 3,264 3,825 3,693

Total Capital Expenditure 7,879 1,414 9,293 11,029 11,926 14,576 17,131 13,315 11,490 13,571 13,522 12,696

Rationale for activity funding (see also the Revenue and Financing Policy, page 258)      
User charges (technically classified as a rate) are made for excess water supplied at the average cost of water.  The level of revenue sought from these activities by the Council for the 10 years covered   
by the LTCCP is illustrated above.  The balance of the net operating cost is funded by a targeted rate on serviced properties based on capital value.   
   
Development contributions are applied towards appropriate capital expenditure.  The balance is funded corporately in accordance with the Revenue and Financing Policy.     
Refer to page 259 for a summary of the corporate funding approach for capital expenditure.   

Water Supply
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Our Community Plan 2006 to 2016  

– Christchurch O-Tautahi

The following pages contain forecast financial statements as required under the provisions of the Local Government 
Act and generally accepted accounting practice.
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Impact Statement:  Adopting New Zealand Equivalents 
to IFRS
In December 2002 New Zealand’s accounting standard-setting bodies announced a significant 
change to financial reporting standards.  Reporting entities have the option to adopt New Zealand 
equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards (NZ IFRS) for accounting periods 
beginning after 1 January 2005; with mandatory adoption required from 1 January 2007.  The 
Council intends to adopt NZ IFRS for external reporting purposes (Annual Report and Long Term 
Council Community Plan (LTCCP)) for the accounting period commencing 1 July 2006.

Managing the Transition
In late 2004 the Council established a steering committee, comprised of staff and external 
consultants, to oversee the adoption of NZ IFRS.  As part of this process the accounting policies 
of the Council were updated and the 1 July 2005 Balance Sheet restated to ensure they are fully 
NZ IFRS compliant.

Key Differences in Accounting Policies
As at the date of this impact statement, the project team has identified the following key differences 
in the Council’s accounting policies that will have a material impact on the presentation of the 
Council’s financial position in this LTCCP:

1.   Deferred Taxation

In accordance with current NZ GAAP, deferred taxation is calculated on an income statement 
approach.  Under NZ IFRS, deferred taxation will be calculated on the balance sheet approach.  
This method recognises deferred tax balances when there is a difference between the carrying 
value of an asset or liability, and its tax base.

Differences identified include a deferred tax liability on properties rented to subsidiary companies, 
and a deferred tax asset for unrecognised tax losses.  For the 2005/06 year, this impact is estimated 
as a net deferred tax liability of $12.4 million.  This liability has been incorporated into the balance 
sheet for the years 2006/07 to 2015/16 on a pro-rata basis.

2.   Financial Instruments – Reclassification of Cash and Cash 
Equivalents

Under current NZ GAAP, cash and cash equivalents includes short-term investments with a  
maturity of less than one year.  Under NZ IFRS, cash and cash equivalents include short-term 
investments with maturity of less than 90 days.  

The impact on the LTCCP is a reclassification of assets from Cash and Cash Equivalents to  
Current Financial Instruments.  For the 2005/06 year, the amount reclassified is estimated as 
$56.7 million.  This reclassification has been incorporated into the balance sheet for the years 
2006/07 to 2015/16 on a pro-rata basis.

3.   Investment Property

The Council will disclose its investment properties separately from other operational assets.  
An adjustment has been made to the 2005/06 budget, in the amount of $9.3 million, for this 
reclassification.  This reclassification has been incorporated into the balance sheet for the years 
2006/07 to 2015/16 on a pro-rata basis.

4.   Intangible Assets

The Council will disclose its intangible assets separately from other operational assets.  An adjustment 
has been made to the 2005/06 budget, in the amount of $4.1 million, for this reclassification.  This 
reclassification has been incorporated into the balance sheet for the years 2006/07 to 2015/16 
on a pro-rata basis.

Cautionary Note
The information provided in this impact statement is for indicative purposes only.  The actual 
impact of the transition to NZ IFRS on the LTCCP may vary from the information presented above.  
Accordingly, the impact of any variation from the information presented above may be material.
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Christchurch City Council  

Income Statement

Budget Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast
2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

$000’s Note $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s
REVENUE

153,684 Operating Revenue 1 183,679 196,565 206,830 222,715 224,082 231,256 232,103 236,613 240,030 246,187
175,409 Rates Levied 202,865 220,421 247,531 272,977 290,424 302,391 312,707 320,947 326,301 328,699
329,093 Total Operating Income 386,544 416,986 454,361 495,692 514,506 533,647 544,810 557,560 566,331 574,886

EXPENDITURE
242,578 Operating Expenditure 271,565 279,638 289,006 300,047 315,043 321,728 329,086 336,686 342,522 348,673

67,703 Depreciation 83,023 89,552 98,358 106,621 109,105 117,901 123,849 129,485 132,404 131,852
5,952 Interest 5,534 7,513 13,353 16,764 18,096 18,535 18,507 18,168 17,822 17,531

316,233 Total Operating Expenditure 1 360,122 376,703 400,717 423,432 442,244 458,164 471,442 484,339 492,748 498,056

12,860 Operating Surplus Before Vested Assets 26,422 40,283 53,644 72,260 72,262 75,483 73,368 73,221 73,583 76,830

15,000 Vested Assets 7 22,353 19,340 17,420 19,337 21,304 19,583 22,214 22,664 23,091 23,526

27,860 Operating Surplus Before Taxation 48,775 59,623 71,064 91,597 93,566 95,066 95,582 95,885 96,674 100,356

Less Tax Expense / (Benefit)

27,860 Surplus After Taxation 48,775 59,623 71,064 91,597 93,566 95,066 95,582 95,885 96,674 100,356

27,860 Net Surplus for Year 48,775 59,623 71,064 91,597 93,566 95,066 95,582 95,885 96,674 100,356

*Prior period figures exclude Banks Peninsula District Council.  
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Christchurch City Council  

Statement of Change in Equity

Budget Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast
2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

4,129,319  EQUITY AT JULY 1 4,781,112 4,932,764 5,158,840 5,389,959 5,630,423 5,868,073 6,101,289 6,326,180 6,543,804 6,752,790

 Net Surplus Attributable to: 
52,800  IFRS Adjustment 

0  Revaluation Reserve 102,877 166,453 160,055 148,867 144,084 138,150 129,309 121,739 112,312 114,277
27,860  Retained Earnings 48,775 59,623 71,064 91,597 93,566 95,066 95,582 95,885 96,674 100,356

80,660  Total Recognised Revenues and Expenses for the Year 151,652 226,076 231,119 240,464 237,650 233,216 224,891 217,624 208,986 214,633

4,209,979  EQUITY AT JUNE 30 4,932,764 5,158,840 5,389,959 5,630,423 5,868,073 6,101,289 6,326,180 6,543,804 6,752,790 6,967,423

*Prior period figures exclude Banks Peninsula District Council.  
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Christchurch City Council  

Balance Sheet

Budget Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast
2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

$000’s Note $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

4,209,979  Equity 4,932,764 5,158,840 5,389,959 5,630,423 5,868,073 6,101,289 6,326,180 6,543,804 6,752,790 6,967,423

 Non-Current Liabilities  3 
75,381  Financial liabilities 69,451 166,976 233,949 255,251 264,267 262,860 257,227 253,014 248,602 244,190
22,855  Provisions 17,540 17,028 16,515 16,003 15,491 14,978 14,466 13,954 13,441 12,929
12,385  Deferred tax liability 12,385 12,837 13,276 13,694 14,096 14,476 14,828 15,154 15,448 15,748

 Current Liabilities  4 
33,035  Accounts payable 51,562 59,736 65,882 71,351 74,585 76,447 77,707 78,491 78,562 77,917
21,738  Financial liabilities 4,140 3,601 4,322 3,892 4,509 7,289 7,489 6,687 6,885 6,885
21,340  Provisions 14,859 15,103 15,517 15,911 16,283 16,630 16,958 17,258 17,518 17,783

4,396,713  TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 5,102,701 5,434,121 5,739,420 6,006,525 6,257,304 6,493,969 6,714,855 6,928,362 7,133,246 7,342,875

 Represented by: 
 Current Assets  5 

116,704  Cash and cash equivalents 146,706 142,179 146,284 156,067 167,648 179,399 191,861 213,269 246,818 277,537
24,482  Accounts receivable 35,100 40,665 44,848 48,571 50,773 52,040 52,898 53,433 53,480 53,041
1,831  Inventories 1,784 2,066 2,280 2,467 2,579 2,643 2,686 2,714 2,716 2,694

54,919  Financial instruments 69,038 65,612 66,526 70,212 75,053 80,170 85,712 95,540 111,196 125,613

 Non-Current Assets  6 
1,024,409  Investments  1,032,406 1,060,244 1,085,553 1,105,609 1,126,132 1,146,813 1,164,225 1,181,644 1,200,248 1,218,886

9,268  Investment property 12,556 13,117 13,815 14,116 14,388 14,644 14,815 14,915 14,989 15,120
4,066  Intangible assets  5,509 5,755 6,061 6,193 6,312 6,424 6,499 6,543 6,576 6,633

581,487  Operational assets 769,745 802,811 844,317 861,551 877,041 891,603 901,052 906,222 909,937 917,096
2,207,531  Infrastructural assets 2,573,027 2,822,467 3,027,627 3,215,558 3,385,552 3,543,607 3,692,627 3,826,638 3,935,993 4,049,855

372,016  Restricted assets 456,830 479,205 502,109 526,181 551,826 576,626 602,480 627,444 651,293 676,400

4,396,713  TOTAL ASSETS 5,102,701 5,434,121 5,739,420 6,006,525 6,257,304 6,493,969 6,714,855 6,928,362 7,133,246 7,342,875

*Prior period figures exclude Banks Peninsula District Council.
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Christchurch City Council  

Cash Flow Statement

Budget Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast
2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s
 OPERATING ACTIVITIES 
 Cash was provided from: 

312,394  Rates, Grants, Subsidies, and Other Sources 329,572 357,278 397,284 436,559 455,632 472,938 483,154 493,451 500,420 507,102
18,522  Interest Received 23,952 19,682 18,816 19,110 19,949 20,766 21,644 22,437 23,250 24,247
30,114  Dividends 33,020 34,179 33,865 36,111 36,611 38,611 39,111 41,111 42,611 43,998

0  Net GST 
361,030 386,544 411,139 449,965 491,780 512,192 532,315 543,909 556,999 566,281 575,347

 Cash was disbursed to: 
276,968  Payments to Suppliers and Employees 273,550 271,732 282,958 294,696 311,948 320,032 328,012 336,113 342,704 349,565

5,950  Interest Paid 5,534 7,513 13,353 16,764 18,097 18,534 18,506 18,168 17,822 17,531
282,918 279,084 279,245 296,311 311,460 330,045 338,566 346,518 354,281 360,526 367,096

78,112  NET CASH FLOW FROM OPERATIONS 107,460 131,894 153,654 180,320 182,147 193,749 197,391 202,718 205,755 208,251

 INVESTING ACTIVITIES 
 Cash was provided from: 

4,412  Sale of Assets 2,310 6,984 1,310 5,310 1,310 1,310 1,310 1,310 1,310 1,310
0  Investments Realised 10,051 1,840 1,941 2,349 2,241 2,440 5,641 5,841 5,041 5,241

4,412 12,361 8,824 3,251 7,659 3,551 3,750 6,951 7,151 6,351 6,551

 Cash was applied to: 
161,987  Purchase of Assets 190,539 244,908 218,830 194,632 178,160 181,253 180,156 172,866 157,938 164,503

2,270  Purchase of Investments 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750
164,257 191,289 245,658 219,580 195,382 178,910 182,003 180,906 173,616 158,688 165,253

-159,845  NET CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES -178,928 -236,834 -216,329 -187,723 -175,359 -178,253 -173,955 -166,465 -152,337 -158,702

*Prior period figures exclude Banks Peninsula District Council.
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2005/06 Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast
Budget 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
 Cash was provided from: 

1,623  Raising of Loans 2,491 99,444 69,613 23,512 11,842 4,200 174 790 791 790
1,623 2,491 99,444 69,613 23,512 11,842 4,200 174 790 791 790

 Cash was applied to: 
 Repayment of Term Liabilities 21,738 2,457 1,919 2,640 2,209 2,827 5,607 5,806 5,005 5,202

1,683 21,738 2,457 1,919 2,640 2,209 2,827 5,607 5,806 5,005 5,202

-60  NET CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES -19,247 96,987 67,694 20,872 9,633 1,373 -5,433 -5,016 -4,214 -4,412

-81,793  Increase/(Decrease) in Cash -90,715 -7,953 5,019 13,469 16,421 16,869 18,003 31,237 49,204 45,137
253,416  Add Opening Cash 251,541 146,706 142,179 146,284 156,067 167,648 179,399 191,861 213,269 246,818
-54,919  IFRS Reclassification -14,120 3,426 -914 -3,686 -4,840 -5,118 -5,541 -9,829 -15,655 -14,418

116,704  ENDING CASH BALANCE 146,706 142,179 146,284 156,067 167,648 179,399 191,861 213,269 246,818 277,537

 Represented by: 
 116,704  Cash and Cash Equivalents 146,706 142,179 146,284 156,067 167,648 179,399 191,861 213,269 246,818 277,537

*Prior period figures exclude Banks Peninsula District Council.

Christchurch City Council  

Cash Flow Statement
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Budget Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast
2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s
NOTE 1:
 SUMMARY OF OPERATING INCOME 

 Summary of Group of Activities Income 

 City Development 1,194 1,232 1,269 1,298 1,331 1,362 1,391 1,418 1,442 1,466
 Community Support 14,144 14,596 15,034 15,448 15,845 16,218 16,563 16,881 17,162 17,449
 Cultural and Learning Services 3,543 3,675 3,806 3,911 4,011 4,106 4,193 4,273 4,345 4,417
 Democracy and Governance 330 358 382
 Economic Development 173 179 184 189 194 198 203 207 210 213
 Parks, Open Spaces and Waterways 9,012 9,659 10,319 10,983 11,654 12,485 12,863 13,225 13,564 13,910
 Recreation and Leisure 8,251 8,619 8,986 9,344 9,697 9,974 10,196 10,401 10,585 10,773
 Refuse Minimisation and Disposal 7,311 8,211 8,563 8,799 9,024 9,237 9,433 9,614 9,775 9,938
 Regulatory Services 19,072 19,605 20,114 20,669 21,198 21,698 22,158 22,584 22,961 23,344
 Streets and Transport 38,657 48,696 55,509 63,509 58,421 60,849 57,956 57,008 56,510 58,346
 Wastewater Collection, Treatment and Disposal 8,947 10,165 11,549 12,963 14,417 14,081 14,242 14,374 14,471 14,567
 Water Supply 5,569 6,100 6,651 7,228 7,817 7,763 7,876 7,980 8,061 8,145

 95,451  Activity Results represented in Income Statement 115,873 131,067 141,984 154,341 153,967 157,971 157,074 158,347 159,086 162,568

 Other income: 

 Interest Income: 
 4,042  Subsidiaries 3,940 3,836 3,724 3,601 3,661 3,508 3,341 2,972 2,569 2,222

 985  Loan Repayment Investments 198 10 14 16 1 3 6 9 12 15
 11,474  Short Term Investments 15,405 11,384 10,557 10,892 11,704 12,699 13,772 14,967 16,220 17,557
 2,321  Special and Other Fund Investments 4,409 4,452 4,521 4,601 4,583 4,556 4,525 4,489 4,449 4,453

 18,822  Total Interest Income 23,952 19,682 18,816 19,110 19,949 20,766 21,644 22,437 23,250 24,247

 Dividend Income: 
 Christchurch City Holdings Ltd 

 30,000  Ordinary 31,500 32,000 32,500 34,500 35,000 37,000 37,500 39,500 41,000 42,387
 -  Special 

 114  Transwaste Ltd 1,520 2,179 1,365 1,611 1,611 1,611 1,611 1,611 1,611 1,611

 30,114  Total Dividend Income 33,020 34,179 33,865 36,111 36,611 38,611 39,111 41,111 42,611 43,998
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 Sundry Income: 
 2,080  Petroleum tax 2,160 2,223 2,284 2,342 2,397 2,448 2,496 2,540 2,579 2,618
 1,200  Rate penalties 1,342 1,342 1,342 1,342 1,342 1,342 1,342 1,342 1,342 1,342
 6,017  Other Corporate income 7,332 8,072 8,539 9,469 9,816 10,118 10,436 10,836 11,162 11,414

 9,297  Total Sundry Income 10,834 11,637 12,165 13,153 13,555 13,908 14,274 14,718 15,083 15,374

 153,684  Total Operating Income 183,679 196,565 206,830 222,715 224,082 231,256 232,103 236,613 240,030 246,187

 SUMMARY OF OPERATING EXPENDITURE 

 Summary of Groups of Activities Costs 

 City Development 14,185 15,869 15,203 15,645 15,046 15,213 15,282 15,401 15,711 15,803
 Community Support 33,755 33,864 34,710 35,486 36,915 37,804 38,641 39,410 40,100 40,291
 Cultural and Learning Services 41,831 43,497 46,132 47,637 50,089 51,332 52,617 54,151 55,408 56,521
 Democracy and Governance 12,074 13,390 12,875 13,042 14,438 13,750 14,028 15,308 14,492 14,698
 Economic Development 10,377 10,120 10,622 11,224 11,912 12,279 12,647 13,002 13,342 13,665
 Parks, Open Spaces and Waterways 41,989 43,421 45,041 46,252 48,048 49,243 50,336 51,258 52,134 51,603
 Recreation and Leisure 23,883 24,727 26,997 28,245 29,707 30,634 31,429 32,141 32,796 33,258
 Refuse Minimisation and Disposal 18,246 19,332 21,405 24,603 25,635 26,129 26,694 27,223 27,700 27,971
 Regulatory Services 26,517 27,400 28,078 28,891 29,993 30,650 31,258 31,723 32,158 32,590
 Streets and Transport 72,060 77,010 84,072 89,557 94,861 102,218 106,581 110,709 112,974 114,913
 Wastewater Collection, Treatment and Disposal 32,031 34,672 38,392 40,856 43,685 45,932 47,995 49,949 51,556 52,368
 Water Supply 18,812 19,651 20,903 21,982 22,926 23,752 24,248 24,412 24,990 25,462

 Activity Results represented in Income Statement 345,760 362,953 384,430 403,420 423,255 438,936 451,756 464,687 473,361 479,143

 Other Expenditure: 
 Interest Expense not allocated 4,664 4,562 4,534 4,644 4,735 4,563 4,333 3,918 3,521 3,178
 Other Corporate expenditure 9,698 9,188 11,753 15,368 14,254 14,665 15,353 15,734 15,866 15,735

 Total Other Expenditure 14,362 13,750 16,287 20,012 18,989 19,228 19,686 19,652 19,387 18,913

 316,233 Total Operating Expenditure 360,122 376,703 400,717 423,432 442,244 458,164 471,442 484,339 492,748 498,056

Budget Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast
2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s
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2005/06 Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast
Budget 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

 NOTE 2: 
 Specified expenses: 

 185  Audit Fees 245 190 317 201 205 340 214 218 358 224
 98,842  Employee Benefits Expense 108,076 111,225 114,184 117,299 120,376 122,952 125,375 127,594 129,520 131,476
 12,784  Donations 17,574 17,268 17,433 18,340 18,992 19,510 19,998 20,460 20,881 21,311

 NOTE 3: 
 Non Current Liabilities: 

 75,381  Gross Debt 69,450 166,976 233,950 255,251 264,266 262,860 257,227 253,013 248,602 244,190
 15,314  Provision for Landfill Aftercare 10,514 10,002 9,489 8,977 8,465 7,952 7,440 6,928 6,415 5,903

 7,541  Provision for Employee Entitlements 7,026 7,026 7,026 7,026 7,026 7,026 7,026 7,026 7,026 7,026
 12,385  Deferred Tax Liability 12,385 12,837 13,276 13,694 14,096 14,476 14,828 15,154 15,448 15,748

 110,261  Total Non Current Liabilities 99,375 196,841 263,741 284,948 293,853 292,314 286,521 282,121 277,491 272,867

 NOTE 4: 
 Current Liabilities: 

 32,020  Trade Creditors 44,323 51,349 56,632 61,332 64,113 65,713 66,796 67,471 67,531 66,977
 8,426  Owing to Subsidiaries 7,240 8,387 9,250 10,018 10,472 10,734 10,910 11,021 11,031 10,940

 21,738  Current Portion of Gross Debt 4,140 3,601 4,322 3,892 4,509 7,289 7,489 6,687 6,885 6,885
 3,000  Provision for Landfill Aftercare 3,628 3,545 3,643 3,735 3,823 3,904 3,981 4,052 4,113 4,175

 10,929  Provision for Employee Entitlements 11,230 11,558 11,874 12,176 12,460 12,726 12,977 13,205 13,405 13,608

 76,113  Total Current Liabilities 70,561 78,440 85,721 91,153 95,377 100,366 102,153 102,436 102,965 102,585
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2005/06 Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast
Budget 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

 NOTE 5: 
 Current Assets: 

 171,623  Cash at Bank, and Short Term Investments 215,744 207,791 212,810 226,279 242,701 259,569 277,573 308,809 358,014 403,150

 Receivables and Prepayments 

 5,196  Rates Debtors       5,703 6,606 7,286 7,891 8,247 8,456 8,594 8,681 8,689 8,617
 6,567  Other Trade Debtors 8,154 9,447 10,419 11,283 11,795 12,089 12,289 12,413 12,424 12,322
 1,580  Amount Owing by Subsidiaries 1,289 1,493 1,647 1,783 1,864 1,911 1,942 1,962 1,964 1,947
 7,743  Other Receivables/Prepayments 11,338 13,135 14,487 15,689 16,401 16,810 17,087 17,260 17,275 17,133
 1,805  Dividends Receivable 7,000 8,110 8,944 9,686 10,126 10,378 10,549 10,656 10,665 10,578
 2,231  GST Receivable 3,074 3,562 3,928 4,256 4,447 4,558 4,633 4,680 4,684 4,646

 25,122 36,558 42,353 46,711 50,588 52,880 54,202 55,094 55,652 55,701 55,243

-640  Less Provision for Doubtful Debts -1,457 -1,688 -1,862 -2,017 -2,108 -2,161 -2,196 -2,219 -2,221 -2,202

 24,482  Total Receivables and Prepayments 35,101 40,665 44,849 48,571 50,772 52,041 52,898 53,433 53,480 53,041

 1,831  Inventories 1,784 2,066 2,280 2,467 2,579 2,643 2,686 2,714 2,716 2,694

 197,936  Total Current Assets 252,629 250,522 259,939 277,317 296,052 314,253 333,157 364,956 414,210 458,885
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2005/06 Plan Plan Plan Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast
Budget 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
$000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s $000’s

 NOTE 6: 
 Non-Current Assets: 

 1,017,000  General Investments 1,032,340 1,060,124 1,085,373 1,105,693 1,126,172 1,146,805 1,164,163 1,181,524 1,200,063 1,218,629
 7,409  Loan Repayment Investments 66 120 181 -85 -40 8 62 120 185 256

 3,174,368  Property, Plant and Equipment 3,817,667 4,123,355 4,393,930 4,623,599 4,835,119 5,032,903 5,217,473 5,381,762 5,518,788 5,665,105

 4,198,777  Total Non-Current Assets 4,850,073 5,183,599 5,479,484 5,729,207 5,961,251 6,179,716 6,381,698 6,563,406 6,719,036 6,883,990

 NOTE 7: 
 Vested Assets: 
  (included within Property, Plant and Equipment above) 

 910  Restricted Land and Buildings 7,662 4,183 5,008 6,584 8,226 8,302 10,693 10,922 11,153 11,389
 14,036  Infrastructural Assets 14,691 15,157 12,412 12,753 13,078 11,281 11,521 11,742 11,938 12,137

 54  Artworks and Heritage Assets  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

 15,000  Total Vested Assets 22,353 19,340 17,420 19,337 21,304 19,583 22,214 22,664 23,091 23,526
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Christchurch City Council  Accounting Policies

Reporting Entity

The Christchurch City Council is a territorial authority under the Local Government Act 2002. The 
role of the Council is to enable democratic local decision-making and action by, and on behalf 
of, communities; and to promote the social, economic, environmental, and cultural well-being of 
communities, in the present and for the future.

Purpose:

In general, these policies are intended to comply with New Zealand International Financial  
Reporting Standards (NZ IFRS). 

These policies are intended as guidelines for financial accounting and also as the base for 
preparation of notes to the financial statements.

Public Benefit Entity Treatment

Under NZ IFRS, Christchurch City Council is a public benefit entity (PBE).  Where PBE treatment of 
specific issues differs from the usual treatment, this fact is noted in each policy.  

1.   Statement of Compliance

The forecast financial statements of Christchurch City Council (the ‘Council’) have been prepared 
in accordance with New Zealand International Financial Reporting Standards (NZ IFRS).  These 
standards have been consistently applied to all the years presented from 1 July 2006, unless 
otherwise stated.

2.  Basis of financial statement preparation

The forecast financial statements are prepared for the Council parent only and do not reflect the 
consolidated position.

They are prepared under the historical cost convention, as modified by the revaluation of:

• available-for-sale financial assets, 

• financial assets and liabilities (including derivative instruments) at fair value through 
profit or loss, 

• certain classes of property, plant and equipment,

• investment property.

Preparing forecast financial statements requires management to make judgements, estimates  
and assumptions that affect the application of policies and reported amounts of assets and 
liabilities, income and expenses.  The estimates and associated assumptions are based on  
historical experience and other factors that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances 
and represent the best information available at the time of preparing the accounts.  These  
estimates and assumptions form the basis for making judgements about the carrying values  
of assets and liabilities, where these are not readily apparent from other sources.  It is likely that 
changes will be needed as events alter and actual quotes for work are obtained and that actual 
results may differ materially from this plan. 
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3.  Foreign currency transactions

The functional and presentation currency is New Zealand dollars. Transactions in foreign  
currencies are translated at the foreign exchange rate ruling on the day of the transaction. 

Foreign currency monetary assets and liabilities at the balance date are translated to NZ dollars 
at the rate ruling at that date. Foreign exchange differences arising on translation are recognised 
in the income statement, except when deferred in equity as qualifying cash flow hedges and 
qualifying net investment hedges.

Non-monetary assets and liabilities that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign 
currency are translated using the exchange rate at the date of the transaction. 

Non-monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies that are stated at fair value 
are translated to NZ dollars at rates ruling at the dates the fair value was determined.

Translation differences on equities held at fair value through profit or loss are reported as part 
of the fair value gain or loss.  Translation differences on equities classified as available-for-sale 
financial assets are included in the fair value reserve in equity.  

4.  Derivative financial instruments

The Council uses derivative financial instruments to hedge its exposure to interest rate and  
foreign exchange risks arising from operational, financing and investment activities. The Council 
does not hold or issue derivative financial instruments for trading purposes. However, derivatives 
that do not qualify for hedge accounting are accounted for as trading instruments.

Derivative financial instruments are recognised initially at fair value. Subsequent to initial  
recognition, derivative financial instruments are stated at fair value. The gain or loss on re-
measurement to fair value is recognised immediately in profit or loss. However, where derivatives 
qualify for hedge accounting, recognition of any resultant gain or loss depends on the nature of 
the item being hedged (see Hedging policy 5).

The fair value of interest rate swaps is the estimated amount that the Council would receive or 
pay to terminate the swap at the balance sheet date, taking into account current interest rates 
and the current creditworthiness of the swap counterparties. The fair value of forward exchange 

contracts is their quoted market price at the balance sheet date, being the present value of the 
quoted forward price.
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5.  Hedging

Derivatives are first recognised at fair value on the date a contract is entered into and are 
subsequently remeasured to their fair value. The method of recognising the resulting gain or loss 
depends on whether the derivative is designated as a hedging instrument, and if so, the nature 
of the item being hedged. The Council designates certain derivatives as either; (1) hedges of the 
fair value of recognised assets or liabilities or a firm commitment (fair value hedge); or (2) hedges 
of highly probable forecast transactions (cash flow hedges). 

The Council documents at the inception of the transaction the relationship between hedging 
instruments and hedged items, as well as its risk management objective and strategy for 
undertaking various hedge transactions. The Council also documents its assessment, both at 
hedge inception and on an ongoing basis, of whether the derivatives that are used in hedging 
transactions have been and will continue to be highly effective in offsetting changes in fair values 
or cash flows of hedged items.

(i)  Fair value hedge

Changes in the fair value of derivatives that are designated and qualify as fair value hedges are 
recorded in the income statement, together with any changes in the fair value of the hedged asset 
or liability that are attributable to the hedged risk.

(ii) Cash flow hedge

The effective portion of changes in the fair value of derivatives that are designated and qualify as 
cash flow hedges is recognised in equity in the hedging reserve. The gain or loss relating to the 
ineffective portion is recognised immediately in the income statement.

Amounts accumulated in equity are recycled in the income statement in the periods when the 
hedged item will affect profit or loss (for instance when the forecast sale that is hedged takes 
place). However, when the forecast transaction that is hedged results in the recognition of a non-
financial asset (for example, inventory) or a non-financial liability, the gains and losses previously 
deferred in equity are transferred from equity and included in the measurement of the initial cost 
or carrying amount of the asset or liability.

When a hedging instrument expires or is sold or cancelled, or when a hedge no longer meets the 
criteria for hedge accounting, any cumulative gain or loss existing in equity at that time remains 
in equity and is recognised when the forecast transaction is ultimately recognised in the income 
statement. 

When a forecast transaction is no longer expected to occur, the cumulative gain or loss that was 
reported in equity is immediately transferred to the income statement.

(iii) Derivatives that do not qualify for hedge accounting

Certain derivative instruments do not qualify for hedge accounting. Changes in the fair value of 
any derivative instrument that does not qualify for hedge accounting are recognised immediately 
in the income statement.

6.  Property, plant and equipment

The following assets (except for investment properties - refer to note 10(iii) are shown at fair 
value, based on periodic (every three to five years) valuations by external independent valuers, 
less subsequent depreciation:

•  Land

•   Buildings

•  Harbour structures

•  Infrastructure assets

•  Heritage assets

•  Works of art

Any accumulated depreciation at the date of revaluation is eliminated against the gross carrying 
amount of the asset and the net amount is restated to the revalued amount of the asset.  Valuations 
are performed with sufficient regularity to ensure revalued assets are carried at a value that is 
not materially different from fair value.

All other property, plant and equipment is stated at historical cost less depreciation. Historical 
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cost includes expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition of the items. Cost may 
also include transfers from equity of any gains/losses on qualifying cash flow hedges of foreign 
currency purchases of property, plant and equipment.

Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognised as a separate asset, 
as appropriate, only when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item 
will flow to the Council and the cost of the item can be measured reliably. All other repairs and 
maintenance are charged to the income statement during the financial period in which they are 
incurred.

Where the Council has elected to account for revaluations of property, plant and equipment on 
a class of asset basis, increases in the carrying amounts arising on revaluation of a class of  
assets are credited directly to equity under the heading revaluation reserve.  However, the net 
revaluation increase shall be recognised in profit or loss to the extent it reverses a net revaluation 
decrease of the same class of assets previously recognised in profit or loss.  

Land is not depreciated. Depreciation on other assets is calculated using the straight line  
method to allocate their cost or revalued amounts, net of their residual values, over their  
estimated useful lives.  

Assets to be depreciated include:

Operational Assets:
Buildings       10 to 100 yrs
Office and computer equipment 4 to 5 yrs
Mobile plant including vehicles  2 to 30 yrs
Sealed surfaces (other than roads)  9 to 100 yrs
Harbour structures  3 to 50 yrs
Leasehold land improvements  5 to 100 yrs
Library books 3 to 10 yrs

Infrastructure Assets:
Formation  Not depreciated
Pavement sub-base  Not depreciated

Basecourse  40 to 120 yrs
Footpaths and cycleways  20 to 80 yrs
Surface  2 to 25 yrs
Streetlights and signs  6 to 50 yrs
Kerb, channel, sumps and berms  80 yrs
Landscape/medians  15 to 80 yrs
Drain pipes/culverts/retaining walls  20 to 120 yrs
Bridges  70 to 120 yrs
Bus shelters and furniture 30 yrs
Water supply 55 to 130 yrs
Water meters 20 to 25 yrs
Stormwater 30 to 120 yrs
Waterways 15 to 120 yrs
Sewer 50 to 150 yrs
Treatment plant  15 to 100 yrs
Pump stations 10 to 100 yrs

Restricted Assets are not depreciated except for Historic Buildings, Artworks and Heritage  
Assets that are depreciated on a straight line basis at 1%, 0.1% and 0.1% respectively.  

The assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each 
balance sheet date.

An asset’s carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset’s 
carrying amount is greater than its estimated recoverable amount.

Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing proceeds with carrying amount.  
These are included in the income statement. When revalued assets are sold, the amounts  
included in other reserves in respect of those assets are transferred to retained earnings.
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7.  Non-current assets (or disposal groups) held for sale

Non-current assets (or disposal groups) are classified as held for sale and stated at the lower of 
their carrying amount and fair value less costs to sell if their carrying amount will be recovered 
principally through a sale transaction rather than through continuing use.

An impairment loss is recognised for any initial or subsequent write down of the asset (or  
disposal group) to fair value less costs to sell.  A gain is recognised for any subsequent  
increases in fair value less costs to sell of an asset (or disposal group), but not in excess of any 
cumulative impairment loss previously recognised.  A gain or loss not previously recognised 
by the date of the sale of the non-current asset (or disposal group) is recognised at the date of 
de-recognition.

Non-current assets (including those that are part of a disposal group) are not depreciated or 
amortised while they are classified as held for sale. Interest and other expenses attributable to 
the liabilities of a disposal group classified as held for sale continue to be recognised.

Non-current assets classified as held for sale and the assets of a disposal group classified as 
held for sale are presented separately from the other assets in the balance sheet.  Further, the 
liabilities of a disposal group classified as held for sale are presented separately from other 
liabilities in the balance sheet. Those assets and liabilities shall not be offset and presented as 
a single amount.  

8.  Intangible assets

(i) Goodwill

Goodwill is stated at cost less any accumulated impairment losses. Goodwill is allocated to cash-
generating units and is no longer amortised but is tested annually for impairment (see Impairment 
policy 14). In respect of associates, the carrying amount of goodwill is included in the carrying 
amount of the investment in the associate.

Negative goodwill arising on an acquisition is recognised directly in the income statement.

(ii) Computer software

Acquired computer software licenses are capitalised on the basis of costs incurred to acquire and 
bring to use the specific software.  These costs are amortised over their estimated useful lives.

Costs associated with developing or maintaining computer software programmes are recognised 
as an expense as incurred.  Costs that are directly associated with the production of identifiable 
and unique software products controlled by the Council, and that will probably generate economic 
benefits exceeding costs beyond one year, are recognised as intangible assets.  Direct costs include 
the software development employee costs and an appropriate portion of relevant overheads.

Computer software development costs recognized as assets are amortised over their estimated 
useful lives.

(iii) Other intangible assets

Other intangible assets that are acquired by the Council are stated at cost less accumulated 
amortisation (see below) and impairment losses (see Impairment policy 14).

(iv) Subsequent expenditure

Subsequent expenditure on capitalised intangible assets is capitalised only when it increases 
the future economic benefits embodied in the specific asset to which it relates, and it meets the 
definition of, and recognition criteria for, an intangible asset. All other expenditure is expensed 
as incurred.
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(v) Amortisation

An intangible asset with a finite useful life is amortised over the period of that life.  The asset 
is reviewed annually for indicators of impairment, and tested for impairment if these indicators 
exist.  The asset is carried at cost less accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment 
losses.

An intangible asset with an indefinite useful life is not amortised, but is tested for impairment 
annually, and is carried at cost less accumulated impairment losses.

9. Biological assets and agricultural produce

A biological asset is a living animal or plant.  

Biological assets that are the subject of agricultural activity (i.e., the management by an entity 
of the biological transformation of biological assets for sale, into agricultural produce, or into 
additional biological assets) are stated at fair value less estimated point-of-sale costs, with any 
resultant gain or loss recognised in the income statement, and are revalued annually.  Point-of-
sale costs include all costs that would be necessary to sell the assets, excluding costs necessary 
to get the assets to market.  

All other biological assets are measured at the lower of cost and net realisable value.

Agricultural produce is the harvested product of the entity’s biological assets. Agricultural  
produce is measured at fair value less estimated point-of-sale costs at the point of harvest.  

10.  Investments

The Council classifies its investments in the following categories: 

(a)   Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss  
This category has two sub-categories: financial assets held for trading, and those 
designated at fair value through profit or loss at inception.  A financial asset is 
classified in this category if acquired principally for the purpose of selling in the short 
term or if so designated by management.  Derivatives are also categorised as held for 
trading unless they are designated as hedges.

(b)   Loans and receivables 
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable 
payments that are not quoted in an active market.  

(c)   Held-to-maturity investments 
Held-to-maturity investments are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or 
determinable payments and fixed maturities that management has the positive 
intention and ability to hold to maturity.

(d)   Available-for-sale financial assets 
Available-for-sale financial assets are non-derivatives that are either designated in 
this category or not classified in any of the other categories.

The classification depends on the purpose for which the investments were acquired.  Management 
determines the classification of its investments at initial recognition and re-evaluates this 
designation at every reporting date.

(i)  Council investment in subsidiaries 

For the purposes of the parent company financial statements, the Council’s equity investments  
in its subsidiary companies are stated at fair value, based on periodic, but at least triennial, 
valuations by external independent valuers.  

The investments in subsidiary companies are designated as available-for-sale financial assets.  
They are measured at fair value, with valuations performed by an independent, external valuer 
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on a periodic basis.  The valuation changes are held in a revaluation reserve until the subsidiary 
is sold.  

(ii) Investments in debt and equity securities

Financial instruments held for trading are classified as current assets and are stated at fair value, 
with any resultant gain or loss recognised in the income statement.

Where the Council has the positive intent and ability to hold government bonds to maturity, they 
are classified as held-to-maturity investments, measured at initial recognition at fair value, and 
subsequently carried at amortised cost less impairment losses (see Impairment policy 14).  

General and community loans are designated as loans and receivables.   They are measured at initial 
recognition at fair value, and subsequently carried at amortised cost less impairment losses.

Other financial instruments held by the Council are classified as being fair value through profit 
or loss and are stated at fair value, with any resultant gain or loss flowing through the income 
statement.  

Financial instruments classified as held-for-trading or available-for-sale investments are 
recognised / derecognised by the Council on the date it commits to purchase / sell the investments. 
Securities held-to-maturity are recognised / derecognised on the day they are transferred to / 
by the Council.

(iii) Investment property 

Investment properties are properties which are held either to earn rental income or for capital 
appreciation or for both.  Investment properties generate cashflow largely independent of other 
assets held by the entity. Investment properties are stated at fair value.  An external, independent 
valuer, having an appropriate recognised professional qualification and recent experience in the 
location and category of property being valued, values the portfolio every year.  The fair values are 
based on market values, being the estimated amount for which a property could be exchanged on 
the date of valuation between a willing buyer and a willing seller in an arm’s length transaction. 

Any gain or loss arising from a change in fair value is recognised in the income statement.

Rental income from investment property is accounted for as described in the Revenue policy 
below.

When an item of property, plant and equipment is transferred to investment property following 
a change in its use, any differences arising at the date of transfer between the carrying amount 
of the item immediately prior to transfer and its fair value is recognised directly in equity if it is a 
gain. Upon disposal the gain is transferred to retained earnings.  Any loss arising in this manner 
is recognised immediately in the income statement.

If an investment property becomes owner-occupied, it is reclassified as property, plant and 
equipment and its fair value at the date of reclassification becomes its cost for subsequent 
recording. When the Council begins to redevelop an existing investment property for continued 
future use as investment property, the property remains an investment property, which is measured 
based on the fair value model, and is not reclassified as property, plant and equipment during 
the re-development.
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A property interest under an operating lease is classified and accounted for as an investment 
property on a property-by-property basis when the Council holds it to earn rentals or for capital 
appreciation or both. Any such property interest under an operating lease classified as an 
investment property is carried at fair value. Lease payments are accounted for as described in 
the Expenses policy below.

11.  Trade and other receivables

(i) Construction work in progress

Construction work in progress is stated at cost plus profit recognised to date (see Revenue policy 
19) less a provision for foreseeable losses and less progress billings. Cost includes all expenditure 
related directly to specific projects and an allocation of fixed and variable overheads incurred in 
the Council’s contract activities based on normal operating capacity.

(ii) Other trade and other receivables

Trade and other receivables are stated at their cost less impairment losses (see Impairment 
policy 14).

12.  Inventories

Inventories are stated at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Net realisable value is the 
estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business, less the estimated costs of completion 
and selling expenses. 

Inventories held for distribution at no charge, or for a nominal amount, are stated at the lower of 
cost and current replacement cost.

The cost of other inventories is based on the first-in first-out principle and includes expenditure 
incurred in acquiring the inventories and bringing them to their existing location and condition.  
In the case of manufactured inventories and work in progress, cost includes an appropriate share 
of overheads based on normal operating capacity.

13.  Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash balances and call deposits, and other short-term  
highly liquid investments with maturities of three months or less. Bank overdrafts that are 
repayable on demand and form an integral part of the Council’s cash management are included 
as a component of cash and cash equivalents for the purpose of the statement of cash flows, 
and in current liabilities on the balance sheet.
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14.  Impairment

The carrying amounts of the Council’s assets, other than biological assets (see Biological  
Assets policy 9), investment property (see Investments policy 10(iii)), inventories (see Inventories 
policy 12) and deferred tax assets (see Income Tax policy 21), are reviewed at each balance  
sheet date to determine whether there is any indication of impairment. If any such indication 
exists, the asset’s recoverable amount is estimated.

For goodwill, assets that have an indefinite useful life and intangible assets that are not yet  
available for use, the recoverable amount is estimated at each balance sheet date.

An impairment loss is recognised whenever the carrying amount of an asset or its cash- 
generating unit exceeds its recoverable amount. Impairment losses are recognised in the income 
statement.  Impairment losses on revalued assets offset any balance in the asset revaluation 
reserve, with any remaining impairment loss being posted to the income statement.

Impairment losses recognised in respect of cash-generating units are allocated first to reduce the 
carrying amount of any goodwill allocated to cash-generating units (group of units) and then to 
reduce the carrying amount of the other assets in the unit (group of units) on a pro rata basis.

When a decline in the fair value of an available-for-sale financial asset has been recognised directly 
in equity and there is objective evidence that the asset is impaired, the cumulative loss that had 
been recognised directly in equity is recognised in profit or loss even though the financial asset 
has not been derecognised. The amount of the cumulative loss that is recognised in profit or loss 
is the difference between the acquisition cost and current fair value, less any impairment loss on 
that financial asset previously recognised in profit or loss.

(i) Calculation of recoverable amount

The recoverable amount of the Council’s investments in held-to-maturity securities and receivables 
carried at amortised cost is calculated as the present value of estimated future cash flows, 
discounted at the original effective interest rate (i.e., the effective interest rate computed at initial 
recognition of these financial assets). Receivables with a short duration are not discounted.

The recoverable amount of other assets is the greater of their market value less cost to sell and 
value in use.

In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their present  
value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value  
of money and the risks specific to the asset. For an asset that does not generate largely  
independent cash inflows, the recoverable amount is determined for the cash-generating unit to 
which the asset belongs.

(ii) Reversals of impairment

An impairment loss in respect of a held-to-maturity security or receivable carried at amortised 
cost is reversed if the subsequent increase in recoverable amount can be related objectively  
to an event occurring after the impairment loss was recognised.

An impairment loss in respect of an investment in an equity instrument classified as available 
for sale is not reversed through profit or loss. If the fair value of a debt instrument classified  
as available-for-sale increases and the increase can be objectively related to an event  
occurring after the impairment loss was recognised in profit or loss, the impairment loss shall be 
reversed, with the amount of the reversal recognised in profit or loss.

An impairment loss in respect of goodwill is not reversed.

In respect of other assets, an impairment loss is reversed if there has been a change in the 
estimates used to determine the recoverable amount.

An impairment loss is reversed only to the extent that the asset’s carrying amount does not  
exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined, net of depreciation or  
amortisation, if no impairment loss had been recognised.
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15.  Interest-bearing borrowings

Interest-bearing borrowings are recognised initially at fair value less attributable transaction  
costs. Subsequent to initial recognition, interest-bearing borrowings are stated at amortised  
cost with any difference between cost and redemption value being recognised in the income 
statement over the period of the borrowings on an effective interest basis.

16.  Provisions

A provision is recognised in the balance sheet when there is a present legal or constructive 
obligation as a result of a past event, and it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits, the 
amount of which can be reliably estimated, will be required to settle the obligation. If the effect 
is material, provisions are determined by discounting the expected future cash flows at a pre-tax 
rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and, where appropriate, 
the risks specific to the liability.

17.  Employee entitlements

Council’s employee compensation policy is based on Total Cash Remuneration: a single cash 
payment in compensation for work, where the employee is responsible for and able to individually 
decide how best to use their remuneration to meet their needs over time in the mix and type of 
benefits purchased.

Provision is made in respect of Council’s liability for the following short and long-term employee 
entitlements.

(i) Short term entitlements

Liabilities for annual leave and time off in lieu are accrued at the full amount owing at the pay 
period ending immediately prior to the balance sheet date.  

Liabilities for accumulating short-term compensated absences (e.g., sick leave) are measured 
as the amount of unused entitlement accumulated at the pay period ending immediately prior to 
the balance sheet date, that the entity anticipates employees will use in future periods, in excess 
of the days that they will be entitled to in each of those periods. 

(ii) Long term entitlements

The retiring gratuity liability is assessed on an actuarial basis using current rates of pay taking 
into account years of service, years to entitlement and the likelihood staff will reach the point  
of entitlement. These estimated amounts are discounted to their present value using an  
interpolated 10 year government bond rate.  

Superannuation is provided as a percentage of remuneration.

(iii) DBP Contributors Scheme (the ‘Scheme’)

Council participates in the Scheme, which is a multi-employer defined benefit plan.  However, 
because it is not possible to determine, from the terms of the Scheme, the extent to which the 
deficit will affect future contributions by employers  the Council participation in the Scheme is 
accounted for as if the Scheme were a defined contribution plan.  

(iv) Super Trust of New Zealand (‘Super Trust’)

Council participates in Super Trust, a multi-employer master trust, where money invested in 
separate schemes is pooled for investment purposes.  Super Trust is a defined contribution plan, 
and contributions to the plan are expensed as incurred.

18.  Leases

Leases in which substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership transfer to the lessee  
are classified as finance leases.  At inception, finance leases are recognized as assets and  
liabilities on the balance sheet at the lower of the fair value of the leased property and the present 
value of the minimum lease payments.  Any additional direct costs of the lessee are added to  
the amount recognized as an asset.  Subsequently, assets leased under a finance lease are 
depreciated as if the assets are owned.
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19.  Revenue

(i) Goods sold and services rendered

Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised in the income statement when the significant  
risks and rewards of ownership have been transferred to the buyer.  Revenue from services  
rendered is recognised in the income statement in proportion to the stage of completion of the 
transaction at the balance sheet date.  The stage of completion is assessed by reference to  
surveys of work performed.  No revenue is recognised if there are significant uncertainties  
regarding recovery of the consideration due, associated costs or the possible return of goods, or 
continuing management involvement with the goods.

(ii) Construction contracts

As soon as the outcome of a construction contract can be estimated reliably, contract revenue and 
expenses are recognised in the income statement in proportion to the stage of completion of the 
contact.  The stage of completion is assessed by reference to surveys of work performed.

An expected loss on a contract is recognised immediately in the income statement.

(iii) Rental income

Rental income from investment property is recognised in the income statement on a straight-line 
basis over the term of the lease. Lease incentives granted are recognised as an integral part of 
the total rental income.

(iv) Government grants

Grants from the government are recognised at their fair value where there is a reasonable  
assurance that the grant will be received and the Council will comply with all attached 
conditions.

(v) Dividend income

Dividend income is recognised when the shareholder’s right to receive payment is established.  

(vi) Finance lease income

Finance lease income is allocated over the lease term on a systematic and rational basis.  This 

income allocation is based on a pattern reflecting a constant periodic return on the Council’s  
net investment in the finance lease.

(vii) Development Contributions  

Development contributions are recognised in the income statement in the year in which they 
are received.

20.  Expenses

(i) Operating lease payments

Payments made under operating leases are recognised in the income statement on a straight- 
line basis over the term of the lease. Lease incentives received are recognised in the income 
statement as an integral part of the total lease expense.

(ii) Finance lease payments

Minimum lease payments are apportioned between the finance charge and the reduction of the 
outstanding liability. The finance charge is allocated to each period during the lease term so as 
to produce a constant periodic rate of interest on the remaining balance of the liability.

(iii) Net financing costs

Net financing costs comprise interest payable on borrowings calculated using the effective interest  
rate method, dividends on redeemable preference shares (which are redeemable at the option of  
the holder), interest receivable on funds invested, dividend income, foreign exchange gains and  
losses, and gains and losses on hedging instruments that are recognised in the income statement  
(see Hedging policy 5).

Interest income is recognised in the income statement as it accrues, using the effective interest 
method. Dividend income is recognised in the income statement on the date the entity’s right to 
receive payments is established which in the case of quoted securities is usually the ex-dividend 
date. The interest expense component of finance lease payments is recognised in the income 
statement using the effective interest rate method.
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21.  Income tax

Income tax on the profit or loss for the year comprises current and deferred tax. Income tax 
is recognised in the income statement except to the extent that it relates to items recognised  
directly in equity, in which case it is recognised in equity.

Current tax is the expected tax payable on the taxable income for the year, using tax rates enacted 
or substantially enacted at the balance sheet date, and any adjustment to tax payable in respect 
of previous years.

Deferred tax is provided using the balance sheet liability method, providing for temporary  
differences between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities for financial reporting  
purposes and the amounts used for taxation purposes. The following temporary differences are 
not provided for: goodwill not deductible for tax purposes and the initial recognition of assets or 
liabilities that affect neither accounting nor taxable profit.

The amount of deferred tax provided is based on the expected manner of realisation or settlement 
of the carrying amount of assets and liabilities, using tax rates enacted or substantively enacted 
at the balance sheet date.

A deferred tax asset is recognised only to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profits 
will be available against which the asset can be utilised. Deferred tax assets are reduced to the 
extent that it is no longer probable that the related tax benefit will be realised.

22.  Research and development costs

Research expenditure is recognised as an expense as incurred.  Costs incurred on development 
projects (relating to the design and testing of new or improved products) are recognised 
as intangible assets when it is probable  that the project will be a success considering its  
commercial and technological feasibility, and costs can be measured reliably.  Other  
development expenditures are recognised as an expense as incurred.  Development costs  
previously recognised as an expense are not recognised as an asset in a subsequent period.  
Development costs with a finite useful life that have been capitalised are amortised from the 
commencement of the commercial production of the product on a straight-line basis over the 
period of its expected benefit, not exceeding five years.

23.  Third party transfer payment agencies

The Council collects monies for many organizations.  Where collections are processed through  
the Council’s books, any monies held are shown as Accounts Payable in the Balance Sheet.  
Amounts collected on behalf of third parties are not recognised as revenue, but commissions 
earned from acting as agent are recognised in revenue.

24.  Goods and Services Tax

The financial statements have been prepared exclusive of GST with the exception of receivables 
and payables that have been shown inclusive of GST.  Where GST is not recoverable as an input 
tax it is recognised as part of the related asset or expense.

25.  Donated goods and services

The Council receives the benefit of many services provided by volunteers.  These services are 
greatly valued.  They are, however, difficult to measure in monetary terms, and for this reason 
are not included in the financial statements, as their value from an accounting point of view is 
considered immaterial in relation to total expenditure.  
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26.  Cost allocations

The costs of all internal service activities are allocated or charged directly to external service  
type activities.  External service activities refer to activities which provide a service direct to the 
public.  Internal service activities provide support for the external service activities.  

Where the user of a service can be identified, for example City Solutions, the cost recovery is 
made by way of a direct charge.  Where this has not been possible, the costs are allocated by 
way of corporate overhead.  

The basis of the corporate overhead allocation is reviewed each year and every attempt is  
made to relate the allocation made with the service utilised.  Internal service costs which  
are allocated out as corporate overhead include Corporate Services, Human Resources, and 
Public Affairs.  

27.  Landfill after care

As operator of the Burwood Landfill, the Council has a legal obligation to provide ongoing 
maintenance and monitoring services at the landfill site after closure.  

The provision is calculated based on:

The estimated amount required by the Council to meet its obligations for all equipment, 
facilities and services. The estimated amounts are based on costs of closure of similar 
landfills by other local authorities with an allowance for inflation.

The estimated costs have been discounted to their present value using a discount rate of 6%.

The estimated length of time needed for post-closure care is 35 years. 

The Council also has a legal obligation to provide ongoing maintenance and monitoring 
services for the closed landfill sites of the former amalgamating authorities.  

The estimated future costs of meeting this obligation have been accrued and charged. The 
calculations assume no change in the legislative requirements for closure and post-closure 
treatment.

28.  Change in accounting policies

These are first financial statements that the Council has produced as a result of adopting the 
New Zealand equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards (NZ IFRS).  The resulting 
changes are detailed within the impact statement on page 169.
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Christchurch City Council

Significant Forecasting Assumptions LTCCP 2006 to 2016
Schedule 10 (Section 11) of the Local Government Act 2002 requires that Council identify the 
significant forecasting assumptions and risks underlying the financial estimates.  Where there 
is a high level of uncertainty Council is required to state the reason for that level of uncertainty 
and provide an estimate of the potential effects of the assumptions.  This section is designed to 
identify the assumptions made and explain the risks associated with those assumptions.  It is 
divided into two categories: General and Financial.  

Assumption Risk Level of 
Uncertainty

Reasons and 
Financial Impact 
of Uncertainty

Population.  Planning for activities, and 

thus the likely cost of providing those 

activities, considers that the population of 

Christchurch will increase at the medium 

growth rate projected by the Department 

of Statistics.

 

The Department is currently predicting 

the population of Christchurch to reach 

388,800 by 2026, an increase of 16% 

over 2001.

Population growth is 

higher than projected, 

and Council will need 

to provide additional 

unplanned services and 

infrastructure. 

Population growth is 

lower than projected, 

and Council will be 

required to support 

excess levels of 

infrastructure and 

service delivery.

Low

Low

Population 

projections are 

based upon a 

standard set of 

demographic 

assumptions and 

are not expected to 

change quickly.

Rating base.  The capital value of 

Christchurch on 1 July 2006 is expected 

to be approximately $46.048 billion, 

up $750 million from 1 year ago and 

generating an additional $3.0 million in 

rate revenue. The projected percentage 

increase in rates for years beginning 

on or after 1 July 2006 include the 

assumption that growth in the capital 

value of the City will generate an 

additional $3 million in rate revenue per 

annum. This is a conservative figure.

The rating base does 

not grow at the rate 

projected. 

Moderate Rate revenue would 

not be as high as 

projected.  This 

would be partially 

offset by the lower 

demand for services.
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Assumption Risk Level of 
Uncertainty

Reasons and 
Financial Impact 
of Uncertainty

Council policy.  There will be no 

significant changes to Council policy as 

summarised in this plan.

New legislation is 

enacted that requires 

a significant policy 

response from Council.  

Low Dealing with 

changes in 

legislation is part 

of normal Council 

operations.  

Election of a new 

Council with different 

objectives from the 

current Council.

Moderate Any significant 

change to Council 

policy would be 

assessed in terms 

of impact upon 

Council’s financial 

position.

Resource Consents.   Conditions of 

resource consents held by Council will 

not be significantly altered.  

That conditions required 

to obtain/maintain the 

consents will change, 

resulting in higher costs 

than projected, and 

these costs will not be 

covered by planned 

funding.

Moderate Advance warning 

of likely changes is 

anticipated.

The financial impact 

of failing to obtain/

renew resource 

consents cannot be 

quantified.
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Assumption Risk Level of 
Uncertainty

Reasons and 
Financial Impact 
of Uncertainty

Land Transport New Zealand subsidies.  
Requirements and specifications for the 

performance of subsidised work will not 

alter to the extent they impact adversely 

on operating costs.  

Changes in subsidy 

rate and variation in 

criteria for inclusion 

in subsidised works 

programme.

Low Changes to the 

funding priorities of 

Land Transport New 

Zealand are outside 

Council control.

The maximum 

financial impact 

would be elimination 

of the subsidy, 

estimated at $15 

million per annum.

Christchurch City Council 

Significant Forecasting Assumptions LTCCP 2006 to 2016

Financial 

Assumption Risk Level of 
Uncertainty

Impact

Inflation. The price level changes 

projected will occur. (Details of the 

inflation adjustments may be found on 

page 199.)

Inflation will be 

higher or lower than 

anticipated.

Moderate Inflation is affected 

by external economic 

factors.

Inflation on costs will 

not be offset by inflation 

on revenues.

Moderate Council’s costs will 

increase unless 

efficiency gains can 

be made.

Borrowing Costs.  Interest on Term Debt 

is calculated at 6.85% per annum.  

Interest on the Capital Endowment Fund 

is estimated at 7% for years 1-2 and 

6.75% years 3-10.

Interest rates will vary 

from those projected.

Moderate Rates used are 

based on detailed 

analysis.  If actual 

interest rates are 

higher than the 

assumed rate, 

this cost would 

be rated for or 

future borrowing 

requirements 

adjusted.  
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Assumption Risk Level of 
Uncertainty

Impact

Return on investments.  Interest on 

Investments is calculated at 6.8% for 

years 1-2 and 6.7% for years 3-10.

Interest on the Capital Endowment Fund 

is estimated at 7% for years 1-2 and 

6.75% for years 3-10.

Interest rates will vary 

from those projected.

Moderate Rates used are 

based on detailed 

analysis.  If actual 

interest rates 

are lower than 

the assumed 

rate, expenditure 

priorities would 

be re-evaluated or 

alternative funding 

mechanisms utilised.

CCTO income.  CCHL will continue to 

deliver dividend income at the current 

level.  

CCHL will deliver lower 

than projected income 

and Council will need 

to source alternate 

funding.  

Low CCTO’s are managed 

by the Statement of 

Intent and biannual 

reporting process.  

Returns are expected 

to continue at the 

current level.  

Asset revaluation.  The impact of asset 

revaluations on carrying values and 

depreciation will occur as projected.  

Revaluations will 

materially differ from 

those projected, thus 

changing projected 

carrying values of the 

assets and depreciation 

expense.  

Moderate Variation in values 

is expected to be 

low unless valuation 

methodology 

changes.  

Assumption Risk Level of 
Uncertainty

Impact

Asset life.  Useful life of assets is as 

recorded in asset management plans or 

based upon professional advice.  (The 

Accounting Policies detail the useful lives 

by asset class).

Assets wear out earlier 

than estimated or asset 

lives are changed due 

to revisions of AMP’s or 

new advice.  

Moderate Capital could be 

brought forward 

in event of early 

expiration of assets, 

but depreciation 

expense and 

financing costs 

would increase.

Sources of funds for replacing 
significant assets.  The sources of funds 

will occur as projected.  (The Revenue 

and Funding Policy details the funding 

sources.)

Funding does not occur 

as projected.

Low Funding sources are 

stable.  

Contract Rates.  Re-tendering of major 

contracts will not result in cost increases 

other than those comparable with the 

rate of inflation.

There is a significant 

variation in price from 

re-tendering contracts.

Moderate Council would 

review the amount 

of work planned and 

undertaken.

Capital Works.  Capital works projects 

will occur as projected.

Actual costs will vary 

from estimates, due to 

higher input prices or 

delivery delays, resulting 

in budget shortfalls.

Moderate Council is confident 

in the planning 

work undertaken on 

capital projects, but 

recognises external 

economic factors 

may impact upon the 

costs and delivery 

timeframes for 

capital works.  
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Assumption Risk Level of 
Uncertainty

Impact

Cash Position at 30 June 2006. A special 

dividend of $17.9 million will be received 

from CCHL.  

The dividend amount 

will vary from 

projections.

Low The cash balance 

will reduce slightly, 

with less interest 

revenue received, 

and borrowing will 

need to be brought 

forward.

Current Civic Offices on Tuam Street 

will be sold to a council controlled 

trading organisation prior to 30 June 

2006 for $11.0 million. Council will 

enter into a lease with the CCTO for the 

current building, until a new building is 

completed (planned for 2010/11).

The sale will not occur 

as planned.

Low The cash balance 

will reduce slightly, 

with less interest 

revenue received, 

and borrowing will 

need to be brought 

forward.

The adjustors used for each year are as follows:

2007 
/08

2008 
/09

2009 
/10

2010 
/11

2011 
/12

2012 
/13

2013 
/14

2014 
/15

2015 
/16

Expenditure 1.029 1.0274 1.0254 1.0234 1.0213 1.0197 1.0177 1.0151 1.0151

Cumulative
Expenditure 

1.029 1.0572 1.0840 1.1094 1.1330 1.1554 1.1758 1.1936 1.2116

Revenue (excl 
rates & dividends)

1.032 1.030 1.0276 1.0256 1.0236 1.0212 1.0192 1.0167 1.0167

Cumulative 
Revenue

1.032 1.0630 1.0923 1.1203 1.1467 1.1710 1.1935 1.2134 1.2337

Capital
Expenditure

1.0365 1.0342 1.0315 1.0293 1.0270 1.0243 1.0220 1.0194 1.0194

Cumulative CAPEX 1.0365 1.0719 1.1057 1.1381 1.1688 1.1972 1.2236 1.2473 1.2715
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The following pages contain a range of policies and assessments which are required  
under the provisions of the Local Government Act.

They are also potentially of interest to stakeholders seeking specific technical information.
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Assessments of Various Services

The Local Government Act 2002 requires territorial local authorities to carry out an assessment for 
water and sanitary services in accordance with sections 123 to 129 of the Act by 30 June 2005. 
This is to ensure that future demand for services can be met and the public health is protected.

In the following section of the LTCCP there are assessments of the city’s water supply, public 
conveniences, wastewater collection and treatment, stormwater and cemeteries and crematoria. 
It also includes the Council’s waste-management plan.

Section 128 of the Local Government Act 2002 states than an assessment of sanitary services 
is not required if the Council considers public health matters have been adequately addressed 
in a waste-management plan. Consequently the Council’s Waste Management Plan fulfils these 
requirements.
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Cemeteries and Crematoria 

This assessment considers the adequacy of the provision of cemeteries and crematoria in 
Christchurch City to meet future demands for disposal of the dead in a controlled, hygienic and 
dignified manner for the period 2004 to 2016.

Key findings are:

•  There is sufficient capacity within existing cemeteries to meet predicted demand for the 
next 20 years.

•  Current crematoria capacity is adequate to meet predicted demand well beyond a 20-
year period.

•  Because of community preference for locally accessible cemeteries, there is a 
requirement for a new cemetery site to service the northern part of the city and additional 
capacity is required at Avonhead Cemetery.  (Sites have been acquired to meet this need 
but establishment as cemeteries is subject to resource consent and planning processes).

•  A partnership with Selwyn District Council for the joint use of Shands Road Cemetery 
should be further explored, along with the establishment of a cemetery at Wigram to 
meet the future burial needs of the southern part of the city.

•  Some form of limitation on the pre-purchase of cemetery plots is required to extend 
cemetery life spans and optimise cemetery use.

•  Additional special areas will need to be set aside for Returned Services needs, for 
Russian Orthodox burials and to meet Pacific people’s needs.

•  Improved use of less popular cemeteries and ash areas is required.

•  Current capacity at both cemeteries and crematoria is sufficient to deal with death rates 
from a civil emergency or pandemic. However, during the next 10 years, it would be 
prudent to investigate an area that could be used for both mass burial and as a future 
cemetery.

•  No public health issues were identified by the Medical Officer of Health. The issues of 
groundwater contamination from cemeteries and air discharges from crematoria which 
were raised by other agencies are considered in the assessment.

Asset Description
There are 12 cemeteries located within the Christchurch district which are managed by the 
Christchurch City Council (CCC).  Six of the 12 Council cemeteries are either closed or have reached 
capacity with the only burials being a second burial in an existing plot or burial in a reserved 
plot.  In addition to the Council cemeteries, a number of churches have their own burial grounds 
for members of their denomination.  There are about 18 burial grounds in the district.  These are 
typically small and the extent of their operation minor. 

Cemeteries and crematoria are provided for the community and the provision of this activity 
does not significantly alter, based on the geography or demographic profile of different parts of a 
community.  However, the Christchurch district differs from most others around New Zealand in 
that most districts have only one or two operational cemeteries whereas in Christchurch there are 
six.  The effect is that there tends to be a localised community around each cemetery.  Analysis 
of cemetery requirements in the district have now therefore been based on the six Christchurch 
ward boundaries.  

The Christchurch City Council does not own or operate any crematoria.  Cremation services 
within the Christchurch district are provided by two private companies.  The Cremation Society 
of Canterbury has two facilities, one located at Linwood and the other at Harewood.  The Garden 
City Crematory also has a cremator, and it is located at Sockburn.  No defined catchment could 
be determined for each of the crematoria; therefore, the assessment considers the entire district 
of Christchurch as a single community for cremation services.

Public Health Issues
Public health issues in cemeteries relate to work around graves, potential environmental effects 
such as contamination of ground water, and the ability of cemeteries and crematoria to cope 
with large numbers of dead following a natural disaster or pandemic.  The few public health 
issues relating to cremation relate to air discharges, radiotherapy effects and devices, such as 
pacemakers.

Appropriate operating procedures are in place and documented for public health issues relating 
to both cemetery operations and cremations.  The application of the procedures is audited as 
part of the ISO certification process.
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Forecast of Deaths
The figure below shows that there will be a substantial increase in predicted deaths for the resident 
population over the next 20 years owing to a combination of an aging population and the large 
increase in population in the district.

 
Actual and predicted deaths

Figure:  Actual (1991-2003) and Forecast (2001-2026) deaths for Christchurch City resident population

 
Low, medium and high projections for the number of grave and ash plots required are shown in the 
figure below.  It should be noted that this only represents new plots – the calculations have taken 
into account second burials and trends for ashes to be buried in existing grave or ash plots.

Total new grave plots Total new ash plots

Year Low Medium High Low Medium High

2001 401 402 403 96 97 98

2002 409 412 416 98 99 100

2003 418 423 429 100 101 103

2004 426 434 442 102 104 106

2005 435 445 456 104 107 110

2006 444 456 469 106 109 113

2007 454 469 484 108 112 116

2008 465 482 499 111 115 120

2009 476 495 515 114 118 124

2010 486 508 530 116 122 127

2011 497 521 545 119 125 131

2012 507 532 558 121 127 134

2013 516 544 572 123 130 137

2014 525 555 586 125 133 141

2015 534 567 600 128 136 144

2016 544 578 613 130 138 147

2017 553 589 627 132 141 151

2018 562 600 640 134 144 154

2019 571 611 653 136 146 157

2020 580 622 666 138 149 160

2021 589 633 680 141 152 163

2022 603 649 698 144 155 168

2023 617 665 716 147 159 172

2024 630 681 735 150 163 177

2025 644 697 753 154 167 181

2026 658 713 771 157 171 185

Total 2004 
- 2026

12,316 13,049 13,808 2,939 3,124 3,318

Figure:  Low, medium and high projections for grave and ash plots required
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Current Capacity
The current capacity of cemeteries is calculated by considering both the current number of 
available plots both for burials and ashes and the future demand projections.

Burial Plots
Christchurch City records provide information on the number of burial plots available.  This excludes 
plots that have been pre-sold.

Cemetery Burial Quarter Plot Still Born

Avonhead 1,578 91 32

Belfast 74

Memorial Park 7,883 148

Ruru Lawn 750

Ruru Lawn - Returned Services Assn plots 228

Sydenham 320

Yaldhurst 3,101

Total 13,934 239 32

Figure:  Plots available for all Christchurch cemeteries as at September 2004

The projection of burial requirements and capacity includes all special burial plots (RSA, ethnic 
and religious) in the overall calculation. 

Based on the high demand forecast for new burial plots, district-wide cemetery capacity will be 
reached in 2026 (all available plots used).  Analysis of the medium and low forecasts predicts 
that capacity will be reached in 2027 or 2028.  It is important to note that this forecast considers 
the total city-wide plot availability and does not take into the strong preference in the community 
for residents to be buried in their local cemetery rather than elsewhere in the city.  There are 
exceptions to this, one being the Yaldhurst Cemetery which appears to have limited appeal, even 
with the local community. Others are Memorial Park and Sydenham Cemeteries.  If the reasons for 

the lack of appeal could be identified and addressed, this may delay the requirement to develop 
new cemeteries.

No new plots are available at Bromley, Linwood and Waimairi cemeteries although there are a 
number of pre-sold plots still remaining at these cemeteries.  The first operational cemetery 
predicted to reach capacity is Belfast which will have no new plots available beyond 2004/05.  
This creates a significant gap in the cemetery distribution across the district, there being no 
operational cemetery in the northern part of the district. 

Ruru Lawn is forecast to reach capacity in 2007.  This is earlier than originally forecast as burial 
plots are being sold as ash plots, there being no dedicated ashes area at this cemetery.

Avonhead is likely to reach capacity in 2015/16.  However, this date could be affected by the mix of 
burial plots provided. Upright memorials are allowed only in some sections – about 300 remaining 
– the balance of plots being in the lawn cemetery with only in-ground memorials permitted.  These 
areas are not popular with plot purchasers.  Although a change to the layout would provide an 
increased number of cemetery sections with upright memorials, there is significant resistance 
to any change to the cemetery layout, particularly from families of those who have already 
purchased in ground plots.  The calculation of remaining capacity does not include the proposed 
1.6 ha extension which has a capacity of about 1,000 additional plots. Early development of this 
area may be necessary to provide additional plots allowing upright memorials. 

Sydenham is forecast to reach capacity in 2017/18 and the two remaining cemeteries, Memorial 
Park and Yaldhurst, will have a combined capacity until around 2026/27. Memorial Park is likely 
to reach capacity first.  The development of the Wigram cemetery is not likely to be required until 
at least 2016, following the closure of Sydenham Cemetery.

Capacity to meet future demand could be further enhanced by exploring the possibility of a 
partnership with Selwyn District Council for the joint use of Shands Road Cemetery, located on 
the southern boundary of the city.

There is a significant number of pre-purchased burial plots in the Christchurch cemeteries, 
representing about 3 to 5 years of total burial capacity for the City.  At present there is no restriction 
on the pre-purchase of plots, accelerating the need for additional burial plots.  The impact is 
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highlighted by the 457 plots sold but unoccupied at Belfast Cemetery. It now has only a few  
burial plots remaining and a new cemetery site for the northern part of the city is being sought. 

Ash Plots
Ash plots are easily accommodated as they take up minimal area.  At present there are about 
3,500 plots available in CCC cemeteries.  It is possible that additional ash plots could be created 
if required.  It is noted that of the available ash plots, 75% of the capacity is at Yaldhurst and 
Sydenham cemeteries.  During the period 2000 to 2003, however, these accommodated only 5% 
respectively of the total ash burials. Unless the appeal of these two cemeteries can be improved, 
additional capacity will need to be developed at the other cemeteries, particularly Ruru Lawn 
Cemetery.  Alternative options for the provision of ash plots could be considered to meet demand 
requirements and conserve space.

Based on the continuation of the high demand forecast for new ash plots, district wide cemetery 
capacity is reached in 2027 (all available plots used).  Analysis of the medium and low forecasts 
predicts that capacity will be reached in 2028 or 2029.  It should be noted that Christchurch City 
Council provides for only a small proportion of ash burials in the district. The majority are held or 
scattered by friends and relatives, interred in an ash plot or columbarium at one of the churches, 
or in the memorial gardens at one of the crematoria.

Pre-purchased ash plots represent a small proportion of total ash plot capacity for the City, in the 
order of one to two years.  Although allowing pre-purchase has no effect on the long term net 
capacity of the city’s cemeteries, except where they remain unused, they accelerate the need for 
new areas and additional infrastructure.

Special Plots
Special burial plots available in CCC cemeteries include White Russian (35 plots, Belfast), Indian 
(13 plots, Sydenham), Muslim (6 plots, Ruru Lawn; 84 plots Memorial Park), non-local Maori  
(268 plots, Memorial Park) and Jewish (85 plots, Linwood).  In addition, a request has been 
received through the consultation process for an area to be set aside at Memorial Park Cemetery 
for Russian Orthodox burials.  It is recommended that this request receive further consideration 

as required under Burial and Cremations Act 1964. Representatives of Pacific Island people have 
asked that a more culturally-sensitive approach be applied to their burial needs which could 
involve the designation of special areas to meet these requirements. It is recommended that this 
request is further investigated in consultation with Pacific Island representatives.

Returned Services Association Plots
Returned Services Association (RSA) plots are provided in the Ruru Lawn cemetery.  Analysis of 
the actual burial records and plot availability indicates that the RSA ash plots section will reach 
capacity within the next 2 to 5 years.  RSA burial plots can be expected to reach capacity within 
the next 4 to 9 years.  It is therefore recommended that additional RSA areas are dedicated in 
another cemetery. The current capacity of 8,000 per annum compares with a predicted capacity 
of 4,216 per annum in 2026.
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Crematoria

There was a lack of detailed information provided by the crematorium operators, perhaps relating 
to commercial sensitivities.  It was therefore difficult to accurately assess the provision for 
cremation.  However, from the cremation information available and the Christchurch City burial 
records, assumptions could be made about the expected average annual resident and out-of-
district cremations.  Analysis showed that the total capacity of the operating crematoria in the 
district was well in excess of forecast demand.

Options to Meet Demand
The assessment of cemeteries and crematoria has shown that the overall provision of land for 
cemeteries and total number of cremators is adequate to meet overall demand within the district 
for the 10-year planning period and beyond.

The assessment highlights a community preference for the provision of local cemeteries. In order 
to continue to meet this need the following actions are recommended:

•  A new cemetery is provided in the northern part of the City as a replacement for 
Belfast Cemetery;

•  Additional capacity for upright memorials is developed at Avonhead Cemetery;

•  A denominational area for Russian Orthodox burials is developed at Memorial Park 
Cemetery;

•  Investigate provision of designated burial areas to meet the needs of Pacific Island 
people;

•  A new area is developed at Memorial Park Cemetery for RSA burials;

•  A limitation on the pre-purchase of plots is established;

•  Further explore the shared use of Shands Road Cemetery with Selwyn District 
Council and continue to investigate the provision of a new cemetery site at Wigram to 
meet the future needs of the southern part of the city;

•  Options for improved use of plots are investigated, particularly ash plots;

•  A public promotion plan for less popular cemetery sites is developed and 
implemented;

•  Investigate future provision of an area that could be used for mass burial purposes 
and as a future cemetery site.

Role of CCC
28. The Council owns and operates all of the operational cemeteries in the city, excluding the 

church cemeteries, and has purchased land for new cemeteries and extensions to several 
of the existing cemeteries.  It provides a service for interment by burial and of ashes.  
The management, design, development and maintenance of both operational and closed 
cemeteries are also provided by Christchurch City Council. 

29. In order to meet future demand, the Council will plan for and develop new areas for 
cemeteries.  It will provide funding for cemetery infrastructure, such as landscape 
treatment, roads, footpaths, water supply and drainage.  Appropriate funding provision for 
cemetery infrastructure will be made in the Christchurch City Council Long Term Council 
Community Plan.

Identification of Issues
Discussions were held with the following persons/organisations in order to identify any  
issues relating to the provision of cemeteries and crematoria and/or any public health issues.   
It was considered important to ensure that any issues were identified and addressed through 
the assessment.

• The Medical Officer of Health did not identify any current public health concerns relating 
to cemeteries and crematoria in the Christchurch district. 

•  Environment Canterbury raised potential issues as being air discharges from crematoria 
and contamination of groundwater from cemeteries.

• Christchurch City Council Environmental Health raised a number of issues including 
high water tables in some cemeteries, potential hazards from unstable headstones and 
ensuring that burials are performed at correct depths.  Measures have been taken to 
eliminate or manage all of these concerns to mitigate any public health risks. 

•  The Selwyn District Council raised the possibility of joint development with Christchurch 
City Council of the Shands Road cemetery, located close to the Christchurch City 
boundary.  Further investigation into this option has been proposed.
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Initial Consultation
Letters seeking identification of issues to be considered during the assessment were sent to 
religious denominations, ethnic groups, Maori and funeral directors.  Discussions were held with 
specific agencies including the Medical Officer of Health, Environment Canterbury, Christchurch 
City Council Environmental Health, crematorium operators and Veterans Affairs.  Comment from 
the general public was also sought by way of media release and public notice.  A summary of 
responses from these other stakeholders has been included in the assessment report.

Adequacy of Assessment
The assessment is considered to fully meet the requirements for a sanitary services assessment 
as set out in Part 7 Sub-part 1 of the Local Government Act 2002. 

The information used in the assessment is considered to be adequate to provide an informed view 
about the adequacy of cemetery services and facilities in the Christchurch district.  In preparing 
the assessment, a number of assumptions have been made relating to death rates, the ratio of 
burials to cremations, and the number of out-of-district burials.  The information used in calculating 
future demand is based on statistical information provided by the Department of Statistics and 
burial and cremation records held by the Christchurch City Council.  This information has been 
extrapolated to provide a comprehensive view of capacity and future demand.

There was a lack of detailed information provided by the crematorium operators, perhaps relating 
to commercial sensitivities that made it difficult to accurately assess the provision for cremation.  
However, enough information was gathered to determine that neither operator is operating at 
anywhere near capacity. Therefore, this is unlikely to become an issue within the assessment  
period.  If capacity were to become an issue, it is likely that one of the operators would install 
an additional cremator or one of the larger funeral directors would consider purchase of a 
cremator.

The assessment has not been compromised by a lack of information or by cost of obtaining  
information and is considered to be a full and balanced assessment of cemeteries and 
crematoria.
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Public Conveniences Summary

This assessment focuses on non-residential toilets as a sanitary service provided in the City. 

In delivering this assessment the report:  

•  Identifies the current and forecast metropolitan situation relative to the total supply 
and demand for public conveniences, as distinct from those provided in residential 
dwellings, in order to ensure that appropriate and adequate provision is made;

•  Identifies Councils current response, both regulatory and through direct provision of  
services, to the demand and to the maintenance of appropriate health outcomes for  
the community; 

•  Identifies and presents options for ongoing and future provision – including options to  
reduce, maintain, change or enhance levels of service provided directly and / or 
indirectly to the public;  

•  Recommends Council preferred options to meet ongoing demand and maintain  
appropriate health outcomes for the community. 

This assessment considers the public access to non-residential toilets in terms of the: 

•  Contribution to achieving public health outcomes through ensuring the public have  
adequate access to clean and safe toilet facilities, while away from home; 

•  Capacity to meet reasonable expectations of Christchurch residents visiting public places;

•  Capacity to meet reasonable expectations of tourists visiting public places.

Identification of public health and other issues
The flowing perspectives and issues have been identified through consultation with  
stakeholders and interested parties, and also through complaints received by the Council about 
public toilets. 

Public toilets need to be:

•  Located in convenient places;

•  Open at convenient times;

•  Occur in sufficient quantities to reflect demand (e.g. at events);

•  Hygienic, safe and secure (e.g. are clean at all times, have sufficient hand washing  
facilities, have sufficient lighting, have safe disposal for other wastes left by the 
public including sanitary items, condoms and syringes etc);

•  Fully functioning and regularly maintained (e.g. all fixtures are fully operational, and  
septic tanks or composting toilets are emptied and cleaned appropriately).

Council’s role and other service providers 
Public access to toilets, other than those in residential homes, is currently provided by a wide 
range of businesses activities, educational institutions and other organisations - with toilets 
located either within or associated with their facilities. These businesses and organisations have 
an obligation to provide toilet facilities for their staff and in most cases for their customers (for 
the purposes of this report these toilets are referred to as in the “Public Domain”). 

The provision of public toilets is not the primary driver for most organisations, consequently the 
extent and quality of the toilets is driven by staff and/or customer expectations and regulatory 
compliance.  However, some businesses do view the provision of toilets as part of a complementary 
service (e.g. service stations generically provide toilet facilities, in much the same way as they 
provide free air for tyres).  In general, the presence of staff at these businesses and the requirements 
of customers result in reasonable levels of monitoring toilets in terms of cleanliness, supplies 
and condition.   
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Council is also engaged in a number of activities such as libraries, community centres, parking 
buildings and services centres, providing toilets for staff and visitors at these locations (for the 
purposes of this report these toilets are referred to as “Secondary Council Sites”).  Separate to 
these are “public toilets” provided by the City Council and hire companies. The latter generically 
provide portable toilets for specific events or work sites (in this report these toilets will be referred 
to as “Primary Pubic Toilets”). 

Within the Christchurch district there are over 171 Council-owned public toilets:

•  158 are located in or associated with parks; 

•  13 are located in predominantly retail areas (including Cathedral Square).     

    

Assessment of the level of service  
In this assessment of the sanitary services, a city-wide audit was made on the levels of service 
provided by Primary Council sites and a sample survey of both Secondary Council and Public Domain 
sites. In addition, a building condition assessment was completed on Primary Council sites to 
determine current maintenance issues and long term maintenance and renewal requirements.

The results of the Condition Assessment showed that on the whole the buildings were in relatively 
good condition – with some notable exceptions. Future maintenance and renewal requirements for 
surfaces, fixtures and fittings are planned based on the passing of time, industry standards and/or 
a decline in condition. It can also be triggered by other enhancement programmes associated 
with the facility.   

The table below shows a comparative assessment of toilets available to the public throughout 
the city, on the basis of a Levels of Service audit of current provision. The audit graded sites on 
the basis of availability, location, cleanliness, and general amenity values. The level of service 
evident within the Primary Public Toilets varied considerably and the reference to Best Appropriate 
Practice relates to a selection of Council sites identified as “Best Appropriate Practice” to show 
what is achievable.  

 

Primary Public Toilets
Secondary Council 

Sites
Public Domain Toilet Sites Comments

All BAP Shopping 

Centres

Fast Food 

Outlets

Petrol Stations

Availability 9.7 9.9 9.5+ 9.5 9.6 9.0

Location 8.7 9.2 9.5 9.9 9.9 9.9

Cleanliness 7.0 8.4 8.0 9.0+ 8.9 8.4 McDonalds cleaning exemplary

Amenities 9.0 9.3 9.0 9.5 9.5 9.0
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Shopping centres and major fast food outlets perform well in terms of the provision of public 
conveniences due to their location at high usage points, availability during all normal shopping 
hours, high standard of amenity, and in particular, frequency and standard of cleaning.  Petrol 
stations also performed well but with less consistency in terms of access for non-patrons, the 
standard of amenity and the level and frequency of cleaning.

As a large, diverse portfolio of properties, Council’s secondary sites scored better than petrol stations 
in terms of availability but inferior to other providers – with some facilities providing staff-only 
access. The general level of amenity was also inferior to shopping centres and fast food outlets 
as was the standard and frequency of cleaning. Location factors were however high. Within the 
secondary Council sites are several sub-groupings and their performance varied markedly. In 
general terms, for example, libraries performed very well on all criteria, whereas other community 
facilities such as parking buildings did not. Mostly this related to availability and cleanliness.

It is clear that the overall assessed performance of Private Domain toilets is at a consistently high 
level against the criteria used in the audit and that in general Council-owned facilities are inferior, 
in particular with regard to cleanliness. 

While most of the Primary Council sites scored well, the cleanliness criterion was the poorest 
performing category by a significant factor and highlights the difficulty of keeping these sites 
clean with a lack of on-site monitoring by staff, and the open nature of the facilities. 

The following details criteria used in the evaluation with the average scores for the 171 Primary 
site toilets.

Toilets are clean and hygienic with no build up of excessive litter  80%

Litter bins are installed internally and available adjacent externally to the site 57%

The site is free of unpleasant odour     84%

Sanitary bins are supplied and clean     46%

Automatic flush unit is operational and sufficient to dispose of waste  97%

Soap dispensers and automatic hand driers are fully functional  35%

Overall Average       66%

Particular issues that impact on the performance of cleaning at Primary and Secondary Council 
sites are:

•   Only one public toilet staffed (Cathedral Square); 

•   Cleaning regimes only as good as the last person using the facility, therefore, 
frequency of cleaning is a crucial factor in maintaining standards and public 
perceptions;

•   Some surfaces more difficult to clean and maintain hygiene standards than others; 

•   Toilet facilities managed and cleaned by a range of different parties / contractors 
with a lack of consistent standards;

•   Audits of cleaning standards required;

•   Accountability for public toilets as a service is managed by different parts of the 
Council.  

Councils options, and proposed response to these issues, are detailed later in the report and in 
more detail within the Assessment.
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Current and future demand 
Demand for public conveniences is influenced and modified by compliance and customer 
expectations, however, in total capacity terms it is driven by population. This needs to account 
not only for the resident population, but also tourist numbers and those outside the immediate 
geographic area who frequent the city for work, leisure or other reasons.    

In the context of a total city wide provision of toilets in public places by Primary, Secondary and 
Public Domain providers, the current supply is considered adequate. The standard of some facilities, 
however, is less than adequate and presents a modest degree of public health concerns.  More 
detailed demand analysis is required to inform site specific requirements – with options to expand, 
maintain or contract (over time) the number and nature of facilities provided at individual sites. 

While site specific provision falls outside the statutory requirements of this assessment, the 
Special Consultative Procedure provided a legitimate vehicle for individuals, groups and the wider 
community to express their desires for additional or different facilities at specific locations.  No 
specific funding is available for such sites and initiatives, however, these are now being considered 
within the context of the 2006 to 2016 Long Term Council Community Plan.

Options to meet demand 
Public Domain and Secondary Council toilets are subject to the Building Act and Building Code in 
terms of toilet design and capacity.  Most of these sites take responsibility for the toilets on behalf 
of their staff and customers, based on user expectations and compliance.  This also applies to parks 
and locations where Council encourages large numbers of residents and tourists to aggregate, 
such as in Cathedral Square or at Council-run events.  

However, the Building Code fails to require retailers to provide facilities for their customers in the 
same way that a Shopping Centre must.  While true for all retailers, this inconsistent approach 
is most noticeable with the larger retail outlets, such as supermarkets, large format warehouse-
styled retailers and bulk retailers. Similar issues exist with the provision of toilet facilities within 
nightclubs and other late night venues.  Anecdotal evidence suggests inadequate toilet facilities 
are provided, which in turn contributes to anti-social behaviour in adjacent public areas.

In light of these factors, the following options are available:

1. Status Quo. Provision by a mix of Council and non-Council providers is adequate  
to meet the overall demand. This does not address differences in the quality of  
the toilets provided. 

2. Improve level of service at existing Council-owned toilets. Options to achieve  
this include:

•  Increase the frequency of cleaning;

•  Rationalise cleaning contracts and develop consistent cleaning standards for Council  
facilities; 

•  Improve signage to encourage the reporting of damage or cleanliness problems to  
the Council;

•  A quick response cleaning service when notification of problems is received by  
the Council;

•  Greater auditing of the cleaning standards delivered by service providers;

•  Upgrading surfaces, fixtures and fittings to those more resistant to vandalism and 
easier to clean; 

•  Staffing all or more Public Toilets*. 

3. Increase provision of Council-owned toilets in retail locations. Council could choose  
to provide toilet facilities in retail areas to address the lack of services provided by the  
retailers linked to the limitations of the Building Code. 

4. Reduce provision of Council-owned toilets in retail locations. Council could rely more 
fully on businesses to provide services for their customers. 

5. Lobby for changes to the Building Code. Council could lobby central government for  
amendments to the Building Code that would require the retail sector, including 
nightclubs to provide (or enhance) sanitary facilities. 

6. Complete site specific monitoring of demand. Commission monitoring to develop 
demand profile for specific groups of sites – identifying current demand on a seasonal 
basis and at peak demand periods, etc.  This would enable services to be customised 
better to demand. 
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7. Improve community awareness of availability and standards. Explore opportunities  
to improve awareness of the availability of public conveniences for residents and tourists,  
the standards they should expect and the options available for them to raise concerns. 

8.  Charge for access to public toilets. Some cities in other parts of the world charge  
for access to public toilets as a means to fund the service. The same could be  
implemented here.

9. Options for sanitary waste disposal from vehicles. Some provision for sanitary waste  
disposal from trailer homes and motor homes exists with camping ground facilities and  
truck stop facilities (ostensibly for livestock).  However, the adequacy and appropriateness  
of these needs to be researched and alternate options considered (this is not covered  
within the existing document). 

Council’s Preferred Options. 
The recommendation of the assessment is for adoption by Council of a combination of options 
included within 1,  2,  5,  6,  7 and 9 outlined above. Where there is no existing funding within 
Council’s budgets, the initiatives should be considered within the context of the LTCCP.

Once detailed site specific demand profiles have been identified (and improved clarity exists  
around the private sectors provision of toilet facilities for public access), Council needs to indicate 
clearly and consistently its provision of service relating to options 3, 4 and 8, and options for 
additional onsite staff at some locations (part of option 2* above).  

With regard to 24-hour, central city public conveniences, additional facilities are most likely to  
be safe and effective if staffed and delivered as part of a wider strategy for addressing  
behavioural problems within the central city. This wider strategy is outside the scope of this 
assessment and the role that public conveniences may or may not have in this strategy is yet 
to be determined. 
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Stormwater Summary

Purpose and Scope
The objective of the stormwater assessment is to identify risks and show how these services will 
be managed by the Christchurch City Council to achieve community outcomes in a sustainable 
manner.  

Stormwater Services in Christchurch City

The roles of Council with respect to stormwater drainage services in the city are to coordinate 
the setting of Community Outcomes and as a service provider.  The key service functions of 
stormwater drainage infrastructure are the:

•   protection of property, public safety and access 

•   protection of ecosystems 

•   creation of productive land 

Adequacy of Stormwater Services

Council has invested heavily in flood relief works over the past 40 years in response to a series of 
destructive floods through the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s.  A combination of historical investment in 
physical upgrading works and planning measures has effectively mitigated risks associated with 
the inundation of dwellings and buildings, and there are few urban development constraints in the 
city that are not mitigated by planning rules, proper subdivision design and building design.  

In rural areas, stormwater is generally disposed of by ground soakage or to watercourses. There 
are unlikely to be any significant constraints on additional rural-type development related to 
drainage or disposal of stormwater.

Public Health Risks

Risks Associated With Stormwater Services

Potential health impacts associated with the stormwater drainage network are:

•   Illness caused by contact with micro-biological or chemical contaminants in natural 
water resources, through the use of streams, rivers, estuaries and beaches for 
recreational purposes, or drinking potable water drawn from polluted water sources.

•   Injury or death caused by falls from stormwater structures or drowning.

•   Illness from mosquito bites.

The range of contaminants in stormwater and the extent of environmental impacts on the city’s 
watercourses are:

•  Microbiological concentrations, including bacteria, viruses and protozoa, generally 
exceeding contact recreation guidelines.  The main source of contamination in dry 
weather is believed to be waterfowl.  The impact of wet weather pollution is lessened by 
rain water dilution and the low level of recreational activity at these times.

•  Chemical contaminates, including organic compounds, such as hydrocarbons, pesticides 
and organic wastes, and inorganic compounds, such as metals and metalloids.  

 The concentration of heavy metals in stormwater and river sediments exceeding the 
relevant water quality guidelines for the protection of aquatic organisms. 

•  Nutrients, including nitrogen and phosphorus, can cause algal blooms and prolific growth 
of aquatic plants when at elevated levels.  There is extensive growth of algae, especially 
in the Avon River, likely to be linked to nutrient enrichment in the streams.

Although microbiological concentrations, at times, exceed contact recreation guidelines, neither 
the Council nor the Medical Officer of Health has any record of injury or illness that is attributable 
to deficiencies in the design, operation or maintenance of the stormwater network, and health 
risks are assessed as low.
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Risks Associated With The Lack Of A Reticulated 
Stormwater Drainage System

There are less likely to be stormwater systems in rural areas.  Because of the much larger 
allotments in rural areas and the higher proportion of permeable, vegetated areas, there are few 
problems when reticulated stormwater disposal is unavailable.

Risks To Stormwater Communities
Assessments of stormwater services were carried out at a “community” level to identify risks to 
particular communities.

Types of Communities Community Risk Assessment

Communities served by public 
drainage systems

Urban areas receiving waters 
- drained by street channels, street, 
sumps, pipes, open water courses and 
streams.

Quality of water in urban rivers and 
streams continues to degrade due 
to urban discharges.
Increasing risk of land flooding due 
to inner urban intensification.
Risk of flooding due to climate 
change.
Risk of insect borne diseases if 
an exotic vector establishes in 
Christchurch.

Rural areas serviced by Council 
maintained streams and drains.

Low levels of risk

Brooklands – discharge to a controlled 
groundwater storage zone.

Low levels of risk

Communities served by 
private drainage systems

Rural areas discharging stormwater 
run-off by either direct soakage to 
ground or to open drains funded 
privately.

Low levels of risk

Industrial areas discharging to ground 
via soakage basins.

Low levels of risk
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Environmental Risks
Water-quality monitoring indicates that several of the environmental parameters monitored 
exceed minimum guideline levels.  Ecosystems in the majority of streams are in a degraded 
condition, however the impact on waterway habitats appears to be accepted by the majority of 
the community and a rigorous debate on the community costs and benefits of markedly improving 
environmental outcomes is required.

Environment Canterbury has issued for comment a draft Natural Resources Plan which will, 
when adopted, set the rules and water-quality standards with which Council must comply for all 
existing point source discharges.  It is likely that the standards will require additional planning, 
investigations and investment in land and treatment facilities.

Options To Address Risks

Options to address water-quality degradation.

•  Prepare and implement integrated catchment management plans (ICMPs) as required 
by the Proposed Natural Resources Regional Plan (NRRP). This option will require 
the Council to be aware of land use activities in the catchment and control harmful 
discharges;

•  Prepare and implement ICMPs; investigate operational measures such as street 
sweeping and sump cleaning that will improve discharge quality, and implement 
selected measures;

•  As above, but improve stormwater treatment by construction of in-line treatment 
devices;

•  Undertake a study of stormwater discharge quality in selected catchments and 
assess the impact of stormwater quality on the receiving waterways.

Options to address the risk of land flooding due to urban intensification:

•  Continuous improvement of stormwater infrastructure, as proposed in the stormwater 
drainage asset management plan; 

•  An increase in stormwater capacity early in the development cycle.

Options to address the risk of insect-borne diseases:

•  Minimise the potential habitat for insects by minimising the number of open water 
bodies in the city (i.e. eliminate ornamental and environmental water bodies); 

•  Limit the number of likely habitats while monitoring for insect nuisances and 
maintaining an awareness of potential problems.  The Council currently implements 
this option;

•  Control insect populations only if an exotic insect establishes in Canterbury.

Climate change and associated effects is a risk which should be dealt with through planning 
measures until the timing of effects is better understood.

The risk of groundwater contamination in industrial areas through private stormwater soakage 
is primarily controlled by Environment Canterbury which authorises these discharges via 
resource consents.  Options available to the Christchurch City Council are:

•  Advocate for appropriate levels of environmental protection;

•  Construct additional stormwater infrastructure to provide services to at-risk areas.

Council’s Role 

The proposed role of Council is to continue as:

•   Facilitator of community consultation to establish community outcomes and service 
standards for stormwater services;

•   Owner of infrastructure delivering public stormwater services to the community;

•   Partner to Environment Canterbury and the Ministry of Health in the achievement of 
regulatory outcomes, and advocate for the community in the setting of environmental 
standards;

•   Monitoring city growth, water quality and the health of habitats, and the development 
of policies, infrastructure management and development plans, District Plan 
measures and public education programmes to ensure environmental and public 
health standards are achieved.
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Wastewater Summary

Methods used to dispose of wastewater
For the purpose of making the assessment, the city has been broken up into two separate 
communities: the urban community and the urban fringe community. The urban community includes 
the Council-provided collection and disposal schemes for the city and Belfast. The urban fringe 
community includes the areas bordering the Christchurch metropolitan area and within the city 
boundaries but not served by the reticulated network.

Wastewater from Christchurch City is treated at the Christchurch Wastewater Treatment Plant 
(CWTP) and the treated effluent is discharged into the Avon-Heathcote Estuary. The Christchurch 
City Council plans to replace the estuary discharge with an ocean outfall by 2009.

Wastewater from the Belfast township is treated through oxidation ponds and the effluent is 
discharged into Otukaikino Creek, a tributary of the Waimakariri River. From the end of 2006, the 
discharge will be pumped to the CWTP.

The urban fringe area uses stand-alone schemes for wastewater treatment and disposal. These 
schemes consist mostly of single-chamber septic tanks with gravity disposal trenches. It is 
estimated that there are 800 to 1,300 such properties within the Christchurch boundary.

Risk assessment
The discharge of effluent from the Christchurch Wastewater Treatment Plant contributes to the 
health risk for users of the estuary. The risk zone is assessed as being small and centred around 
the point of discharge.

Wet weather overflows into the Avon and Heathcote Rivers significantly increase the levels of 
contaminants in the rivers during this time and for a period afterwards, presenting a public health 
risk to users of the rivers. A significant mitigating factor is the prevalence of low-contact water-
related activities discouraged by the poor weather or high river flow conditions coinciding with 
the sewer overflows.

Effluent from the Belfast Oxidation Ponds is of an inconsistent quality and presents a public health 
risk to users of the receiving stream.

The main risks associated with septic tanks are summarised below:

•  Treatment plant or disposal field poorly designed leading to a low level of treatment;

•  Treatment plant or disposal field poorly maintained leading to uneven distribution of 
effluent;

•  Shallow groundwater leading to contamination of groundwater;

•  Poor quality or hydraulically limited soils leading to surface ponding or shallow 
groundwater contamination.

 
The higher risk area is Marshlands owing to its shallow groundwater and peaty soils.

There is a potential health risk for properties on night soil collection because of the untreated 
wastewater being held on-site for up to a week.
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Quality and quantity of discharged wastewater
The Christchurch wastewater system collects about 55 million cubic metres of wastewater 
each year, transporting it through a series of sewers and pump stations to the treatment plant at  
Bromley. The advanced secondary treatment process produces a high-quality effluent which 
is discharged into the Avon-Heathcote Estuary. There are also 12 consented locations where  
diluted untreated effluent is discharged, during periods of high rainfall, into the Avon and  
Heathcote Rivers.

About 0.4 million cubic metres of wastewater annually are collected from the Belfast area, treated 
in oxidation ponds and discharged into a tributary of the Waimakariri River. The effluent from the 
Belfast Treatment Plant is of an inconsistent quality and has occasionally failed to comply with 
resource consent conditions.

There are about 800 to 1,300 domestic septic tank systems in operation on the fringe areas of 
Christchurch. These systems consist mainly of single chamber septic tanks with gravity disposal 
trenches. The estimated volume of effluent associated with this number of tanks is 500-800 cubic 
metres a day. The effluent quality of these systems is highly variable and dependent on design, 
construction and maintenance standards adopted by the owners.

There are currently 11 properties in the northeast fringe area served by a night soil collection. 
Untreated effluent is kept in a holding tank, emptied out and taken to the Christchurch Wastewater 
Treatment Plant. Four of these properties are being connected to the city reticulation, five collected 
on a weekly basis and two only occasionally.

While the Christchurch and Belfast wastewater collection and treatment systems are operated by 
appropriately trained and qualified staff, it is assumed the domestic tank systems are operated 
by property owners with limited knowledge of wastewater treatment systems.

Current and estimated future demands
Future demand for the Council-operated supplies are assessed in detail in the Wastewater Asset 
Management Plan. Wastewater flows are projected to increase as a result of:

•  Increased population (about 7% in the next 10 years);

•  Intensification of development in fringe areas meaning septic tank effluent disposal 
fields are less acceptable from a public health perspective;

•  Increases in inflow and infiltration into the system. This has been estimated to 
increase by 10% over the next 40 years as the collection network ages;

•  The connection of Belfast to the Christchurch Wastewater Treatment Plant (additional 
0.4 million cubic metres in 2007).

 
Upgrades to the CWTP have been designed to provide sufficient system capacity for future  
planned demands up to the year 2050, as are reticulation upgrades.

Demands are also projected to increase as a result of environmental concerns relating to the wet 
weather overflows into the Heathcote and Avon Rivers, the discharge of treated effluent in to the 
estuary and the discharge of Belfast’s effluent in to the Otukaikino Creek.

There is also demand to get properties served by night soil collection on to alternative methods 
of wastewater collection, treatment and disposal.

Options to meet the demands 
Options to meet demand resulting from population growth:

•  Construction of additional pumping stations and pipelines to increase capacity to help 
meet peak demands (major sewer upgrade project);

•  Inflow and infiltration reduction programmes (ongoing maintenance programme); 

•  Increase capacity of treatment plant (CWTP upgrade project);

•  Wastewater system modelling to identify operational changes to increase system 
efficiencies, monitor effectiveness of capital works and rehabilitation programmes, 
assist with pipe sizing and capacities required.
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•  Investigate alternative systems such as storage or decentralised treatment systems, 
to help cater for peak flows and cater for growth above the current CWTP upgrade.

Options to meet demand related to environmental issues:

•  Inflow and infiltration reduction programmes;

•  Capital works to reduce wet weather overflows;

•  Diversion of Belfast’s wastewater flow from the Otukaikino Creek;

•  Construction of ocean outfall to replace the current estuary discharge.

Options to meet demand related to night soil collection:

•  Investigate options to get properties off night cart collection;

•  Investigate reticulated septic tank options (STEP/STEG systems);

•  Extend city reticulation to service the properties.

Christchurch City Council’s role in meeting the demands
In general, the Christchurch City Council will play the role of facilitator in meeting the demands 
for wastewater services. It is expected that any new infrastructure for growth will ultimately be 
funded by developers, the Council possibly assisting in setting up cost share areas to recover 
funds from future developments.  The Council may also consider assistance with funding of the 
service where there are significant public health issues. This would be assessed on a case by 
case basis.

Proposals for meeting the demands
The Christchurch City Council is already implementing its plans to meet the future demands. 
This includes:

•  Upgrade of CWTP to increase capacity and effluent quality.

•  A major sewer upgrade programme for new sewers to cater for projected growth 
and pipeline rehabilitation; some of these works are also aimed at reducing the wet 
weather overflows to the rivers;

•  Construction of an ocean outfall to divert all treated wastewater from the estuary and 
discharge offshore through a three kilometre pipeline;

•  Construction of a pipeline to take wastewater from Belfast to the CWTP;

•  Inflow and Infiltration reduction programmes;

•  Capital works to reduce wet weather overflows;

•  Diversion of Belfast’s wastewater flow from the Otukaikino Creek;

•  Construction of ocean outfall to replace estuary discharge.

 
The Christchurch City Council also proposes to investigate options to get the remaining properties 
off night cart collection.
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Waste Management Plan 2005: Towards Zero Waste

Summary
How we manage our solid, liquid and gaseous wastes, impacts on each on each one of us.  It also 
impacts upon our city and on our environment, both now and in the future.  Waste minimisation 
and the efficient use of our natural resources is fundamental to a sustainable way of life and to 
the future wellbeing of our city and its residents.  

This Waste Management Plan establishes a vision, goals and targets for waste in the city.  It 
also provides actions that aim to advance on the targets.  This plan is focused on solid waste, 
and updates the 2003 Solid and Hazardous Waste Management Plan and the 2004 Waste Action 
Plan.  This 2005 Plan incorporates both strategy and action planning into a single document for 
ease of use.

The following targets have been set to move Christchurch towards the attainment of the solid 
waste vision and goals and include both domestic and commercial waste:

 
Type of Waste No more than: 

(kg/person/year)
Target Year

Green and kitchen waste sent to landfill 30 2015

Paper and cardboard sent to landfill 90 2015

Plastic waste sent to landfill 60 2015

Kerbside waste collected by Council 25 2015

Wood waste sent to landfill 22 2015

Rubble received at refuse stations 10 2015

Minimum reduction of the waste stream overall 320 2020

All potentially hazardous waste sent to landfill is treated or otherwise meets landfill acceptance criteria

All cleanfill sites in Christchurch are licensed under the Cleanfill Licensing Bylaw 2004

Vision 

A prosperous city, where each person and business takes responsibility  
for waste minimisation and actively works toward zero waste.

Goals

•  Individuals and businesses take greater responsibility for waste 
minimisation.

• Council provides much enhanced reuse and recycling services at the 
kerbside.

•  Council supports and incentivises waste reduction, reuse and recycling.

•  Council ensures that environmentally-sound waste disposal services 
are provided.
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Each year Christchurch disposes of approximately 263,000 tonnes to landfill.  This means  
that every person produces an average of 764 kg of waste per year that ends up in the landfill 
(domestic and commercial waste combined).  Actions taken to date to reduce solid waste to 
landfill include, but are not limited to:

• Operating and improving a kerbside recycling programme, with the addition of plastic 
supermarket bags in 2004;

•  Operating a green-waste composting plant;

•  Offering assistance to businesses to become more resource efficient;

•  Providing free drop-off of domestic quantities of recyclable materials at the refuse 
stations;

•  Offering a free drop-off of domestic quantities of household hazardous at each refuse 
station;

•  Collection of unwanted and banned agricultural chemicals from farms in Christchurch;

•  Working with the construction and demolition industry to identify methods to reduce 
waste from their activities;

•  Facilitating recycling at public events; and

•  Implementing opportunities within the Council to become more resource efficient, such 
as paper, cardboard, glass, plastic and metal recycling; kitchen waste recycling; reduced 
paper usage through duplex printing and photocopying, and the establishment of a 
sustainable supply chain policy.

Despite these actions, total waste to landfill has increased since 2002 reversing the downward 
trend achieved since 1994. More needs to be done to achieve the vision, goals and targets 
contained in this Plan.  

Significant proposals in this Plan are aimed at reducing the amount of household and organic 
waste going to landfill. 

In February 2006 the Council confirmed the vision, goals and targets contained in the Waste  
Plan. The Council then decided not to proceed with any of the three options previously consulted  

on,  and established a working party comprising councillors and officers to develop and  
recommend to the Council a solution to advance the vision, goals and targets within a budget 
allocation specified in the 2006 to 2016 LTCCP.

Each person in Christchurch can affect how successful we are in meeting our vision, goals  
and waste reduction targets.  How each person and business responds to this challenge will 
determine our success in making Christchurch a more sustainable and waste free place to live.
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Water Supply Summary

How Drinking Water is Obtained?
For the purpose of making this assessment, the city has been divided into two separate 
communities: the urban community, and the urban fringe community. The urban community 
includes the Christchurch City Council reticulated supply and several hospitals and schools 
which have independent supplies within the urban area. The urban fringe community includes 
supplies on the outskirts of the city. This is mostly made up of school supplies and also includes 
the Christchurch City Council Kainga and Brooklands supply.

All of the water supplies identified in the assessments source their water from wells into 
the aquifers, extending under the city and the Canterbury Plains. It is estimated that 1,300  
properties or a population of 3,500 are not provided with a reticulated supply within the Council’s 
boundaries. It is assumed that these properties all source their drinking water from private 
domestic wells.

Risk Assessment
The potential risks to each of the supplies are similar, as are the sources and methods of abstraction. 
Contamination can occur at any point in the water supply system, being at the source, during 
treatment, storage or reticulation. The supplies provide different levels of treatment or mitigation 
of these risks resulting in differing probabilities of a contamination event occurring. The main 
risks identified are summarised below:

•  Unsecured well heads or access hatches leading to contamination of the source or stored 
water;

•  No residual treatment provided, except for Paparua Prison, leading to increased risk of 
contamination of water during storage or reticulation;

•  Salt water intrusion into aquifers that discharge into the sea;

•  Loss of service due to lack of storage or backup electricity;

•  Insufficient backflow protection leading to backflow of contaminants into reticulation.

These risks can all be treated in order to reduce the probability of a contamination event  
occurring. Christchurch City Council has a Public Health Risk Management Plan in place.  
Operators of other supplies have some preventative measures in place.

Two areas have been identified where contamination risk may present a higher potential threat 
to the community. There are two school supplies located in an area that is not serviced by a 
reticulated wastewater system and the soils are not free draining. There is, therefore, a higher risk 
of contamination of the water supplies from septic tanks in the area. Additional care needs to be 
taken in the location and operation of these bores to ensure contamination does not occur.

The second higher risk area is where surface or climatic effects have an influence over the 
characteristics of the groundwater (non-secure groundwater). The Paparua Prison supply and 
some pump stations in Christchurch’s north-west pressure zone are areas where this may occur. 
Additional water quality testing may be necessary to monitor against any public health risks 
resulting from this.
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Quality and Adequacy of Drinking Water
All of the water suppliers have sufficient water to meet their current demand. The Council  
currently abstracts just over 50 million cubic metres of water a year for its reticulated supply. This 
represents about half of the water taken annually within the city boundaries. The policies and rules 
set out in Chapter 4 and 5 of Environment Canterbury’s proposed National Resouces Regrional Plan 
have been developed to ensure no significant long-term decline in groundwater levels as a result 
of abstraction, no significant long-term-decline in water quality as a result of land-use activities, 
particularly the Christchurch aquifers source water, and in artesian aquifers, no contamination of 
groundwater as a result of abstraction.  These rules will ensure that the long-term sustainability 
of the aquifers as a water source is protected.  Provided these rules and policies are adhered to, 
there will be sufficient quantity of high-quality water to meet future demands.

Christchurch is well known for the high quality of its drinking water.  As a result, the water does not 
need to be treated to meet current drinking water standards. Paparua Prison, in the Urban Fringe 
community, is the only supply which treats its water with a chlorine solution to provide residual 
treatment. There is no infection incidence data suggesting that any of the sources of drinking water 
in either the Urban or Urban Fringe Communities have been a cause of water-borne diseases.

The Christchurch City Council water supply is operated by adequately trained staff to ensure 
compliance with the New Zealand Drinking Water Standards 2000. The training and qualifications 
of the operators of non-council-operated supplies have not been established. Supplies to schools 
are generally operated by school caretakers with only a rudimentary understanding of their supply 
systems. It is believed that preventative maintenance is generally not practised on school supplies. 
The hospital, airport and prison supplies appear to be operated by personnel knowledgeable in 
the operation and maintenance of water-supply systems. They have preventative maintenance 
systems in place.

Current and Estimated Future Demands
The current total annual consumption from the Christchurch City Water Supply is about 50 million 
cubic metres per year. The Council has consented approvals with Environment Canterbury to  
draw in about 75 million cubic metres per annum from the aquifers serving the City. The peak 
demand for the whole City is about 21,000 cubic metres an hour. Accurate consumption figures 
are not available for the non-Council-operated supplies.

Future demand for the Council-operated supplies is assessed in detail in the Water Supply Asset 
Management Plan. The population served by the Christchurch City Water Supply is expected to 
increase by about 7% in the next 10 years. A large proportion of the peak water demands in 
Christchurch are for domestic irrigation. For new developments the peak demand will increase 
proportional to the number of households. Infill housing decreases the irrigable land area and 
therefore does not increase peak demand. Only a small increase in the total annual consumption 
is expected because of the demand management methods already in place. (Water Supply  
Activity Management Plan includes aim to reduce consumption from 420 litres/person/day  
(2001) to 380 litres/person/day in 2026.)

Future demands are not expected to increase for non-council urban suppliers. Of the urban  
fringe community, only the Christchurch Airport and Paparua Prison are predicting an increase in 
demand. The increase is expected to be in the order of 10% to 15%.

The Health (Drinking Water) Amendment Bill proposes greater responsibilities with regard to the 
quality of water supplied. This may become too onerous for many non-council suppliers and 
therefore increased demand for the council provided supply may result. If all non-Council water 
users were to be supplied from the Council system this would increase the aquifer draw-off by 
about 1.1 million m3 per annum.
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Options to Meet the Demands 
Demand resulting from population growth can be met in the following ways:

•  Construction of additional pumping stations, wells and other infrastructure to increase 
capacity to help meet peak demands up to the agreed maximum take levels as stipulated 
in Environment Canterbury consents;

•  Implementation of demand management programmes, including public education to 
encourage efficient water use, water loss reduction programmes, water supply modelling 
to identify operational changes to increase system efficiencies.

 
Options to meet demand related to non-secure groundwater sources can be met by:

•  Additional water quality testing;

•  Introduction of treatment;

•  Connection to Council reticulated supply, for non-council supplies;

•  Drilling new wells into secure sources.

 
Options to meet demand related to wells in areas with septic tanks and insufficient drainage:

• Further investigation to establish if there is a public health risk;

• Ensure well heads are secure and operated correctly;

• Abandon existing supply and connect to Council reticulated supply.

 
Options to meet demand related to the Health (Drinking Water) Amendment Bill and the greater 
responsibilities with regard to the quality of water supplied:

• Continue to manage own supply ensuring staff are adequately trained and risk 
management procedures are in place;

• Employing external qualified staff to operate and maintain supply and manage risks;

• Abandon existing supply and connect to Council reticulated supply.

Christchurch City Council’s Role in Meeting the Demands
Most of the responsibility for ensuring water supplies are appropriate rests with the local  
Medical Officer of Health (Community Public Health Unit of Christchurch District Health Board)  
who is charged with this responsibility through the Health Act and via administration  
arrangements with the Ministry of Health.

The Council’s role will be to ensure its own public water supply system is managed in an  
appropriate manner to meet compliance and community needs.

It is expected that any new infrastructure for growth will be ultimately funded by developers and 
Council may assist in setting up cost-share areas to recover funds from future developments.  
The Council may also consider assistance with funding of the service where there are significant 
public health issues. This would be assessed on a case-by-case basis.

The Council may also have a future role to liaise with schemes owners and other agencies, such 
as Environment Canterbury and Community Public Health, to ensure appropriate water supply 
arrangements are in place to meet the total community’s reasonable needs. This would be 
assessed on a case-by-case basis.
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Proposals for Meeting the Demands
Pending legislation, the Health (Drinking Water) Amendment Act is likely to require water-supply 
owners to construct, manage and monitor the supplies in a manner that will ensure acceptable 
levels of risk are achieved.

The Christchurch City Council, for its own supply, is already implementing plans to meet the future 
demands. This includes:

•  Capital works programmes to provide additional infrastructure for growth;

•  Demand management programmes to reduce per capita consumption;

•  Development of a Public Health Risk Management Plan;

• A projected increase in the operating budget to cover likely additional water-testing and 
compliance requirements.

 
The Council will accept applications to connect to the supply from non-council-operated  
supplies within the reticulated area, although there may be restrictions on the size of connection 
that can be made. Non-council supplies outside the city’s reticulated area may also apply but 
permission to connect will be made on a case-by-case basis. Assistance with funding to connect, 
where there are public health issues, will also be assessed on a case-by-case basis.
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Christchurch City Holdings Limited (CCHL)

Subsidiary companies 
•   Orion Group Ltd

•   Christchurch International Airport Ltd

•   Lyttelton Port Company Ltd

•   Red Bus Ltd

•   City Care Ltd

Associate Companies
•   Selwyn Plantation Board Ltd

(please note there is a description of each of these subsidiaries in following pages)

Nature and scope of activities
CCHL manages the Council’s portfolio of shares in key regional infrastructural trading companies. 
Its activities include:

• Advising the Council on strategic issues relating to its investments;

• Monitoring the governance and performance procedures of its subsidiary companies  
and other council-controlled trading organizations owned by the Council; and

• Encouraging subsidiary companies to increase shareholder value through growth  
and investment.

Policies and objectives relating to ownership and control
This company was established to group the Council’s interest in its trading activities under one 
umbrella, and to provide an interface between the Council and the commercial activities of its 
council-controlled trading organisations. CCHL also borrows in the capital markets to provide a 
cost-efficient source of funding for the Council.

Key performance targets
•   Pay ordinary dividends to the Council totalling $31.5 million for the 2006/07 fiscal year.

•  Retain at least an “AA” credit rating from the international credit rating agency   
Standard and Poor’s.
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Orion Group Limited 
(subsidiary of Christchurch City Holdings Limited)

Subsidiary companies
•   Connetics Ltd

•   Energetics Pty Ltd

•   Envinta (USA)

•   4rf Communications Ltd

•   HumanWare Group

•   Orion New Zealand Ltd

•   Orion NZ Ventures Ltd

•   Orion (Whisper Tech) Ltd

•   WhisperGen Ltd

•   WhisperGen (U.K.) Ltd

•   WhisperTech JV

•   WhisperTech Ltd

Nature and scope of activities
Orion plans, constructs and maintains a reliable and secure electricity distribution network in 
the Christchurch and Central Canterbury region. The network’s capacity is matched as closely as 
possible to actual and forecast market demand for electricity.

Orion’s network consists of approximately: 175,000 connections, 12,000 km of lines and cables, 
and 9,500 distribution substations and pole-mounted transformers.

Policies and objectives relating to ownership and control
As Orion is considered a regional strategic asset, the Council wants it to be operated in commercial 
manner, but also in a way that benefits the region as a whole. 

Through a Statement of Intent, the Council establishes broad parameters reflecting the public 
nature of Orion Group without inhibiting proper commercial management.  To continue to do this 
the Council has a policy of maintaining a controlling interest in this company.    

Key performance targets
Achieve the following reliability measures for the Orion network overall:

•   Duration of supply interruptions per connected customer (SAIDI): 64 minutes in any  
one year;

•   Number or supply interruptions per connected customer (SAIFI): 0.8 interruptions in  
any one year.

 
(The above performance measures are based on averages for a five year period.  Actual  
performance for an individual year may vary).
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Christchurch International Airport Limited 
(subsidiary of Christchurch City Holdings Limited)

Nature and scope of activities
Christchurch International Airport Limited operates the airport for the benefit of commercial and 
non-commercial aviation users, and in accordance with its aerodrome licence.  

The company arranges for the design, provision and maintenance of runways, taxiways, turnouts and 
aprons in co-operation with the Airways Corporation of New Zealand and other airport users.  It also 
seeks to earn revenue by providing services and facilities meeting the needs of air travellers.

In addition to its primary business of serving the aviation industry and its customers, the company 
will actively market Christchurch, Canterbury and the South Island as a major destination for 
overseas visitors. 

Policies and objectives relating to ownership and control
Christchurch International Airport Limited is considered a regional strategic asset, and as such 
the Council wants it to be operated in a commercial manner, but also in a way that benefits the 
region as a whole. 

Through a Statement of Intent, the Council establishes broad parameters reflecting the public 
nature of this company without inhibiting proper commercial management.  To continue to do this 
the Council has a policy of maintaining a controlling interest in this company.    

Key performance targets
•   Pay ordinary dividends to the Council totalling $4.3 million for the 2006/07 fiscal year.

•   Handle 4.4 million domestic and 1.7 million international passengers in the 2006/07 year.

Lyttelton Port Company Limited 
(subsidiary of Christchurch City Holdings Limited)

Nature and scope of activities
This company provides the land, facilities, plant and labour for receiving, delivering, stockpiling, 
stacking and shipping a wide range of products at the port in Lyttelton Harbour. Its activities also 
include providing facilities associated with the repair and servicing of vessels.

Policies and objectives relating to ownership and control
Lyttleton Port Company is considered a regional strategic asset and as such the Council wants it 
to be operated in commercial manner, but also in a way that benefits  the region as a whole. 

Through a Statement of Intent, the Council establishes broad parameters reflecting the public 
nature of this company without inhibiting proper commercial management.  To continue to do this 
the Council has a policy of maintaining a controlling interest in this company.    

Key performance targets
•   Containers  TEUs  180,000

•   Fuel – import Tonnes  1,100,000

•   Coal – export Tonnes  2,400,000

•   Cars – import Units  50,000

 
(The above figures are based on 2005/06 forecasts and represent anticipated volumes)
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Red Bus Limited 
(subsidiary of Christchurch City Holdings Limited)

Subsidiary company
CTL Properties Limited

Nature and scope of activities
Red Bus Limited provides scheduled urban public passenger transport services in Christchurch. 
It also operates bus charter and leasing services.

Policies and objectives relating to ownership and control
The Council is the sole shareholder of this company.  While it does not regard Red Bus as a 
strategic asset it has no plans to sell down or relinquish control of this company.   The company 
has an important role in the city as a provider of quality bus services.  Through the negotiation of 
an annual Statement of Intent, the Council establishes broad parameters for this company without 
inhibiting proper commercial management.    

Key performance targets
•   Provide economic contributions to the community through taxes paid, dividends and 

payments to suppliers and employees.

•   Operate over 50% of the current fleet with engines complying to Euro-2 emission  
standards or better.

 

City Care Limited 
(subsidiary of Christchurch City Holdings Limited)

Nature and scope of activities
City Care Limited is in the business of management, construction and maintenance of New  
Zealand’s infrastructure and amenity assets.  The company is mainly involved in roading 
and associated services, underground services such as water and sewerage systems, parks 
and waterways services, facilities maintenance, waste management services and providing 
miscellaneous services such as project management and plant hire.

City Care Limited operates a profitable, sustainable and innovative business. It maintains a  
strong market presence in all areas of construction and maintenance of the infrastructure and 
amenity assets owned by its shareholder, the Council.

City Care ensures that there is capacity in the market to meet the Council’s emergency  
obligations. It is therefore an important contractor to the Council.

Policies and objectives relating to ownership and control
The Council is the sole shareholder of this company.  While it does not regard City Care as a 
strategic asset it has no plans to sell down or relinquish control of this company.   The company 
has an important role in the city as a quality contractor.  Through the negotiation of an annual 
Statement of Intent, the Council establishes broad parameters for this company without  
inhibiting proper commercial management.    

Key performance targets
•   Provide a quality service as attested by maintaining accreditation to quality standards  

such as ISO 9000 and ISO 14001.

•   Achieve a net operating profit after taxation of $2.36 million for the 2006/07 fiscal year.
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Selwyn Plantation Board Limited 
(associate of Christchurch City Holdings Limited)

Nature and scope of activities
The core business of the company is to manage its forests and lands on a commercial basis  
using environmentally and commercially sustainable methods.  

Policies and objectives relating to ownership and control
The City Council has a minority interest in this company and holds it for investment purposes.   
It does not regard it as a strategic asset.

Key performance targets
Forest operations -  harvest of 220,000 tonnes and thinning of 185,000 hectares in the 2006/07 
fiscal year.

Transwaste Canterbury Limited

Nature and scope of activities
Transwaste is responsible for developing and operating a non-hazardous regional landfill, to at 
least the standard determined by regulatory authorities. 

The company enters into contractual arrangements to ensure provision of a haulage fleet for 
hauling solid waste. This must be done economically and efficiently, and in compliance with 
relevant consents.

Transwaste will, in due course, invest in alternatives to landfilling for solid waste disposal, should 
these alternatives be more environmentally sustainable and cost effective.

Policies and objectives relating to ownership and control
It is critical that waste management achieves not only commercial requirements, but also  
wider social and economic objectives. Therefore the Council has a policy of maintaining a  
controlling interest in partnership with other local authorities in this trading activity. 

Key performance targets
Operate the landfill with no breaches of its Resource Management Act consents.
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Christchurch City Facilities Limited (CCFL)

Subsidiary company
Jet Engine Facility Limited
vBase Venue Management Group

Nature and scope of activities
CCFL is a property holding and operating company for certain specialist properties or companies 
that the Council owns. Its responsibilities include:

• The Westpac Trust Centre

• The Christchurch Town Hall

• The Christchurch Convention Centre

• Overseeing the contracted management of the above facilities

• Jet Engine Facility Limited

Policies and objectives relating to ownership and control
The Christchurch Convention Centre, the Christchurch Town Hall and the Westpac Trust Centre,  
are all managed by vBase Venue Management Group (of which the Council has a 50%  
shareholding). These facilities are important to the region in terms of economic development, 
culture and sport. The Council wants them to be managed on a commercial and co-ordinated 
basis, and to build profitability while maintaining affordable community access. 

CCFL may also undertake other property-related projects that have a commercial focus and/or  
a regional development impact (eg. Jet Engine Facility Ltd). 

Through a Statement of Intent, the Council establishes broad parameters reflecting the public 
nature of CCFL, without inhibiting its proper commercial management.  To continue to do this  
the Council has a policy of maintaining a controlling interest in this company.    

Key performance targets
Achieve a net operating profit before depreciation of and taxation of $1,278,000 in the 2006/07 
fiscal year.

Jade Stadium Limited 

Nature and scope of activities
This company manages the affairs of Jade Stadium, a stadium with a fully-seated capacity  
of 36,000 and a wide range of world-class hospitality facilities. Its activities include active  
promotion of the stadium as well as its operation and maintenance.

Policies and objectives relating to ownership and control
The Council considers that Jade Stadium Limited is a regional strategic asset and as such wants 
it to be operated in commercial manner, but also in a way that benefits the region as a whole. 

Through a Statement of Intent, the Council establishes broad parameters reflecting the public 
nature of this company without inhibiting proper commercial management.  To continue to do this 
the Council has a policy of maintaining a controlling interest in this company.    

Key performance targets
Achieve a net operating profit before depreciation and taxation of $2,024,000 in the 2006/07 
fiscal year.
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Canterbury Museum Trust Board

Nature and scope of activities
The Museum undertakes to:

•   Collect, preserve, act as a regional repository for, research, display and otherwise   
make available to the people of the present and future, material and information   
relating to the natural and cultural heritage of New Zealanders;

•   To promote interest and education in the natural and cultural heritage of New   
Zealanders; and

•   To place particular emphasis on those activities as they relate to the greater   
Canterbury region, the Antarctic and Subantarctic, and, where appropriate, their   
relationships in a wider global context.  

Policies and objectives relating to ownership and control
The Council contributes to the operation of Canterbury Museum by providing annual operational 
funding towards an approved Canterbury Museum Trust Board Annual Plan; it also contributes 
capital funding to the museum’s Revitalisation Project.

Key performance targets
Comply with the parameters of the Canterbury Museum Trust Board Act 1993.

 

Central Plains Water Trust

Nature and scope of activities
•   To seek resource consents for the proposed Canterbury Plains Water Enhancement  

Scheme, and to hold these consents for the use of Central Plains Water Limited.

Policies and objectives relating to ownership and control
The Council recognises a major regional economic benefit in managing the water resource in 
the Central Canterbury Plains, including significant employment creation.  The Council, through 
its involvement with the Trust, hopes to mitigate the adverse effects of any proposed scheme on 
its own water supply.  

Key performance targets
Obtain resource consents for water use and irrigation by 2009

Other Council Controlled Organisations

Travis Finance Limited – non-operating
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Funding Impact Statement and Rating Policies

The Funding Impact Statement discloses the revenue and financing mechanisms selected  
under the LTCCP and is based on the Revenue and Financing Policy adopted by Council.  The  
rate component of the funding mechanisms will change over the next few years in that a new  
targeted rate will be set for the Central City mall redevelopment project on business ratepayers  
in the central city, starting in 2007/08 and increasing to the full amount in 2008/09, then  
continuing until 2022.  

Revenue and financing mechanisms selected
The revenue and financing mechanisms selected were developed from an analysis of the  
Council activities and funding requirements under the Revenue and Financing Policy.  The  
process and analysis includes: 

•  For operational expenditure:

•  The nature of the services supplied by each activity;

•  The period over which the services are supplied;

•  The gross cost and the allocation of this cost to the users of services and ratepayers;

•  The direct benefits of services and any charges made for these;

•  The allocation of the shortfall of user charges to ratepayers;

•  The allocation of costs to ratepayers by differential sectors and by targeted rates.

•  For capital expenditure:

•  The gross cost;

•  The timing of the budget provision;

•  The funding sources including loans.

The Financial Overview on page 59 discloses the funding of operational and capital expenditure 
totals. 

The Council has budgeted to receive revenue from a number of sources and mechanisms and 
these are detailed on that table (net of GST).      

User Charges and other direct revenues
These are developed from the various pricing policies under the Activity Management Plans for 
each service area of Council.  Any charge made reduces the dependence on rates.  

Development Contributions are set out under the Development Contributions Policy. 
In addition, the Council will receive grants, subsidies and other funds.  It is the Council’s intention 
to maximize revenue from these sources.

Capital financing
Capital expenditure is financed under the policy outlined in the Revenue and Financing Policy 
statement.  The residual financing source is loans.

Rate Setting Policies 
Rates are the residual funding source of operational expenditure.  The Council has set rates  
totaling $202.865 million in accordance with this LTCCP for the financial year 2006/07.

The Valuation System used for rating:
The valuation system used for rating is the Capital Value system.  

The value of each rating unit is set by independent valuers and based on values as at 1 August 
2004.  A rating unit is the property which is liable for rates and is generally a separate property 
with its own certificate of title.  The next revaluation will occur on 1 August 2007.

Inspection of rates information for each rating unit:
The Capital Values, the District Valuation Roll, and the Rate Information Database information 
and the estimated liability for rates for 2006/07 for each rating unit is available for inspection on 
the Council’s Internet site (www.ccc.govt.nz) under the heading ‘Ratesinfo’ or by enquiry at any 
Council Service Centre.
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Differential system used:
Differential rating will be used for general rates and the Central City Mall redevelopment  
Targeted rate.  Each rating unit is assigned to a category, based on land use and City Plan  
zoning, and the sum of all categories is the basis of allocation of rates.

The differential categories used are:

• Sector A - Business

• Sector B - Residential and other

• Sector C - Rural

The full text of the differential categories is detailed in the rating policy text beginning on  
page 244.

The categories used for differentiation are land use and zoning as allowed under Schedule 2, 
clauses 1, 2 and 3 of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002.

Rates to be set as part of the LTCCP

Rates are set under Clause 10 of Schedule 10 of the Local Government Act 2002 and Section 23 
of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002.  The rates mechanisms are intended to be used for 
the next 10 years will change in that the Central City Mall Redevelopment targeted rate will be 
introduced from 2007/08.  This will lower the city-wide general rate by $866,250 per annum.

The following rates will be set for 2006/07, 2007/08, and 2008/09 (after that year, the same 
rates will continue):

Rates

2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09
Decimals Rates Decimals  Rates Decimals  Rates Decimals  Rates 

$000’s  $000’s  $000’s  $000’s 
former CCC only CCC and BPDC  CBD at 70%  CBD at 70% 

General Rate by Differential Sectors
Sector A - Business 0.00372429  34,397 0.00423126  39,498 0.00451499  42,792 0.00496616  47,725 
Sector B - Residential 0.00253837  93,188 0.00291711  107,636 0.00318240  119,222 0.00361795  137,430 
Sector C - Rural 0.00190377  4,871 0.00218784  4,550 0.00238680  5,039 0.00271347  5,809 

 132,456  151,684  167,053  190,964 
Uniform Annual General Charge

Business $115  1,806 $115  1,918 $115  1,918 $115  1,918 
Residential $115  15,787 $115  16,508 $115  16,508 $115  16,508 
Rural $115  193 $115  444 $115  444 $115  444 

 17,786  18,870  18,870  18,870 
Targeted Rates
Water Supply Targeted Rate
    Full Charge  0.00035530  17,462 0.00037806  17,858 0.00038978  18,693 0.00041110  19,991 
    Half Charge 0.00018903  270 0.00019489  283 0.00020555  302 
Land Drainage Targeted Rate  0.00030378  13,621 0.00016485  7,664 0.00016927  7,990 0.00017776  8,507 
Sewerage Targeted Rate  0.00051415  25,320 0.00065452  31,690 0.00070460  34,638 0.00077593  38,676 
Water Fire Connection Targeted Rate $100  70 $100  78 $100  78 $100  78 
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Rate type descriptions

The allocation of rates to rate types is determined under the Revenue and Financing Policy.   
A full description of that policy is contained on page 259.

General Rates

General rates are set on capital values on a differential basis for rating units liable for General 
rates under the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002.  General rates [including the Uniform  
Annual General Charge, (UAGC)] provide for approximately 75.07% of the total rate requirement 
of the Council, being the net rate requirement after targeted rates are determined.  General rates 
(and UAGCs) therefore fund all activities of the Council except those funded by targeted rates.

Most activity net rate requirements are on straight capital value, that is 80.68% to Residential 
and Rural, and 19.32% to Business sector.  If straight capital value rating was followed for all 
rates there would be no difference in decimals for the sectors: all would pay the same rates value 
for value.  The one exception is in General rates with ‘Streets’ activity allocated substantially  
to the Business Sector.  As a result the Business sector pays more General rates than their  

relative capital value share.  

Council have concluded that the Rural sector should be charged less General rates than the 
Residential sector therefore a property in the Rural sector will be charged 75% of the General 
rate (excluding UAGCs) that a property in the Residential sector is charged.

Uniform Annual General Charge

The Council has decided a portion of General rates is to be assessed as a uniform annual general 
charge of $115 per rating unit on each separately-used or inhabited part of a rating unit.  This 
is not based on a calculation of part of any Activity costs but is assessed to be a reasonable 
amount to charge. 

The uniform charge will modify the impact of rating on a city-wide basis ensuring all rating units 
are charged a fixed amount to recognize the costs, associated with each property, which are 
uniformly consumed by the inhabitants of the community.

Rates

2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09
Decimals Rates Decimals  Rates Decimals  Rates Decimals  Rates 

$000’s  $000’s  $000’s  $000’s 
former CCC only CCC and BPDC  CBD at 70%  CBD at 70% 

Central City Mall Redevelopment Targeted Rate 0.00012681  260 0.00046899  975 
Governors Bay Water Loan Uniform Rate  8 $111  16 $111  16 $111  16 
Governors Bay Sewer Loan Uniform Rate  13 $1,106  24 $1,106  24 $1,106  24 
Church Bay Water Loan Uniform Rate  21 $495  21 $495  21 $495  21 
Church Bay Sewer Loan Uniform Rate  48 $1,106  48 $1,106  48 $1,106  48 

 56,563  57,669  62,051  68,638 
Total revenue sought from rates as set  206,805  228,223  247,974  278,472 
(GST Inclusive)
Rates penalties  1,350  1,510  1,510  1,510 
Excess water supply targeted rates  2,081  2,452  2,531  2,607 

Total rates income  210,236  232,185  252,015  282,589 

Rates (net of GST) as set - see Financial Overview Page 59 183,827  202,865  220,421  247,531
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Targeted Rates 

Targeted rates are set to recover the net operating cost of Water Supply, Sewerage Collection  
and Disposal and Land Drainage respectively.  The main rate requirement for the targeted rates 
of Water, Sewerage and Land Drainage is assessed on the relative capital value of all liable  
rating units in the serviced area.  There is no differential applying for these targeted rates. 

A half rate is made for Water where the service is available but no connection is made.

In addition the Council will set the following targeted rates:

Central City Mall Redevelopment targeted rate, to be set commencing in 2007/08, rising to the 
full amount of the recovery in 2008/09 and continuing until 2022. The rate will be assessed to 
business ratepayers in the central city area, to recover loan servicing costs on a $7 million loan 
over 15 years. It is estimated to be $866,250.

Water Supply Fire Connection - The targeted rate will be set on a uniform basis to the rating units 
serviced, at $100 per fire service connection.

The Excess Water Supply Targeted Rate applies to other than private residential property  
within the water-supply serviced area and is assessed as the meters are read.  Only Rating Units 
with consumption in excess of the allowance are charged. 

These two water targeted rates fund part of the water supply activity costs.

The Uniform Targeted rates for loan servicing costs for the Church Bay and Governors Bay  
Water and Sewerage Schemes is a continuation of the original agreements to fund the capital  
costs of those schemes.

The estimated loan balances at 30 June 2006 and rates:

•  Church Bay Sewer Loan – 43 ratepayers – loan balance estimated  $113,519

•  Church Bay Water Loan – 42 ratepayers – loan balance estimated $49,656

To be repaid by targeted rate over 3 years

•  Governors Bay Sewer Loan – 138 ratepayers – loan balance estimated $154,753

•  Governors Bay Water Loan – 143 ratepayers – loan balance estimated $100,765

To be repaid by targeted rate over 10 years.  A full definition of the rate types is contained in the 
rating policies text beginning on page 244.
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Residential 2005/06 Actual 2006/07 Plan % Change 2007/08 Plan % Change 2008/09 Plan % Change

$ $ over prev year $ over prev year $ over prev year

CCC rates only

Sample capital values

 80,000  412  444 7.81%  471 5.97%  514 9.12%

 100,000  486  526 8.32%  560 6.30%  613 9.59%

 200,000  857  938 9.44%  1,004 7.07%  1,112 10.69%

 Ave. Resident $260,000  1,080  1,185 9.68%  1,271 7.28%  1,410 10.98%

 300,000  1,228  1,349 9.88%  1,449 7.37%  1,610 11.11%

 400,000  1,600  1,761 10.05%  1,893 7.53%  2,108 11.34%

 500,000  1,971  2,172 10.21%  2,338 7.63%  2,606 11.48%

 600,000  2,342  2,584 10.32%  2,783 7.70%  3,105 11.57%

 800,000  3,084  3,407 10.45%  3,672 7.79%  4,101 11.69%

 1,000,000  3,827  4,230 10.52%  4,561 7.84%  5,098 11.77%

Business
Excluding CBD        

Sample capital values

 80,000  507  549 8.34%  577 5.10%  621 7.65%

 100,000  605  658 8.74%  693 5.32%  748 7.97%

 200,000  1,095  1,201 9.66%  1,271 5.83%  1,381 8.69%

 300,000  1,584  1,744 10.08%  1,849 6.02%  2,014 8.96%

 400,000  2,074  2,286 10.24%  2,426 6.12%  2,647 9.10%

 500,000  2,564  2,829 10.35%  3,004 6.18%  3,280 9.19%

 600,000  3,054  3,372 10.42%  3,582 6.23%  3,914 9.25%

 800,000  4,033  4,458 10.54%  4,738 6.28%  5,180 9.33%

 1,000,000  5,013  5,544 10.59%  5,894 6.31%  6,446 9.37%

Comparative Rates Due by Ratepayers

Rates Payable – 2005/06 Actual for the current CCC area and compared with the draft plans for 2006/07, 2007/08 and 2008/09
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Residential 2005/06 Actual 2006/07 Plan % Change 2007/08 Plan % Change 2008/09 Plan % Change

$ $ over prev year $ over prev year $ over prev year

CCC rates only

Business

Including CBD - see Page 243 and 245

At 70% At 70% At 60% option At 50% option

Sample capital values

 80,000  507  549 8.34%  587 6.94%  659 12.18%  654  649 

 100,000  605  658 8.74%  706 7.25%  795 12.68%  789  782 

 200,000  1,095  1,201 9.66%  1,296 7.94%  1,475 13.80%  1,462  1,449 

 300,000  1,584  1,744 10.08%  1,887 8.20%  2,155 14.22%  2,136  2,116 

 400,000  2,074  2,286 10.24%  2,477 8.34%  2,835 14.44%  2,809  2,784 

 500,000  2,564  2,829 10.35%  3,068 8.43%  3,515 14.58%  3,483  3,451 

 600,000  3,054  3,372 10.42%  3,658 8.48%  4,195 14.67%  4,156  4,118 

 800,000  4,033  4,458 10.54%  4,839 8.56%  5,555 14.79%  5,504  5,452 

 1,000,000  5,013  5,544 10.59%  6,020 8.60%  6,915 14.86%  6,851  6,78

Rural

Excl targeted rates

Sample capital values

 80,000  267  290 8.62%  306 5.49%  333 8.93%

 100,000  305  334 9.44%  354 5.96%  388 9.66%

 200,000  496  553 11.40%  592 7.20%  661 11.53%

 300,000  686  771 12.44%  831 7.74%  934 12.33%

 400,000  877  990 12.90%  1,070 8.04%  1,206 12.77%

 500,000  1,067  1,209 13.30%  1,308 8.23%  1,479 13.05%

 600,000  1,257  1,428 13.58%  1,547 8.36%  1,752 13.25%

 800,000  1,638  1,865 13.87%  2,024 8.53%  2,298 13.50%

 1,000,000  2,019  2,303 14.06%  2,502 8.64%  2,843 13.65%

Note: 2005/06 rates excludes BPDC, whereas future years are city wide.
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Options for the CBD Mall Redevelopment Rate
 - 2008/09 rates only - this is the first full year of the targeted rate
 - the table compares the rate result with and without the CBD rate 
 - Includes the alternative options of 60% and 50%

No CBD rate                  With a  CBD rate

Included within Difference Difference Difference

General rates At 70% over no rate At 60% over no rate At 50% over no rate

Average Residential - $260,000  1,415  1,410 -0.36%  1,411 -0.31%  1,412 -0.26%

Residential - $400,000  2,116  2,108 -0.38%  2,109 -0.32%  2,110 -0.27%

Residential - $600,000  3,117  3,105 -0.38%  3,106 -0.33%  3,108 -0.27%

Business - $300,000 Outside  2,020  2,014 -0.29%  2,015 -0.25%  2,016 -0.21%

Business - $500,000  of the CBD  3,290  3,280 -0.30%  3,282 -0.26%  3,283 -0.21%

Business - $600,000  3,925  3,914 -0.30%  3,915 -0.26%  3,917 -0.21%

Business - $300,000 Within  2,020  2,155 6.67%  2,136 5.72%  2,116 4.77%

Business - $500,000 the CBD  3,290  3,515 6.83%  3,483 5.85%  3,451 4.88%

Business - $600,000  3,925  4,195 6.87%  4,156 5.89%  4,118 4.91%

Notes:
(1)  Residential and Business rates are those on fully serviced properties, and include a single  
 uniform annual charge of $115 per property, excluding the Central City targeted rate. 
(2) Rural properties are assumed not to pay Water, Sewerage or Land Drainage Targeted rates.  They  
 include a uniform annual charge of $115 per property. 
(3)  Rates include GST but do not include the Canterbury Regional Council Rates.
(4)  Some properties may also be liable for the additional targeted rates of Fire connection, excess  
 water and Church and Governors Bay uniform loan servicing rates. 

(5)  The City Council is the rate collecting agent for Environment Canterbury (the Canterbury Regional  
 Council).  Their rates are in addition to those above.  Combined assessments and invoices will be  
 issued by the City Council as in the past.
(6)  The comparison with BPDC rates is not shown.  Each former BPDC ratepayer may compare the  
 proposed rate with that assessed last year.
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Detailed Information about Rate Types

General Rates

General Rate by differential sector:

The General Rate is set under Section 13(2)(b) of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 and is 
set differentially on the following sectors:

Sector A - Business

Sector B - Residential and Other

Sector C - Rural

All liable rating units will be assigned to a differential rate sector.

The liability of the rating unit will be the capital value times the decimal (multiplier) applicable for 
the differential sector applying to the rating unit.

Purpose of General Rate: 

To fund the general operations of the Council beyond that funded by user charges, other revenue, 
the Uniform Annual General Charge, and targeted rates as detailed below.  

The detail of the requirement is contained within the Financial Overview on page 59 and the 
Revenue and Finance Policy Summary on page 259.

Uniform Annual General Charge (UAGC) of $115

The Uniform Annual General Charge is assessed on each separate rating unit or, if relevant, on 
each separately used or inhabited part of a rating unit.  

It is set under Section 15(1)(b) of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002. 

Purpose of the Uniform Annual General Charge:

To fund the general operations of the Council beyond that funded by user charges, other revenue, 
general rates and targeted rates as detailed below.

Targeted Rates
These rates are set under Sections 16 (3)(b), 18(1), Schedule 2 Clause 5, and Schedule 3 Clause 
8 of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002. 

Water Supply Targeted Rate – Full Charge and half charge:

Rate Factor used: this targeted rate is assessed on every separately rated property to which water 
is supplied and the half charge to rating units situated within 100 metres from any part of the 
waterworks where the connection is not made.  The liability is calculated on the capital value of 
the rating unit times the decimal (multiplier).

Purpose of Water Rates: 

To recover the water supply costs.

Land Drainage Targeted Rate:

Rate Factor used: this targeted rate is assessed on every separately rated property which is  
in the serviced area.  The serviced area is that of the current land drainage area extended to include 
all developed land within the city or where there is a land drainage service and also includes:

•  the areas of the Peninsula zoned:

•  Akaroa Hillslopes

•  Boat Harbour

•  Industrial

•  Lyttelton Port

•  Papakaianga

•  Recreation Reserve

•  Residential

•  Residential Conservation

•  Small Settlement

•  Town Centre
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• Those Land Drainage areas in Okains Bay and Purau that have been charged 
Land Drainage Targeted rates 

The liability is calculated on the capital value of the rating unit times the decimal (multiplier).

Purpose of Land Drainage Targeted Rate:

To recover the land drainage utility costs.

Sewerage Targeted Rate:

Rate Factor used: this targeted rate is assessed on every separately rated property which is  
in the serviced area.  The liability is calculated on the capital value of the rating unit times the  
decimal (multiplier).

Purpose of Sewerage Targeted rate:

To recover the sewer drainage and sewage treatment costs.

Central City Mall Redevelopment Targeted Rate:

Rate Factor used: this targeted rate  is assessed on every separately rated property which is:

•  In the differential Sector A – Business; and

•  In the town planning zone Central City or Central City edge under the operative City 
Plan.  

The liability is calculated on the capital value of the rating unit times the decimal (multiplier).

Purpose of the targeted rate:

To recover the annual costs of loan servicing from the liable rating units for the proposed Central 
City Mall Redevelopment Loan, estimated to be $7 million.  The loan servicing costs will be on 
a table basis over 15 years at an estimated 7% (actual interest rates will be used when the rate 
is set in the future).

This targeted rate ends 30 June 2022.

Loan Servicing Targeted Rates:

•  Church Bay Sewerage Loan Targeted Rate – 2006/07 charge $1,106

•  Church Bay Water Supply Loan Targeted Rate – 2006/07 charge $495

•  Governors Bay Sewerage Loan Targeted Rate – 2006/07 charge $176

•  Governors Bay Water Supply Loan Targeted Rate – 2006/07 charge $111

Rate Factor used: these targeted rates are assessed on every separately rated property 
which is in the serviced area.  The rates are uniform charges and one charge for each rate 
is assessed to liable rating units.

Purpose of loan servicing targeted rates:

To recover the annual costs of loan servicing from the rating units who have entered into a 
commitment to service the loans by way of annual uniform charges under the former Banks 
Peninsula District Council.

The Church Bay rate ends on 30 June 2009 and the Governors Bay rate ends 30 June 2016.

Water Supply Fire Connection Targeted Rate:

Assessed as a uniform charge of $100 per connection for those rating units which have a 
connection.

Rate Factor used: this targeted rate is assessed on every separately rated property which has 
one or more of these connections.

Purpose of the Water Supply Fire Connection Targeted rate:

To recover costs of water supply fire connection on a per-connection basis.

Excess Water Supply Targeted Rate

This targeted rate is assessed as the water meters are read on every separately rated liable 
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property as defined by the Bylaw (see below) which has a metered water supply, and invoiced 
after each reading.

This targeted rate is set under Section 19(2) (b) of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002, in 
addition to Sections 16 (3)(b), 18(1), Schedule 2 Clause 5, and Schedule 3 Clause 8 of the Local 
Government (Rating) Act 2002.

Purpose of the Excess Water Supply Targeted rate:

To recover water-supply costs beyond those included in the water-supply rates.

Excess Water Supply Targeted Rate – Further Information

Section 19(2)(b) of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 allows for a “scale of charges”.  
Invoices are raised for this rate as the result of water-meter readings on liable properties.  The 
Christchurch City Water Related Services Bylaw 2001 outlines the intention to charge.

The water allowance is determined following the annual rates assessment and is expressed 
as a daily allowance, that is the total water allowance for the rating unit divided by 365 with a 
minimum of .6986 cubic meters per day.

The water allowance is determined by dividing the Water Supply Targeted Rate assessed on the 
rating unit by an allowance factor.  The allowance factor unit rate will be determined by Council 
resolution from time to time and is now 45 cents.  The water allowance is 1 cubic meter for each 
complete 45 cents (the factor) of the targeted water rate assessed.

Water used in excess of the water allowance, will be charged at the rate of 45 cents per cubic 
meter to all consumers having an extraordinary supply, as defined in the Christchurch City Water 
Related Services Bylaw 2001.  These are the liable rating units.

The daily allowance shall continue until the next rates assessment is issued for the rating unit.

Rating units having an “ordinary supply” as defined in the Christchurch City Water Related  
Services Bylaw 2001, i.e. non-commercial consumers being principally residential single units 
on a rating unit, will not be charged an excess water supply targeted rate.

Where two or more rating units share a water meter and have, in the opinion of the Council, a 
common usage, the readings and allowances may be aggregated, not withstanding the charge 
is payable by the ratepayer of the rating unit to which the meter is attached.

The annual rates assessment identifies those ratepayers who are potentially liable for excess 
water charges.  It does not include the calculated liability as the water reading does not coincide 
with the assessment.  Water meters are read progressively throughout the year.  Following each 
reading, a water-excess charge invoice is issued for those rating units which are liable.  The invoice 
will refer to the assessment and will ‘bill’ for the consumption for the period of the reading.  The 
latest water allowance will be used, calculated on a daily basis.

Differential System Used

Differential rating is used for general rates and the Central City Mall Redevelopment Targeted 
rate.  Other targeted rates are set without differentials.

The quantum of general rates required from each differential sector is based on the Revenue 
and Financing Policy and Funding Impact Statement calculations on an activity-by-activity  
basis, giving the Council-wide rate requirement.  The whole of the Central City Targeted rate will 
be recovered from business ratepayers in the central city.

The rating differential categories used are:  

Sector A - Business Properties

Any rating unit which is:

(a)   Used for a commercial or industrial purpose (including travellers and special 
purpose accommodation, offices and administrative and associated functions, and 
commercially-owned and operated utility networks); or

(b)   Land zoned Business, Central City, Commercial, Industrial or Rural-Industrial (or 
equivalent zoning) in the City Plan administered by the Council, situated anywhere in 
the city, except where the predominant use is residential.
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Sector B - Residential and Other Properties

Includes any rating unit which is:

(a)   Used for residential purposes (including home-ownership flats); or

(b)   Land zoned Living, Residential (or equivalent zoning) or Rural-Residential, Small 
Settlement, Papakainga, Akaroa Hill Slopes, Residential Conservation or Boat Harbour  
in the City Plan administered by the Council, and is within the sewered area and used  
other than for a commercial or industrial purpose (including travellers and special- 
purpose accommodation, offices and administrative and associated functions); or

(c)  A Council-operated utility network; or

(d)   Land not otherwise classified under sectors A, or C.

Sector C - Rural Properties

Includes any rating unit which is: zoned Rural (or any equivalent zoning) in the City Plan  
administered by the Council, or zoned residential or rural-residential in the City Plan administered 
by the Council and situated outside of the sewered area, and where the rating unit is:

(a)  Used solely or principally for agricultural, horticultural, pastoral or forestry purposes 
or the keeping of bees or poultry; or

(b)  Vacant land not otherwise used.

Does not include any rating unit which is:

(i)  Used principally for industrial (including quarrying) or commercial purposes (as 
defined in sector A above); or

(ii)  Is used principally for residential purposes (including home-ownership flats).

Note: for the purposes of the differential sector definitions in this part of the LTCCP, the City Plan means the operative 
City Plan of the Christchurch City Council and any parts of the transitional or proposed district plans of any former local 
authority that are operative.

Uniform Annual General Charge 

Multiple Uniform Annual General Charge per Rating Unit 

The Council will charge multiple uniform charges against each separately-used or inhabited  
part of a rating unit provided such UAGC is not subject to a rate remission under the policy.

The basis of a unit of occupancy is that which can be separately let and permanently occupied.  
For the purposes of this charge, where the occupancy is an accessory one or is ancillary to  
another property or part thereof no separately used part exists.  For example:

• Not separately used parts of a rating unit include:

•  A residential sleep-out or granny flat without independent kitchen facilities;

• Rooms in a hostel with a common kitchen;

•  A hotel room with or without kitchen facilities;

•  Motel rooms with kitchen facilities -Individual storage garages/sheds/partitioned  
areas of a warehouse;

•  Individual storage garages/sheds/partitioned areas of a warehouse;

•  Individual offices/premises of partners in a partnership.

•  Separately used parts of a rating unit include:

•  Flats/apartments;

•  Flats which share kitchen/bathroom facilities;

•  Separately leased commercial areas even though they may share a reception.

Uniform Annual General Charge (UAGC) for Common Usage Rating Units 

Section 20 of the Act precludes the Council from charging UAGCs where contiguous land is in 
common usage and in the same ownership.

The Council has resolved on a remission policy that will allow it to remit the additional UAGCs on 
contiguous land in common usage where the rating units are not in the same ownership name.

Also remission of the charge will be considered where the Council has determined that a building 
consent will not be issued for the primary use of the land (under the City Plan).
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Rate Payments 

The instalments due dates are:

Area One  Instalment One 15 August 2006

Area One  Instalment Two 15 November 2006

Area One  Instalment Three 15 February 2007

Area One  Instalment Four 15 May 2007

Area Two  Instalment One 15 September 2006

Area Two  Instalment Two 15 December 2006

Area Two  Instalment Three 15 March 2007

Area Two  Instalment Four 15 June 2007

Area Three Instalment One 31 August 2006

Area Three Instalment Two 30 November 2006

Area Three Instalment Three 28 February 2007

Area Three Instalment Four 31 May 2007

 
The rate areas will continue generally as in the past and are published on each annual rate 
assessment.

Where a due date falls on a day that is not a working day the next working day convention 
applies.

The due date for excess water supply rates will be the 20th of the month following the invoice 
date.  The due date for any amended rates invoice issued outside of the normal dates shall be 
specified on that rate invoice as determined by the Council.

The imposition of the current penalty occurs one business day after the due dates above.

Rate penalties

Where rates are not paid on time, penalties will be imposed to provide incentives for payments 
by due dates.

•  ‘Current penalties’ - A penalty of 10% on so much of any instalment that has been  
invoiced after 1 July 2006 and which is unpaid after the due date plus two working days;

•  ‘First arrears penalty’ - A further penalty of 10% on so much of any rates  
(including penalties) assessed in any previous financial year and which are unpaid as  
at 1 October 2006; and

•  ‘Second arrears penalty’ - A further penalty of 10% on any rates to which the  
‘first arrears penalty’ has been added and which remain unpaid as at 1 April 2007.

Dates for penalties will be adjusted annually thereafter.

Penalties will not be imposed on rates postponed or on current year’s rates where payment is 
being made by monthly direct debit, on any excess water supply targeted rate, or where the 
Council believes a remission will be granted.

Once imposed, penalties become rates and may be subject to rates remissions.  Where the penalty 
imposition date falls on a day that is not a working day the next working day convention applies.

Payment of Rates

•  The Council has resolved on the acceptable payment methods. 

•  Payments by cash will be accepted at any Council service centre office. 

•  Rates are payable at any Council service centre during normal business hours by 
cash, EFT/POS cash flow, or cheque made out to the Council.

•  Cheques may be posted to the Council prior to the due date as evidenced by the 
postmark

•  Payment by credit card will be accepted under limited circumstances. 

•  Payments by direct debit will be facilitated and encouraged.

•  Payment by direct credit or automatic payment will be facilitated.

•  Rate payments will be allocated pro rata to the oldest rates due to the Regional 
Council and City Council unless specifically directed in writing by the ratepayer.
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Rates Remissions Policy

Rates remissions may apply where there is significant public good in the use of the land.  In  
addition there are grounds for remission where penalties have been imposed but there is a 
reasonable excuse for late payment, or it is just and reasonable to do so.  

Postponement will be considered where the ratepayer is experiencing financial hardship.

1. Remission of current year’s rate penalties due to one-off non-
payment or where there are timing mis-match issues

Remission statement

Business ratepayers may be allowed one current-year rate-penalty remission in five years and 
all other ratepayers may be allowed one current-year rate-penalty remission in two years where 
the ratepayer can illustrate that a genuine error or oversight has occurred.

Objective of the remission

To avoid penalising ratepayers incurring penalties on current rates:

(a)   Who have paid their rates late due to a genuine mistake; or

(b)   Who are paying by regular bank transaction and where minor penalties occur due to 
timing differences.

Conditions and criteria for the remission

(a)  Written applications will generally be required for other than the minor timing 
mismatch issues;

(b)  Staff may waive the written application provided they are satisfied the full details of 
the application are recorded;

(c)  The reason for the late payment must be stated and must not be deliberate non-
payment;

(d)  It is appropriate that the Council show consideration to ratepayers who have made 
genuine mistakes provided that it is not a repetitive omission;

(e)  Business ratepayers will be allowed one remission in five years and all other 
ratepayers will be allowed one remission in two years; 

(f)  It is expedient to remit penalties where there are minor mis-matches of payments 
and due dates e.g. direct debit mis-matches.  In these circumstances written 
applications are not required;

(g)  The outstanding rates (excluding the penalties to be remitted) must be paid in full for 
the remission to be granted.

Remission applies to 

All ratepayers, although with different criteria. 

2. Remission of rates penalties imposed where there is an inability 
to pay

Remission statement

The remission may apply to properties that are the residence of the ratepayer, and applies  
under the following circumstances:

(a)  To penalties which have been imposed in the last two-year period, and/or where 
payment has been overlooked due to sickness, death or significant financial hardship 
or generally where it is considered to be just and equitable to do so;

(b)  Where such action would facilitate immediate payment of all outstanding rates;

(c)  Where there is an acceptable arrangement to pay existing arrears and annual rates 
over an agreed time frame.
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Objective of the Remission

To encourage ratepayers who are in arrears due to financial difficulty or other genuine unusual 

circumstances to make arrangements to clear arrears and keep their payments up to date.  

Conditions and criteria for the remission 

(a)  Remissions shall be based on written applications.  This may be waived in limited 
circumstances at the discretion of officers;

(b)  Remission of penalties in the latest two-year period in the case of residential 
properties where payment has been overlooked due to sickness or death or generally 
where it is considered to be just and equitable to do so;

(c)  Remission of penalties may be considered where there is an offer for immediate 
settlement of all rates outstanding which can be facilitated by the remission of 
arrears penalties in addition to remission of the current penalties.  This would apply 
where there are substantial arrears;

(d)  Remission of penalties incurred during the agreed payment time.

Remission applies to 

All ratepayers where the rating unit is the primary residence.

3. Remission of current penalties where there is payment in full 
for the year

Remission statement

Remission of current year penalties where there is payment in full for the year once the full year’s 
rates have been assessed.

Objective of the remission

To encourage payment of current rates in a lump sum or the balance of the current rates where 

non-payment of an instalment has occurred.

Conditions and criteria for the remission 

The remission applies where a ratepayer chooses to make payments different from the instalment 
due dates, typically paid in full on an annual one-payment basis:

(a)  Where the total current year’s rates are paid on instalment 2;

(b)  Rates must be paid in full.

Remission applies to 

All ratepayers.

4. Remission of rates where the land is used by ‘not-for-profit’ 
clubs, associations and churches, for sport or for community 
benefit other than horse or dog racing

Remission Statement

A. 100% remission of all rates (except excess water supply targeted rate) may be made 
for ‘not-for-profit’ organisations occupying Council land under lease where there is 
predominant community benefit.

B.  Remission of rates on other than Council-owned land where it is used by ‘not-for-profit’ 
community or sports organisations may be granted on the basis of:

(a)  Up to 100% remission of general rates and uniform annual general charge; and

(b)  Up to 50% (i.e. of the rates that would be payable if they were fully rateable) 
remission of targeted rates for water supply, sewerage, and land drainage rates;

(c)  The remission does not apply to any excess water supply targeted rate or targeted 
water supply fire connection rate.
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Objective of the remission

To encourage the sustainability of community-based organisations and the benefit they provide 
to community good by part-remitting rates.

Conditions and criteria for the remission 

(a)  All remissions are at the discretion of the Council and will be assessed on a case-by-
case basis;

(b)  The remission applies where the land is used by qualifying entities, predominantly 
those that are fully or partially non-rateable under Schedule 1 of the Local 
Government (Rating) Act 2002;

(c)  The remission may include land over which a liquor licence is held provided this is 
incidental to the primary purpose of occupancy;

(d)  The distinction between those occupying Council land and those on their own land 
recognises the benefits of independent ownership that accrue to the private land 
owners; 

(e)  The rates payable after the remission are 50% of the full service rates of water, 
sewerage and land drainage if the rating unit is in the serviced area;

(f)  Applications for the remissions must be in writing.  The Council reserves the right to 
require annual applications to renew the remission or require certification from the 
applicant that the property is still eligible for the remission and that the land use has 
not changed;

(g)  It is a precondition of remission that the residual rates are paid in full; 

(h)  The remission may be phased in over several years. 

Remission Applies to:

All incorporated sport and recreation clubs, associations and community organisations (which 
includes places of religious worship or used for any branch of the arts) which have within their 
constitution appropriate clauses to qualify them as charities or where there are clauses which 
ensure they are ‘not-for-profit’ and where there is, in the opinion of the Council, significant public 
good which results from the occupation of the land for the purpose of their sport or recreation.

The Council (at its absolute discretion) shall determine the extent of public benefits that  
are provided to the community.  This determination shall be the basis of the extent of  
the remission. 

The remission does not apply to rating units owned or occupied by:

(a)  Chartered clubs – except that a sports area may qualify provided it is significant and 
is set aside exclusively for that use; 

(b)  Political parties;

(c)  Trade unions and associated entities; and

(d)  Any other entity where the benefits are restricted to a class or group of persons, and  
not to the public generally.

5. Remission of all rates on land occupied and used by the 
Christchurch City Council for community benefit

Remission statement

The Council may remit all rates other than excess water supply targeted rate or targeted water 
supply fire connection rate on land owned by or used by the Christchurch City Council and which 
is used:

(a)  For a public garden, reserve, or children’s playground;

(b)  For games and sports (except galloping races, harness races, or greyhound races);

(c)  For a public hall, community centre, library, art gallery, or other similar institution;
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(d)  For swimming pools; 

(e)  For public conveniences; and

(f)  For any other community benefit use excluding infrastructural asset rating units.

This remission does not apply to land leased to others where the use is not by the Council.

Remission of all rates on land owned by or used by the Christchurch City Council which is  
used for rental housing.

Objective of the remission:

To encourage the sustainability of such facilities in the community by remitting rates.

Conditions and criteria for the remission:

To all Council-owned and/or used land where the use is for the purposes above.

Remission applies to:

All land owned and/or used by the Council and used for the purposes outlined.

The remission does not extend to land used as Council offices or yards, infrastructural asset  
rating units, or leased for commercial purposes.

6. Remission of uniform charges and excess water supply targeted 
rate or any rate where the Council considers it just and equitable 
to do so

(Note: Generally the rates discussed below would not be assessed for the affected properties.)

Remission statement

Remission of additional uniform charges where Section 20 of the Act would apply except for the 
prerequisite of common ownership.

Remission of any uniform charge where the Council has determined that a building consent will 
not be issued for the primary use of the land (under the City Plan).

Remission of any excess water supply targeted rate that would be offset by unused water  
allowance from contiguous properties in common usage or where the excess consumption was 
outside of the control of the ratepayer.

Remissions of any rate where the Council by specific resolution considers it just and equitable 
to do so.

Objectives of the remission

To allow an equitable application of uniform charges and excess water charges where  
several rating units are used as one, but where there are several different ownerships.  To allow 
remission of the UAGC where, because of some significant impediment, the rating unit cannot  
be used for the primary use under the City Plan.

Remission of any rate will allow the Council to correct anomalies.

Conditions and criteria for the remission  

The remission applies where ratepayers are related parties and the land is contiguous and is  
used in common or where the rating unit suffers from a “natural” feature which renders it 
unsuitable for building. 
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The balance of the rates must be paid in full without arrears.

The remission of any rate under the latter objective will be by specific resolution of the Council 
after ratepayer application.

Remission applies to 

All ratepayers.

Rates Postponement Policy

Postponement of rates on land which is the private residence of the ratepayer where the ratepayer 
is experiencing financial hardship.

Postponement statement

Up to 100% of rates may be postponed for a period determined by the Council where the  
ratepayer is experiencing financial hardship.

Objective of the postponement 

To encourage the owner-occupation of land used in whole or part as the primary residence of  
the ratepayer where the ratepayer does not have the financial capacity to meet the rates as 
assessed or the payment of the rates assessed would create financial hardship.

Conditions and criteria for the postponement

The postponement applies where the land is the primary residence owned and occupied by the 
ratepayer; and:

(a)  The ratepayer can demonstrate financial hardship; and

(b)  The ratepayer is over 65 years (generally but not exclusively); and 

(c)  Where the applicant, being generally over 65 years of age, has experienced a 
significant increase in rates following revaluation causing hardship. 

Younger ratepayers may apply and will be considered on their merits

Postponement will be considered on individual merits following a written application.  

A postponement fee expressed as an annual percentage will be applied to the rates outstanding.  
The fee will be treated as a rate assessed.  The fee will be the Council’s ‘cost of capital’ as 
published in its Annual Plan.  Rates penalties will not be applied or will be remitted for any rates 
that have been postponed.
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Rates remain a charge against the property until the property ceases to be the place of  
residence of the applicant or the criteria no longer apply, at which time the outstanding rates 
must be paid.

There must be a written application and declaration of eligibility.

The postponement will continue to apply until:

(a)  The ratepayer ceases to be the owner or occupier of the rating unit; or

(b)  The ratepayer ceases to use the property as their residence; or

(c)  Until a date specified by the Council,

whichever is the sooner.

Postponement applies to

Any land owned and occupied by the ratepayer as their primary residence.

Transitional arrangements imposed by statute will continue.

Transitional postponements

There are transitional postponement provisions provided for in the Act and generally these  
cease on revaluation or change of circumstances.  The Council will only apply the requirements 
of the Act, but no further unless the ratepayer qualifies under other policy conditions.

Postponement – general issues

The postponed rates will remain a charge against the property and must be paid either at the 
end of the postponement term or when the property is sold.  Postponed rates may include rate 
arrears owing from a previous financial year.

A fee (effectively interest) will be charged annually where rates have been postponed at the end  
of each rating year on the accrued rates postponed (including any fees) outstanding at the  
beginning of that financial year, at the Council’s estimated cost of borrowing, estimated to be 
6.85%.  This percentage is published every year as part of the Annual Plan.
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Remission and Postponement Policy of Rates on Maori 
Freehold Land 

Remission statement

The City contains a number of Multiple Owned Maori Freehold Land properties which are  
unoccupied and unimproved.  In some cases these are creating a significant rating burden on 
the Maori owners who often do not have the means nor, in some cases, the desire to make  
economic use of the land.  Often this is because of the nature of the ownership, because the land  
has some special significance, which would make it undesirable to develop or reside on, or is  
isolated and marginal in quality.  In addition, it is recognised that significant rate arrears can act  
as a disincentive to any new occupation of the Multiple Owned Maori Freehold Land, where a  
new occupier could become responsible for the payment of any arrears of rates on the land.

The Council has recognised that the nature of this Maori land is different to General Land and  
has therefore formulated this policy to deal with some of the issues that this raises.

Objective of the policy

The Council has recognised that certain Maori-owned lands have particular conditions,  
ownership structures or other circumstances which make it appropriate to remit or postpone 
rates for defined periods of time. 

The Council and the community benefit through the improved collection of rates that are  
collectable and the removal from the rating debt of that debt which is considered non collectable.  
The Council is required to consider every application for remission and/or postponement of rates 
on Maori Owned Land pursuant to Section 114 of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 and 
will then consider the most appropriate tool if any, including either remission or postponement, 
to assist in making ownership and occupancy of the land feasible. 

Conditions and criteria for postponement or remission

General:

•   The rating units must be Maori land, (as defined in Te Ture Whenua Act 1993 Part VI 
Section 92 Part 3 of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002);

•   Council will have the sole discretion on whether to grant the remission or 
postponement and may seek such additional information as they may require before 
making their final decision;

•   The policy does not provide for the permanent remission or postponement of rates on 
the property concerned; 

•   If the status of the land changes so that it no longer complies with the criteria the 
remission or postponement ceases;

•    Council expects that any rating relief will be temporary, each application will be 
limited to a term of three years however the Council may consider renewing the rate 
relief upon the receipt of further applications from the owners;

•   In the event that subsequent applications for rating relief are made by only one or a 
minority of owners, the Council may require that these are signed or supported by 
such greater proportion of owners as may be required from time to time;

•   The land must have, in the opinion of the Council, historical, ancestral or cultural 
significance.

Policy applying to unoccupied land

The rating unit must be unoccupied. Section 96 of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 
defines “occupation” where a person/persons do one or more of the following for his or her 
profit or benefit:

•   Resides upon the land;

•   Depastures or maintains livestock on the land;

•   Stores anything upon the land; or

•   Uses the land or any improvement thereon in any way.
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Land not in occupation under the definition above is deemed to be unoccupied.

In general, the criteria for granting rates relief would include some or all of the following:

1.  Unoccupied and Unimproved
  The land is unoccupied and has no or minimal improvements.

2.  The Land is Land Locked
  Much Maori land is land locked, i.e. does not have legal access to the Council or 

National Roading Network.

3.  Fragmented Ownership
  Ownerships vary in number and individual share proportions.  Owners are scattered 

throughout the country and even worldwide.  Attempts to contact a majority 
representation are often painstaking and difficult.

4.  The Land has Particular Conservation Value
  Because of their remoteness and inaccessibility, much Maori Land has a high 

conservation value, which Council or the community may wish to preserve.

5.  Unsecured Legal Title
  Many land titles have not been surveyed, therefore they cannot be registered with 

the District Land Registrar.  Owners seeking finance for development of their land are 
restricted, as mortgages cannot be registered against the title.

6.  Isolation and Marginal in Quality
  The lands are geographically isolated and are of marginal quality.

7.  No Management Structures
  Lands have no management or operating structures in place to administer matters.

8.  Rating Problems
  Because of the above factors there is a history of rate arrears and/or a difficulty in 

establishing who is/should be responsible for the payment of rates.

Policy applying to occupied land

•   The new occupier must enter into an agreement in writing to keep the current and 
future rates up to date whilst they are in occupation of the land;

•   The rates are paid within one month of the due date;

•   Burden of proof of eligibility is on the owner/s of the property;

•   Where land is in multiple ownership a copy of the minutes authorising individuals to 
act for owners should be enclosed if available;

•   In the event of the land or any portion of the land being sold within that three-year 
period a claw-back provision applies to enable the Council to recover the rates 
postponed for the applicable period.  This claw back may, at the Council’s sole 
discretion, relate to the whole property or only to that portion of the land that has 
been sold;

•   The Council or duly-designated officers are given approval to undertake periodic 
inspection of land to confirm unoccupied status;

•   The Council reserves the right to seek further information e.g. Schedule of Owners, if 
the Council deems it necessary.

Remission applies to 

Owners, or authorised agents of the owners, of Multiple-Owned Maori Freehold Land, with  
different conditions applying to occupied or unoccupied land. 
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Revenue and Financing Policy

Introduction
The Local Government Act 2002 requires the Council to adopt a Revenue and Financing Policy 
which ensures that operating revenue is set at a sufficient level to meet the projected operating 
expenses, and that sources of funding are sufficient to meet capital expenditure. This policy will 
ensure the Council’s community plan is financially sustainable and that debt is maintained at a 
manageable level.  Included within the policy is a requirement to produce a balanced budget as 
defined in section 100 of the Act.

The Revenue and Financing Policy sets the context for rates, revenue charges, and capital  
expenditure funding, all of which are disclosed in the Funding Impact Statement.  It has been 
developed within the context of the other financial policies of Council, and will apply for the next 
three years.

Inclusion of Banks Peninsula

With a few major exceptions, a uniform policy applies to the total area of the two merged councils, 
and it is based on that of the previous Christchurch City Council.  There is a significant change 
to the user charges and rates for the former Banks Peninsula District Council community.  The 
major exceptions are that the uniform targeted loan servicing rates for Church Bay and Governors 
Bay will continue, and the land drainage area of benefit has been extended to include developed 
areas of the Peninsula.  As a result of the amalgamation all other rates and user charges will be 
brought into line with the City Council policies.

Funding of expenditure  
The Local Government Act 2002 prescribes a series of issues to be considered.  Section 101(3) 
requires each activity to be analysed, and decisions made about the most appropriate method of 
funding the operating and capital expenditure.

The following matters were considered for each activity when deciding how to fund the Council’s 
operational expenditure:

•  The Community Outcomes to which the activities contribute; 

•  The distribution of benefits between the community as a whole, any identifiable part 
of the community, and individuals;

•  The period in or over which those benefits are expected to occur;

•  The extent to which the actions or inactions of the community contribute to the need 
to undertake the activity;

•  The costs and benefits, including consequences for transparency and accountability, 
of funding the activity; and 

•  The overall impact of any allocation of liability for revenue needs on the current and 
future social, economic, environmental, and cultural well-being of the community.

The policy has two discrete areas; the financing of capital expenditure and of operating 
expenses.

Financing of capital expenditure 
The Council’s capital expenditure covers:

• Purchase of assets, and

• New investments in Council companies.

The capital expenditure to be financed is developed  on the city wide priority basis for all assets 
and the need for efficient city-wide funding basis.  It is corporately funded, rather than by Council 
activity or group of activities, however there is some use of reserve funds  specific to certain asset 
purchases.  With the exception of the debt repayment term which has been extended from 20 to 
a maximum of 30 years, this is a continuation of the current policy.  The amounts are disclosed 
on the Financial overview table on page 65.

The sources of funding include:

•  Revenues received for capital expenditures, such as Transfund subsidies – these are 
included in the operating surplus; 
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•  Depreciation funds, being revenue received  to cover the cost of depreciation;

•  Financial contributions and development contributions (see the Development 
Contributions Policy in Volume 2);

•  Sale of assets;

•  Draw-down of special funds set aside for capital expenditure; and

•  Borrowing.

 
The Council’s financial management principles, as disclosed on page 59, provide that:

•  Rating for depreciation will be applied to capital expenditure annually;

•  Debt will be repaid within 30 years of raising to ensure inter-generational equity;

•  The balance of capital expenditure will be funded from reserves, sale of assets  
and loans;

•  Operating expenditure will be funded from operating revenue;

•  The Council will budget for an operating surplus each year; 

•  Financial management will be based on maintaining projections within the four 
financial ratios; and 

•  The Council has the objective of maintaining at least an AA credit rating from 
Standard and Poor’s.

 
New targeted rates are introduced in this LTCCP for recovering loan servicing charges, interest 
and principal, for:

•  Central City mall redevelopment

•  Church Bay and Governors Bay

 
The principal recovered will offset the specific loan repayments.
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Financing Operational Expenditure 

Activity funding – some underlying assumptions   
The full description of each Activity, its service description and objectives is contained in the 
Activity Management Plans.

The activities are included within each Group of Activity page in this LTCCP.  The Group pages 
outline the costs of each Activity, revenue sources for each and the rationale.  The table at the 
end of this policy is a summary of the Activity analysis and revenue source with emphasis on 
rate revenue.

Further information is available on the nature and outcome of the activity analysis if required.  

General versus direct benefits, and the impact on the community: 

The Council services are divided into 46 activities.  These in turn are summarised into 12 groups 
of activities. (See the Council’s Activities section in this LTCCP).

The services produced can be analysed as being either for public good or private good.  Public 
goods provide general benefits to the community as a whole, while private goods yield direct 
benefits to consumers.  The majority of services provided by the Council have some public good 
characteristics and lie on a continuum between the two.  For example, the Parks activities provide 
direct benefits to the users, both citizens and ratepayers and general benefits to the community, 
who have, for instance, an open space in their neighbourhood.

The distinction is largely based on the nature of the services, who they are produced for, the 
customers of the service, and why the Council provides them. 

The benefits for each activity have been identified within the Group of Activities, which include a 
description of the activity and its contribution to Community Outcomes.  The funding decisions 
follow this description.

Benefit analysis: 

The funding analysis of activities is based on the following assumptions:

•  The gross cost of an activity is assumed to equal the benefits delivered by the 
activity;

•  An allocation of benefits is made between general benefits and direct customer 
benefits. This is a subjective choice of the Council;  

•  General benefits are funded by rates, generally on a straight capital value basis, as 
the benefit applies to the community as a whole.  The community is represented by 
the capital values of rating units and therefore capital values are the rating base, 
because: 

• Capital value reflects relative value of utilisation of Council services;

• Conceptually it reflects relative ability to pay in that ownership of property 
reflects an acceptance of relative holding costs of a property;

• Rates are a property-based tax and sound taxation principles should be applied 
such as transparency, neutrality, fairness of allocation; and

• There is an underlying assumption that all Council services add to the quality of 
life in the city and are therefore of value to all sectors of the community.  

Direct customer benefits are those where there is a consuming “customer”, either a person or 
entity, and the service provided by the council is wholly or substantially consumed by them. 

User charges: 

The direct benefits are the result of Council analysis of each activity as required by Local  
Government Act 2002 Section 101.3.  That analysis concluded that some activities produce 
direct benefits, namely the portion of the cost of the service accruing to the direct customers.  
This does not mean that a user charge will follow, but merely that if a charge was to be made 
(or in fact could be made given the nature of the service and the ability of Council to charge) this 
would be the maximum.

Charges  can be made to customers of the service if the Council policies for user charges allow 
or if there is an appropriate charging mechanism for the service.  Where a charge is made, the 
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price decision will take into account the relevant service delivery policy, access to services and 
affordability issues. These decisions of Council are made after taking into account the social, 
economic, environmental, and cultural wellbeing of the community (as required by the Act and 
the interests of the community). 

Where, in the opinion of the Council,  there is no practical means of charging the users or there 
is a Council policy constraint such as promoting open access to a service the charge revenue is 
less than the direct benefit costs.  In those circumstances no charge is made or the charge is 
less than a full charge. 

Often, at an activity level, user charges for a Council service activity will not cover the direct 
costs to users (the direct benefits).  In that case a user charge shortfall occurs.  Funding of direct 
benefit shortfalls is by  rates by relative capital values (predominantly General rates but also some 
targeted rate) because: shortfalls of direct benefits after user charges occur as a result of Council 
policy decisions, as expressed in pricing policies, where Council has decided not to charge the 
customers a full cost recovery, and the stakeholders are represented by those who pay  rates, 
expressed as relative capital values. 

Where the activity is wholly funded by targeted rates, the shortfall is charged to the targeted 
rate payers.

Fees are set by Council and the revenue is reflected in the LTCCP Group of Activity pages.  On 
the Group page disclosing the financial budget are notes giving further explanation of the level of 
fees and subsidies and the rationale of their selection.  The table on page 268 shows how effect 
is given to this policy.

Rates distribution, some underlying assumptions: 

The major outcome of this Revenue and Financing Policy is the basis of allocation of rates.

Most general benefits (and direct benefit shortfalls) apply equally to all rate paying sectors and 
therefore relative capital values or rating units (the properties) is the appropriate primary driver 
of allocation of the net rate requirement.  

All rating is based on relative capital value without differentiating between rating sectors, with 

the exceptions as noted below where benefits do not apply equally.

The capital values for each sector are estimated to be in the following proportions:

•   Business sector 19.32%

•   Residential and Base sector 76.37%

•   Rural Sector 4.30%

Where there is an unequal allocation of rates to rating units, the allocation of rates must use 
differential sectors.  This means that the rating units are divided into rating sectors, using attributes 
of the property (primarily land use) as the deciding factor.  The framework for differentiation is 
defined in the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 and the application for this Council is defined 
in the Funding Impact Statement on page 237.

The results of this Revenue and Financing Policy define the rate requirement which is then  
allocated to each sector, resulting in different rate decimals for each sector for the rate type.

Differential rating is used for general rates only and uses the three sectors listed above.

Revenue and Finance Policy:  Conclusions for funding of operating 
expenditure 

General conclusions: 

The analysis conclusions for each activity is shown on the Group of Activity pages in this LTCCP.   
The following is a summary of the conclusions.  This summary is reflected in the table on  
page 267.

The activities of the Council have been reviewed and the following conclusions reached:

•  General benefits will be recovered by rates based on capital values;

•  Direct benefits may be recovered by fees and charges;

•  In many activities, there is no practical charging mechanism and therefore fee 
charging for direct benefits is not possible;  

•  There is a shortfall of direct benefits and rates are the best funding source;  
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•  The rate funded shortfall of direct benefits accrues to rating units, assumed to be in 
proportion to capital value;  

•  Corporate revenues, made up of interest on funds, dividends and petroleum tax are 
raised to the maximum possible amount and are assumed to accrue to ratepayers 
who pay General rates on the basis of straight capital value.  They do not offset 
activity costs, but reduce the total rates.

 
The basis of the exception to straight capital value rating 

The total net operating cost of the Council is recovered by rates on a straight capital value basis 
to general rates except for those listed below.

The exceptions that have been identified by the Council are:

•  The activity ‘streets’, in the group ‘Streets and Transport’; 

•  Land classed as ‘rural’ for differential rating purposes;

•  Uniform Annual General charges:

•  Targeted rates – charges by capital values, but to serviced properties for water, 
sewerage, and land drainage; and

•  Targeted rates for loan servicing for the Central City mall redevelopment, charged to 
Central City business ratepayers; 

•  Targeted rates for some water and sewerage services – Church Bay and Governors 
Bay schemes and Excess Water Charges. 

 
Streets activity loading on the Business Sector 

There is an exceptional demand on city streets by the business sector.  A study has identified that 
one heavy vehicle is equal to over 10,000 cars in terms of wear and tear to the road system.  

The study concludes that after taking into account:

•   The class of vehicles using the roads;

•   The distance travelled by each class;

•   Adjustments to equivalent distance by class;

•   Allocating the class of vehicles to sectors; and

•   Adjusting the allocation by the number of rating units.

there is justification for a rate loading applied to the business (differential) sector for general rates.  
This loading is to the advantage of the residential and rural (differential) sectors. 

The Council has concluded that an allocation of 55% to the business sector is appropriate based 
on the City Streets unit’s funding model.

It is the business sector as a group which necessitates considerable extra expenditure to provide 
the strength of roads for heavy traffic.  Its use of land and the traffic movements from it, and 
the potential land use as a result of Business zoning, means the business sector contributes 
significantly to the need to undertake the service.

The standard of construction necessary and supplied by Council for Streets is sufficient to meet 
forecast use.  Where that use includes significant heavy vehicles, the standard of construction 
and the quantum of maintenance is substantially higher than would be necessary if there was 
no heavy traffic.  If Council chose not to provide extra maintenance the road structure would 
breakdown resulting in a subsequent increase in vehicle maintenance and running costs and a 
reduction in utility from the road network.  There is, therefore, a justification to fund this activity 
separately from other activities of Council. 

Within the Streets Activity costs, the allocation to the business sector can be broken down into 
the expenditure type:

•  Depreciation on streets is allocated at 61.48% to the business sector and is made up 
of two components:

• A full allocation to the business sector of depreciation on major arterial, minor 
arterial, and collector roads due to the heavy vehicle predominant use of those 
roads; and

• An allocation to the business sector of 50% of the balance of depreciation on all 
other roads.
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•  Capital expenditure, which is the basis of depreciation, is focused significantly on 
provision and expansion of capacity both for heavy trade vehicles and volume;

•  Maintenance expenditure is allocated 46% to the business sector on the basis that 
significant maintenance of the road network is caused by the volume and weight of 
heavy trade vehicles;  

•  Maintenance expenditure is a reactive response to road surface failure.  The cause 
is age, high use, changed use, or road structure breakdown.  Much of this is 
exacerbated by heavy trade vehicles.  Predominant light vehicle use does not on its 
own cause road surface failure;

•  The resulting weighted average allocation to the business sector for streets activity  
is 55%.

 
Rural sector rate differential 

Rating units in the rural sector will continue to have a lower general rate.  The rural sector will have 
a fixed relationship of 75% of the general rate decimal (the multiplier) applying to the residential 
and base sector.  This maintains the current relationship.

This lower general rate (as compared to residential) is justified on the following basis:

•  A lower standard of services generally is provided to outlying rural properties, (no 
footpaths or street lighting);

•  There is a greater distance from Council provided services and therefore reduced use 
of those amenities by ratepayers (lack of adjacent parks etc);

•  The impact of the level of services provided by the Council on property values (farm 
land may not be enhanced by community services).

Note - there is no difference between sectors for water, sewerage, and land drainage rate decimals. 

 

Targeted rates 

Targeted rates will continue to be set for the following reasons:

•  The activities and targeted rates of water and sewerage continue on straight capital 
values, with the rates applied to the serviced properties only, and in the case of 
water, half rates to those not connected.  

•  Land drainage rates will apply to the serviced area, adjusted annually, but to recover 
the direct benefits of the utility portion only.

•  The underlying allocation assumptions are the same as for the general rate activities 
assumptions, except that the rate is restricted to the serviced area only and is not 
differentiated.  

•  The excess water targeted rate and the water supply fire connection targeted rate 
will continue as in the past, with the unit charge increase.  

•  A new targeted rate on the central city business ratepayers to recover the loan 
servicing costs to fund 70% of the city mall redevelopment capital costs of $10m 
(total):  

• The $7m loan will serviced on a table basis over 15 years estimated to be at 7%; 

• The rate will commence in the year following the completion of a stage of the 
project, the rate estimated to start 2007/08; 

• The liable ratepayers will be:

• business ratepayers, as  defined in the rate differential policy – see page 244 
of the LTCCP; and

• in the central city area zoned Central City and Central City – Edge, see zoning 
map attached on page 266.

• The rate is estimated to recover $866,250 GST exclusive. 

•  The two special loan-servicing targeted rates for Church Bay and Governors Bay will 
continue as originally intended and agreed with the ratepayers concerned at the time 
the schemes were commissioned:  

• The estimated balance of the loans as at 1 July 2006 is:
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• Church Bay water and sewerage scheme – $163,175 with three years to run;

• Governors Bay  water and sewerage scheme - $255,518 with 10 years to run.

• The uniform targeted rate in each case will be set to recover interest and 
principal on a table basis with the interest rate being 7%.

• Any ratepayer may make an advanced payment of the balance of their liability for 
these uniform targeted rates on the basis of:

• For rating years other than the current year, the amount payable will be the Net 
Present Value of the uniform rates estimated to be payable, discounted at the 
current interest rate; 

• For the current year, the balance of the rates assessed.

 
Uniform Annual General Charge (UAGC): 

A UAGC of $115 applies to rating units. The Council has concluded that $115 is appropriate 
because:

•  It is a fair modification of rates after considering the overall impact of rates allocated; 
and

•  It is a fair allocation within each differential sector because the UAGC impacts on 
rates incidence, not on rate sector allocation.  The charge recognises a common 
service to all properties.  

The UAGC is applied to each separately-occupied part of a rating unit as defined in the rating 
policies because this better represents the ratepayer consumption of services.  This means that 
a rating unit with multiple occupancies may have to pay several UAGC’s.
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Summary of the rates system to be used 
Rates fund the net operational costs of the Council, expressed on an activity basis:

•  Differentials will apply for General Rates only; 

•  Capital Value is the rating base;

•  All activities other than those specified for targeted rates below, will be funded by 
General Rates and assessed to rating units by:

• Capital Values,

• Differentiated to rate sectors of Residential, Business and Rural, and 

• Uniform Annual General Charge of $115 on each separately used part of a  
rating unit.

•  Targeted rates will be set for: 

• Water supply activities,

• Sewerage activities, 

• Land Drainage utility activities,

• Water fire connection and excess water supply,

• Central City Mall redevelopment,

• Church Bay and Governors Bay water and sewerage rates.

Funding Impact Statement and the rating policies 
The financial results of this policy are expressed in the tables contained in the Funding Impact 
Statement on page 237.   
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 Total Cost  Direct Activity  Direct  General  Total Rates  Total Rates  Residential  Business  Rural  Non rateable  Total Rates 
 Net GST  Benefits  Revenue  Benefits  Benefits  Net GST  GST Inc  Rates  Rates  Rates  Rates  GST Inc 

 Shortfall 

General Rate Funded Activities
All activities other than Streets 299,400 156,804 173,480 -16,676 142,596 125,920 141,660
Allocation - General rates by capital values 52.37% 47.63% 76.37% 19.32% 4.30%
Streets activity - carriageway portion 29,348 14,674 3,664 11,010 14,674 25,684 28,894
Allocation - with a loading on Business 50.00% 50.00% 42.99% 54.59% 2.42%
Total General Rates 328,748 171,478 177,144 -5,666 157,270 151,604 170,554

Rates by Capital Value 107,636 39,498 4,550 151,684

Uniform Annual General Charge - $115 16,508 1,918 444 18,870

Total General Rates 124,144 41,416 4,994 170,554

Targeted Rates: 
Water Supply Targeted Rate 18,813 15,050 2,630 12,421 3,763 16,184 18,206 14,219 3,227 138 622 18,206
Allocation 80.00% 20.00% 78.10% 17.73% 0.76% 3.42%
Sewerage 32,031 25,625 3,862 21,763 6,406 28,169 31,690 24,842 5,631 110 1,107 31,690
Allocation 80.00% 20.00% 78.39% 17.77% 0.35% 3.49%
Land Drainage 6,855 3,428 43 3,384 3,428 6,812 7,664 6,114 1,428 122 7,664
Allocation 50.00% 50.00% 79.77% 18.63% 1.59% 0.00%
Church Bay and Governors Bay Loan rates 96 96 96 96 109 109 109
Allocation 100.00% 100.00%

386,543 215,677 183,679 31,998 170,867 202,865 228,223 169,428 51,702 5,364 1,729 228,223

Notes:    
The total cost is the sum of all activities of the Council.    
The direct benefits are the portion of the total cost accruing to direct customers of the activities.    
Activity revenue is the total of fees, grants and subsidies.    
General benefits are the total costs less the cost of direct benefits.     
Total rates is the sum of all direct benefit shortfalls plus general benefit costs.    
Rates are allocated to the rate types and sectors as shown.    
The General rates allocation percentage is the share of Capital Value.  It does not include the rural sector adjustment.    
Rates are shown GST inclusive.    

Revenue and Financing Policy - Summary table  

Funding of operating expenses for 2006/07   
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2006 /07 schedule of Activities within Groups
Direct General User Charge Subsidies Targeted rates General rate 

Activity Benefits Benefits % (including UAGC)

Central City Revitalisation 50.00% 50.00% 10.80% 0.00% 89.20%
City and Community Forward Planning and Urban Renewal 75.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%
Heritage Protection 50.00% 50.00% 14.03% 3.89% 82.07%

Civil Defence and Rural Fire 50.00% 50.00% 11.23% 0.00% 88.77%
Community Grants 50.00% 50.00% 0.24% 0.00% 99.76%
Community Support 20.00% 80.00% 1.47% 0.90% 97.63%
Early Learning Centres 80.00% 20.00% 24.28% 50.92% 24.80%
Halls and Conveniences 50.00% 50.00% 6.10% 0.00% 93.90%
Housing 80.00% 20.00% 82.27% 0.00%       Not funded from General rates

Art Gallery 80.00% 20.00% 12.21% 2.72% 85.07%
Libraries 80.00% 20.00% 8.04% 0.28% 91.68%
Museums 0.00% 100.00% 1.24% 0.00% 98.76%
Our City O-Tautahi 50.00% 50.00% 5.73% 0.00% 94.27%

Democracy and Governance Support 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%
Elected Member Representation 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%

City Promotion and International Relations 61.31% 38.69% 1.55% 0.00% 98.45%
Economic Development 80.00% 20.00% 1.84% 0.37% 97.79%
Employment Development 80.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%
Visitor Promotions 80.00% 20.00% 1.94% 0.00% 98.06%

Cemeteries 80.00% 20.00% 53.17% 0.96% 45.88%
Regional Parks 40.00% 60.00% 8.70% 0.03% 91.27%
Regional Parks 40.00% 60.00% 11.43% 0.00% 88.57%
The Botanic Gardens 40.00% 60.00% 3.38% 0.00% 96.62%
Urban Parks 40.00% 60.00% 4.12% 0.00% 95.88%
Waterways and Land Drainage 50.00% 50.00% 0.48% 0.00% 63.08% 36.44%

Revenue and Financing Policy
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Pools and Leisure Centres, Stadia and Sporting Facilities 60.00% 40.00% 40.86% 0.00% 59.14%
Recreation and Leisure 80.00% 20.00% 3.06% 4.44% 92.50%
Recreation Programmes 80.00% 20.00% 14.28% 8.27% 77.45%
Sports Support and Promotion 80.00% 20.00% 0.17% 0.00% 99.83%

Black Bag Collection and Disposal 90.00% 10.00% 30.83% 0.00% 69.17%
Refuse Transfer and Disposal 50.00% 50.00% 42.90% 0.00% 57.10%
Waste Minimisation 50.00% 50.00% 43.31% 0.00% 56.69%

Enforcement and Inspection Activities 98.04% 1.96% 86.72% 0.00% 13.28%
Maintaining and Reviewing the City Plan 0.00% 100.00% 1.41% 0.00% 98.59%
Regulatory Approvals 100.00% 0.00% 72.47% 0.00% 27.53%

Cycle and Pedestrian Linkages - Off-Street 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 10.12% 89.88%
Off-Street Parking 95.00% 5.00% 118.45% 0.00% -18.45%
Pedestrian Malls - Off Street 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%
Public Passenger Transport 80.00% 20.00% 0.00% 12.65% 87.35%
Streets 50.00% 50.00% 12.37% 12.44% 75.19%

Wastewater Collection 80.00% 20.00% -0.08% 0.00% 100.08%
Wastewater Treatment and Disposal 80.00% 20.00% 29.58% 0.00% 70.42%

Water Conservation 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%
Water Supply 80.00% 20.00% 13.98% 0.00% 86.02%

City Solutions 0.00% 100.00% 47.17% 0.00% 52.83%
Property 0.00% 100.00% 78.12% 0.00% 21.88%
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This policy should be read in conjunction with the Investment Policy.

1 Purpose
To enable the Council’s debt funding and associated interest rate exposures to be managed in 
a prudent manner.

To establish a framework and a set of guidelines within which the treasury function of the 
Christchurch City Council (the Council) can operate.

2 Objectives

a)  To minimise the Council’s cost of borrowing through the effective control and 
management of its debt portfolio within the limits established by this policy;

b)  To ensure the Council’s continued ability to meet its debts in an orderly manner as 
and when they fall due in both the short and long term;

c)  To maintain a prudent level of liquidity to meet both planned and unforeseen cash 
requirements;

d)  To safeguard the Council’s financial resources by establishing and regularly 
monitoring treasury credit limits and managing exposures within these limits.

e)  To seek continued improvement in financial risk management strategies through 
ongoing evaluation and review of appropriate risk management techniques and 
strategies;

f)  To maintain appropriate internal controls and staffing to minimise operational risk;

g)  To ensure the Council’s debt management is in accordance with the Council’s 
requirements under the Local Government Act 2002;

h)  To maintain the Standard and Poor’s credit rating of the Council/Christchurch City 
Holdings Limited (CCHL) at AA (Long-Term) and A1+ (Short-Term) or better.

3 Management Structure, Responsibilities and Delegations

Responsibilities

Council • Approve the Liability Management Policy, and review, at least three yearly, as part of the 

LTCCP process.

• Approve all new borrowing.

• Amend liquidity profiles as required.

• Monitor compliance with the Liability Management Policy through the receipt of periodic 

reports.

• Appoint Sinking Fund Commissioners.

• Grant delegated authority to act on liability management issues.

Chief Executive • Ensure compliance with this policy through the appointment and accountability of 

appropriate staff.

• Appoint a Treasury Review Team.

• Execute deeds of charge for security.
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4 Risk Control Limits

4.1 Liquidity

4.1.1 Committed and Uncommitted Facilities

The Council shall maintain, as a minimum, sufficient approved financing facilities to cover at least 
120% of the peak cumulative anticipated net debt requirements on a rolling 12-month basis.

4.1.2 Maturity Profile of Committed Facilities

The debt maturity profile shall be maintained so that no more than 35% of the relevant debt 
matures within twelve months unless the total relevant debt outstanding is lower than $30 million.  
The relevant debt is the total external debt for the Council excluding any leases, table loans and 
floating rate short-term loan issues.  This ratio must be reviewed by the Treasury Review Team if 
the Council’s long-term credit rating from Standard and Poor’s falls below AA-.

4.1.3 Liquidity Parameters (Financial management ratios)

a)  Total external debt as a percentage of total assets of the Council/CCHL shall be no 
more than 12%.

b)  Total external debt of the Council/CCHL combined as a percentage of realisable 
assets, (all assets excluding infrastructure and restricted assets), shall be no more 
than 33%.

c)  The ratio of net external debt of the Council/CCHL to funds flow from operations 
shall not exceed five; i.e. an ability to repay debt over five years.  (This calculation 
excludes net capital additions).

d)  Net interest paid on term debt by the Council/CCHL will not exceed 8% of the 
consolidated gross revenue.

e)  Should interest rates rise above 8.5%, the Chief Executive will recommend new 
ratios to Council.

Note 1: ‘term debt’ is defined as gross debt less dedicated debt repayment reserves, and ‘net external debt’ is total debt 
less all other cash reserve funds.

Note 2: when calculating financial management ratios, the debt levels and liquid investments of Christchurch City 
Holdings Limited, parent only, are added to the Council figures.  Similarly, any reference to consolidated figures means 
the sum of the Council and CCHL, parent only, numbers.

4.1.4 Funding

a)  Borrowed funds will be used to fund capital expenditure, equity investment or to 
meet short-term liquidity requirements.  For the purposes of this clause “short 
term” means for less than one year.

b)  The forecast interest rate payable on external debt intended to be raised by the 
Council in the ensuing year will be budgeted for and disclosed in the LTCCP and/or 
the Annual Plan.  

c)  Except as qualified in clauses d) and j) below, all external debt of the Council, 
including financial leases, must be authorised by the LTCCP or a separate 
resolution of the Council.

d)  The aggregate amount the Council determines as not being so significant as to 
require specific authorisation under Section 112 (c) (ii) (A), of the Local Government 
Act 2002, is $1million.

e)  Loans raised by the Council should normally be secured by a charge on rates 
revenue.  The Chief Executive is authorised to execute a charge instrument 
charging rates revenue for the benefit of lenders to Council.  Council may authorise 
other security in special circumstances.

f)  Except as qualified in clause g) below, new loans raised in any particular year are 
to be no greater than the amount disclosed in the LTCCP and applied only to capital 
projects and investments listed in that Plan.  

g)  All new loans required to fund expenditure which was not provided for in the 
Annual Plan shall require Council approval by a specific resolution of the Council, 
including the reasons that the expenditure was not originally included.  Staff shall 
have evidence of such approvals before any debt is raised.
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h)  Where a loan is raised to fund a specific asset, its term must not be longer than the 
economic life of the asset it funds, except in the case of equity investments.  In all 
cases the term of a loan may be up to, but not longer than, 30 years.

i)  A loan may be raised in several parcels for terms less than the economic life of the 
capital asset it funds or the 30-year maximum loan term permissible.  Repayments 
at maturity of a parcel within the term of a loan may be refinanced without further 
Council resolution.  However, these refinancing loans shall not add to the original 
agreed term or make the effective term of the loan longer than 30 years.

j)  Unless the Council resolves to the contrary and subject to any instruction issued 
by the Chief Executive, loan funds may be raised by way of bank overdraft to cover 
short-term cash shortfalls limited to a maximum of $2 million.  Borrowing under 
this clause is not subject to the constraints of clauses elsewhere in this policy.  Any 
overdraft so raised shall be reported to the Chief Executive within two working 
days.  For the purposes of this clause, “short-term” means for terms of less than 
one year.

k)  Debt may be repaid by one or a combination of the following:

i.  Annual Sinking Fund instalments where the Sinking Fund Commissioners hold 
the funds as a separate trust, for the Council, for the sole purpose of debt 
repayment of specific loans; 

 ii.  Annual Contributions to a Loan Repayment Reserve held by the Council for the 
sole purpose of repayment or reduction of loans; 

 iii.  Annual table repayment instalments providing for full repayment over the term 
of a loan being 30 years or less; 

 iv.  Repayment from revenue or other sources. 

l)  Debt will be used as a residual funds source after funds generated from 
depreciation and appropriate capital revenues are applied to renewal and new 
capital expenditure.  The mix of debt and revenue funding for capital funding will 
be determined by the Annual Plan each year.

m)  With the exception of table loans, a minimum of 1.4% of the aggregate of the initial 

  external debt raised by the Council/CCHL shall be repaid annually in accordance 
with one or a combination of the options set out in (k) above.  Where the term of 
the initial external debt is less than 30 years, an appropriate (higher) rate will be 
used to ensure repayment within the term.  Initial external debt is defined as the 
original sum of any loan borrowed which has not been fully repaid.  Any annual 
debt repayment provision will be funded from operating revenue.

n)  The rate shall be reviewed annually to ensure that with accumulated interest 
earnings on invested funds, sufficient funds would be available to repay each initial 
loan parcel at the end of the term.

o)  Surplus Sinking Funds and Loan Repayment reserves may be applied to earlier 
repayment of loans in conjunction with refinancing of parcels, or to the financing of 
other capital works.

p)  When the repayment provision for any specific loan has been fully funded, no 
further contributions will be required for that loan.  

q)  The Treasury Review Team may select the specific debt to be repaid in any one 
year to optimise the mix of debt types retained within the group.

r) Interest costs are part of operating expenditure and will be funded from operating 
revenue.

s)  Where a specific debt-raising resolution requires more restrictive delegation, 
the requirements of that resolution shall be followed rather than the general 
parameters of this policy.

4.2 Risk Management Parameters

4.2.1 Interest Rate Management

a)  As a benchmark, 75% of all unmatched long-term debt should generally be on a 
fixed-rate basis, although the Treasury Review Team has the discretion to vary this 
proportion in a range between 50% and 100%.  To the extent that interest rates on 
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borrowing are matched by corresponding interest income streams calculated on 
the same basis, they may be excluded from this calculation.

b)  Net short-term interest rate exposures (i.e. after netting short-term debt with 
short-term investments) should be managed in the context of the Council’s 
investment intentions, cash flow projections and the current external environment.

c)  For the purposes of this policy, floating rate debt is where interest rates re-price 
within three months of the current month end.  Fixed rate debt is where interest 
rates are fixed for a period greater than three months from the current month end.

d)  Derivative interest rate instruments may be used to hedge interest rates under the 
following circumstances:

 i.  They must be applied to a specific class of existing or committed debt or 
investment of the Council; 

 ii.  They may be used to avoid an exposure to adverse rates based on the interest 
rate view formed by the Treasury Review Team;

 iii.  They may be used to change the mix of fixed and floating rate debt;

 iv.  All hedging contracts longer than twelve months must be discussed with the 
Director, Strategic Investment, or General Manager, Corporate Services, before 
being transacted;  

 v.  Contracts to be taken for periods longer than ten years must be discussed in 
advance with the Treasury Review Team.

e)  Derivatives may not be used for speculative purposes under any circumstances.

4.2.2 Approved Hedging Instruments

a)  Interest rate swaps;

b)  Forward Rate Agreements (FRAs);

c)  Bought options on FRAs, swaps or government bonds;

d)  Sold options on FRAs, swaps or government bonds, but only as an integral part of a 

1:1 collar;

e)  All derivative contracts entered into shall be reported to the Treasury Review Team 
on the day of the transaction.

4.2.3 Hedging Counterparties

a)  All hedging counterparties must be a Registered Bank in terms of the Reserve 
Bank Act and have a long-term credit rating of ‘A’ or above from Standard and 
Poor’s, or equivalent from another recognised credit rating agency.

b)  Other approved counterparties include the Council, and CCHL subsidiaries, and 
other recognised financial intermediaries with the appropriate credit rating.

c)  The following table summarises minimum credit rating requirements and limits:

Counterparty’s Minimum 
S&P Short-Term Credit 
Rating

Counterparty’s Minimum 
S&P Long-Term Credit 
Rating

Total Exposure Limit for 
each Counterparty

 A1+

 A1

AA-

A

$50 million

$20 million

 d) If any counterparty’s credit rating falls below the minimums specified in the above 
table, all practical steps are to be taken to reduce the credit exposure to that 
counterparty to zero as soon as reasonable. 

 e) Exposure to each counterparty is computed as being the total amount borrowed 
from that counterparty.

  f) All settlements shall be by cleared funds
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5 Reporting – Council and Management

5.1 Treasury Review Team

The Treasury Review Team will review the following on a monthly basis:

a)  Cash/debt position; the tracking of cash flow and debt levels against plan, the 
reasons for variances and updated future cash/debt projections;

b)  Risk exposure position; the Council’s current interest rate position including 
underlying physical exposures, hedges in place and the actual net risk position, 
compared to the risk control limits of the policy;

c)  Policy compliance; conformity with policy limits and requirements in the areas of 
liquidity/funding risk, counterparty credit risk, operational risk and debt covenants 
and ratios;

d)  Funding facility report; actual loans against limits;

e)  Cost of funds report; actual cost against plan.

5.2 Council

A summarised report incorporating key elements of (a) to (e) above will be made to the Audit  
and Risk Management Subcommittee twice yearly and the Subcommittee shall make regular 
progress reports to Council on the management of treasury operations and results.

6  Performance Measurement

6.1 Review

Measuring the effectiveness of the Council’s liability and related interest-rate management  
activities is achieved through objective measures as follows:

a)  Adherence to policy;

b)  Comparison of actual monthly and year-to-date borrowing margins against. budget 
rate (as per the Annual Plan) and, for public issued securities, similar New Zealand 
rated entities issuing into the New Zealand securities markets;

c)  Comparison of the financial covenants and ratios to actual borrowing.
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Investment Policy
This policy should be read in conjunction with the Liability Management Policy. 

1 Purpose
To ensure the prudent management of the Council’s funds, the availability of operating and  
capital funds when needed, and an investment return competitive with comparable funds and 
financial market indices.

To establish a framework and a set of guidelines within which the treasury function of the 
Christchurch City Council (the Council) can operate.

Investments held by Council-controlled trading organisations (CCTOs) and other subsidiary 
companies are outside the scope of this policy.

2 Objectives

(a) To preserve the principal of those funds within the portfolio.

(b) To ensure that funds are available as needed to meet those immediate and/or 
future operating requirements of the Council.

(c) To manage the portfolio in such a fashion as to ensure a satisfactory return, within 
the context and parameters set out in objectives (a) and (b) above.

3 Management Structure, Responsibilities and Delegations

Responsibilities

Council • Approve the Investment Policy, and review, at least three yearly, as part of the LTCCP 

process.

• Monitor compliance with the Investment Policy through the receipt of periodic reports.

• Approve investments in CCTOs, other subsidiary companies or trusts including 

the authorisation of the principal, source of funds, security and general terms, 

after receiving professional advice on valuation and acquisition procedures, where 

appropriate.

• Approve loans to non-Council entities to facilitate community infrastructure asset 

creation including the authorisation of the principal, source of funds, security and 

general terms.

• Approve loans to individuals and to community organisations, either on a one-off basis 

or by class.

• Approve investments made outside of this policy.

• Appoint Sinking Fund Commissioners.

• Grant delegated authority to act on investment issues.

Chief Executive • Ensure compliance with this policy through the appointment and accountability of 

appropriate staff.

• Appoint a Treasury Review Team.

4 Standard of Prudence
Investments shall be made with judgement and care, under circumstances then prevailing  
which persons of prudence, discretion and intelligence exercise in the professional  
management of funds, not for speculation, but for investment, considering the probable safety  
of the capital as well as the probable income to be derived.
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5 Authorised Investment Categories and their Purpose
The Council’s investments are made for a range of purposes and fall broadly into five 
categories:

5.1 General Funds Investments

5.1.1 These investments are held for general Council use.  Typically, they are invested on a  
commercial basis to produce a financial return for the Council to use in its ordinary   
course of business.

5.2 Equity investments in Council Controlled Trading Organisations  
(CCTOs) and other Subsidiary Companies

5.2.1 The Council holds equity investments in a range of CCTOs and other subsidiary   
companies for a mix of the following purposes:

(a) Providing a rate of return on the investment to be used for general revenue 
purposes. 

(b) Ensuring that ownership of essential infrastructural facilities with monopoly 
characteristics remain in community ownership. 

(c) Separating trading activities or services from the ordinary operations of the Council 
in the interest of transparency, efficiency and competitiveness of pricing. 

5.3  Property Held for Investment Purposes

5.3.1 Investment properties are defined as being held for market return purposes and having  
no Council operational function. 

5.3.2 The decision to hold or dispose of investment property is driven by the performance of  
this investment compared with similar properties in the market.

5.4  Investment of all Reserve Funds including Trust Funds 

5.4.1 These reserve and trust funds have the following characteristics:

(a) The Council has resolved to set aside funds for a specific, defined future purpose. 

(b) The Council has defined a minimum holding of the Emergency Capital Fund, set 
at $5,000,000 to provide a first source of funding available in the case of an 
emergency arising from a natural disaster.  

(c) Estimates of the value of each separate reserve fund including revenue projections 
are prepared each year. 

(d) These funds are available for appropriation in the Annual Plan to finance 
expenditure incurred for the purpose of the fund. 

(e) The investments that make up the Reserve Funds can be held in common with 
General Funds investments with the earnings apportioned to each separate fund or 
may be invested separately with professional fund managers in managed portfolios 
of investments. 

(f) Where the source of funds is unspecified Reserve Funds the maximum which can 
be invested in loans from these sources is 10% of total reserve funds.  Specific 
Loan Reserve Funds, Emergency Capital Fund, Debt Repayment Reserves and 
other specific short-term reserve funds are excluded from funds able to be 
invested. 

5.4.2  Capital Endowment Fund
The Council has established a separate fund known as the Capital Endowment Fund. It is  
intended that the capital of this fund will be held together with sufficient income capitalised 
annually to preserve the real value of the fund after provision for inflation.  Part of the original 
fund will comprise a fluctuation reserve of $3.5 million to facilitate fluctuations in earnings  
from investments and enable budgeted commitments for earning distributions to be met. The 
balance of the income will be available to the Council to provide for economic development  
projects and civic and community projects that will enhance the city or region.  

The Capital Endowment Fund will be invested according to criteria applied to other Council 
reserve funds.  
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5.5 Sinking Fund Investments

5.5.1 These funds are held in trust by the Commissioners appointed by the Council for 
the repayment of certain Council loans in accordance with the Council’s Liability 
Management Policy.

5.5.2 Sinking Funds may be invested in the following investment sub-types as detailed in 
Sections 6.1 and 6.2 of this policy.

5.5.3 Management of Sinking Fund investments shall be subject to the procedures outlined 

in Section 6 of this policy.

6 Types of Investment
For the purpose of calculating investment limits, “the portfolio” is defined as including all  
investments held under clauses 6.1, 6.2, 6.3.5 and 6.3.8.

The Council may hold the following types of investments:

6.1  Any issuance by a Registered Bank subject to the following 
conditions being met:

(a) the bank remains the primary debtor throughout the term of the investment;

(b) the bank maintains a Standard and Poor’s short-term credit rating of A-3 or better, 
and a long-term credit rating of A or better, (equivalent ratings from other credit 
rating agencies may be used);

(c) the total amount invested with any one bank does not exceed 33% of the portfolio, 
except where the total bank investments are less than $10,000,000, in which case 
the investments shall be made with at least two banks.  

(d) for the purpose of this clause the amount invested includes short-term bank 
deposits, accepted bills, certificates of deposit, promissory notes and long-term 
stocks and bonds.  Deposits may include foreign currency to meet the Council’s 
commitments in overseas currencies.

6.2 Short-Term Promissory Notes and Stocks and Bonds issued  
by Government, State Owned Enterprises, Local Authorities, and 
suitably rated corporate entities subject to the following conditions 
being met:

(a) the total amount invested in stock issued by the New Zealand Government may be 
up to 100% of the portfolio. 

(b) the total amount invested with State Owned Enterprises (SOEs) or approved 
government owned entities does not exceed 33% of the portfolio, with the total 
investment with any one issuer not exceeding 10%;

(c) the total amount invested with local authorities must not exceed 60% of the 
portfolio, but subject to a maximum of 10% unless an issuer has a Standard and 
Poor’s long term credit rating of A- or better, (or equivalent), in which case the 
percentage may be up to 20% of the portfolio.  In all cases the stock and/or notes 
must be rate-secured;

(d) the total amount invested in notes issued by any company in New Zealand must 
not exceed 33% of the portfolio, with the total investment with any one issuer not 
exceeding 10%, subject to the issuer or issue having a Standard and Poor’s rating 
of A- or better, (or equivalent).

6.3  Loans and Investments

Loans and investments may be made to the following only after Council resolution, the  
resolution to include authorisation of the principal, source of funds, security and general terms 
and conditions.

6.3.1 Loans to CCTOs and other subsidiary companies and trusts where Council or a 
subsidiary are the settlor. 

6.3.2 Loans to individuals (for Council approved purposes).

6.3.3 Loans to community organisations.
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6.3.4 Loans to non-Council entities to facilitate community infrastructural asset creation as 
approved specifically by the Council.

6.3.5 Shares in (listed) public companies.

6.3.6 Shares in CCTOs and other subsidiaries.

6.3.7 Real estate held for investment purposes.

6.3.8 Professionally managed (external to the Council) portfolios of investments, either by 
direct investment or through Unit Trusts, including: 

(a) Equities both New Zealand and overseas domiciled 

(b) Fixed interest, both New Zealand and overseas domiciled 

(c) Short term cash 

(d) Real estate.

6.3.9 Other investments that the Council may from time to time resolve.

7 Performance Review Criteria 

7.1 The performance of any external investment manager used will be monitored against 
the performance of other investment managers at least quarterly. 

7.2 Any external investment manager used will be reviewed annually with respect to their 
organisational structure, investment processes and personnel. 

7.3 Investment policies and objectives, asset allocation strategy and overall investment-
management structure will be reviewed at least once every three years. 

7.4 The performance of any funds managed without the use of external investment 
managers will be monitored against suitable benchmarks as determined from time to 
time by the Chief Executive of the Council. 

8 Role of CCHL in Monitoring CCTOs

8.1 Christchurch City Holdings Ltd (CCHL) is an infrastructure investment and monitoring 
company established by the Council to hold its significant CCTOs and other subsidiary 
companies on behalf of the Council.

8.2 Each company which is held directly by the Council or CCHL is required to prepare 
annually a Statement of Intent that sets out its activities and strategic direction and to 
report in accordance with the Statement of Intent to CCHL except where that company 
is listed on the stock exchange.

8.3 Regular monitoring will be carried out by CCHL on the operational performance and 
periodically CCHL will review the ownership options, business strategy and operating 
plans, capital structure and risk management affecting both the CCHL and CCC-owned 
CCTOs and other subsidiary companies. 

8.4 Investment performance of CCTOs and other subsidiary companies will be assessed 
in comparison to the performance of similar companies in the same industry taking 
account of the objectives established in the Statements of Intent.

8.5 The CCHL Board will report directly to the Council at least six times a year on issues 
arising from its monitoring role.  Ad hoc briefing sessions and seminars for Councillors 
will also be arranged. 

8.6 The Council is responsible for the approval of Statements of Intent and the 
appointment of directors for all CCTOs and other subsidiaries held directly by the 
Council and CCHL. 

8.7 Directors of all CCTOs and other subsidiary companies will be selected according to 
the policy established by the Council in June 2003. 

8.8 Ownership of shares in CCTOs and other subsidiaries may be transferred to CCHL 
when a subsidiary has an established record of financial performance and it is Council 
policy to retain the investment in the long term. 

8.9 This policy does not apply to non-trading companies or companies which are 
subsidiary to companies which report directly to CCC or CCHL. 
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9 Risk Management Parameters

9.1 Hedging

9.1.1 Derivative interest rate instruments may be used to hedge interest rates under the 
following circumstances:

(a) They must be applied to a specific class of existing investment of the Council; 

(b) They may be used to avoid an exposure to adverse rates based on the interest rate 
view formed by the Treasury Review Team;

(c) All hedging contracts longer than twelve months must be discussed with the 
Director, Strategic Investment, or General Manager, Corporate Services, before 
being transacted;  

(d) Contracts to be taken for periods longer than ten years must be discussed in 
advance with the Treasury Review Team.

9.1.2 Derivatives may not be used for speculative purposes under any circumstances.

9.2 Approved Hedging Instruments

(a) Interest rate swaps.

(b) Forward Rate Agreements (FRAs).

(c) Bought options on FRAs, swaps or government bonds.

(d) Sold options on FRAs, swaps or government bonds, but only as an integral part of a 
1:1 collar

(e) All derivative contracts entered into shall be reported to the Treasury Review Team 
on the day of the transaction.

9.3 Hedging Counterparties

(a) Unless otherwise stated, all hedging counterparties must be a Registered Bank in 
terms of the Reserve Bank Act and have a long term credit rating of ‘A’ or above from 
Standard and Poor’s, or equivalent from another recognised credit rating agency.

(b) Other approved counterparties include the Council, and CCHL subsidiaries, and 
other recognised financial intermediaries with the appropriate credit rating.

(c) The following table summarises minimum credit rating requirements and limits: 

Counterparty’s Minimum 
S&P Short- Term Credit 
Rating

Counterparty’s Minimum 
S&P Long- Term Credit 
Rating

Total Exposure Limit for 
each Counterparty

 A1+

 A1

AA-

A

$50 million

$20 million

  If any counterparty’s credit rating falls below the minimums specified in the above 
table, all practical steps are to be taken to reduce the credit exposure to that 
counterparty to zero as soon as reasonable.  

(d) Exposure to each counterparty is defined as the total amount invested with that 
counterparty.

(e) All settlements shall be by cleared funds.

10 Reporting – Council and Management

10.1 Treasury Review Team

The Treasury Review Team will review the following on a monthly basis:

(a) Return on the portfolio and the relevant market return.

(b) Risk exposure position; the Council’s current interest rate position including 
underlying physical exposures, hedges in place and the actual net risk position, 
compared to the risk control limits of the policy.

(c) Policy compliance; conformity with policy limits and requirements in the areas of 
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portfolio composition, counterparty credit risk, and operational risk.

(d) Funding facility and liquidity report; availability of operating and capital funds.

10.2 Council

A summarised report incorporating key elements of (a) to (d) above will be made to the Audit 
and Risk Management Sub Committee twice yearly and the Sub Committee shall make regular 
progress reports to Council on the management of treasury operations and results.

11 Performance Measurement

11.1 Review

Measuring the effectiveness of the Council’s cash investment activity is achieved through  
objective measures as follows:

(a) Adherence to policy.

(b) Comparison of actual monthly and year to date investment return vs. budget return 
(as per the Annual Plan) and comparable fund and financial market indices.
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Policy on Partnerships with the Private Sector 

Policy objective 
To ensure that the Council acts wisely when it enters into business partnerships with the private 
sector, and to ensure that the Council’s interests are protected and the desired outcomes are 
consistent with its strategic objectives.

Context 
From time to time the Council has opportunities to work in partnership with private sector interests 
to deliver its strategic directions.  These opportunities can be quite diverse in nature, and for this 
reason this policy is broadly based.

The Local Government Act 2002 (Sections 102(4)(d) and 107) requires that a policy be prepared 
on Public Private Sector Partnership (PPPs) and is adopted by the Council as part of its Long Term 
Council Community Plan (LTCCP).

Section 107 of the Act states that this policy applies to: “…. any arrangement or agreement that is 
entered into between one or more local authorities and one or more persons engaged in business; 
but does not include: (a) any such arrangement or agreement to which the only parties are: (i) 
local authorities; or (ii) one or more local authorities and one or more Council organisations; or (b) 
a contract for the supply of any goods or services to, or on behalf of, a local authority.”  

All references to PPPs in this policy are made in the context of the above definition.  The focus is 
on commercial relationships with entities engaged in trading activities undertaken for the purpose 
of making a profit.  The nature of the entity’s activities, rather than its legal form, is the relevant 
consideration in determining whether this is a partnership with “persons engaged in business”.  
This could include charitable trusts.

The term engaged in business means “engaging in a commercial activity”.
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Circumstances in which the Council will enter into a PPP 
The Council may consider entering into a PPP where: 

•  the PPP will contribute to the achievement of Community Outcomes identified in the  
Council’s LTCCP; and 

•  it will promote the social, economic, cultural or environmental well-being of the  
city; and 

•  it is a prudent, efficient and effective use of the Council’s resources.

Conditions 
The Council will only enter into a PPP where: 

•  There is a partnership agreement which defines the objectives of the partnership and  
the obligations of all parties;

•  The benefits to the community of the proposed partnership will exceed the costs;

•  The proposed private sector partner has demonstrated the ability to meet the terms 
of a proposed agreement between it and the Council;

•  The partnership and its proposed business are lawful;

•  There are clear financial forecasts of the partnership arrangements;

•  The Council’s financial and resource obligations under the partnership are defined

•  A clear exit/termination strategy is agreed;

•  Roles, responsibilities and liabilities of each partner are clearly defined;

•  Other conditions that the Council wishes to impose are clearly defined.

The Council will not enter into a PPP where: 

•  The activity is primarily speculative in nature;

•  The cost or risk of the PPP is judged by the Council and its advisors to be greater to  
the community than the benefits that would accrue to the community.

Types of PPP participation 
The Council can consider the following methods of participating in a PPP: 

•  Grants

•  Loans

•  Investments 

•  Guarantees 

The form of contribution to a PPP will be determined based on the nature of the partnership 
project, the availability of resources and the assessed risks.

Process of approval 
A PPP may only be entered into following a Council resolution or under a delegation from the 
Council to the Chief Executive.  Where the issue is deemed to be significant in terms of the 
Council’s Policy on Significance the Council shall not delegate the decision.  Before making a 
decision to enter into a PPP, at any level of delegation, a comprehensive report which addresses 
the following issues must be considered: 

•  The specific strategic directions and Community Outcomes which the proposed  
partnership will contribute to;

•  A full description of the Council’s resources (physical and financial) which will be  
allocated to this partnership;

•  An explanation of the nature of the transactions to be entered into, and key 
performance measures;

•  Details of the financial projections of the PPP for a minimum of 5 years;

•  An analysis of the financial implications for the Council (both capital and revenue) 
over the life of the PPP, including an independent assessment from the General 
Manager Corporate Services or delegated staff;

•  An analysis of why the PPP structure is preferable to other service delivery options;

•  An assessment of the risks and the Council’s potential liabilities, and proposed 
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procedures for mitigating these;

•  An analysis of potential partners, and the reason for selecting the proposed partners;

•  Details of the conditions and milestones that must be met before the Council 
commits funding or other resources to the PPP;

•  The form of a Partnership agreement to be entered into which reflects the intentions  
and obligations of all parties;

•   Details of the proposed monitoring regime of the PPP, including internal and external  
audit requirements;

•  The degree of delegated authority to be given to the partnership arrangement to act  
on behalf of the Council;

•  Details of how the PPP is to be administered and accounted for and the estimated  
resource requirements and cost to the Council (if any) for administration and  
accounting;

•  An exit strategy and how and when this could be commenced;

•   A summary of professional or other advice taken.

Form of consultation 
Where practicable the Council will consult on PPPs through the Annual Plan or LTCCP process, 
or other formal plans.

Generally, where the Council decides to enter into a PPP in accordance with this policy and on 
matters which are provided for in the Council’s LTCCP or Annual Plan, there will be no further 
requirement for the Council to consult.

However, further public consultation may be undertaken where it is appropriate in the context of 
the Council’s “Policy on Significance”.

The Council will undertake additional consultation where: 

•  A PPP is assessed as being greatly beneficial, but falls outside the conditions or 
circumstances identified in this policy;

•   Financial provision has not been made in the Annual Plan and LTCCP;

•   The partnership will result in significant changes in service levels not already 
reflected in the Annual Plan or LTCCP;

•   Ownership or control of a significant asset is to be transferred away from the Council;

•   There is expected to be considerable public interest in whether the PPP should 
proceed and the Council regards the proposal as being significant.
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Assessment and management of risks 
An assessment of risks and their management is required before the Council enters into a PPP.   
This shall be included in a report to the Council or delegated decision-maker before any  
commitment to enter into the PPP is made.

Where the risks are considered to be significant, the assessment will weigh up the risks against 
the benefits and the risk management strategies which are proposed.

Risks to be assessed will fall into the following categories:  

•   Design and construction risk; 

•   Commissioning and operating risk; 

•   Service and under performance risk;

•   Financial risk to the Council; 

•   Risk to the capacity of the Council to carry on its activities (whether associated with  
this partnership or not);

•   Risk to the reputation of the Council and the city from failure;

•   Counterparty risk.

Council staff  charged with monitoring the Council’s involvement in a PPP must specifically include 
and report on risk assessment and management in their monitoring process.

Monitoring and reporting provision of funding and other resources 
Monitoring must be performed on an ongoing basis, with formal reports being brought to the 
appropriate portfolio group at regular intervals, depending on the significance of the Council’s 
involvement in the PPP and the maturity of the partnership.

Formal monitoring reports will be at no less than 12-monthly intervals. However, monitoring and 
reporting requirements will vary depending on the level of resources the Council has committed 
to the PPP. The Council will determine the minimum level of monitoring, as part of the process 
of approval.

In the case of major business partnerships the Council may choose to delegate its monitoring role 
to Christchurch City Holdings Limited.

Assessing, Monitoring and Reporting Community Outcomes 
The extent to which Community Outcomes will be enhanced  by the proposed PPP will be  
assessed as part of the process of approval.

Regular monitoring of the partnership arrangements will be required to ensure that Community 
Outcomes are being achieved.

The following points shall be considered for inclusion in a monitoring regime to assess how 
Community Outcomes are being achieved by the PPP: 

•   Measurable and auditable performance outcomes and objectives should be included  
where appropriate in partnership documents and reported on as part of the regular  
monitoring reports to the Council or its delegated monitoring committee;

•   Annual financial reports from the PPP must be produced and reported to the Council  
or portfolio group of the Council for the duration of the arrangement or period of  
perceived benefit;

•   The performance of PPPs will be reported on in the Council’s Annual Report where it  
is of significance.
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Exclusions from this policy 
For the sake of clarity it should be noted that this policy does not apply to:

•   Grants to community organisations;

•   Investment of funds solely for the purpose of financial return.  These are subject to 
the Council’s adopted Investment Policy;

•   Normal contractual arrangements for the supply of goods and services;

•   Commercial arrangements made by Council controlled trading organisations and their  
subsidiaries;

•  Capital contracts of less than $1 million and operating contracts of less than 
$500,000 in total over the period of the contract where officers have delegated 
authority from the Council and there has been a specific line item provision in the 
Annual Plan.
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Development Contributions Policy

Under the Local Government Act the Council must have a policy on development or financial 
contributions as part of its funding and financial policies in its Long Term Council Community 
Plan (LTCCP).

The Council’s Development Contributions Policy is an appendix to the Council’s LTCCP 2006 to 
2016. It is a transitional document pending the amalgamation of the former Banks Peninsula 
District Council into the Council, so it is structured in two parts: Part A - Development Contributions 
Policy for Christchurch City and Part B - Development and Financial Contributions Policy for Banks 
Peninsula.

The Development Contributions Policy aims to get those who contribute to growth in the city  
to help pay for any new infrastructure needed to service that growth. The Policy details a  
transparent, consistent and fair method for collecting development contributions to meet Council 
objectives to: 

•   Obtain from those responsible for development that places additional demands on 
the Council’s provision of infrastructure, parks and community facilities a fair and 
reasonable contribution towards the expansion of those services; and

•   Ensure that the level of such contribution does not generally act to discourage 
development, recognising that the contribution will be influenced by the complexity of 
site works and that this may act to discourage development of a particular area. 

 
The appendix to the LTCCP on the Development Contributions Policy is available on request or 
at council offices, service centres and libraries. It can also be viewed on the council’s website 
at www.ccc.govt.nz.
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Development of Maori Capacity to Contribute to Decision-
making Processes

A long-term council community plan must set out any steps the Council intends to take to foster 
the development of Maori capacity to contribute to its decision-making processes.

The Council enjoys a strong working relationship with local Maori. The Council continues to  
work at developing processes to provide for opportunities for Maori to contribute to the decision-
making process of the Council. The review is being undertaken in consultation with Maori to 
ensure that the new arrangements will meet the best interests of all parties.

It is expected the new arrangements will emerge over time.

For the 2006/07 year, the Council has made specific provision of $122,374 for consultation  
with Maori, in addition to general provision for consultation with the community.
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Policy on Determining Significance

Introduction
This policy on determining significance is being prepared to meet the requirements of section 90 
of the Local Government Act 2002. It is designed to reflect the requirements of the Act and the 
Christchurch City Council’s commitment to conducting its business in an open, transparent and 
democratically accountable way. This policy has been prepared recognising the Memorandum 
of Understanding that exists between the Christchurch City Council and Banks Peninsula District 
Council (BPDC) and the processes associated in bringing the Councils together.

Changes to the Policy 
The policy on determining significance as published in the 2004 to 2014 Long Term Council 
Community Plan (LTCCP) has been revised to reflect the amalgamation with the BPDC. Under  
point 2 of the criteria for significant decisions, the level of operating expenditure has been  
increased from $500,000 to $1 million. Lastly, the list of strategic assets has been refined to 
clarify the status of Christchurch City Holdings Ltd (CCHL) assets following a decision from  
Council that the assets listed should be “those assets which provide an irreplaceable piece of the 
city’s infrastructure”. As a result, the list of strategic assets has been amended by the deletion of 
Redbus Limited and City Care Limited.

Significant activities
A significant activity is one that has a high degree of significance in terms of its impact on either: 
the wellbeing of Christchurch and/or persons likely to be affected by or with an interest in that 
activity and/or the costs to or capacity of the Christchurch City Council to provide for the well 
being of the city.

The Council considers each group of activities as they are grouped in the LTCCP or Annual Plan 
as a significant activity. The current groups are:

•  City Development

•  Community Support

•  Cultural and Learning Services

•  Democracy and Governance

•  Economic Development

•  Parks, open spaces and waterways

•  Recreation and Leisure

•  Refuse Minimisation and Disposal

•  Regulatory Services

•  Streets and Transport

•  Wastewater Collection and Treatment

•  Water Supply

Within each group a decision to cease or add a major component to the intended level of service 
is considered a significant activity. Such decisions will be made only after they have been  
included in a statement of proposal in an LTCCP (or an amendment to the LTCCP). A decision 
altering the mode of delivery of a major component of a significant activity is considered by the 
Council as a decision altering the mode of delivery of the significant activity, Such decisions will 
only be made using the Special Consultative Procedure either within the framework of the LTCCP 
or Annual Plan, where practical, or on its own. 
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Significant decisions
A significant decision is one that has a high degree of significance either in terms of its impact 
on: the wellbeing of Christchurch and/or persons likely to be affected by or with an interest in 
that decision and/or the costs to or capacity of the Christchurch City Council to provide for the 
wellbeing of the city.

Council policy is that in making significant decisions, the decision-maker should consider 
information on the reasons for the decision, the options and their relative costs and benefits, and 
the views of those that are affected by or with an interest in the decision that commensurates with 
the significance of that decision. It is the responsibility of the maker of the substantive decision 
(usually the full Council, a committee or a community board) to satisfy itself that the requirements 
of this policy are complied with. 

Criteria that will be considered in determining the significance of the decision will include:

•   The extent to which the decision flows logically and consequentially from a 
significant decision already made or from a decision in the LTCCP (as amended) or 
the Annual Plan. If it does, then its significance depends principally on the variations 
between the identified options, because the decision to do something has already 
been taken.

•   The magnitude of the decision in terms of its net cost to the Council. Most major 
spending decisions should be made in the context of the LTCCP or Annual Plan, 
so decisions involving unidentified and unbudgeted expenditure should receive at 
least as much scrutiny as they would have received if they had been included in the 
LTCCP or Annual Plan. For guidance, budget decisions involving more than $5 million 
in capital expenditure or more than $1 million in operating costs will usually be 
regarded as significant.

•   The extent to which the options identified (including the ‘do nothing’ option where 
appropriate) have radically different effects in terms of, amongst other things: their 
costs, their benefits, the extent to which they impact on members of the community 
and which members they impact upon. The greater the variation, the greater the 
degree of significance.

•   The extent to which the matter under consideration is controversial within the 
community.

•   The reversibility test. The more difficult it is to reverse a decision, in general, the 
greater its significance. A decision which leads to a final outcome has greater 
significance than one where the outcome can be largely reversed in a different form.

•   Precautionary principle. Where the significance of a matter being considered, or a 
decision being made is unclear, then the council will err on the side of treating the 
issue as of more, rather than less, significance.

•   Practicality. The Act provides for the Council to take into account the circumstances 
under which a decision is taken and what opportunity there is to consider a range 
of options or the views and preferences of other people. In circumstances in which 
failure to make a decision urgently would result in loss of opportunities which are 
assessed as able to contribute to achieving the communities outcomes, then the 
Council will tailor its decision processes to allow as much evaluation and consultation 
as is practicable while achieving the timeline required. 

 
For the avoidance of doubt, administrative decisions made by officers under delegated authority 
that flow from Council policy (e.g. the issuing or exempting from traffic infringement notices, the 
issuing of dog licences, the decision on the notification of a resource consent) are not significant 
in terms of this policy. The significance rests with the statutory provisions or the Council policy that 
guides these decisions and not with each decision made in administering the statutory provisions 
or the policy. The degree of importance to be attached to each criterion will be considered decision 
by decision. It follows that a high level of significance in one or more of the criteria may or may 
not result in the decision itself being assessed as having a high level of significance. 
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Significant decisions that may impact on land or water of importance 
to Maori (section 77(1)(c))
Where the Christchurch City Council is considering a significant proposal or decision in relation 
to issues, assets or other matters where one or more of the options involves land or a body of 
water which is, or may be, important to the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions 
with their ancestral land, water, sites, waahi tapu, [iv] valued flora and fauna or other taonga [v], 
then the views of the Maori Liaison Subcommittee will be sought on:

•   Whether it is important; and if so, whose views should be sought in order to inform 
the Council of the importance of that relationship; 

•   If after seeking and considering those views the Council is of a mind to proceed with 
an option that is not compatible with those views, it will refer the matter back to the 
Maori Liaison Subcommittee and seek their advice before the decision is made.

 
In applying this policy, the Council will err on the side of caution; that is, where it is uncertain 
whether the land or body of water being considered is of cultural importance to Maori, it will refer 
the matter to the Maori Liaison Subcommittee for its consideration.
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Strategic assets
Section 90 (2) of the Local Government Act 2002 requires the Council to identify and list the 
assets it considers to be strategic assets.

 
The assets that Christchurch City Council considers to be strategic assets include:

•   Its controlling interest in Christchurch City Holdings Ltd;

•   The controlling interest that Christchurch City Holdings Ltd holds in each of the 
following subsidiaries (each subsidiary to be treated as a separate strategic asset for 
the purposes of this policy):

•  Lyttelton Port Company Limited

•  Christchurch International Airport Limited

•  Orion Group Limited;

•   The controlling interest in Jade Stadium or its successor held either directly by 
Christchurch City Council or through Christchurch City Holdings Limited;

•   The controlling interest in Christchurch City Facilities Limited or its successor held 
either directly by Christchurch City Council or through Christchurch City Holdings 
Limited;

•   Christchurch Town Hall;

•   Its equity in Transwaste Canterbury Limited.

•  The Christchurch Art Gallery and its permanent collection;

•  The library network as a whole including the central library, the suburban libraries and 
the mobile library service;

•  The Christchurch City roading network as a whole; 

•  The water supply network as a whole including reservoirs, pump stations and reticulation;

•  The sewage collection, treatment and disposal system as a whole including the sewers, 
pump stations and the treatment works;

•  The land drainage system as a whole including the storm-water pipe network, the open 

river system, waterways, wetlands and retention basins; 

•  The reserves lands as a whole including land held under the Reserves Act and land used 
for parks, gardens, sports fields, recreational areas and cemeteries;

•  The Council’s built recreational facilities including its suburban swimming pools 
(Waltham, Halswell and Sockburn) and indoor pool complexes;

•  The system as a whole of off-street parking facilities owned or operated by the Council;

•  The public transport infrastructure system as a whole including the Bus Exchange, bus 
shelters and other bus related facilities;

•  The Council’s portfolio of Heritage Assets as a whole (excluding assets specifically 
acquired for on-selling after providing them with protective covenants);

•  Harbour structures, including wharves, jetties, slipways, breakwaters and seawalls;

•  The waste management system as a whole including transfer stations.

 
Section 97 of the Act requires that decisions to transfer the ownership or control of a strategic 
asset to or from the Council, or a decision to construct, replace or abandon a strategic asset can 
only be taken if the decision has been explicitly provided for by a statement of proposal in the 
Council’s LTCCP.

Strategic assets as defined above are the assets in total and not the separate elements of the 
assets. That is, the requirements of section 97 are only triggered if the proposal relates to the 
asset as a whole or a major sub-part of the asset.

[i]  The Act has the following definition of ‘significant’: Significant, in relation to any issue, 
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proposal, decision, or any other matter means that the issue, proposal, decision, or other 
matter has a high degree of significance Part I section 5). 

The same section defines significance as follows:

Significance, in relation to any issue, proposal, decision, or other matter that concerns or is before 
a local authority, means the degree of importance of the issue, proposal, decision, or matter, as 
assessed by the local authority, in terms of its likely impact on, and likely consequences for:

(a)   The current and future social, economic, environmental or cultural wellbeing of the 
district of region;

(b)   Any persons who are likely to be particularly affected by, or interested in the issue, 
proposal, decision or matter;

(c)   The capacity of the local authority to perform its role, and the financial and other 
costs of doing so.

[ii]  For example, a proposal to stop funding events and festivals (being an element of the 
sports, leisure and events significant activity) as a group would be a proposal that 
significantly altered the intended level of service of a significant activity. However, 
decisions on the exact mix of festivals and events supported would not be considered to 
significantly alter the intended level of service.

[iii]   To continue with the events and festivals example, a proposal to provide all festivals 
’in-house’ would be considered as the alteration of the mode of delivery of a significant 
activity. However a change of provider for an individual festival would not. 

[iv]  Sacred sites,

[v] In this context this refers to land or bodies of water of cultural importance to Maori. 
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C a p i t a l  e n d o w m e n t  f u n d

 Plan  Plan  Plan  Forecast  Forecast  Forecast  Forecast  Forecast  Forecast  Forecast 
2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
 $000’s  $000’s  $000’s  $000’s  $000’s  $000’s  $000’s  $000’s  $000’s  $000’s 

Inflation Adjusted Capital  83,354  85,855  88,430  90,730  92,726  94,580  96,472  98,401  100,369  102,377 

Unallocated Funds carried forward (Civic)  401 
Total Projected Opening Balance 1 July 2006  83,755  85,855  88,430  90,730  92,726  94,580  96,472  98,401  100,369  102,377 

Plus Net Interest Earnings  5,863  6,010  5,969  6,124  6,259  6,384  6,512  6,642  6,775  6,910 

Less Drawdowns for Projects (Funding Allocations) (3,763) (3,434) (3,670) (4,128) (4,404) (4,493) (4,582) (4,674) (4,768) (4,863)

Projected Closing Balance 30 June 2007  85,855  88,430  90,730  92,726  94,580  96,472  98,401  100,369  102,377  104,424

Capital Endowment Fund

Background
In April 2001, the Council set up a Capital Endowment Fund of $75 million. This fund was established using a share of the proceeds from the   
sale of Orion’s investment in a gas company.  The Fund is to provide an ongoing income stream which can be applied to economic development and civic and community projects.   
The terms of the Fund require that the capital sum is inflation protected on a quartertly basis. The policies relating to the Capital   
Endowment Fund are set out in Council resolutions dated 23 March 2001 and 12 July 2001 and as published in the 2002 edition of the Council   
Financial Plan and Programme.   
Funds are managed in accordance with Council’s Investment Policy.   

Capital Endowment Fund Movements
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 Plan  Plan  Plan  Forecast  Forecast  Forecast  Forecast  Forecast  Forecast  Forecast 
2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
 $000’s  $000’s  $000’s  $000’s  $000’s  $000’s  $000’s  $000’s  $000’s  $000’s 

Estimated total available income from Fund after management expenses  3,362  3,434  3,670  4,128  4,404  4,493  4,582  4,674  4,768  4,863 

Less not to be allocated until later years (25%) (859) (917) (1,032) (1,101) (1,123) (1,146) (1,169) (1,192) (1,216)

Total income available for allocation this year  3,362  2,576  2,752  3,096  3,303  3,369  3,437  3,506  3,576  3,647

Economic Development 70% 70%

70% of net income available for allocation  2,354  1,803  1,927  2,167  2,312  2,359  2,406  2,454  2,503  2,553
Previously unspent budgets available for reallocation
Less already allocated
New initiatives (100)

Unspecified economic development - Canterbury Economic Development Fund (1,500) (1,500) (1,500) (1,500) (1,500) (1,500) (1,500) (1,500) (1,500) (1,500)

Balance available for Economic Development Projects  754  303  427  667  812  859  906  954  1,003  1,053 

Civic and Community 30% 30%

30% of Net Income Available for Allocation  1,009  773  826  929  991  1,011  1,031  1,052  1,073  1,094 
Previously Unspent Budgets Available for Reallocation  401 
Less already allocated
Canterbury Museum Trust Board Building and Development Project Grant (733) (250)

Balance available for Civic and Community Projects  677  523  826  929  991  1,011  1,031  1,052  1,073  1,094 

Capital Endowment Fund - Funding Allocations
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